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Name of Agent
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.MAHARASHTRA

1. Andhra University

General Co- 10.
operative • Stores Ltd., Waltair
(Visakhapatnatn).
.
•
2. G.R. Lakahmipaty Chetty andll.
Sons" General Merchants and
News Agents, Newpet, Challdragirl,
.
Cbittoor District.
ASSAM

3. Western Book Depot.
Gaubati.

P~

Bazar;

BIHAR

4. Amar Kitab· Ghar, POIIt Box 78;
Diagonal Road, Jamshedpur.

5. MIs. Crown Book Depot,
Bazar, .,Ranchi.

Upper

GUJARAT
6. Vijay St.ores,

Station Road, Anand.

7. The New Order Bcok
Ellis Bridge,
Ahmedabad-S.

Company.

HARYANA

8. MIa. Prabhu Book. Servlce,
Nai Subzi Mandl,
Gurgaon; .

MADHYA PRADESt{
9. Modern Book Hou.....
Shlv Vilas P.ala.ce,
Indore Clty.

Name of Agent

81. No.

ANDHRA PRADESH

~

SABRA

Mis. Sunderdas. GianchaDd,
601, Girgaum Road,

New Princess Street,
Bombay-2.
:rhe International
Book House,
(Private) Limited;
6 A h La
,~
ne,
Mahatma Gandhi Road, Bombay-I. #
12. The Intrn.ational BOOk Service,
Deccan Gymkhana, Poona-4,
J 3. Charles Lambert & Compan:v~J
10. Mahatma Gandhi Road,
.
. Opposite Clock.' Tower, .
Fort, Bombay.
14. ThE! Current Book' Houae,
. Maruti Lane,
Raghunath Dadaji Street,
Bombay-I.
15. De£can BOQk Stall,
Fergusson College Road,
, Poona-4.
16. M.St J. Services, ~blisherl
Representatives, Accounts • La.
Book Sellers
Bahri Road, Bombay-I5.
MYSORE

1'1 People BOok HoaM,
Of:,p. Jaganmohan Palaee,
Mysore
RAJASTHAN
18: Inklrmation Centre,
Government of Rajutban,
. Tripoli, Jaipur City.
19. MIs. Usha Book
Depot. SIS A.
Chitra Bazar, .Tripoli., JaJpur.
UTTAR PRADESH
20. T~w &ook Company. t
Sardar. Patel Mar"
Allaha'{,ad-I.
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INTRODUCTION
I, the Chairman, Committee on Public Undertaking. having been
authorised by the Committee to present the Report, on their behalf,
present this Eightieth Report on Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd
2. This Report of the Committee is based on the comprehensive
appraisal of the working of the Hindustan Antibiotics Limited as
contained in the Report of the Comptroller & Auditor General of
India for the year 1970-71-Union Government (Commercial), Part
XI and also of an examination in depth of the workini of Hindustan
Antibiotics Limited upto the year ending 31st March, 1975.
3. The Committee took evidence of the representatives of the
Hindustan Antibiotics Limited on the 23rd September, 1975 and of
the then Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals on the 15th November, 1975.
4. The Committee considered and adopted the Report at their
sittings held on 19th and 20th February, 1976.

5. The Committee wish to express their thanks to the Ministry
of Petroleum. and Chemicals, the Hindustan Antibiotics Limited an«\
the non-official organisations for placing before them the material
and information they wanted in connection with the examination of
Hindustan Antibiotics Limited They wish to thank in particular
the representatives of the Ministry and the Undertaking who gave
evidence and placed their considered views before the Committee.
6. The Committee also place on record their appreciation of the
assistance rendered to them by Comptroller and Auditor General
of India in the examination of Hindustan Antibiotics Limited.

NEW DELm;
March 11. 1976
Phalgu.1I4 21, 1897 (S)

NAWAL KISHORE SHARMA,
Chai1"'l'R4n.
Committee on PubliC Undertakingl.
po
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INTRODUCTORY

.·:v

The

Hindustan'Antib!otics'Limited, a Gownlment of Ii'idia enter'prise, . was incotporatedas a Company on 80th' MarOh( 1954 under
-the Indian Companies Act, 1913 to take over tfte control and management of the factory at Pimpri set up by the Government of India
for the production of Penicillin with tlte assistance of UNICEF and
W.H.O. by an agreement on 24th July, 1951 known as Joint Plan of
·Operations. UNICEF provided foreign excha'nge for. purchase of
machinery and equipment to the extent of US $ 850,000 to be paid
back "in kind" in the form of penicillin vials for treatment of children
and pregnant mothers in the South-East Asian countries including
India. This liability has since been fully liquidated. W.H.O. pro·vided technical assistance at an estimated cost of US $ 3,50,000 for
·the project. The capacity for production of Penicillin has been
'expanded from time to time and now it is 84 MMU of Pencilli'n G
'or 78 MMU per annum for Penicillin G and V.
1.2. In 1958, HAL entered into an agreement with MIs. Merk and
. Co. of USA for the manufacture of Streptomycin SUlphate under
licence. The plant was set up in 1962, and its capacity was raised
-to 89-90 tonnes per annum in 1965.
1.3. The main objects of the Company are to produce, buy, sell,
·export, import and deal in Penicillin and its preparations, other antibiotics, sulpha drugs, preparations of anti-malarial products etc. So
far, the Company has undertaken the production of antibiotics, parti·cularly Penicillin anrl Streptomycin Sulphate.
1.4. In 1968 HAL set up a plant for production of Hamycin an
antifungal antibiotics discovered in ReseartJl and Development
·Laboratories of HAL.
1.5. In 1973 HAL set up another plant for prod~on of Vitamin
·C based on the know-how developed by National ebem1cal Labo·ratory. ,
1.6. In addition, H.A.L. is J1so engaged in the preparation of
,formulations in the form of capsules, tablets, ointments, etc. of

2

Penicilli'n Tetracycline, Hamycin, Amplicillin, Vitamin 'e', etc. TheCompany is al80 vialling a portion of its production of Penicillin aneta.
Streptomycin.
1.7. ,'l'heW,OrlWJg of Hinduitan ·Antibiotics x.t~~ was ex.amiDed by'the Public~ts Committee in their Seventh .Report (Third Lok::
&bhe-Februaty, 1963).

..

.t....~'
'.

..-

....

A. PeaicWiD
ne ' Penitillin ·Project·W1lS .taken .up with teelmieal .....taDoe'
provided by the WHO in 1954 aDd H.A.L. atarted-production of ,ita.
first product-penicillin bulk-in August, 1955.
2.2. The initial capacity of the plant at 25 million mega

(MMU) was subsequently expanded in tbreestages 'to"84

~ts.

'bU

of
bulk penicillin G and V; the first stage of expansion raised the
capacity to 40 '-M:M(] in 1960..:61 and the second stage to: 60 MMU in
11J64-66. ('n\e! tlUtd.· st'lllfe 'i!xpmsion i raising the capacity to· '84 :MMU
(as G equivalent) was finally compieted in 1969-"70 although the·
equipment for the production of first crystals was commissioned in
January, 1966.
l

2.3. The fourth expansion raising the capacity to .160.MMU anci.
setting up of a second plant having a capacity of 140 MMU has been
included in the proposed Fifth Five Year Plan. Sanction of the
Government for tile project is however awaited.
2.4. Production of Penicillin and other antibiotics begins with
bialogical fermentation. In general, the fermentation process consists
of three s1leps viz. (1) seed growth, (2) prodUction fermentation and
(3)narvestfrig the fermented 'broth. Fiom the "fermented broth the
mycelium is separated and Penicillin recovered from the filtrate by
the "801vent extraetionpl'OCess;

2.5. The Project Report for the Penicillin plant cloes not indicate
either the instaHt!d capacity or the' norms of prodt1Ction atd1f!erent
stages. The norma of production' are fixed by the Management from
time to time . a~ taking into' cowdderationthe availability of fermentors and also the services-suchu refrigeration air, chilled water
etc. Out of 20 fermentors (18 of 20,000 litres each and 2 of 60,000litres each) for the manufacture of Penicillin (equivalent to 24 fer'Illentorsof 20,000 htres) fermentor of 20,OOOlitres is utilisec:t' for the
manufaeture of 'fIOducts '.ther thtfn PentelUin. The net a'vailable
capacity· is taken ·u20.5fermentorB after allowing two fermentors,
on an average; forlJl'ftUal'averhauland halffennentor for change of
3

4

ftlters. Based on a normal cycle of 148 hours (inclusive of 12 hours
-down time) for fermentation, 1200 fermentation batches are expected
to be seeded in • ,year .. Stand~curves allG~1 the rat~ of growth
of titres are prepared by the Undertaking based on the results of
sample batches. Decision ~Ol !~ohtiriue fermentation of broth or harNesting; are taken by cOlPparing performance from time tottme of
ithe bat~beir against the ~tandard curve. ,.
Batches seeded and
, harvested:

..

2.6. The number of batches targeted for production (both original and rovised), the number actually seeded, harvested and drainoed since 1966-67 are gl:ven below:
(Number of batches)
Percentage
OriJinal

tar.,u

Re~

taraet&

Actually
seeded

Har-

\felted

of

Drained

drained

batches

to total
number
of

3

batches
seeded

,

4

6
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a31
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1Sa8
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a)8
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1968-69
Pen, G

763

Pen,V

!U]

1073

986
t

:

1969-70
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---

100S
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300
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Pen. G
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1971-72
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, ,
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7
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668
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1972-73
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2.7. It is noticed from ~e ab()'v_~. s~~~~lIlent th"t~x..cj;ptin_lp'6_6-67.
1967-68 and 1972-73 the original targets were fixed below the capacity
~nd the actual production fell short of the original targets except
.during 1969-70.
2.8. The Management explained in March, 1972 that in the years
1968-69 and 1969-70, the targets were fixed at lower levels for want
-of extraction capacities which continued to be low till March, 1970
on account of an accident in May, 1-967 to the extractor.
2.9. In the year 1970-71, the new extractor (installed in March,
1970) had teething trouble in the beginning for quite some. time.
However, higher outP1:lt per batch was achieved from 1967-6'8 on.wards, which made up for lesser volume of batches.
2.10. In the absence of any norms laid down by the Manag~ment
with regard to the number of batches harvested to the batches
seeded, the efficiency of harvesting operations is not susceptible of
evaluation.
2.11. The Management stated in March, 1972 that drainage of
takes place due to contamination and that 5 per cent may
be taken as a normal provision for draining. Even on this basis, the
number of batches of Penicillin 'V' drained during 1968-69 and 196970 were in excess of the normal provision.

ba·~hes

2.12. The Ministry also stated in September, 1973 that based on
the previous experience, a norm of 2 to 3 per cent in the ease of
-Penicillin and 5 to lJO per cent in the case of Streptomycin is considered reasonable.
2.13. Explaining the difl-erence in the norms for draining fixed by
the Management (5 per cent) and the Ministry (2 to 3 per cen~ the
'Managing Director stated dUring evidence as follows:
"I may mention that the losses are due to fluctuation and
shortage of power supply, obsolesc~nce of equipments,

etc.••••

These norms

~e

also subject

~Q

proper functioll;ing of

the equipments, availability of technology and all that I

4.0 not t~nk there Clll be any s~4afc\ IS IUch for all this.
Each plant work. out its own noxm depending on its
equipment, its ieohaology, the opel'aUag ocmc1ltiou etc."

7

2.1" The Committee )lote th.t the Bindustall Antibiotics IJmJ.ted.

·~IiAL) starW produetion of bulk penicllll;n in 1955.

The illitial
·~apaeity of the Plant at ~. millioll mega units (M~). has been expanded in three stages to 84 MMU of bulk Penidllin OJ or 78 MMU of
bulk PenicUlin G & V as at present. Productioln of· ),H'niciUin and
·~ther antibiotics begins with bioloeical fermentation which is done
in three steps viz. (1) seed growth, (2) production fermentation and
(3) harvestine the fermented broth. The Committee regret to note
that the installed capaeity or the norms of production at different
-stages have not been indicated in the Project Report. The norms
of production at different stages are fixed by the Management frOID
time te time after taki. relevant faden into eoasideratiOil. The
Committee also note tbat, except ill 1966-67, 19&7-68 W 1972-73, the
Ol'igjDaI targets for pl:CHiuctiou of fermentatiQll batches were fixed
below the capaeityaad that ~ actual produetion leU shOd of the
·orieiaal targets except _ing 1919-70. It has bOOD stated tlaat the
targets were fixe.. at lower levels for want of extraction capacities
because of an aceWent is 1967 to the extractor which was replaced
oBly in March, 1970. The Committee regret to note that it took the
t::ompany three years to replace the extractor, and the production
was aDowed to sWIer dUl'in8 aU these years. The Committee would
like the reasons for delay iD tbit reprcl to be enquired into and rert~.ihi1ity fixed for s"ch excessive delay whick resulted in heavy
Joss in production.
2.15. The Committee, however, find that bieher output per batch
was achieved from 1967-68 onwards and this made up for lesSf'r
volume of batches. If it be so, the Committee see no reason why
·such higher output could not be sustained. As in the absence of any
norms with regard to the number of batches harvested to the batches
seeded, the efficiency of harvesting operations is not susceptible of
·evaluation, the Committee recommend that the Management should
not lose any further time in fixing the norms after a study of such
standards obtaining both in India and abroad so that they ean evaJuate the efficiency of harvesting operations from time to time and
take suitable remedial measures to prevent the efficiency going below
the norms.
2.16. Tbe Committee note that drainage of batches takes place due
to contamination and aecordm, to the undertaking 5 per cent is a
normal provision for drainin&'. The Ministry however cOllldder a
norm of 2 per cent to 3 per ceDt al reasonable in the case of Penicillin. It .... been stated by the Managing Director that the diJlerencc
·in the nonna of drainin, is due to fluctuation and shortage of power

,
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supp1y, obsolescence of eq~pmentalld operatlng conditions and t....t.
there cannot be a standard as such for this.' The Committee do not
'see any reason why it should not be possible to fix sui~ble Donn&.
for draining on the basi~' ~f the experience during all these years and
taking into consideration the state of equipment, operating conditions etc. The Committee would l~ the undertaking to take steps
without further delay to fix appropriate norms for draining of batches,
So that deviations therefrom could be watched and timely remedial
action taken so as to reduce the loss on account of drainage to the
minimum.

2.17. Titre yield a.nd broth obtained.-After mycelium content
estimated at 15 per cent. (actual content depend upon the nature of'
strain and fermentation conditions) is separated from the harvested
batches, titre yield of 7000 units per millilitre (mJ) in case of Penicillin 'G' and 5000 units per millilitre (ml) in case of Penicillin 'V' till 1971-72 (except in the year 1966-67, when the expected'
titre yield was 6500 units and 4500 units respectively), and 10,000
units per mi11ilitre (ml) in case of Penicillin 'G' ·and 6000 units permill1litre (ml) in case of Penicillin 'V' from 1972-73 onwards, is expected to be obtained according to the standard fixed by the Company. The following table indicates the volume per harvested batch,
titre yield per millilitre and Penicillin broth obtained, both expecteci';
and actual qu.antitin, during the years 1966-67 to 1974-75.
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2.18. It is seen that the actual volume per harvested batch an.d
actual titre yield varied widely from year to year.
The actual
volume per harvested batch was always more than the. expected
volume while the artual titre yield vias generally lower than the
standard yield. The actual volume per harvested batch was mo~e
than the expected volume during 1972-73 in the case of Penicilli'n
and during 1974-75 in respect of both Penicillin G and V. The
actual titre yield was less than the expected titre yield and substantially came down in 1974-75 as compared with the earlier two
years. The strain (H A 10) was introduced in 1962 and its titre yield
was expected at 7000 units per ml. In December, 1971 a new strain
(p.e. 11 and P.C. 12) was developed and introduced in a phl\sed
manner. According to Management the average titre yield per batch
during 1972-73 increased by about 18 per cent in Penicillin 'G' and
3 per cent in Penicillin 'V' after introduction of the new strain.
2.19. Explaining the reasons for wide variations in the actual
volume per harvested batch from year to year and lower titre-yield
in all the years and sharp fall in the titre yield during 1974-75, the
Managing Director stated during evidence that:"That (titre yield) depends on the nature of fermentation and
the foam.ing that comes up. So many factors-raw materiJ.1.s, etc. are the're which add to this problem. In fact
there is a tendency for the strain to deteriorate in course
of time. We introduced the strain in 1971.
In 1972-73 which was the first year, we watched its activity.
Thereafter the strain showed some deterioration. You
have to constantly watch the strain and keep the potency
up. You have to come to R&D. They select some culture, out of them and keep up the potency."

2.20. HAL added in another note that as a result of development
by Research and Development wing of HAL, the activity of the strain
obtained from UNICEF had increased from 2000 u/ml to an average
of 9000 u/ml during the last three years ending March 1975.
The
R&D wing was continuing the development work. HAL, howe"""
considered that it would be finanCially advantageous to purchase improved strain and technology which could be introduced in the plant
immediately and let the R&D maintain and develop further.
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2.21. On an enquiry of the Committee whether HAL had the technology to maintain the strength and potentiality of the strain and
whether all what was necessary was being done, the Managing Director stated during evidence that-they had the technology and
the company applied that technology. They could not however
maintain the stability, whereas in the case of lower strain they
could do so. Asked whether in HAL made any attempt to procure
improved technology from other countries befote 1973, the Managing Director stated that"I can't say we have not tried. Because all I can say is, the
company had its own strain in 1971 which was giving
around 10.000 and the feeling then was that we have
strain which is as good as what anybody would have.
Then we came to know that in some other countries
they have a strain which gives 2 or 3 times more of production. We talked to people. In early 1974 a delegation went in which I was also a member. We talked to
different persons regarding actual proposal for transfer
of strain and know-how technology.
2.22. The Secretary of the Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals
also stated in this regard as follows:"So far as penicillin is concerned, We have improved the strain
from time to time, based upon the technology. It was a
slow process but there was a certain human pride in doing
things ourselves. They developed from 2000 and reached
the level of 9000 over the course of years. In modern technology this is not adequate and therE!'i'ore, we are negotiating with the Japanese party for a strain which would give
us as much as 30,000. We hope theSe negotiations would
be completed soon and as soon as this strain is obtained
the penicillin production would be a great deal more."
2.23. Asked about the improvements made by R&D of HAL, it
was stated by the Managing Director that the R&D consisted of
very good scientists of international repute and they wanted certain
facilities which were given to them. In this connection-
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"I do not think it would be fair or even correct to say that the
technology of the HAL and the improvements of strains
was stagnant. They start with 2,000 and, over the course
of years, they built up to 9,000. This was their own effort.
There was one simple way of getting advanced technology,
that is, to buy from foreign countries. It is a very simple
way. Most of the private companies do this. Sometimes,
we have to make a hard choice, whether we Want to devf'lop our own technology Or purchase the technology. Since
in this particular case and tn a number of cases in the
public sector, we have taken a conscious decision to build
up our own technology, this is prima facie a slower process. We just do not have the vast millions of dollars
which are put in the R&D abroad. If we are able to build
up our own technology there is a price to be paid for it.
The process is bound to ,be a slower one. I do not accept
that there has been stagnation there."
2.24. The Secretary added that"One would not say that the HAL's performance has been
bad in this context. They have reached, to some extent,
a stalemate ;n technology. They said that they must
move faster and they would get the Japanese technology.
It will be of enormous benefit. The moment they get
Japanese te::!hnology, they will be far in advance of even
the private companies in the country. There will be race
between the two.
I must mention that this spectacular development of 30,000
is a fairly recent thing. It i,8 not that ten years ago the
Japanese had the 30,000 strain, it is within the last two
to three years, that the antibiotics technology there had
been fantastic advance. When, thrQugh our process, we
develop it from 2000 to 9000 it cannot be said that there
was, at that time, the 30,000 technology in the world.
I do not think it would be quite right to say that, during the
entire period of ten years, We were asleep to these developments."
'

us. ,'l'he COJllDlittee note that titre yield of 7800 units pet' milliDtre (~). in case of PenicUlin 'G' and 5000 unltlper mi. In case of
Penicillin 'V' (except in the year 1.966-61 when the yield was 6500
units ad ..soo nnits retlpectively) was expected to be obtained till
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1971-72 according to the standards fixed by the Undertaking. From
1972-73 onwards, the expected titre yield has been 10,000 units in
caSe of Penicillin 'Q'. and 6000 in the case of Penicillin 'V'. The
Committee find that the actual titre yield bas always been lower
t"an the standard yield except, during 1967-68, 1968-69 and 1971-72
in the case of Penicillin G and 1968-69 in the case of Penicillin V.
It has been stated that the titre yield depended on the nature of fermentation and foaming, which apin was dependent on raw materials etc. There was a tendency for the strain to deteriorate ill
cqurse of time and the potency had to be watched and kept up.
Penicillin strain was introduced in 1962 and a new strain was developed and introduced in December, 1971 in a phased manner. The
Committee are also infonned that as a result of development by
Research and Development wing of HAL. the activity of the strain
originally obtained from the UNICEF had increased from 2000 units/
ml. to an average of .9000 units/mJ. during the last three years end·
ing March, 1975. As between developing its own technology aud
the purchase of a new technology, the Company is reported to have
taken a conscious decision to build up its own technology though
this was prima facie a slower process. The Committee regret to
observe that in spite of the knowledge about the potency of the
strain going down no serious attempts appear to have been made
from' 1962 to 1971 to improve the potency of strain for obtaining
better titre yield. They learn that the Company is now negotiating
with a Japanese party for a strain which has a yield of 30,000 units/
mt The Secretary, Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals, had ad.
mitted during evidence that HAL had "reached, to some extent, a
stalemate in technology.
2.26. In view of the fact that the country has all through this
period been importing Penicillin (total foreign exchange outgo on
this score being Rs. 1.92 crores from 1966-67 to 1971·72 as mentioned
in paragraph 2.55 of this Report). in the opinion of lhe Committee,
it would have been better and in the national interest if a new
strain which is now sought to be imported had been imported much
earUe.r and c.onsequently production of Penicillin improved and import of Penidllln reduced to' that extent. The Committee stress that
the Government/undertaking should finalise without further delay
the negotiatioQ for import of. the best suited and most eflldent new
Penicillin strain and take suitable measu~s to maximise the titre
yield and the production of Penicillin.
2.27. The CODm,li~tee would a~ like the Research and Develop-.
ment Win, of HAL to keep itllelf abreast of the developments else-
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where so as to take advantage of any improvement. ill the techaology from time to tim••
2.28. The Committee allo recommend that a case-study of the
manufacture should be undertaken, so as. to determine the national
loss due to not keeping pace with the technical developments in improving the strains. The Undertaking should draw appropriAte lessons from this experience in order to obviate recurrence of such a
situation in pharmaceutical and other industries, where technoJogi~
cal changes are rapidly taking place.
2.Z9. The Committee suggest that a study should be made and 8
report prepared once a year comparing the output and teehaology
used in the Undertaking with other unit,s ;.n the country and if possible with emcient units out~ide the country, and considered in depth
by the Board of Directors who should give their reeommencbattons
for improving efficiency and production.
Extraction of first crystals
2.30. The next stage of processing is the extraction of first crystals from the fermented broth in respect of which the Company
has fixed a standard extraction efficiency of 70 per cent.
2.31. The yield of first crystals obtained during 1966-67 to 1974'75 is indicated below:-
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No" _The expected yie 1<1 of firat crystals has been calcula«d on the basis o£
70% of the elq'cc(cd fermentc:d broth,

2.32, It is that the actual yield obtained in respect of Penicillin
'G' was always more than the standard extraction efficiency fixed
by the Company. This was attributed by the Management (July,
1973) to better operational efficiencies. In fact during 1972-73 to
1974-75 the actual yield improved as compared to earlier years. The
actual yield in the case of Penicillin 'V' was, however, less than the
expected yield,
2,33, The Company has been progressively revising the standards
of yield of first crystals peT harvested batch from 1961-62 onwards,
The last revision was made in 1972-73 when the standard yield of
8,000 mega units for Penicillin 'G' and 55,000 mega units per Penicillin 'V' was revised to 1,20,000 mega units and 60,000 mega units
per barveated. batoh respectively, The actual average yield per
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harvested batch obtained by the Company during 1966-67 to 1974-75
is given below:(Mt'p uniu)

Penicillin G PeDic:iUin V
1966-67

74,223

47.760

1967-68

85,134

56,819

1968-69

89,526

59.682

1969-70

il2,454

51,800

1970-11

84>459

5°,29 1

197J-7 2

84m5

49.238

1972-73

1,20,300

61662

1973-74

1,08442

52,913

1974-75

-.--

---'--

92,J39

-----------

..

47.003

_- - - - -_ _------_._. __._-_._-..

2.34. The Committee note that the undertakin, fixed a standard
efficiency of 70 per cent for extraction of first crystals from the fermented broth. While the actual yield obtained in respect of PenicUlin G ranged from 72 per cent in 1968-69 to 110 per cent in 1974-75
and was more than the standard yield of efficiency during all these
years, the actual yield in case of Penicillin V ran,ed from 60 per cent
to 68 per cent and was less than the standard yield, durin, 1966-67
to 1971-72 but it exceeded the standard yield during 1972-73 to
1974-75. The Committee are not sure about the basis on which the pcrcentage of eftleiency has been fixed at 70 per cent. The Committee
feel that with the introduction of new strain in 'J,171 the Undertakin,
should review the performance and fix suitable standards with a
view to assessing the performance with reference to such standareb.
The Committee also note that the Company had been progressively
revising the standards of yield of ftrst crystal per harvested batch
from 1961-6Z, the last reviaioa having been made in 1912-73. The
actual average yield was however 'less than these standards in the
case of Penicillin G during 1986-67, 196&-77, 1970-71, 1971-72, 1973-14
and 1174-75 and in case of Penicillin V during 1.966-67, 1969-70,
1970-11. 1971-7!, 1173-74 and L9'14-7S. The Committee feel that normally tbe yield should not be lower tban standard yield and recommend that the Undertaldng should identify the fadon depressing
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the yield so as to take suitable concerted meaS1ll'es for imPl'ovili'ar
the performance. The Committee also recommend that fer a reali~:'
tic assessment of the yield of first crystals, the UndertakinK should
review the percentage of the standard for extraction efficiency and
the yield and fix realistic standards for assessing the performance,
Utilisation of

e.pacit~

,

2,35, The Company assessed the installed capacity of first crystals
of 105 MMU,

The quantity budgeted (original and revised), the actualproduction and the percenta·ge utilisation of installed capacity during 1966·67 to 1974-75 are given below:
(Figures in MMU)
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R
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R
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0,1' M'vlU oCPenicillin 'V' is equivalent of I' 5 MMU of PeniciUin, 'G',
2, 0 = Orig inal budget, R- Reviled Budge t
A=Actwll.

-_l.

2,36. It is seen that the original budgets have always been less
than the installed capacity (except in 1973-74 and 1974-75) and the
Revised budgets even less than the original budget, except in
1972-73), The actual production of Pen. G has also been less
than the Revised budget (except in 1968-69, 1969-70, 1971-72 and
1974-75, The utilisation of installed capacity for the production of
first crystals gradually increased from 68 per cent in 1967-68 to
·87 per cent in 1969-70 but declined to 85 per cent in 1970-71 and
showed the increasing trend upto 1972-73 when the capacity utili-sation rose to 108,67 per cent and decUned thereafter. The utilisation has been of the order of 88 per cent only in 1974-75,
2.37, It is also seen that in certain years the original targets ex<:eeded the installed capacity as assessed by the Management, 'niP
.actual production during 1972-73 also exceeded installed capacity,
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The Management have stated in a written note that with a view to
motivate the production personnel, the target is usually fixed as high
as possible, and this resulted in its exceeding the installed capacity
in certain years.
2.38. The yield of first crystals depends upon the activity of the
strain in the fermenter. The installed capacity is fixed with reference to what the strain is normally capable of achieving. As a
result, the actual yield can sometimes exceed the installed capacity
under favourable conditions.
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ProdUCt

conversion of fint tryl'tal

2.39, The Table below indicates the efficiencies accepted by the
Management as norms for the conversion of first crystals into bulk
Penicillin (with the addition of Potassium, Sodium and Procaine
salts) and the actual efficiency achieved during 1966-67 to 1974-75:
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2.40. The in~talled capacity for production of bulk penicillin has
been taken by Management as 84 MMU. ,The product mix envisaged
being Procaine Penicillin 'G' as 48 MMU and Sodium Penicillirt and
PotalSSium Penicillin (G&V) as 36:MMU. For planning the production no inter·.e proportions are fixed. for manufactured of Sodium
and Potassium Penicillin (G and V). The Ministry contended
(August, 1973) that it is not possible to work out any inter se fixed
ration beforehand and to stick to the same as the production of
Sodium and Potassium Penicillin 'c..;' and 'V' has to depend on the
market demand.
2.41. It is seen that the efficiency actually achieved was generally
less than the standard efficiency of 90 per cent, 70 per cent, 80 per
cent and 75 per cent fixed for conversion of first crystals into bulk.
Penicillin and with addition of Potassium Sodium and Procaine salts.
The actual efficiency in thecll6e of Sodium Penicillin varied from
58 per cent to 72 per cent and was appre::iably lower than the stand·
ard efficiency from 1967.68 to 1970-71. The actual effiCiency during
1970-71 in respect of Procaine Penicillin, Sodium Penicillin and
Penicillin 'V' was lower as compared with 1969-70,
whereas the
efficiency achieved during 1969-70 wa!'l lower than 1968-69 in all cases.
2.42. On an E!nquiry whether the reasons for low delency were
analysed, it was revealed that lack of enforcement of protocol laid
down for optimum efficiency of production resulted tn serious losses
in production. Certain instances of. not observing the protocol were
by way of not following strictly ~e operating parameters like mafataining optimum temperatures and air pressures in the fermeDters.
uniformity of raw materials. addition sohedule etc. It has been
stated that the lack of enforcement of protocol was due to lack of
facilities like temperature controls, monitoring agents, improper
conditions like leakage of steam and non-availability of crucial raw
mateTials, obsolescence of equipment and negligence on the part of
employees.

2.43. On an enquiry of the Committee whether all that was necessary was being done in the matter, the Managing Director informed
the Committee during evidence that:" .... it was found that the proper procedures were not being
followed by the operating personnel. There were certain
reaSODS for them. Firstly there was lack of rigid control
by the supervisory people and the second was obsotes~nce
of equtpments. Equtpments 20 years old cannot be preclIIeIy controDed.
when we went into this matter til
depth these reasons came to light

2.4

The Administration took a very serious note of it. The Head
of Production and the Head of Engineering, both were removed. People were told that hereafter the responsibility
will be fixed. Old equipments are being re~laced i~ course
of time. Tobis is also being done. People have been told
that they cannot get away with such things.
2.44. In regard to replacement of equipment, H.A.L. informed tn
note that the Penicillin plant was commissioned in 1955. The normal life of the assets is about 15 years. Replacement of the asset!;
became due during the last 5 years only. The expenditure on replacements already carried out was approximately Rs. 20 lakhs and
It has been proposed to have further replacements during the next
3 years, i.e. 1975-76 to 1977-78 as follows:-

"8

1975-76 ............ Rs. 9.5 lakhs.
1976-77 ............ Rs. 9.0 lakhs
1977-78 ............ Rs. 9.0 lakhs.
2.45. As regards obsolescence, it was explained that the existing
'plant was commissioned in 1955 when antibiotics manufactured was
in the stage of its infancy i'n India and since then there had been
several improvements in the design etc. of the equipment employed.
in antibiotics plant as a result of whic.h the design of the ex:sti"ng
While replacing any equipment it
plant had become outmoded.
had been ensured that to the extent pOSSible, it was replaced by an
improved design, e.g. the original extraction equipment which was
Luwesta type equipment had been replaced by a Podbielnak, thus
taking care of obsolescence to some extent. Similarly the 0 d Rotary
Vacuum filter was being replaced by Pre-coat rotary vacuum filter
4Jf improved design.
2.48. It was, however, mentioned that piecemeal replacement of
equipment by equipment.of improved design would not provide a
substitute for a completely Dew plant of moderndeiign, which would
cost over Rs. 3 crores. In fact, t.hi.e would amount to commissioning
.a new plant altogether.
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-e~istingplant and replace it by a new plant of uptodate design with
.existing plant and replace it by a new plant of uptodate design with
·a view to eliminate the problem of obsolescence. However, in the
-expansion plan included in the Fifth Plan, some of the old fermenters
of smaller size would be replaced the fermenters of bigger size and
improved design and the old fermenters would be used for other
expansion and diversification projects.

2.48. The Committee note that utilisation of installed capacity for
production of first crystals gradually increased from l,966-67 to
1972-73 though there was a set-back in 196718 and 1970-71 but it
again sbolWd an increasing trend upto 1972-73 and thereafter declinoed. The Committee -were informed that the target is fixed as high
as possible to motivate the production personnel and the yield of
first crystals depended on the activity of strain in the fermenter.
'The Committee are not convinced of this argument and feel that it
-should have been possible for the undertaking to take timely re-me.
dial measures to attain atleast the targeted capacity.
2.49. The Committee regret to note that the efficiencies actually
achieved in the conversion of first crystals into bulk Penicillin (with
the addition of Potassium, Sodium and Procaine salts) were generally less than the standard efficiencies of 90 per cent, 70 per cent, 80 pf'r
cent and 75 per cent fixed by the Maaagement during the period
1966-67 to 1973-74 except in the case of Penicillin V where the percentage of efficiency was more than the standard in 1968-69. 1969-70,
1972-73, 1973·74 and 1974-75 and Sodium during 1974-75, Potassium
during 1972-73 and 1973-74. The Committee are informed that lollS
-of production in this regard was due to lack of enforcement of protocol laid down for optimum efficiency of production e.g. non·oh!ervance to operating parameters like maintenance of optimum temperature and air pressures in the fermenters caused by lack of fadli·
ties like temperature controls, monitoring agents, leakage of steam,
non-availability of crucial raw materials obsolescence of equipment
and negligence on the part of employees. The Committee see no reason why the protocols laid down for optimum efficiency of protluction could not be enforced. The Committee feel that, had there beftn
a proper and effective system of control over the different stagell of
production, it should not have been difficult for the management to
have identified the causes of low etBclency and taken concerted measures to realise the protocol standards. It has heen admitted durinr
eVidence that "it was found that proper proctidures WeJ'Ie not belnl'
'following by the operatiJlr personnel. There wu lack of rigid cont·
'rol .by the supervisory people and there was aa.o obsolescence of
-equipment."
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2.50. The Committee are informed that the matter was gone intO'
in depth and action had been taken to remove the Head of the Engineering Division and the Head of Production and also for replacement of equipments. The Committee recommend that the manage.
ment should draw lessons at least now and introduce without any
further delay an effective system of management control over the
different stages of production so that deficiencies at each stage are
identified prompt1y and suitable remedial measures taken without~
loss of time and production.

2.51. Ia reprd to the replacement of equipment, the Committee'
are informed that an expenditure of Rs. 20 lakhs has already been
incurred and it is proposed to have further replacements for the next
three years by spending Rs. 27 lakhs. It has also been stated that
the existing plant which was commissioned as far back as 1955 bas
become outmoded in design and therefore it is 'desirable that to the
extent possible equipments are replaced by tbose of improved design.
The Committee are also informed that piecemeal replacement of'
equipment of improved design would not provide a substitute for
a completely new plant of modern desig'D which would cost Rs. 3
CI'OI'es and it is not proposed to discard the existing plant and replaceit by a new plant of uptodate design. The Committee would like the
comparati've economics of replacement of equipments in piecemeal
vis-a-vis wholesale substitution to be most carefully gODe into witb
particular reference to the new strain proposed to be imported. TheCommittee would like to be informed of the result of such a study.,

2.52. The Management stated in March, 1972 that operations of
Potassium 'G' (having a higher efficiency and higher margin of profit) had to be reduced and the operations of Sodium 'G' having alower efficiepcy and lower margin of profit) progressively increased'
over the years in view of the shift in market demand. It is, bGw~
ever, observed that while there was no import of Potassium 'G' during 1969-70 and 1970-71, a quantity of 30 MMU (in the form of 1st
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crystals) was imported in 1971-72 at a eost of Rs, 39,20 lakhs (elF
value) apparently to meet the internal demand and any possible requirement during emergency,
The actual production of bulk Penicillin during 1966-67 to 1974-75
as eomp&red with the targeted production (both origi~al in revised)
and the nistalled capacity is given below:
Figures in MMO)

-------"._-_._--Production

InstaUed
capacity
equivalent to
Pen,'G'

OriainaJ Revised.
estimates eStimates

PercentActal
~tual
IIge of
Production prod\'ction equiva- produclen t to
tion to
Pen, 'S'
installed
capacity

---------------

1966-67

Pen G. 66
Pen, V. 18

77'00
6'00

67'S8
7'74

58 '3 8 }
7'3S

69'40

82'~

1967-68

Pen, G, 66
Pen. V. 18

u'oo

70'55

49'98
9'13

4S'16 }

S7'I7

68'06

1968-69

Pen. G, 66
Pen. V, 18

70'00
9'60

46'90
10'63

47'15 }
8'63

60'10

71'S5

1969-70

Pen, G. 66
Pen, V. 18

55'50

u'oo

55'29
9'38

51. 04

64'99

77'37

1970-71

Pen, G. 66
Pen, V, 18

64'45
10'00

SO'98
7'8S

50'70 }

62'00

73'81

1971-72

Pen, G. 66
Pen, V. 18

S8'55
10'00

10'S7

52'92

56 '35 }
9'97

7 1 '30

114' 88

1972-73

Pcn. G. 66
Pen. V. 18

59'44
12'00

67'75
14'40

66'97 }
14'90

89'32

106' 33

1973-74

Pen. G. 66
Pen. V. 18

13'50

73'50

71'80
12'87

66'31 }
8'81

79'52

94'67

1974-7S

Pen, G. 66
Pell. V, 18

87'00

53'37

S8' fO

65'20

77'61

._._----

12'00

8'07

8'01

9'30

1
J

7'S3

4'73

}

NoTS :-The figllTCS of actual production as given in this tablel do not
indicated in sub para 2,9 on account of the fact that the formt~
include the working-progress.

those
do not

a~th
Ii

2.53. The original targets for Penicillin 'G' were higher than evcIl
the installed capacity during 1966-67 to 1968-69 and during 1973-74 to
1974-75, On the other hand, the original targets for Penicillin 'V' were
always lower than the installed capacity, The revised ta~get8 were
mostly lower than the original targets (except in few cases) and the
actual production was still less than even the revised targets (except
during 1988-60 and 1971-72 and 1974-75 in the case of Penicillin 'G'
and during 1972-73 in Penicillin 'V'.
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2.54. The reasons for sortfalls as explained by the Management
are:1966-87

(1) Production of bulk PenicilUn, specijlly of Procaine, was
deliberately cut down as the demand·was much less than
antncipated and the capacity was diverted to the production of Aureofungin.
(ii) Interruptions in the supply of power, shortage of services

like compressed air, chilled water, steam, etc. and break
down of plant and machinery.

1967-68

(1) Accident in May, 19£7 to the extractor reduced the extracUon capacity and consequently the utilisation of the fermentation capacity.
(ii) Dislocation in power supply in December, 1967 and early
part of January, 1968 due to earthquake.
(iii) Lack of adequate services mostly due to breakdown

of
eqipments. There were frequent breakdowns of production equipments also on account of considerable shortcoming in the working of Engineering Department.

Inadequacy of services due to shortcommgs of the Engineering
Department do not appear to have been investigated.
1968-69

Larger production of Sodium Penicillin to meet the demand.
Efficiency of Sodium Penicillin was low as compared to
the other products.
1969-70

Equipment breakdown and modifications in process equipment
resulting in shutdown for some time.
1970-71

High percentage of rejects in Sodium operations due to teething trouble in the new unit commi'Ssioned in April, 1970
for "non-sterile to stC'rile" operations.
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1971-72

(i) Shortage of water during the first quarter resulting in
prolonged Penicillin fermentation cycles which curtailed
the number of batches that could be taken up.
(ii) F.requent power fluctuation.
(iii) Suspension of operations in thei Penicillin recrystallisation

section due to infllteration of insects ifi the working area.

(iv) Breakdowns of extractors, air compressor servi'ces and refrigeration services.
1972-73

The setback to production due to mechanical failures, breakdown of air-compressor and in the steam plant problem
of sterility due to leaks in airlines.
1973-74

(i) Shortage of essential raw materials like butyle acetate and
phosphoric acid.
(ii) Grounding of Luwests extractor.
(iii) Non-availability of Octodecanal (imported item).

(iv) Low efficiencies.
1974-75

(i) Shortage of essential raw materials, like butyle acetate, suI·
phuric acid, phenyl acetic acid.
(ii) Failure of one big fermenter for a substantial period.
(iii:) Low efficiencies and mechanical break-down.

2.55. During the years 1966-67 to 1969-70 and 1971-72, Pencillin to
the extent of Rs. 1.92 crores had to be imported, a part of which
(Rs. O.68crore) could have been avoided if the Company had been
able to produce according to its instaned capacity.

2.56. In regard to the reasons for shortages of raw materials,
HAL explained in a written note as follows:"The year 1974-75 has been a year of scarcity specially, for
solvents due to heavy expotrs and abnormal increase in
prices of naphtha. The Company is facing an acute shortage of cash, as a result of which suppliers bills remained
outstanding for long due to which requirements of this
Company received lower priority with the suppliers. As
a result of this, it ha,s not been possible to ensure uninterrupted supply of raw material specially of solvents.
Its formulations are sold to Government Institution, which
take about three months to pay."
2.57. Noting that the breakdown of the machinery and equipment
was one of the major causes for shortfall in production in May, 1971,
the Management introduced a scheme of preventive maintenance of
the entire plant and machinery. The introduction of the scheme
was brought to the notice of the Board of Directors in September,
1971 and a review of progress/shortfall in implementation of the
scheme is being placed before the Board at every meeting thereafter.
During October, 1971 to March, 1975 the preventive maintenance
schedule was implemented only to the extent shown below:1. Mechanical Equipment

80 per cent

2. Electrical Equipment

88 per cent

3. Instrumentation

58 per cent

The shortfall in the preventive maintenance was attributed by
the Management (December, 1971) to (i) the working units being
few, any interruption would cause difficulties in production (ii) delay in delivery of new refrigeration units and (iii) high incidence
of absenteeism in April and May, 1972.
2.58. In regard to non-implementation of maintenance schedule,
H.A.L. stated in a written note that a system of Planned Preventive Maintenance for the entire plant and services had been introduced in a phased manner from 1971, and more and more equipments/sections had been covered under the Preventive Maintenance Scheme progressively. Thus, certain Category equipments
where a certain amount of breakdown did not affect the operations
at preceding and succeeding stages and ultimate output, were not
covered under Preventive Maintenance scheme originally. As a

Jl
:result of ihis, implemt:ntation of maintenance schedules was lower
·in the previous years and this :was improved progressively, as
:shown below:
Mechanical

Year

Electrical

Instrumentation

3

3

3

I

-------------

197Z .

SZ

41

79%

38

z8

74%

31

u

39%

1973 .

87

70

80%

70

61

87%

48

%5

52%

1974 .

88

68

77%

91

84

92%

48

33

69%

99

81

82%

101

97

96%

67

49

73%

1975
<Jan- June)
I.

2.

Average number of equipments scheduled/week
Average numbe-t of equipments attended/we«:k

3 . PeTcen tage Implemen tatior. .

2.59. N'on-availability of certain vital spare parts and components at the right moment and necessity to employ the workmen for
-certain urgent jobs at times other than the scheduled preventive
Maintenance jobs did affect full implementation of maintenAnce
scheduled. Non-implementation of Preventive Maintenance schedules did affect production case the equipment in question was a
vital one.
%.60. The Committee note that the original targets for Penicillin

G welle higher than the installed capacity during 1966-67 to 1988-69
and 1973-74 to 1974-75. On the other hand the original ta.rpts for
PenicUlin V were always lower thipl the insjalled capaei'ty. The

revised targets were mOBtly lower than the original targebl (except
in a few cases) and the actual production was still le&fl than eVeb
tlte revi. targets (except during 19&8-69, 1971-72 and 1974-75 in the
case of Penleillin G during 191%-73 in PenlcUiln V. In the opinion
ef the Committee targets ftnd by the Undertaldnc represent what
~an actually be achieved. If so, the Committee .~ DO reMOn why
it should not have been possible to achieve sueh targets by concerted
efforts instead of revising them downwards because of constraints
or ineffteleney in produ~flon.
I

2.61. The Committee are iIlformed that shortage of essential raw
materials like butyle acetate, phoaphoric acid, sulphuric: add and
phenyle acetic acid was one of the reasons for short-fall in production of Penicillin during 1913-74: and 1974:-75. The sbortace of raw
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materials has been attributed to heavy axports of solvents, atbnormal"
increase in: price of naptha and acute shortage of cash. It has beell"
stated that as a result of the shortage of cash, the suppliers' bills'
remained outstanding for long due to which requirements of thet
undertaking received lower priority.
The Committee are sh~ked
at this state of affairs in the working of a Public Undertaking where'
credit worthiness of the undertaking has become so low as to have
affected even the purchase of essential raw materials and production
of an essential drug like Penicillin was allowed to suffer on this
account. The Committee recommend that this matter should be enquired into and responsibility fixed. The Committee feel that these
ate matters which should have been gone into by Board of Directors
particularly the Managing Director and the Government representative on the Board.
2.62. The Committee appre~nd that the system of billing and'
realisation of dues of the company is not foolproof and effective
follow up action had apparently not been initiated. The Committee
have given specific recommendations on these aspects in a separate
cbap~ of the Report. The Committee also recommend that a casestudy should be made to draw suitable lessons in order to obviaterecurrence of such a situalt:ion in this or any other public sector
undertaking. The Committee would like that this matter should
be gone into in depth,so as to take corrective action and to streamlineprocedure in order to ensure that such a situatioll1 does not recur.
2.63. The Committee also note that the br~ak-down of the machinery and equipment was one of the major causes of short-fall in
production almost through the period 1966-67 to 1974-75 resulting in
lack of adequate services. The Committee are surprised to note tbat
it was only in May, 1971, i.e. 16 years after the commissioning of the
plant, that the Management took serious note of shortfall due to
break-down of machinery and introduced a scheme of preventive
n18intenance of the plant and machinery.
The Committee cannot
but view it as an instance of gross negligence on the part of Management that they operated the plant for 16 years without any replar
system of preventive maintenance. The Committee also find that
frequent break-down of production equipments were reported to be
due to considerable shortcomings in the working of engineering
department which do not appeal' to bave been investigated. The
Committee recommend tbat the entire matter regarding lack of preventive maintenance for such a long time should be investigated
immediately witb a view to fix responsibility for the lapse.
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2.M. TM Committee also regret to note that even after introduc-·
tion of the system of preventive maintenance in 1971 the preventive
maintenance schedule has not been implemented fully during the
period 1971 to 1975. It was implemented to the extent of 80 per cent
in the case of mechanical equipment, 88 per cent in the case of elec.
trical equipment and only 58 per cent in the case of instrumentation. Non-availability of certain vital spare parts and components
at the right moment and necessity to employ the workmen for certain urgent jobs at times ,other than the scheduled preventive maintenance jobs are reported to have affected the full implementation of
maintenance schedules. The Committee a·re not convinced by the
reasons advanced for non-implementation of the maintenance schedules which, as the undertaking has confessed, afleeted p~oduction.
The Committee caDDot but deprecate the negligence shown by the'
Management first in not introducing any regular preventive maIntenance schedules for 16 years and thereafter not implementing the
schedules regularly. They recommend that the reasons for nODimplementation of the maintenance schedules since 1971 should also·
be investigated with a view to fix responsibility and adequate measures taken to ensure that at least in future the schedules for maintenance of the plant and equipment are adhered to. The Committee
also recommend that Go'Vemment/Board of Directors would ensurethat preventive maintenance protocols are in-built into the sydem
right from the inception and such protocols are actually adhered to.

B. Streptomycin
2.65. In 1958 H.A.L. entered into an agreement with Messrs Merck

& Co. of U.S.A. for the manufacture of streptomycin sulphate under

licence. The plant was inaugurated in 1962·. The original capacity
of 40,OO0-45,ClJO Kgs. of the plant was increased to 80,000-90,000
Kgs. in November, 1965 (the first fermentor of the expansion project was commissioned in January, 1965). The expan'Sion project
was, however, finally completed in 1969-70.
2.66. In December, 1969, the Board of Directors approved further
expansion of the capacity of this plant to 1,60,000-1,70,000 Kgs. per
annum at an estimated cost of Rs. 3!JO lakhs (including foreign
exchange component of Rs. 140 lakhs) and requested the Government to include the project in the Fourth Five Year Plan. Government's sanction was awaited still March, 1975.
2.67. The Management stated in May, 1973 that at the time of
approaching the Government the profitability of the expansion project was worked out under the different methods one with the
continued use of the strain then currently in use and the other
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based on the use of an improved strain, Government decided to
consider the project only after it became certain that the Company
would acquire a new strain. The Company acquired a new strain
in September, 1974,
2.68. Formulation. The first two stages in the production of
Streptomycin viz. fermentation and extraction are similar to those
in Penicillin. There are 10 fermentors, each with a capacity of
20,000 U.S. gallons (equivalent to 70,000 litres). Out of these, one
fermentor has been allotted for preventive maintenance and 9 are
available for production having a fermentation capacity of 1,80,000
U.S. gallons. Assuming a normal cycle of 26(.} hours (including
25 hours down time), the Management have estimated that 300
batches can be seeded in a year. Standard curves showing the rate
of growth of titres are prepared by the Company based on the re.suIts of sample batches. Decisions to continue fermentation of
broth or harvesting are taken by comparing performance from time
to time of the batches against the standard curve.
2.69. The number of batches targetted for seeding, actual number
seeded and harvested during the years 1966-67 to 1974-75 are shown
in the statement below:
(No. of batches)
Year

Original
targets

Revised
targets

Actually Harvested
seeded

-.. -

•.. ~ ..

Drained

% of
drained
batches
to
seeded
batches

- --,--------6'2

1966-67

304

274

274

1967-68

302

279

284

213

II

3'9

1968-69

302

257

274

258

J6

S'8

1969-70

307

300

310

30J

9

2'9

J970--71

307

284

303

284

19

6'3

197J-12

30S

293

302

393

9

3'0

317

306

II

3'5
2'"

J'3

257

17

1972-73

300

300

1913-74

300

300

364

3S6

8

1974-75

3IS

163

ISS

IS]

2.

.---~-------

2.70, The percentage of drained batches to seeded batches has
widely varied from year to year from 1.3 per cent in 1974-75 to 6.3
per cent in 1970-71. As no norms have been laid down by the
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'Management with regard to the harvesting of seeded batches, the
·efficiency of harvesting operations cannot be evaluated.
2.71. The original targets fixed in all the years exceeded even
'the capacity of fermentors as estimated by the Management ~cept
in 1972-73 and 1973-74. The number of batches actually seeded was
less than the estimated capacity during 1966~7to 1968-69 and in
1974-75 and was more during 1969-70 to 1973-74.
,2.72. The Management stated in May 1972 that the number of
batches targetted for seeding and the num·her actually seeded during 1969-70 to 1971-72 were more than the estimated. capacity as attempts were made to reduce the normal cycle period of 260 hours .
. The number of batches seeded during 1966~7 to 1968-69 were less as
the doubling of streptomycin plant, though commenced in 1965,
could be completed only in 1969-70.
2.73. During evidence the Managing Director of Hindustan Anti'biotics Ltd., explained:-

"If there is low activity of the strain, it would be highly uneconomical, particularly after inflation, to produce streptomycin and to sell it at a low price. In 1974-75, dextrose was not available at all due to non-availability of
maize in Gujarat due to drought. And so we were asked
to arrange for the maize from Punjab. Even we had to
arrange for the wagons. We could not do anything. So,
we had to go to Government. In fact. we were not only
worried about our problems but we were also worried
about the problems of the suppliers. When the need arose
some time in 1974-75, we actually went to Government.
We were wanting to shut down the streptomycin plantthe highly sophisticated equipment-to produce the streptomycin at this rate and sell it at the controlled price. The
Government naturally told us' that we should not shut
down the plant because there would be a shortage of
streptomycin and we might have to import it. In fact,
Government promised us loans. At that time we were
negotiating with Glaxo to get the new strain. We have
now introduced the strain but, during the transition
period, we had to go slow because production had to be
stabildecl. Production had suftered during the transition
period. The cycle is now actually beiJtg adjusted with regard to new strains. And we shall be stabilising it
this year."
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2.74. It was explained that the output would depend upon thequality of the strains. So, if there were more batches of better
quality seeds than the output would autiomatically go up. If there
were less number of batches, even with the better seeds, the output
WIOuld go up. One had to look to both the things-output and the
number of batches-because the nu~ber' of batches multiplied by
the quality of the strains would naturally increase the production.
The Managing Director however added as follows:"In this industry the longer the cycle, the more the productivity if it is maintained at a certain level. For examEle
to get 30,000 units, the plant may have to go upto 300
hours. Today our strain gives 10,000 units even if the
plant may have to run half of it, that is, up to 150 hours.
The vital economics is when you start the batch you are to
have all the raw material. If the batch is prolonged you
will be having less and less of the output. This is what
we are doing in the new strain of streptomycin."
2.75. In regard to the problem of dextrose, the Managing Director informed the Committee during evidence that"Sir, We have replaced dextrose by starch and we are getting
enough starch from Kerala. It is available in plenty. If
that is not available we can buy maize starch. By this
change we have achieved two objects-firstly, we have reduced the cost and secondly, we have now more sources
of starch and do not depend on two manufacturers of
Ahmedabad. This year we are in a much safer position
than before."

Titre yletd a.nd broth obtained:
2.76. During fermentation Streptomycin A & B are produced. The
latter is biologically inactive and is therefore sepa.Tated from the
former during the process of recovery. The Company has fixed a
standarrl. titre yield of 7000 units of microgram per millilitre of
broth. In a standard batch, the B content (to be removed) is about
12 per cent to 14 per cent. The qua.ntity of broth expected ro be
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-obtained and actually realised with reference to the calcium chlo.ride complex (c.c.c.) content is given in the table below:

Year

Standard
volume
(broth) per
harvested
batch ex·
eluding B
content
@I2%
(IitreS)

Standard
Act\:al
Actu.al
titre yield
average
titte yield
per MiIliIitre
volume
fJer
of broth
(broth)
mi liIitre
pet harvesrcd of bloth
batch
(microgram)

(litres)

(microgr£m)

61,600

7,000

62,755

1,144

1967-68 .

61,600

7,000

61,012

7,084

1968-69 .

61,600

7,000

1969-'io .

61,600

7,000

64,076

6,423

7,000

62,384

5,335

1966-67

1970-7 1 •

61,600

63,095

5,973

1971-72 .

61,600

7,000

61,638

6,044

1972-73 .

61,600

7,000

61,438

6,334

1973-74 .

61,600

7,000

67,989

6,560

1974-75 .

61,600

7,000

61,967

NoTE :

I

Litre - 1000 millilitreli
1000 microgram~ I milligram
1000 milligram - 1 gram

-_

14,549

..

2.. 77. The actual volume (broth) obtained per harvested batch
was generally more than the standard yield except in 1967~ and
1972-73. It was the highest in 1973-74.
2.78. The titre yield per millilitre of broth which during 1966-67
.and 1967-68 was more than the expected yield, came down in 1968,69; with some improvement in 1969-70, it again decreased in 1970-71
which was the lowest. It again registered an increase from 1972-73
.onwards.

2.79. The substantial increase in titre yield during 1974-75 was
mainly due to the introduction of a new strain.
2.80. The first strain for produdion of streptomycin was intro.duced in 1962 and the new strain in the year 1974.
2.81. Clause 4 of the agreement with Merck & Co. provided that:-

"During the ten (10) year period provided for in paragraph
8 (b) MERCK shall keep The Company currently informed of any improvements made by MERCK in the procell
or subcultures for the production of stre~mycin. The
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Company shall-likewise keep MERCK currently informed'
of any improvements it makes in the process or subcultures for the production of Streptomycin.
Also during such ten (10) year period MERCK and the Company shall have the right to visit each other's streptomycin plants for periods not to exceed one month percalender year, in order to be kept currently informed of
the other's use of the process in the production of
streptomycin_ "
2.82. HAL informed
follows:-

the

Committee

in

this

connection

as

"Production data was being exchanged regularly every
quarter with the collaborators. From the quarterly report received from Merck, it was seen that they were getting a higher titre yield than that obtained by us. In,
1971 the yield obtained by them was 1100 mimI as
against 8000 ulml obtained by HAL. In November, 1971,
the company deputed two of its officers to the works of
the collaborators in USA. It was understood that the
collaborators were using different strain from that supplied by them to HAL. They however, informed the
officers deputed to their works that this strain was required by them from Mis. Glaxo and was not their own
development and HAL would not, therefore, be entitled to
it. Relevant clause (No.4) of the Agreement stipulates
that Merck shall keep HAL currently informed of any
improvements made by (emphasis provided) Merck. It
would thus appear that the position informed by them to
the Company's nominees deputed to their plant wascorrect. During 1972-73 discussions were held with Mis.
Merck & Co. regarding the possibility of obtaining thenew technology from them and it transpired that there
was possibility of getting the technology directly from
Mis. Glaxo as M/s_ Merck could not pass on the same to
HAL under the agreement."
2.83. It was further stated by HAL in a written note that "On
learning from Merck that the improved strain used by them in their
plant was obtained by them from Glaxo the matter was pursued
with Glaxo. From the information gathered from Glaxo. it was
claar that the improved strain was supplied by Glaxo to Merck." As
the a..~~nt did not require Merck to supply the improved strain
which had been obtained by them from Glaxo to HAL, the question~
of claiming compensation did not arise.
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2.84. On an equiry of the Committee during evidence as to how·
HAL assured itself that Merck were using the same strain which.
they had supplied to HAL and not a strain from elsewhere the
Managing Director stated as follows:
"By sending our people to Merck and studying their process
and also checking with Glaxo·'.
. 2.85. On another querry as to when Merck shifted to Glaxo strain ,
the Managing Director stated"According to our representatives who went there they
switched around 1967. We sent or representatives in
1971 because we wanted to know how they are getting
higher productivity when we are following their technology. Then our representatives came to know that they
were using Glaxo strain."
2.86. The Committee were also informed during evidence that
"Merck used to send every three months their performance reports.
That data was available." It was admitted by HAL in a note"The performance reports received from Merck showed that
they were obtaining a higher titre since 1967. The fact
that this wa'S due to use of a better strain acquired by
Merck from Glaxo however came to be known only when
two officers of the Company were deputed to Merck's
plant in 1971. The question of delay in deputing officers
of the Company to Merck's plant has not been investigated. Apparently the matter was not pursued as it should
have been."
2.87. On the Committee enqUiring whether it was not desirable
on the part of the Management to look to the improvement or to
look to the quality of strain which Merck were using and how it
was that it occurred to the Management in the year 1971 only to
send two person'S to find out the strain being used. by Merck, despite
the agreement that both shall have the right to visit each other'.
streptomyein plants for periods not exceeding one month per
calendar year, the Managing Director sta:ted"I cannot offer any valid reasons."
2.88. In July, 1972 Mis. Glaxo Laboratories were approached for
strain and technology and an agreement was finalised with them in
November, 1973.
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2.89. In regard to the agreement
!Director informed the Committee-

with Glaxo, the Managing

"It is a rather peculiar agreement with Glaxo. Our Company
does not pay anything to Glaxo. They supply us the
strain, they send us their man; he introduces the strain
and then our people work on it. There i:s no guarantee
as to what they will do hereafter becuase it was a sort
of quid pTO quo or something Which we ~t through
Government's good offices. You can say, we got free.
When you get free, you cannot impose any terms."
2.90. In this connection the Secretary of the Ministry also informted the Committee that-

"It is not absolutely unconditional in the sense that We are

not permitted to sell this strain to others. In fact we
have got this strain free. We have not paid any money
for it. We cannot sell the strain or pass it on to others.
This is a normal condition.

-2.91. As regards the titre yield of the new strain obtained from
'Glaxo, the Chairman stated during evidence that HAL got an
average of 18,OIJO units/ml and occaSionally 24-25,000 units/ml. from
"the new strain.

2.92. The qua,ntity of broth expected to be obtained and actually
-realised with reference to the calcium chloride complex (c.c.c.) content is given at paragraph 2.76.
;ExtTaction :

2.93. On the basis of standard volume (excluding B content and
'the standard yield as indicated in the table calcium chloride complex
of Streptomycin per harvested batch works out to 430 kgs. Asmiming an efficiency of 75 per cent the Management have fixed a
standard yield of 320 kgs. of net c.c.c. 'A' content per harvested
batch. The actual average yield obtained during 1966-67 to 1974-75
was 296 kgs., 291 'kgs., 288 kgs., 303 kgs., 246 kgs., 255 kgs., 283 kgs.,
276 kgs., and 526 kgs., respectively. However, standard yield had
been achieved from certain batches during these years." The in'crease in the yield in 1974-75 was due to introduction of a new strain.
,Final PToduct:

2.94. The calcium chloride complex of Streptomycin is converted
:into Streptomycin Sulphate which is the ultimate product. On the
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basis of 15 per cent efficiency, the standard yield of Streptomycin
:Sulphate from C.C.c. 'A' content has been.fixed by the Management
;at 272 kgs. per harvested batch. The maximum annual productioa
from the StreptGmycin plant tAus works Glut to 81,600 kgs. (300
batches X 272 kgs.). The targeted and the actual production of
:Streptomycin Sulphate during the years 1'968-67 to 1974-75 are given
below:

.-----Year

(PiJurc in qs)
T ol1'geted production
OriJina1

B.cVised

Actual
Shortfall ••
production compared
to original
targets

1966-67 .

80,400

68,425

60,670

19,730

1967-68 .

80,800

66,027

66.393

14,4°1

1968-69 .

11,000

61,005

7°,2S3

10,747

1969-70 .

83.246

ilo,007

83,138

108

1970-71 .

83,246

62,s78

60,971

22,275

197 1 -72 .

12057.7

65,741

61,474
564-

10,S39

1972-73 .

80,3"(;)

75,000

72,35°

8,000

1973-74 .

80,000

72.'50

64,027

IS,973

1974-75 .

85,680

62,780

63.370

2J,310

-feed

gr~

-------

NOTa : The targets lor 197'-72 were fixed at a1'iJure lower than the maxiraum
production of the plllllt on account of the prOblema faeld from the use 0
indigenous soyabcan meal dUrin, 1970-71

'2.95. The followin, reuens hue 3teen attributed for shortfall in
'Production:
iJ.966-67-

(i) Interruption in power supply, shortage of services, frequent break-dOwns of plant leading to lesser utilisation of
the installed ·capacity.
(ii) About 7 to 8 tonnes of Streptomycin could not be
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duced on account of sbortage of methanol
August 1md September, 1168.
LS-4.

produring July.

1~7-68-

(i) Lack of adequate services and frequent break-downs

equipment. Against 302 fermentors budgeted
year, only 273 fermentors were harvested.

for

ot

the

(ii) Shortage of qllality raw materials.

1968-69Shortage of imported soyabean meal of the required quality
in the first half year.

1970-71Mainly due to· shortage of imported soyabean meal and its:
substitution by indigenous soyabean meal which considerably affected the process efficiency and also volume of
products.

1971-72Quality of soya bean meal affecting operational efficiencies in
Streptomycin plant.

1972-73(i) ,Non-availability of essential raw materials, e.g., hydrochloric acid and soyabean oil.
(ii) Break-down of. air compressor

and in the steam ,plant
problems of sterility due to leaks in airlines.

1973-74Shortage of raw materials, e.g.,
Octadecanol and ammonia.

sulphuric

acid,

dextrose.

''1974-75"

(i) Introduction of new high yielding strain in ,the plant and:
necessary adjustments made in the j)racess, resulting in
stoppage of plant for a substantial period.'
".
(ii) Substitution of expensive dextrose by starch hydralyante'
by a process developed by R & D~

2.96. During 1969-70 the actual production waS', however, higher
than the targets on account of the availabilit..y of good q!Jality soyabean meal throughout the year.
2.97. It is seen that some of reasons for shortfall in production
of streptomydn sulphate during 1966-67 to 1973-7~ would appear to-
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be of a nature whlcb ~ould, with timely action, have been avoided

e.g., shortage of services, shortage of soyabean, etc. To this H. A. L.
replied in a note as ftillows:-

.

• 'Prior to 1971, there had been no system of planned preventive maintenance for the plant. This was first introduced
from 1971 and gradually increased. In the absence of the
same, there was frequently break-down in eqUipment
which affected the availability of services. It is a true
that had timely ~tion been taken to introduce planned
preventive maintenance, the shortage of services could
have been avoided to a large extent. As regards soyabean meal, ,~is item used to be imported in earlier years.
As soya bean meal was cultivated in the country, it was
decided to switch over to the indigenous product. The
Government woul~ not also permit import of the same.
Although soya bean is cultivated in the eountry, its use
so far had been restricted for commercial purpose. The
quality of soya bean meal fit for use in the antibiotic industry had to be established through a series of trials of the
product offered by different companies. Until adequate
source of suitable quality of soyahean had been establish:'
ed, the material was in short supply. The problem has
however been resolved successfully sin~e"
2.98.; ·In regard to the mecessity for review of standard efficiency t
standard yield, installed capacity, etc. at the diiferentstages of pro;dQction of streptomycin sulphate, as fixed ltY the' Management, by
an independent agency HAL stated in a note:

"The standards have been evolved. Qased on the experience·
gained over the ye~s~ . Review of these QY an jndependnt
agency would not be :feasible or even desirable as there
is no independent agency as such available tQ our knowledge for these purposes and it would not obviously be
desirable to entrust these to competitors as it cannot be
expected that objective and disinterested advice would be
received from them. Engagement of agencies engaged in
purely academic work would not also be useful as such
agencies would not have any practical experience and
the standards suggested by them would not have any
relationship to the conditions obtaining in this plant.
The company is setting up an independent technological
cell to review such standards from time to time!'
2.99. In regard to further expansion of this project, the Secretary,
Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals stated that Government had

reservations based purely on the question of demand. Now while,
at one time, it was estimated that streptomycin demand might gD
up to 875 tonnes. this was scaled down ultimately by the Ministry
of Health to 45G tonnes. But, in the last two years, the consuiiPtion
has been stabilising round about 230-250 tonnes. Now, bared on
this, the quesfion arises as to whether it would be wille on to go in
for any massive investment. One reason for the slackening of
demand appears to be this. Streptomycin, is an anti-biotic which is
used practically for fighting TB. But, out of the streptomycin produced in the country, only about one-third goes directly as stretomycin for anti-TB operations and the balance two-third g-:>es as a
mixture of streptomycin and penicillin sold as strepto-penicillin for
fighting other infections. Since these· infections have competitive
products, it is this two-thirds which is facing a growing difficulty in
relation to demand. The quantum required for anti-T.B. operations
will, of course, grow. But, since the total availability of streptomycin
is not restricted to this perhaps, a much closer look is necessary at
the future possibilities."
2.100. While confirming the above position the Drug Controller
informed the Committee that:
Now, so far as the requirement for TB was concerned,
streptomycin would continue to be used as a drug for
treatment to TB, although this is not the sole drug which
is used. There were other drugs like INH and PAS
which were also used. Further, in regard to its requirement for strepto-penicillin, it was generally observed
that there is today a reluctance in the use of penicillin.
This was also reflected in the requirement for pencillin,
which had not reached a very high flgure expected earlier.
Doctors were reluctant to use penicillin because of penicillin anaphylactic reaction. It is found that the demand
was going up very steeply for other drugs like ampicillin
which were much safer. This demand for ampicillin
was reflected in the slackening of demand for penicillin.
In other words, the requirement of streptomycin which
was used for strepto-penicillin is likely to be affected in
the years to come.
2.101. On an enquiry of the Committee that with HAL acquiring
a strain from Glaxo giving a titre yield of 18,000 millilitre per unit
and with this reduction in demand, whether the improved titre yield
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itself would not be suftlcient,
stated-

the

Secretary

of

the

Ministry

"This was precisely the question which was raised by the

Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance and others
when the prOl,osals came from the HAL for further
investment. The question was put to them 'Can you not.
with your existing investment, improve the production by
better strains, increasing productivity and by more efficient production?'. The point made by you was precisely
in Government's mind and we do believe that with the
constrains on expansion and demand for streptomycin,
we might perhaps be able to manage with improved ·productivity, of course, with marginal investmenbl."

2.102. During the period from 1966-67 to 1971-72 the total import
bill of the country in respect of Streptomycin was Rs. 5,25 crores
out of which import to the exten of Rs. 1.16 crore could have been
avoided had the company been able to produce according to its
installed capacity.
2.103. The Committee DOte that the maDllIement of HAL have
estimated that 300 fermentation batches can be 8eeded every year
assu:miug a nonna! cycle of 260 hours. ThOUCh the original tarpts
fixed in all the years upto 1971-72 aad in 1J74-75 exceeded even the
capacity of fermenton estimated by the Management, the number
of batches actually seeded was 1e85 than the estimated capacity during 1966-67 to 1968·69 and 1974-75 and was more during 1969-70 to
1973-74. fte percentage of drained batches to seeded batches bas
widely varied from 6.3 per cent in 170..71 to 1.3 per cent in 1974·75.
The Committee recret to note that no norms have so far been laid
down by the Management with regard to the harvesting of seeded
batches with the result that the efficiency of haryesting operations
could not be properly evaluated. The Committee recommend that
the undertaking should, after keeping in view the equipment, the
technology, operatinr conditions etc. and after a study of the norms
obtaining with the collaborator for such operations, fix appropriate
norms for harvesting so as to evaluate the eftieiency of harvesting
operations from time to time and take suitable remedial measurl,'S
to keep the draiDaR'e within limits.
2.104. The Committee were informed that the output depended
on the quality of the strain. The Committee note that the first strain
for streptomycin was obtained from Merck & Co. in 1162. According to the apoeement with the Merck & Co.. tbe IaUer had to keep
HAL informed of any improvements made by them in the proceH
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or sub-cultures for ,the production of streptomycin and HAL had the
right to visit the streptomycin plants of Mercks every year in order
to keep itself currently informed of their use of the process in the
production of streptomycin. The Committee are also informed that
production data were regularly exchanged every quarter with the
Collaborators. Though HAL came to know from such reports that
Mercks were getting a higher titre yield than that obtained by HAL,
even from 1967, the Committee regret to observe that no attempts
were made by HAL to ascertain the reasons for such higher titre
yield nor did Mercks furnish information about improvements made
in the process or sub-culture for production of streptomycin. It was
only in November, 1971 when HAL deputed two of its officers to the
works of its collaborators in USA, that it came to know that the
higher titre yield was due to the use of a better strain than tblat
supplied by the Collaborators to HAL and this strain was stated to
have been acquired by the collaboratorll from MIs. Glaxo (in 1967).
According to MeN:ks since it was not their own development HAL
would not be entitled to it nor the question of payment of any com~
pensation would arise.
2.105. The Committee would like the Ministry to examine critically in consultation with the authorities concerned as to how far the
action of Mercks in not informing HAL about the improved Rtrain
was correct with reference to terms of collaboration agreem~nt, so
that suitable action may be initiated by HAL. The Committee also
see no justification for the delay of 4 years on the part of HAL in
deputing its officers to Merck & Co. when it was known that Mercks
were getting higher titre yield even from 1967 and when the agreement gave the right to the officers of Company to visit the plant once
a year. As admitted by HAL even the question of delay and negligence in this regard has not been investigated so far.
2.106. In the opinion of the COmmittee it should be the specific res·
ponsibility of Management, more specially of the heads of Research
& Development and Production to keep themselves fully posted with
the performance of similar units in India and abroad-particularly
of the collaborators. The R&D should also keep a close watch on
the trends of requirements of the undertaking with a view to taking
timely action to 'regulate/modify/diversity the pattern of production.
The Committee deprecate the complacency and the negligence on the
part of HAL in Dot keeping Itself concurrently informed of the deve-lopments and improvements in the strain of streptomycln by Mercks.
The Committee recommend that Govemment should Investigate the
matter and fix responsibility for the lapse.

·

2.107. The Committee note tbat the tmdertaking had obtained a
-new strain from GIllXo through Government tree of cost on the
condition that it would not be sold or passed on to others, and HAL
has been able to attain, on an average, a titre yield of 18,000 units/ml
and occasionally 24-25,000 units/ml. from the new strain. The Committee see no reason why the Ministry /UAL could not have selected
the technology and strain from Glax.o even in the Initial stawes ~
stead of the Merck & Co.
2.108. The Committee would like HAL to take all the necessary
measures not only to get the maximum yield from the new strain
'but also to improve the output and effect reduction in the cost of
production. The undertaking should also review the perforDl8D!Ce
with reference to the new strain and take action to revise the standards of titre yield with a view to evaluating the performance with
reference to such standards.
2.109. The Committee note that on the basis of 85 per cent efficiency
fixed by the management the maximum annual production from the
'Streptomycin plant has been fixed at 81,600 kgs. and targets are fixed
from year to year on this basis. The Committee find that the original targets have never been achieved ever since 1966-67 and the
revised targets have been achieved only during 1967-68 to 1969-70
and 1974-75. Interruption of power supply, shortage of services, nonavailability or shortage of raw materials (soya beans and dextrose)
of the right quality and break-down of equipment we~ stated to be
the main reasons for the shortfall except during 1974-75 when adjustments made in process resulting in stoppage of plant consequent upon
the introduction of a new high-yielding strain have been responsible
for the shortfall. The Committee are informed that 'because of
stoppage of import of soyabean meal used for production of strepiomycin, there was shortage in supply till the quality of soyabean
meal fit for use in antibiotics industry was established in the country. The Committee feel that the undertaking should have taken
timely action to identify suitable indigenous quality and built up
sufficient stock when it was known that import of lOyabean was to
he stopped, although the problem is however now reported to have
been solved. Similarly, the problem of dextrose, which also alected
production is stated to have been solved with the replacement of
dextrose by starch which is easily available. The Committee recommend that now. when HAL has located sources of good quality
raw materials within the country, it should make lonr term arrangements for their timely supply and storage so that shortage of raw
materials may not alect the production of this vital drug hereafter.
The Committee would also like HAL to review the production per-
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formance of streptomycin witJa refereDee to the new strain and I'e~
viae tbe standard efficiency and capacity 10 that evaluation of production could be done in a meaningful way.
Z.110. The Committee are also informed that prior to 1971, theN
had been no system of planned preventive maintenance for the plant
and equipment with the result that there were frequent breakdowns
which affected the availability of services. HAL has admitted that
"It is true tbat had timely action been taken to introduce planned
preventive maintenance, the shertage of services could have been
avoided to a larle extent". The planned preventive maintenance'
Is reported to have been introduced since 1971. The Committee
deprecate the nelled of so vital a plant for. over 9 years and strongly
reiterate, as already recommended in this Chapter, that a thorough
investigation into this matter may be held expeditiously and responsibility fixed for Dot introducing a schedule of preventive maintenance rilht from the beginning. They would further recommend
that the Corporation should take all possible measures to enf'ure
that at least now the preventive maintenance schedule is strietly
followed lor all plant and machinery SO that they can be kept in
good runnina condition.
C. Hamycin

2.111. The Board of Directors decided in December, 1960 to undertake the production of Hamycin-an antifugngal anti-biotic evolved
by the Company's Research Division, in a pilot plant having a
capacity of 15 kgs. per annum at an estimated cost of Rs. 5 lakhs.
The industrial licence for the setting up of 'the plant was granted
by Government in January, 1962. Before the project could be implemented, it was decided to undertake the production of Hamycin
cn commercial basis in a plant having the capacity o~ 50 Kgs. 9 er
<mnum to be set up at an estimated cost of Rs. 30 lakhs. The industrial licence for the increased capacity was issued in April, 1963.
2.112. The revised project was also not implemented and in May,

1964 it was decided to increase the production capacity to 250 kgs.

per annum at a cost of Rs. 55 lakhs (revised to Rs. 77 lakhs in
December, 1966 .clue to devaluation of rupee, revision of customs
duty, etc.) for which the licence was issued in February, 1965. Th~
Company again proposed further expansion of the capacity of the
plant to 1,000 kgs. per annum in the Fourth Five Year Plan (1966--71)
'It an estimated cost of Rs. 83 lakhs and obtained a licence therefor
in August. 1966. The Company has since discontinued the production
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of Hamycin from December, 1974 due to the problem of tOxicitywhich is still under examination.
2.113. The first expansion was undertaken on the basis of anti ..
cipated demand, particularly from the U.S.A. As it was anticipated·
that Hamycin with Dermostatin as an ointment had a much wider
use in the treatment of dermatomycotin infections, further expansion
of the capacity to 250 kgs. was undertaken and completed in November, 1968 at a cost of Rs. 65.55 lakhs even before the production
commenced in the first stage. The third expansion for raising the
capacity to 1,000 kgs. per annum was, however, postponed in December, 1969 and the licence therefor was also cancelled by Government
in March, 1970 pending the assessment of demand pattern after
receipt of approval of the Federal Drug Administration, U.S.A. for
systematic use of Hamycin and its formulations.
2.114. The Company took up the production of Hamycin in 1963-64
in a pilot plant and produced a to1al quantity' of 33.614 kgs. up to
1967-68 (3.298 kgs.+11.668 kgs.+7.716 kgs.+7.032 kgs.+3.900 kgs.);
Out of this, a quantity of 29.405 kgs. (3.298 kgs.+9.778. kgs.+5.601
kgs.+7.093 kgs.+3.635 kgs.) was sold in bulk, other forms and
transferred to research and development, thus leaving a stock of
4.209 kgs. as on 31st March, 1968.
2.115. The Hamycin plant was completed in November, 1968. The'
installed capacity, budgeted production and the actual chargeable
quantities produce<! during the last seven years are given in the'
following table:

-------_._-- ._-_ .. _---_._--_._---- - - -- -.--.-Year
.-.----

Installed
Capacity
(Bulk)

Budaetcd Producttion

Original

Revised

.....

Actuill

,hugeahle
quantity

---_...--- --- ----_.--_._-------- --"-'-Kgs.

KgI.

Kas·

Kgs.

1968 -69

125

10'00

IS'OO

1/;'::39

1969-70

2S0

3°'00

3'00

o'oS?

1970-7 1

250

15'00

18'00

17'429

1971-71.

250

4'00

13'3°

I 3" OIl

3'86

t;'7S5

12'36

2 1 '63<>

1972-73

Zso

1973-74

250

1974-7S

250

Nil
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2.116. The mai'n reason' for under-utilisation of the capacity is
'stated to be the absence of demand. As against the total cost of
production of Hamycin in bulk and other formulations from 1963-64
to 1974-75 of Rs. 21.31 lakhs, the margin amounted to Rs. 2.48 lakhs,
after setting off sales realisation of Rs. 15.41 lakhs, Rs. 8.38 lakhs for
transfer of bulk to research and development, the closing stock valuing Rs. 1.84 lakhs ,has been treated as scraps (excluding write-off of
3.479 kgs. on 31-3-72),
2.117. It will be seen that instead of gradually increasing the
of this plant after studying the, demand pattern, the COmpany took up the implementation of the Project outright for a capacity of 250 kgs.
~a.pacity

2.118. The Ministry have stated i'h ~eptember, 1973 as follows:"In the light of the experience gained in the case of Hamycin .... , the Board of Directors have decided that no new
product would be taken up for commercial production until it had been subjected to an independent quality audit.
Efforts are also in progress to increase the out-turn of the product by offering it to private pharmaceutical companies
for the purposes of formulations as in the case of other
antibiotics. "
2.119. During the evidence of the representatives of the Company,
the Managing Director informed the Committee as follows:"This is about one of the antibiotics developed by the company. l would seek the indulgence of the Committee. You
have to judge it in retrospect. We tried to venture into
research and development and tried to put out a new
drug in India for the first time. In that process, certain
expectations we had were fulfilled and certain others were
belied. At that time this was a new antibiotic for certain
types of diseases prevalent in India. It was felt by the
company that the demand will Qick up and so we developed the capacity. In drugs, the gestation period and obsolescence period is very low. By the time a new drug comes,
the old drug may go out of existence. So, you do not have
the time to sit, assess and plan. This happens in other
countries also."
In regard to assurance from a firm in USA that they would huy
Hamycin from HAL, the Managing Director stated
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that"This Company had an agreement with Sherman Laboratories
International of USA who were evaluating the demand
pattern of this drug in USA. They gave some idea to this
Company that this kind of demand pattern will be there
in market. This drug was meant for treating some fungus
diseases like vaginal, mionialisis, trichomonas, etc. So,
they tb.ought that in India this drug might be useful for
treating these diseases but their expectations were completely belied."
2.120. On an enquiry of the Committee whether it was because
standardisation of the drug could not be achieved that the demand
in USA could not pick up or it was because of the laxity on the part
of the American firm which estimated the demand in America to
be of that order and on which assumption HAL went ahead with
such a big plant, the Managing Director stated:COIn a drug, first you must have a standard drug and then a
market should be available for it. Then, you must have
the proper market organisation to promote and make it
available to public and doctors. When you have all these
things, only then the demand picks up. In this case, aU
these four factors were not there. For example, firstly, the
drug was not standardised; secondly, no market was
readily available for it. Then there was no proper
marketing organisation to push it through. It is difficult
to say why the demand could not pick up."
2.121. Asked as to why these steps were not taken the Managing
Director stated thatCCStandardisation should be made. That was the first step.
But the company had I;lrobably felt that the drug
was standardized."
2.122. The Managing Director added that the toxicity problem
was non-existent till 1973-74 but came up later. It was found that
the technology had undergone some changes. While the company
was trying to improve the technology it failed with the result that
toxicity developed.
2.123. It was also stated that it was an expensive drug. Every
kilogram of it c:c»ts Rs. 28,000. One of the main objectives of the
company was to reduce the cost of production, because the company
was not making profit and the volume of production was low. As
such, the lCientists were engaged in improving the technology and
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the cost of production. While they were doing these things and iD
improving the output per batch the problem of toxicity came in,
because the potency became more. The R. & D. Division are trying
to solve this problem.
2.124. Asked whether the drug was developed only for U.S.
market, the Managing Director stated it was a very specific drug
against certain fungus diseases affecting human beings. The company
wanted to develop a new anti-biotic. It came across this antibiotics. The development of this drug was not mainly due to the
possible demand for it in America. The Company wanted to produce the drug and diversify the production because it had some
possibility of market in India. In addition, it had possibilities abroad.
The ManagiQ,g Director also informed the Committee that the company entered into an agreement with Sherman Laboratories. Then
it was transferred to another, Cooper Laboratories. The Cooper
Laboratories folded up and then Nox Laboratories came. They were
no longer interested in the work.
2.125. In regard to the future of the product the Managing Director stated that"Our first target is to standardise the drug on which we are
working. R&D is working on this subject. I have not gone
into the vf!!ry important aspect of what is meant by standardisation. Toxicity quality is one. Stability is another.
We find this drug is not stable for any length of period.
You have to store it in refrigeration temperature. How
many chemists shops in village have refrigeration conditions? If its life period is one year or 18 months, what is
the marketing operation which could ensure that after you
made it in Pimpri, it is sent to all parts of the country Bnd
it is sold within the next three months in the conditions
prevailing in Assam, Kerala, Orissa or Madhya Pradesh?
TheSe are the things which weighed with the company
very seriously. After all, we have gone in & particular
way. We have made some anticipations and we have invested money. Today we have to be doubly careful.
This has given us a very good lesson. Now we have made
quality control audit an independent authority. Unless
they certify, we do not touch anything. Out of our experience we have now evolved these things.
So far as marketing to Canada or other countries is concerned,
unless we standardise the potentialities, it would be diftl-
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cult to get into those countries. Secondly, unfort unatel y,
as it happens, in the case of drugs, once a drug has been
in curren t use for 12 or 15 years, very few people would
get attract ed to it. It becomes old. Because, in the
medical profession the doctors were something new, new
development, new drug. No body would be interes ted in
someth ing which is 12 or 15 years' old. This will run into
that difficulty in the future. People have known it. They
are looking for someth ing new, not very old."
2.126. The Secret ary of the Minist ry of Petrole um & Chemtcals
:also informed the Committee in this connection during evidence that:
"When Hamyc ln was first discovered in HAL laboratories,
there was a great sense of excitem ent because it was a tremendous breakt hrough -disco very for the first time of an
antibiotic in India. When this was showD to people, its
efficacy was generally accepted. Even the Americans accepted it and an Ameri can Co. entere d into a contra ct with
HAL for formul ating and marke ting it in US. Lt. Gen. B.
M. Rao, Adviser to the Defence Ministry, wrote very glowingly about it suggesting that We should increas e the capacity to 1000 kg. straigh tway because of its tremendous importan ce particu larly in treatin g skin infections. 111 the
contex t of this kind of enthusiasm, they did not go in for
1000 kga. but they want from 50 to 250 kgs. While the
Committee may have the impression that it was a case of
over enthusiasm. I admit it had not been proper ly established. But it was raised to 250 kg."
2.127. In regard to the demand for the product, the Secret ary
:stated that:

"In the case of a new drug, deman d is something which is stimulate d. If it is therap eutical efficient and acceptable
to the consumers, then the question comes of marketing.
In fact, the whole secret of the multi-national is predle
their ability to market a product. In the case of well
known drugs like streptomycin, their marke t is stabilised
and therefo re it is fair easy to ascertain the possible CODsumption level. But in the case of a new drug, that is not
possible. Eveb in the US, it ts a matter of marke t strategy to bring it into the market , Therefore, in spite of
strollg demand from knowledgeable people to raise it to
1000 kg., Government did not think it wise to do so and
was ratsed only to 250 kg."
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2.128. In regard to expansion of the project, the Secretary stated
that-

I, '

"With great respect, at that time, it was not really a question
of expansion from 50 to 250. We were considering what
should be the level we had not establ~shed 50 which was
lat,er expanded to 250; in 'deciding wha't should be the initial
capacity, instead of 50, they said it should be, 250, not 1000
as was demand. At that time, the techn1calproblems that
are as subsequently had not been anticipated. In retrosspect, it a?pears to have been not wiser course, but still
we f~l that the efficacy of the drug remains established.
The problem is about two things that have come up;
stability and toxicity. I am told it is not stable for more
than 6 months. That being so, you cannot market such a
short life product. Secondly, it appears that when the
potency is increased, tOXicity increases. So the company
took a deliberate decision to withdraw it from the market
Bnd continue research to solve these two problems. If we
succeed in this, We can go ahead because the therapeutic
efficacy of the product is not in doubt."

2.129. The Secretary added that a separate task force had been
established' with Dr. Gotbeskar as a member to go into the focus of
R&D on this. These problems were e)tpected to solve and then
tbe product marketed. Meanwhile, the investment of Rs. 68 lakhs on
this plant was not infructuous.
,,2.l30. It was decided that till R&D was able to solve these problems, the equipment should be utilised for production of various
other items, like penicillin V, first crystals, procain penicillin replOc~sshig, streptomycin sulphate reprocessing. The total value of these
p.roducts was Rs, 30 lakhs from April 1974 till today. So the investment had not become infructuous and when the drug would be stab iU~d it would be put into the market.
2.131. In regard to the question of capturing the local market"
the Secretary sta ted that"We do not want to have a consumer market in India with a
standard lower than that abroad. So a deliberate decision
was taken not to market in India until we can ensure its
stability and non-toxicity. It was not that the private
companies formulators are resisting it; we took a suo-
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motu decision that We will not market a drug which is not
yet stable."
2.132. The Committee note that HAL decided to set up a pilot
plant having a capacity of 15 )(p. per annum of Hamyein an antifungal antibiotic, evolved by the Research and DeveloplllCllt Laboratory of HAL. Before the project could be implemented, it wu dedded to undertake production of Hamycin on a commercial basis in •
planet having capacity of 50 kgs. per annum for which iadu!ltrial
licence was issued in April, 1963. The Committee do DOt see the
rationale behind the decision to increase tbo capacity even before
the pilot plant was set up and results of pilot plant study were knoWD.
While the Committee commend the development of this drug by the
R&D Wing of the undertaking, they feel that HAL should have set
up the 15 kg. plant as originally envisaged On a pilot basis, and after
testing the product, stabilising it in consultation with the ICMa!
IMA and Federal Drug Administration of USA, established the
demand for the product aftar a proper demand survey and only thereafter gone ill for production on a large lleala. If this had been done.
the undertaking would not have been faced with the problems of
!!Itability, toxity, etc. which developed later. The Committee find that
theaudertaking took up the ex.,an8ion of the capacity on the balds
of an anticipated demand particularly from USA.
Even before
tIlis projept could be implemented it waS' deeided'-Ih May; 1964 to .
increase the capacity to 2iO krs. in anticipation of inHease til
demand. The Committee regret to note that tie .undertaking went
on increasing the capacity to 250 kgs. and oven set up the plant
Widl250kp. capacity tit a cott of Ik.' 15 lak~ tn'November, 1968
"'rely on flte h"lh ofa demandtrom' USA which was only "anticipate" but \VIls DOt even get .erllect. In the meith tflDe the! unrlertakm, &gam pmposed furthft> expansion of tapa city td 1000 kg!!. in
Fourih Five Year Plan. However, this wafl 'pmlt.,.med in nf'eemb~r,
. _ peftdift, theilssessment of demand pattern after receipt of approval of the Federal Drug Administration of USA for the systemafle
use of Hamycin. The Committee fail to understand as to why the
demand of the product could DOt have been assessed and firmed up
even in the eal'lM!.r stages before going in for increase of ('spacity
lmd why the approval of the Federal Orug Administration of USA
_hich is now considered n~essary for the systematic use of Hamydn
could not have been obtain~.
2.133. The Committee were informed that while the sC'lP.fttillt&
were engaged in improving the technology and potency of the product and reducing its cost of production the problem of toxity came
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in, tboDrh, the therapeutic: efficiency of the product is .tated to be
not in doubt. Another problem was of the stability of the drUl
which, it is stated, is not stable for more than six months.
2.134. The Committee- are aho informed that an Americal1 firm
Shennan Laboratories who were evaluating the demand pattom of
this drug in USA and who had ag:reed to market it in that country
·changed hands twice and the last company which took over was not
interested in the drug. 'nie Committee further note that the demand
'for this drug did not pick up as the drug was not standardised and
1I0.market Wa.Il available nor was there any efficient marketing 01'18nisation to promote It and push it up.
2.135. The Committee find that on account of the various problems, the producdon of Hamycin was discontinued. from December,
1974, with the result that entire expenditure of Rs. 85 lakhs incurred
.in settinr up the plant and the recurring maintenance charges incurred thereafter have proved to be infruduous. The Committee reeret
to observe that in spite of the long period of Di$rly e~ght years, tbtl
undertaking has not been able to get the problems solved. Since
the chemical/drug technoiory is fut ~eloplng, the Committee feel
.that unless the problems are solved with expedition, the posstbll\ty
-of the teclmology on which the plant was based becoming obsolete
and overtaken by late.t advancements is not ruled out. The Commitee
would like the whole matter to be thoroughly Investigated with •
view to fix resoonsibliity for the lapses.
2.136. The Committee also recommend that the undertaldq .boaW
find the best alternative use to which the plant and ma('lamery
be put.
The Committee sua,esct that Minutry/Undertaldq
should draw a lesson from this expediment and ensure that wbeDevinvestments are made for manufacture of experimental dru,s ill
future, the plant and machinery are such as could be used for . . .
than one product.

eo.w

D. Vitamin C

2.137. On the basis of a process developed by the National
-chemical Laboratory, Poona for the production of Vitamin 'C', the
-Company was asked by the Government in March 1960 to prepare
a project report for its production. The project report was prepared
-(June, 1960) for a capacity of 50 tonnes per annum at an estimated
cost of Rs. 60 lakhs (including foreign exchange of Rs. 33 lakhs)
;after the management of HAL was satisfied about the successful

i7
:trials of production in NCL laboratory as well as in NCL pilot plant.
Although the cost of production was estimated to be Rs. 71 per kg.
as against the imported cost of Rs. 33 per kg. and the cqst of pro-<iuction of Rs. 50 per kg. by an indigenous firm in the private sector, it was decided to take up the project and the 'go aheaa' sanction
\was given by Government to the Company in March, 1962.

2.138. At about this time, the Research Division cU the Company
-evolved the new antibiotic-Hamycin. The Board of Directors of
the Company were very kee~ to go ahead with the project for the
'manufactur,e of this drug almost simultaneously with the project
tor Vitamin'C'. At an inter-ministerial meeting held in February,
1963 where a representative Otf the Company was also present, the
Jfollowing decisiont; were taken:1. The Company shOUld undertake commercial production of

Hamycin:

2. Since the Company had no experience in the production of

Vitamin 'C', it should first establish a pilo.t plant involving foreign exchange Qf Rs. 2-3 lakhs.

2.139. In July, 1963, another inter-ministerial m~ting was held
consider whether it was necessary to have production of Vitamin
"C' on a pilot basis before its production on commercial scale and
:it was decided that:
1;0

(a) the Company should establish a pilot plant for the production of Vitamin 'C' in about four months;
(b) the Company will complete the pilot plant runs and
submit a joint report with the National Chemical Labo·
ratory to Government by January, 1964.

. 2.140. It was

~

decided in that meeting that the decision re-

,.g~ding large scale undertaking would be taken after a Technical

<Committee appointed by the Government had examined the joint
report on above by HAL and NCL. The joint report was SUbmitted
in August, 1965 which inteT-alia concluded that "on the whole it
,could be stated that the efficiencies indicated in the original report
(prepared in 1960) have by and large been achi~ed and there is
-ev~ justification to expect that in a prQperly designed and installed plant this can be ~tered."
~81 L.S.-5
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2.141. In the meanwhile, certain developments in the demand or
Vitamin 'C' had taken place and the Ministry of Petroleum and'
Chemicals estimated in March, 1968, on the basis of indieattons:
given by the Development Council for Drugs, the country's requiremen,t of Vitamin 'c' at 375 tonnes per annum towards the end of'
the then Fourth Plan period (197(}'71). It was, therefore, en,tvisaged'
that the capacity of the proposed plants should be increased from 5(}'
tonnes per annum to 123 tonnes per annum, mainly on the following considerations:
(1) It was not desirable to allow this important drug tQ re-·
main a monopoly of a private comQany; and
I

(2) Indigenous process developed should be commercialised',
as an encouragement to the development of i,ndigenous
knQw-how.

2.142. Accordingly, sanction to the project report with an expanded capacity of 125 tonnes was accord.ed by Government in October,
19681 The order for indigenous machinery was placed in May, 1969.
2.143. The application for import licence was made in May,.
1969 and the order for impo,rt of machinery was issued in April,
1970. Owing to the necessity to re-order certain equipment seized
by Pakistan during December, 1971 hostilities and after obtainm&.:
permission from Government to use free foreign exchange instea.
of U.S. aid sources, machinery (both indigenous and imported) was
received \)y December, 1972 and the plant was commissiQned on 31st,
March, 1973. Commercial production in the plant had not commenced till March, 1975.
2.144. The project was originally ex:pected to cost Rs. 118 lakhs·

with a foreign exchange component of Rs. 62 lakhs. This was revised to Rs. 1(13 lakhs (in February, 1972) with a foreign exchange

component ot Rs. 38.37 lakhs. The increase was attributed partIy
to reduction in the foreign exchange component of the project cost
arising from indigenous substitution and partly to a general risein the cost of materials and fabrication charges. The actual cost of'
the plant upto December 1974 was to the extent of Rs. 131.30 lakhs.
2.145. The revised cost of production of Vitamin 'C' bulk is ex-·
pected to be Re. 92.76 per kg. as against the estimated cost or
BS. sUs per kg. in 1966, while the fair sel11ng price fixed under the~
Drug Prices Control Order (DPCO) 1970 is Rs. 72.70 per kg.

.1
Assuming that half of the prqduction of the plant (62.5 tonnes) is.
used for captive conn.ption of wbo-divided products and the remaining half is sold in bulk form, the Company expects that theproject may yield a return of 2.76 per cent (before tax) on theinvestment of Rs. 238 lakhs or Rs. 6.57 lakhs per annum.
2.146. In March, 1975 the Government have fixed the selli~
price of Rs. 116.34 per kg. for Vitamin C bulk manufactured by theUJl.dertakin~ which cQ11Ullenced. production of this bulk drug for Ulefirst time after 31st March, 1973. However, the Company has not
ascertained the cost of production against this selling price as thecommercial production has not commenced till March, 1975.
2.147. On account of delay in the implementation of the project
as originally sanctiO!l1ed, substantial quantities of Vitamin Chad
to be imported to make up the gap between the indigenous prodUCtion and the demand. A quantity of 676.35 tonnes of Vitamin 'C'
was imported during the period from 1964-65 to 1971-72 involving
8 foreign exchange outgo 0If Rs. 192.80 lakhs. In the meantime, the
production of Vitamin 'c' continued to remain entirely in the hands
of a private company.
2.148. The delay in the commissioning of the plant, apart from
the reasons already mentioned above, has been attributed to the
foJ.lowing factors:(a) Shortage of cement.
(b) Shortage of steel necessitating the import thereof.
(c) Delay in the receipt of indigenously fabricated equipment.
In the Fifth Five Year Plan, the Company has a proposal to expand
the capacity of the plant from 125 tonnes to 250 toones.
2.149. To end Off August, 1975, 293.8 kgs of Vitamin 'C' bulk had
been produced. The output of Vitamin 'C' was low due to malfunctioning of the refrigeration units, non-availability of acetone in
the wake of oil crisis and problems connected with product quality
'and process in the last two stages as well as longer timecyc)es and
lower efficiencies particularly at the sorbose recovery and fmal
crystallization stages. It has been stated that the process problems
were under review with the collaborators. On the basis of detailed
dlscussions with the collaborators, National Chemical Laboratory,
some modifications have been effected in the process wherever
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necessary. As a result of this some stream of production had been
established up to the final stage and OVf!i: a ton ~ pharmaceutical
grade Vitamin 'C' in addition to nearly 200 tonnes of sorbitol, an
. intermediate product in saleable form, had been produced so far.
Efforts were in progress with a view to obtain the time cycles and
efficiencies indicated in the project report, through plant trials and
Research and Developments works. It has been stated that technoJogy was obsolete since it gave only 34 per cent yield, while
',technology available abroad was stated to give 72 per cent yield.

2.150. Even if the process problems were resolved and efficiencies
claimed by the collaborators were achieved, the ,cost of production
would be much higher than the selling price fixed under Drug Price
Control order. HAL has stated in a note that when full volume of
production is achieved the cost of production would be approximately
Rs. 500 per kg., on the basis of existing process efficiencies. In
case the efficiencies claiimed by the collaborators were obtained
the cost would work out to Rs. 160 per kg. The selling price of
Vitamin 'C' bulk fixed by Government in March, 1975 was
Rs. 116.34 per kg.
2.151. Asked as to what was holding the commercial production of Vitamin 'C', the Managing DirectQ1' informed the Committee during evidence as follows:"We have started commercial production. Lower efticiency
and keeping the quality of the product consistent are
holding up production. The Government of India appointed a t.ask force .....

l

,

As far as my assessment goes, it is like this.
Tbe technology was developed in 1960 or before it.
In today
context it is obsolete.
Even if we get the various
claims made by the collaborators, the cost of production will be much higher than the sales price fixed by
the Government.
Secondly, we are not getting the
efficiencies anywhere near what is claimed by the collaborators. For that the task force. suggested that the
National Research Development Corporation, the National Chemical Laboratory and Hindustan Antibiotics
should have a wOl'king group to review the entire technology, plant design, everything, and to suggest what
should be done with this.
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We are approaching this in two ways. One is to revamp
the existing plant and technology to make it produce
commercial quantities in an economical manner, and the
second is, as suggested by the task force, to get better
technology because that will ultimately be viable and
because the present technology is not adequate."
2.152. In regard to cost of production vis..a-uis the price fixed
under the Drug Price Control Order, the Managing Director stated
that"As far as we know, the cost O(f production of Jayant is
much higher than the sale price fixed by the Government. In fact, they approached the Government, and
we also approached the Government, for a price revisi.n, and we had discussions with them. The cost of
Sarabhais is within the sale price. In fact. Government
is pursuing a dual priaing policy. They have fixed
Rs. 90.79 for Sarabhais and RB. 116.70 for Jayant and
Hindustan antibiotics because we entered the market
later on. Jayant and we Irt.arted recently and so, our investment was larger than Sarabhais.
We have also approched Indian parties, not only for parties.
for know-how. We approached Sarabhais because we find
that their }mow-how is the best available in India today
and they are considering our request."
2.153. To an enquiry of the Committee whether..it was wise to
go in for expansion without the proper technology or collaboration, the Managing Director stated that"Today we find that 125 tonnes is too small a quantity. As
you have correctly observed in the case of vitamin 'e'.
my own assessment is, particularly after the report of
the task force, that this plant has to produce it. If it
cannot produce it with the existing technology it has to
produce it with the imported technology. There is no
choice left before us. If we want to produce it and
meet the requirement .of the country a big way. then
the public sector should go in for expansion."
2.154. In regard to stabilising the plant the Managing Director
stated that "First, we concentTate on stabilising a plant and see
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that it produces according to our satisfaction. That is what preocisely we are doing. We are now making efforts to see how to
produce Vitamin 'e' to the full capaCiiy from the plant. With the
help of assessment from other sources, we have mnde some adjustment with this plant, some adjustment in technology, minor chang-es in technology with the result we will be able t<l) produce
Vitamin 'C'. So as we are not investing any money.
2.155. Again you have to give some allowance for the indigert-cus technology which is developed and indigenous know-how ahd
-expertise. For example, in September, 1973', we did start oommereial production. By that time, we did it in a small manner. This
plant was not kept idle. It has produced one of the products called
sorbitol about 150 tonnes in the first year and marketed it. We
have earned ,?rofits from marketing this product. We are trying to do
our best ,instead of resorting to certain methods followed by some
other people. For obvious reasons, the public sector unit is not
'expected to follow certain methods. We have to work through our
own collaborators, how best to improve the technology and become
·economically viable. We have made some progress in this
,direction."
2.156. In regard to the economics of working the plant to 125
tonnes capacity, the Managin'g Director stated that "If we can pro1iuce 125 tonnE'S according to the quality and standard laid down
by the collaborntors, the most will be around Rs. 143 per kg. a8
against the selling price of Rs. 116. We have made a study and a
complete assessment of it. We will be losing Rs. 36 lakhs per
year. What is the use of that? So, we must improve th~ technology or get it forom ourside so that this plant becomes economically viable. That is one of the constraints of production. We
can produce more quantity. But the question is: At what cost?"
2.157. The Secretary of the Ministry also informed the
in this regard as follows:-

Com-

.mitt~

There are two main issues in regard to Vitamin 'C'. The
first that has been raised by the Committee relates to
delay in the commissioning of the proj€ct; and the second
arisi;'g automatically is about the success or otherwise of
the whole project. The second is more important and
significant than the first. In regard to the first we would
have to admit that this is OIl€ of the projects whlch went

through very slow.
A3 far as we are concerned the·
key date will have to be taken as October, 1968, Viz:, the
date of the investment decision when the project was
.approved by the Government.
There was one basic
problem about the delay in commissioning. The technology was taken from the National Chemical Laboratory. But the word 'technology' would have to be
.understood in its perspective. The NCL gave the Company the process know-how. The term 'technology'
rEally includes not only proCess knOW-how but alia
.chemical engineering, which includes the drawing!t, basic
engineering, detailed engineering and . the whole upscaling of the project. NCL did not give it. Therefore,
it was forr the company to decide the ways and means
of providing this part of the t~chnology. The decision
was taken by the Board of Directors, that the Company
would itself prepare the engineering part of it. In
~ect, therefore, the technology was not tully available
on that date, viz., October, 1!t68 and dutirtg ,the period
from October .1968 to January, 1970 when the civil engineering works started, thept'~ess of completing the
Civil
drawing, engineering and upscaling went on.
engineering began in 1970 ad the plant was commissioned 3 year later. One unfortunate incident which took
place was that a criticatpiece of equipment was captured
by the Pakistanis frOjl'l1 our ship and taken to Karachi;
and we had to make arrangements for replacing it. Undoubtedly, this plant could 'have been commissioned
early. We have no brief for the delay; but the circumstances of upscaling the technology· of theNCL would
have to be kept in mind. It was not a very usual case.
Perhaps the most im~tantpoint is whether the project
was successful thereafter, or not. We have no hesitation
in admitting that it was not. The technology and the
process knowhow got from the NCL do not seem to have
clicked. The Board of Directors had appointed a Task
Force. It has submitted its report this year.
'2.157. They were to look into the causes, i.e., why had the plant
not gone off; and to make su~gestions as to what ought
to be done. The Ta&k Fo,rce has come to the basic conclusion that the technology, as given, is first of all obso·
lete, in the sellae that it was given in 1960 and is no
longer relevant today.
<

.. .. ,
i '
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The second suggestion made by the Task Force, and also s'c·
cepted by NCL, is that the best cqurse is to discuss the·
matter with other people who have relevant technology
and see how best we could solve the situation. Talks,
have therefore begun with other people who have technology. The best technology that is available in the
world is that of Roche. The other is Merck, which has
been adopted by Sarabhai. Jayant have adopted the
Sarabb4 technology. We hia.'Ve had discussions with
S'arabhai and Jayant. They are willing to collaborate to
put the plant on its feet. As things stand today, the
NCL technology would result in uneconomic production.
Even if the etBciency parameters suggested by the NCL
are met, even assuming that all the efficiency parameters
indicated in 1968 are met, the cost of production of Vitamin 'C' would be round about Rs. 160 per kg., as against
the price of Rs. 116 which has been fixed by the Bureau
of Industrial Prices' and Costs and the price of Rs. 92which has been allOlWed to Sarabhai."

2.158. About the existing cost of production, it was stated that
mention a cost of production
when the production was so ridiculously low.

it was totally unrealistic even to

2.159. In regard to cqmparative cost of different technology the
Secretary of Ministry statedliThe Bureau of Industrial Costs and Prices has fixed the
price for Sarabhai at Rs. 92. Of course, Sarabhai have·
been complaining that it is too low a price. But it
gives an indication. Since BICP has fixed the price ot
Rs. 92, as against Rs. 160 on the basis of NCL technology
on full efficiency parameter, it gives an idea of the
difference in cost. We should evaluate these different
technologies and considering the sad history of this
plant. I think it would be advisable to get the very best
technology available."
2.160. While discussing the question of delay in setting up the
plant, the Committee pointed out the delay in taking the final
decision far investment in 1968 whereas the idea of setting up the
ibnt was first mooted in 1960, the Secretary stated that "I do not
agree. In 1960 there was no firm proposal before the Government.
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There was a suggestion that they should go in for Vitamin 'C'.
There was a process know-how which had been developed by NCL"
but ~vernment took wise decision not to proceed with it till L
pilot plant was put up and studies were made. That took this.
period."
2.161. In regard to the failure of the technology the Secretary
Even at the·
Th~ were problems
pilot plant stage doubts were expressed.
even at the time of the pilot study, but there was a sense of conftdence that the up-scaling would be possible. Even today I
mentioned that we are receiving a number of proposals from theCSIR laboratories. Even the efficiency parameters which the NCL.
had said would be achieved have not been achieved. This is a fact~
which we must concede without hesitation."
stated "True, this we conceded right from the start.

2.162. On an enquiry of the Committee whether the failure of'
the project was entirely due to the wrqng type of technology or
due to inefficiency, the Secretary stated as follows:-

"As I mentioned, we had to choose between having either
foreign technology or indigenous technology. It is
quite evident that if we purchase foreign technology, the·
kind of problems which arise when we work in indigenous technology will not arise. There will be the question of transfer of technology and all that. We produce
things on the basis of indigenously develqped technology,.
we do run into diftlculties. It is a prfce that we have to
pay for development of indigenous technology and selfreliance. Quite often, we have succeeded. There are
occasions when we have not succeeded. This is one of
the ~casions where we have failed. We have recently
taken a decision, for instance, that the Hindustan Insecticides will go in for technology devised and developed
by the NCL for endosulphan. This is a conscious deci·
sion we have taken although we had choice to import
Hoechst technology. We have decided that technology
developed by the NCL will be adopted by one of our
public sector companies. This is a difficult decision to·
take. There is a considerable risk factor involved in
adopting these technologies. The real question is:
sho,uld we follow this policy, give it a fair trial and ac-·
cept the fact that occasionally mistakes would be made,
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and failure would oecur or straightway import foreign
technology ?
The Government appointed a Task Force which has given a
clear opinion. This opinion has also been accepted and
endC¥'sed by Dr. 'I'ialak the Head of the National Chemical Laboratory which gave the technology that the technology is obsolete and it has not given the necessary
efficiency parameters. It is not really a question of my
expressing an opinion.
There is a technical opinion'
which is even accepted by the very Laboratory which
gave the techno.Iogy."
2.163. In regard to the recommendations

of

the :Task Force, I
.

-<See Appendix I) the Ministry stated as follows in a note:-

"This is an interim report. The Committee of Direct?rs has
appointed a sub-committee to go i4to the details cif functioning of the exist~ng plant ,and it will be possible to
take further concrete action after the final report of the
Committee is received. The interim report highlights
the importance of seeking improved ttlchnology from
elsewhere as the Committee feels that the existin,g technology will not lead to! economic fWlctioning of the plant
even at the best efficiencies achievable as per the efficiencies indicated by the National Chemical Laboratory. In
the context of this recommendation, Government have
held discussions with Mis. Sarabhai M. Chemicals who
have agreed to assist Hindustan Antibiotics Limited in
establishing Imodifying Ialtering the technology to make
it operable on an economic basis. Similar discussions are
also in hand with Mis. E. Merck and Mis. RGlChe. The
Company has been apprised of the discussions taking
place."

i164. The Committee note that on the basis of a process develop-ed by NCL for production ef Vitamin C in 1960 a preliminary project report for a capacity of 50 tonnes per annum was pl'epared in
June. 1960 for establishing the capacity in HAL after the management of HAL was satisfied about the sllccessful trials of production
in the NCL laboratory ~s wen as in NCL pilot plant. In spite of the
faet that the estimated cost of production worked out to Rs. 71/- per
k,. agaill8t the imported COlit of Rs. 33 per k,. aad cost of Rs. 50 per
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q.

by an indigenous firm, Government gave a go-ahead order in
March, 1962 to take up the project. Smce Vitamin C was alrelldy
ander production in the country, the Committee feel that Govemment should have made a thorough evaluation of the technology
and cost of production before the go-ahead order was .riven. The
Committee ftndthat in February, 1963 in an inter-ministerial meetin& it was decided that since HAL had no experience in the manufactlUe of Vitamin C, HAL should first establish pilot plant. This
..as again confirmed in an inter-ministerial meeting in July. 1963
where it was decided tbat the pilot plant should he established in
.bout 4 months and a joint report with NCL about pilot plant r\IDS
should be submitted to Government by January, 1964. It was allq
tlecided that a decision regarding large scale production sbould be
taken after a technical commJttee appointed by Governmellt had:
examined the joiut report by HAL and NCL. The Committee find
~at based on. the joint report given in. August, 1965 which concluded inter-alia that 011 the whole the efficiencies indicated in the ori.
,inal report (1960) have by ~nd large been achieved and there was
'every justification to qxped that this could be ~ettered in a properly
4esigned and installed plant, .it was envisaged tJaat the capacity of
the plant should be augmeated hom 50 tonnes to 125 tonnes per,
annum and sanction of Government was accorded in 1968. The Com·
mittee fail to understand as to why the techno·economic evaluation
ef the project based on the joint report of HAL and NCL was aot
,.ndertakeu liS envisaged earlier and a decision was taken by Governmentwithout making sure of upscaling the technology or ex..ining the cost. The Committee would like that this aspect should
lie investigated and responsibility' fixed for the lapse.
2.165. The Committee note that the plant was commissioned ill
March, 1973 but commercial production was not started tilJ March.
1'75. It has been stated by the Managing Director that lower elftriehcy and keeping the quality of product consiste'nt, were holding
lip prodllction and tlte Government of India had appointed a Task
Force to go into question. The technology which was developed in
1960 is stated to be obsolete ill today's context. Even if the varieus
.daims made by NCL are met, the cost of production would be
Ks. 160 per kilogram as against the selling price of Rs. 116 flxed by
the Bureau of Industrial Costs and PricC8, and the price of 118. 9:1
allowed to Sarabhai. The Secretary of the Ministry during evidence
lias stated that "even at the pilot plant "'age doubts were expJ'e!lsed".
While it has beea COD ceded that 'techaolo&y' should include besides
fI"OCt!Ss knew-how, aspects like upscalin&" detailed eD&'ineerin&" etc.
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what was obtained from the NCL was only the 'process know' and
it was for HAL to decide the ways and means of providing this part
of the technology. While the Committee are all for affording cvery
encouragement to indigenous know-how, the Committee need hardly stress that every prudent care should have been taken to have
selected the appropriate technology and no efforts should have 1teen
spared to critically evaluate the same before taking the investment
decision.
H
.,

2.166. The Committee find from the interim report of the Task
Foree that "the loss on Vitamin C operations based on current efficiencies would be around Rs. 75 lakhs per annum. Even assuming
tbat the efficiencies, claimed by the collaborators are achieved by
HAL, the project would still continue to incur a loss of as. 301 lakhs
per unum On the basis of the approved price for the bulk dru/:.
The management also informed the Task ForCe that the yields at
2 stages serbos recovery and final crystallisation of Vitamin C are
considerably lower than those claimed in the project report and this
had resulted in significantly lower over-all efficiencies, and that they
eould obtain Vitamin C conform to Indian Pharmacopia only after
making some modifications in the technology in the final stage."
The Task Force has also recommended that tbe two problems require immediate attention for improving over-all efficiency and suggested that the managemeBt of HAL should immediately explore
the possibiUty of obtaining better technology either locally or imported which will ensure better return on the investment already made
with the minimal additional Inputs and HAL should immediately explore the possibility of maximum utilisation of the plant already installed by constituting a joint working group comprising the scientists
of HAL, NCL and also National Research Development Corporation
to go into the details of the technology and the design of
o.e plant in order to assess the techno-economic viability of the
entire project afresh. The Committee feel that HAL should have
evaluated in depth the NCL technology at the pilot plant stage in
consultation with Indian Council of Medical Research, NRDC and
other experts in the field especially when even at the pilot plant
stage according to the Secretary doubts were expressed. The Committee feel that the pilot plant studies were not carfully done before setting up a plant for large scale production. The Committee
reeomlllend that HAL should without any further delay, take concerted measures to overcome the immedi~te problems affecting the
production.
2.1t;1. The Committee are informed that the opinion of the Task
Force has been accepted and endorsed by the head of the NCL tbat
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the technology is obsolete and it has not given the efficiency paraGleter!. The Committee are also informed that in the context of
the recommendation of Task Force, Government have held discussions with MIs. Sara6hai who have agreed to help HAL in establishing/Dlodifying/altering the technology to make it operable iR an
economic basis. Similar discussions are also in hand with 'M/'S. Mer-ck and Co. and Mis. Roche. The Committee do not understand
.as to why, when IDPL another Public Sector Undertaking under
the same Ministry is also producing Vitamin C, the assistance of
·that Public Undertaking could not be taken for revamping the plant.
The Committee recommend that a careful evaluation of the available technologies should be made and the appropriate technology
selected so that the plant is capable of operation on an economic
basis. The Committee need hardly stress that it should be endeavour of the Public Sector Undertakings dealing with drugs to ensure
that es'Sential drugs of assured quality including those for prevention of diseases are made available at most competitive prices Rnd
in adequate quantities.

E. Aureofun(ln
2.168. The production of Aureofungin was taken up in 1966-67
by utilising the Penicillin and Hamycin plants and the pilot plant
The budgeted and the actual production upto 1971-72 were as under:
Yeal'

---------- -------

ActuRI
production

B'ldgctcd
producti()Jl

- - - - ----------Kgs.

1966-67

658

~s.

733'62.

1967-68

37' 35

19611-69

1970 -71

14
(I aler revised to
43)
30

43'2.2

(rcpr<>c< lsed

2.5'90

qu~ntity)

7.
2.169. The total cost of production of the above quantity of 840.01
kgs amount to Rs. 17.06 lakhs (on the basis of respective year's cost).
While a quantity of 143.51 kgs. was sold for Rs. 5.30 lakhs, 6."
kgs were distributed as samples and 13.80 kgs. were treated as process loss. Out the balance quantity, 231.85 kgs. (valued at Rs. 3.67
lakhs were treated to have lost the potency and 444.13 kgs. valued
at Rs. 4.48 lakhs were lying in stock as on 31-3-1972.
2.170. The budgeted and actual production during 1972-73 to 197475 are given b e l o w : - '
.(

_._----

Year

.......- ...

__._--Budleted

Production
Kgs.

Actual

production
Kgs.

--~-----.-.--.-

1972-73

Nil

1973-74

50

1974-75

150

106'865

(reprocess quantity)

- - _.._-------_._ .. _-_._--------_.

__ -

..

2.171. The total production up to 1974-75 works out to 1,249,776 Kgs.
at a cost of Rs. 43.19 lakhs. In addition to the quantity sold upto
1971-72, the following quantities were further sold during 1972-73 tc.
1974-75:Year

Qu .ntity
(.n Kg~ . .i

Value

(Rs. in 1llkhs)

1972-73

31 '080

o· 6.4

1973-74

98'250

2'46

1974-75

- 264'690

3'96

T..,tal saks upto
1974-75

537'53°

_____ ._____.____ ......_______ ·.--0-_-.

2.172. The total quantity produced upto 1974-75 works out to
1250.560 Kgs. at a cost of Rs. 38.98 lakhs (on the basis of respective
year's cost). While quantity of 431. 640 Kgs., was sold for Rs. 12.4'1
lakhs, a qunntity of 10.215 kgs., was distributed as samples and
89.513 kgs., treated as process loss. Out of the balance quantity.
650.448 kgs. valued at Rs. 16.72 lakhs was treated to have lost th6
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petency and 68.744 kgs. valued at Rs. 1.53 lakhs were lying in

sto('~

2.173. The stock position during 1972-73 to 1974-75 was as
lows:-

fol-

a. on 31st March. 1975.

Year

-_.---------_.

Opening
Balance

Production

Balance
(in Kgs)

Sales

1972-73

675'98-

106·86

31

751'8.4

1973-74

751' 84

44'95

98'25

698' 54

1974-75

698'54

258'65

264'69

692' So

-jnclu;ling 231.85 Kg'!. lost pot('ncy.

---.--------

2.174. The production of this item which was developed as a result of Company's own research was undertaken on the basis of
an indication given by the Ministry of Food and Agriculture in
May. 1966 that a quantity of 5907 Kgs. (subject to firm indents being placed by the State Governments) might be required by the'
State Governments for the protection of crop a·gainst paddy blast.
The Company however, took up the production, though on much·
lower scale of the anticipated demand, in anticipation of first indents
from the State Governments as it was considered that blast attack
being sudden and seasonal, it would not possible to produce the
material immediately on receipt of firm indents which would have·
come only af-ter the blast developed.
2.175. The reasons for which further production of this item was
taken up during 1967-68, 1970-71 and 1973-74 when huge stock out of
the quantity already produced in 1966-67 was in hand are, however,
not clear.
2.176. During the course of evidence, the Secretary of the Ministry informed the Committee as follows:"Just as in the case of Hamycin, this was also a discovery.
It must be said to the credit of the Company that they
discovered this product. When the product was first
brought to the notice of the Ministry of Agriculture, they
were very enthusiase about it. They felt that it was an
efficacious product, something new' to the Indian market.
They made an estimation of what the -States' demands
would be. As it happened, in practice, this demand diet
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not materialise. We cannot hold the Ministry of Agriculture responsible for this nor we can make any claim
of compensation. The Ministry of Agriculture is a sister
Ministry. They made bona fide assessment of what can
be consumed: Even in the mattel' of fertiliser consumption and various other matters where the Ministry of Agriculture is concerned, they make estimations which, by
and large, are correct."
2.177. Asked whether any market survey was conducted for :.lure,ofungin, the Secretary stated that"Aurcofungin is an antibiotic meant for plants and it has the
same market as pesticides have. Pesticides in India are
consumed on a very small scale and it is the view of the
Agriculture Ministry and also our view that there is need
to stimulate the consumption of pesticides and plant protectants.
If we were to make a market survey, the existing level of
offtake by the various plant protection agencies would be
very relevant; therefore, their view is also taken. • ••
In the case of Aureofungin, the Directors of Agriculture,
through their network in the cities and towns down to
the village, taluk and the tahsil level etc., have knowledge
of what is going on, and they report to the Ministry of
Agriculture and the ICAR. These organisations have a
fair knowledge of what is going down to the lower level.
Therefore, we are guided to a great extent by the information of the Ministry."
2.178. On an enquiry of the Committee as to the justification for
:.going into production regularly without the offtake being there
resulting in dwindling o{ efficacy and loss to the undertaking, the
Secretary stated there was a major production in the first year. The
:shelf life of this product was two years. When they found the sales
were not doing well, they did not go in for any production in the
.next two years and in 1968-69 and 1969-70 there was nO production
.at all. There was a small production in 1972-73. The shelf life of
the drug being two years the shelf life of the drug made in the
first year, that is in 1967-68, was over by 1969-70. When its shelf
life was still valid, the company did not produce anything and when
the shelf life was over, the Company tried to re-process some, but
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scaled down the major production.
they were not usable stocks.

Although there were stocks,

l.l1.t. !'he Committee note that HAL took up ill 1966-67 the production of Aureofungin-a product developed by its own R " D
efforts, On the basis of demand indications given by the Ministry of
Agriculture in May, 1966 that a quantity of 5907 lEas. might be" required by State Govemments for protecting the crops against paddy
"last. The Committee are informed that when the produd was
brourht to the notice of the Ministry of Agriculture, they felt that
it was an efficacious product something new to the market. The
Committee feel that both the Ministry of Petroleum. and Chemicals
and HAL should bave taken the assistance of the Ministry of Agriculture and the ICAR for 'testing the product in the field establishing its efficacy and popularising and standardisinr it as a pesticide
before taking up production on • IIlI'p seale. If it is estabUshed as
a pesticide, or even as an antibiotic for agricultural products, the
Committee feel that the undertaking should have passed on the
know-how to another pubUc undertakin, dealing with the pesticide
or to the Ministry concerned for furCllerprocesslng and developThe Committee regret to no.. that, Instead, the Company
ment.
went on manufacturing the product though on a moderate scale
without obtaining any firm commitment of indents from tbe Stat.
Governments and produced 1250 kgs. till tbe end of Marcb, 1975 at
a cost of Rs. 39 lakbs out of wblcb 432 kgl. were sold, 100 kgs. were
stated to have been distributed as free samples or treated as process losses, 650 kgs. were state6 to have lost potency and 69 kp. were
lying in stock. The Committee were inlormed tbat the sbeU life of
the product was two years and major production to the extent of
734 kgs. was in the first year 1966·67. When it was found that the
sales were not doing well tbe Comapny did not go in lor any production in tbe next two years namely 1968-69 and 1969·'70 Subsequently there bad been production continuously. It has been reported
at the end of 19'71-72 that a quantity of 232 kgs. were treated to have
lost potency and 44.t kgs. were in stock. The Committee see no
justification for the company to have gone on wltb tbe productinR
during 19'1%·'73, 1973-74 and 1974-75 wben there was already an
accumulation 01 stode in L9'71-72 and the shell life 01 produet was
only two years especially wben tbere were no ftrm indents/commitments from tbe State Governments.
2.180. The Committee find that tbe off-take of tbe product bas not
e\'en been 50 per cent of the production to the end of L1I'7'-75 and
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even the stocks lying with the company are not usable with the r.,..
suit that the company has been put to a loss of over Rs. 20 lakhs
calculated On the basis of total cost of production. The Committee
would like that the entire matter should be thoroughly investigated
with a view to fixing responsibility for the loss.
F. Other Items
2.181. The Company also took up, on an experimental scale t:he
production of ChI oro-tetracycline, Streptocycline, and Antiamoebill
by using its own know-how and strain developed by its Research
Division. No separate capacity for the production of these items
was established. These items were produced by utilising the existing capacities in other plants or the pUot plant.
2.182. Chloro-tetracycline was produced in the pilot plant set up
in 1I~.59-60 at a cost of Rs. 6.62 lilkhs for the production of Tetracycline. On account of lack of demand for Chloro-tetracycline and
Aureofungin for which the pilot plant was proposed to be alternatively used, it was dismantled in 1970-71 (depreciated value being
Rs. 1.31 lakhs) and the machinery was transferred to other plants
for use.
2.183. In December, 1969, the Board of Directors approved the
setting up of a plant for the manufacture of Semi-Synthetic Penicillin (5000 kgs. per annum) at an estimated cost of Rs. 50 lakhs
(including foreign exchange component of Rs. 25 lakhs) during the
Fourth Five Year Plan (1969-74). Government sanction to ScmiSynthetic Penicillin Project at a revised estimated cost of Rs. 62.25
lakhs including foreign exchange component of Rs. 13.75 lakhs, to be
met under West German Credit, was received in May, 1972. Orders
for indigenous machinery of the value of Rs. 8.14 lakhs for the SemiSynthetic Penicillin Project have been placed (upto March, 1975)
while import licence for other machinery was awaited. The Company is also having a plan of expansion of the project from 5 tonnes
to 35 tonnes during the Fifth Five Year Plan. It is expected that
the plant would be ready for commissioning in June, 1976.
2.1M. In the meantime manufacture of Semi-Synthetic Penicillin
capsules from imported Ampicillin bulk was started in November.
1971 and 200 kg. of Ampicillin bulk was imported in two lots
of 100 kg. each in July, 1971 and October, 1972 at a cost of Rs. 2.25
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lakhs. The entire stock was converted into 17.52 lakh capsules.
Out of this, the coIIlQany sold (at profit) 14.67 lakh capsules upto
31st March. 1975 and 0.80 lakh capsules were scrapped (produced in
May, 1972) at cost price of Rs. 0.55 lakhs leaving a balance of 1.05
lakh capsules in stock.
2.185. The Management have stated (May, 19'73) that the low
volume of the sale of Ampicillin capsules was due to inherent difficulties in introducing a new formulation in the market.
2.186. The Board of Directors also approved in DeCember, 1969
setting up of plant for manufacture of L. Lysin (500 tonnes per
annum at an estimated cost of Rs. 200 lakhs including, foreign exchange component of Rs. 100 lakhs) during the Fourth Five Year
Plan (1969-74) Government, however, informed the Company in
April, 1973 that since L. Lysin had already been licensed for manufacture with Japanese collaboration in a State Government Project
in Madras, its production need not be taken up.
2.187. The budgeted and the actual production of these items from
1966·67 onwards are as folIows:-

Soo c»

Cbl(Jrotetracy.;:line ceased to be produced since
1!)68-6g

as this antibiotic

WIll taken out

1973-74

oftk United States PIIarmacy,

197O'tO October. 1912)

n8- 9,

1972-13

GDIIribt~

2',

2.,

III

41.4

1971-12

3· AntiaD»~bin, chlorotetracYcline, Tetracycline and Neomycin sulphate wereilot preau«d afiIII" J971-']2.

2.

180'00

9020'00

370 7'45

1000'00

400'00

S9'so

23'SO

1968-69

1967-68

Capsules filled from importe(FbuUt.

NOTBS :-1. There was no productionin 1969-70and 1970-71.

S, Neomycin Sulphate

Budgeted
Actual

Budgeted
Actual

AntiaJQOebin

3.

4, Tetracyline

6]21'00

6440' 00

Badgeted
Actual

Strepto-<:ycline

2,

31.01

.po'oo

Budgeted
Actual

ChIorotetra:ydine

I,

1966-67

1160'

1*.71

f91~7S

(F"1iutts in tp.)

~
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2.188. The entire quantity of Chlorotetracycline produced had
been sold upto 31st March, 1972. "However the company had',
closing stock of 758 kg. (in 3 gm. packets) of Streptocycline valuing Rs. 2.63 lakhs and 148 kg. (valued at Rs. O.521akhs) including 14.10 kg. produced in the pilot plant of Antiamoebin, as on
31-3-1975.
2.189. No separate manufacturing capacity was established for
the production of these items. These items were produced by utiJis..
ini the existing capacities in other plants or the pilot plant set up
for the production of Tetracycline. While the pilot plant (with
a capacity of 1.5 tonnes) set up for the production of Tetracycline
is being used for the production of other items like Chlorotetracycline, Streptocycline and Antiamoebin Tetracycline is being imported in bulk form to produce capsules.
2.190. The Company could not take up the production of Tetracycline in the pilot plant on account of objections raised by a private company alleging infringement on the patents held by them in
India. According to H.A.L. "the process had been developed by
HAL's R&D and not purchased from outside, no infringement was
anticipated. Unfortunately the process developed by the R&D
coincided with that of the private company process." A settlement was reached in 1962, whereby HAL agreed not to produce
Tetracycline during the period of validity of the patents which has
since expired in July, 1972. According to the Company, although
there is no legal restraint now on the production of this item, 1t
would not be possible for the Company to produce and sell it at
competitive prices as the product has already been developed by
other producers during the period when the Company was unable
to undertake the production.
2.191. According to Managment Neomycin SUlphate is still
under trial production and, therefore, neither standard yield nor
standard potency has been fixed. Against 30 batches seeded during
December, 1970 to October, 1972, only 13 batches could be harvested
and the remaining 17 were drained On account of heavy contamination. Even the final product (118.891 kgs.) could not be sold due to
low potency. The entire expenditure of Rs. 33,906 representing the
cost of material became a total loss (other expenses of production
have not been worked out by the Management).
2.192. Besides expansion of its existing capacity for manufacture of
penicillin, streptomycin and Vitamin C, the plans for which are
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at different stages of consideration, the Company has planned
manufacture of (i) Erythromycin (ii) Aminogyclosidic antibiotics
lik-e Xanamycin and Gentamycin and (iii) Industrial Enzymes. In
fact the Company had submitted in 1973 nine schemes for inclusion
in the Fifth Five Year Plan at an estimated total investment of
Rs. 30 crores. Accordi'ng to study made by a Task Force appOinted by
the Government of India, the demand for Erythromycin, Aminogyclosidic antibiotics and Industrial Enzymes in the country by
the end of the Fifth Plan would be 30 tonnes, 6 tonnes and 60 tonnes
respectively, against the licenced capacity of 17 tonnes, 3.8 tonnes
and nil tonnes respectively. The Company proposes to acquire
technology for the manufacture of ErythromYCin and Aminogyclosidic antibiotics from abroad, and negotiations were in progress.
As regards Industrial Enzymes, the R&D wing of HAL developed
a process for manufacture of the same, which had been tried out
on a laboratory scale. Preliminary feasibility reports show that
the projects for industrial enzymes and Aminogyclosidic antibiotics will be financially feasible. The project for Erythromycin would
not however be financially feasible on the basis of the technology
available with the Company at present. Efforts are stated to be
being made to obtain improved technology before the project is
llrocessed further.
2.193. It has been stated that on the basis of profitability as work,ed out in the feasibility reports for the nine schemes proposed for
inclusion in the Fif.th Plan, a profit before tax of Rs. 7.65 crores
approx. per annum is expected, when all the nine schemes proposed
attain production to full capacity which would be in the year 198182. On the basis of the existing operation, the C'ompany expects to
make a loss of approx. Rs. 3 crores during 1975-76. Presuming that
the same ~osition would continue in respect of the existing plant,
the overall profitability of the Company would, afterall the proposed schemes have been commissioned and attain full production
in 1981-82, be Rs. 4.65 crores before tax or about 2.09 crores after
tax.
':';~ t'?i:F'1~~!

2.194. The Committee rel1'et to not that thou,h the undertakIn, set up In 1959-60 a pilot plant of 15 tonnes capacity at a cost
of as. 6.62 lakhs for production of Tetracycline, the undertaking
could not take up production of Tetracycline on account of objections raised by a private company alleging infringement of patents
held by them in India as the process developed by the R&D
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coincided with that of the private company process. The Com.
mittee ue informed that a settlement was reached in 1962 by
which the undert~g agreed not to produce Tetracycline till July.
19'72 when the vabdlty of the patent was to expire. The Committee
regret to note that even though there is no legal ban on production
now, it would not be possible for the undertaking to produc~
Tetracycline at competitive prices as others are already in the field
with the result that the plant could n~t be used for the purpose for
which it was set up while Tetracycline itself is being imported
in bulk form to produce capsules. The Committee find that this
pilot plant was used for production of Chlorotetraeycllne again on
the basis of know-how developed by research division and even
this had to be abandoned on account of lack of demand. The Committee are informed that the plant was dismantled in 1970-71 and
the machinery transferred to other plants for use and the entire
Chlorotetracycline produced had been sold by 31st March, 1972. The
Committee regret to observe that this Is yet another instance of
taking up experimental production without assessing the demand
and developing the market for the product.
2.195. The Committee also note that the Board approved in
December, 1969 setting up of a plant for the manufacture of
5,000 kgs. of semi-synthetic penicillin per annum at an estimated
cost of Rs. 50 lakhs during the Fourth Five Year Plan and Government sanction was accorded to the project in May, 1972, for a revised
cost of Rs. 62.25 lakhs. The Undertaking has also stated to bave
placed orders for indigenous machinery worth Rs. 8.14 lakhs and
is awaiting import licences for other machinery. According, to
management, the plant would be commissioned by June, 1976. The
Committee also note that in the mean time manufadure of semi·
synthetic penicillin capsules was started in November, 1911, and
out of 17.52 lakhs capsules manufactured. 14.67 lakhs were sold up
to 31st March, 1975, 0.80 lakhs were scrapped (produced in May,
1972) leaving a balance of 1.05 lakhs in stock. The low volume
of sale was stated to be due to inherent difficulties in introducing
a new formulation in the market.
'Z.196. The Committee feel that the undertaking should have
made intensive efforts for marketing this new drui· The Com·
mittee have given their recommendation on marketing organisation
elsewhere in this report. Now that the plant would be commissioned by June, 19'76, the Committee recommend that the undertaking
should intensify its efforts to develop the market for the product
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and allO take steps to ,et the pl"OoblelUS re~ eBicecy . . .

shelf Hfe of the product resolved. The Commltiee would aIlO Uke
to reiterate that in sphere of drugs, particularl:y tbe new drop,
it is always advisable to take up production on a pilot basis Wore
,oin, in lor' production On a commercial scale.

2·197. The undertakin, has also planned maQDfacture of Erythromycin and Amino,yclostdic and antibiotics Uke ~cia
and GentamyciD etc. and Industrial EQymes, and a provision of
Rs. 30 crores was proposed for inclusion in the Fifth Five Year
Plan. According to a study made by a Task Force, the demand for
these products Erythromycin, Aminogyclosidic and Industrial
EJuymes have been stated to be 30 tonnes, 6 tonnes and 60 tonDes
respectively against the licensed capacity of 11 tonnes, 3.8 tonnes
and nil tonnes respectively and negotiations for obtaining tecbnology from abroad in respect of Erythromycin, Aminogyclosidic and
Industrial Enzymes were stated to be in progress. As regards Industrial Enzymes, it is stated tbat they are being tried out on a laboratory scale out of a process developed by R.. & D. wing of tbe HAL.
The Committee are informed that the preliminary feasibility
reports sbow tbat tbe projects for Industrial Enzymes and AminOoo
glycosidic antibiotics will be financially feasible wbile that of
Erythromycin would not be financially feasible on the basis of tbe
technology available witb tbe undertaking at present and therefore
efforts are being made to obtain improved tecbnology before the
project is processed furtber. Tbe Committee would like tbat a
thorough study of tbe tecbnologies, if any, avanable, in India for
tbe manufaeture of these products sbould first be made !before
considering import of any foreign technology and tbe feasibility
and economic viability of the projects should be critically eXRmin~
ed before taking up the projects. In case selection of foreign
technology is inevitable, tbe Committee would like that the undertaking should select the best technology capable of producing the
drugs at most economic prices. The Committee also caution tbat
the earlier mistakes of taking up manufacture of Hamycin, Aureofun gin etc. should not be repeated while taking up manufacture of
the new drugs and every care should be taken to ensure that the
drugs produced will be efficacious, stable and have a viable market
for them.

a.

Rejections

2.198. The Quality Control Department tests all products from
raw materials to the finishing stage. Besides, repr4!sentati v e sam-
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pIes of each batch of finished products (bulk and sub-divided) leaving the factory are retained by the Company and are frequently
tested to assert in their stability/potency. In the event of loss of
stability, appearance, suspension, characteristics. etc., before the expiry period, the batches are withdrawn from the market. Rejects
arising from the tests in the Quality Control Department and withdrawal from the market are reprocessed. No norms have, however.
been fixed by the Company for rejections during different stages of
production or thereafter and also for recovery/recrystalisation of
the rejects. The Management have stated (March, 1972) as follows:URejects occur at several counts such as potency. sterility
clarity. impurity, colour, etc. . . . .. In the type of manufacturing activity involving biochemical process for manufacture of life saving drugs, the quality of product is most
essential. Under the circumstances it is difficult to fix
norms for quality rej~ts. ". . . . .. 10 per cent rejection
is. however, expected on quality grounds."
2.199. The following table indicates the percentage of quantity
rejected to total production during 1966-67 to 1973-74:Bulk Production
196667

196168

196869

196910

197071

197 17'1.

191213

197374

--------- ------------ ----------_._-Penicillin

11'7

12'4

10'0

8'8

11'3

JO'3

2'33

1'09

Streptomycin

'1.2'3

21'3

26'S

18'3

JI'7

10'9

0'54

3'43

Penicillin &
Penicillin
combination

4'2

6'0

9'0

18' S

J2' 3

3 '93

8'49

Streptomycin

2' 8

15'4

1'2

2'0

'1.'7

"S7

2'31

S treptopen icillin

1'0

S'8

1'6

2'9

5'S

0'88

2'76

VIALS

PENICILLIN
TABLETS
N ;,teS .-1, Separate figures of rejects reprocessed in respect of vials is not available.
2, Figures of 1966-61 for vials and tableu I!C Dot available.
3, Separate figures for rejections in respect ofcl'lpsulca lie not available with the
Company,

4, Rejects of vial. do not include withdnwalafroaa the D1a1'lr.et as the productWisedetaiJsof such WithdrawalshaVCDotbccD maintained by the Company.
,. Thisa1soincJud~ Injections ad&in, from tcS13 in the Qua!it1ContlOllHpartment 1114 1ffthdr..... from!be ~t.
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2.200. The percentage of actual rejections to total production
(bulk) in respect of Penicillin and Streptomycin ranged from 1.09
to 12.4 and from 0.54 to 26.5 respectively; the percentage of· rejections to vialled tableted production was between 1.0 to 18.5 and
3.8 to 20.2. The cost of reprocessing the rejections (in bulk form)
amounted to 23.22 lakhs in Penicillin and Rs. 22.7 lakhs in Streptomycin. The rejected tablets and vials are also reprocessed
(capsules are not reprocessed) but the cost of reprocessing has not
been worked out by the Company.
2.201. On &n enquiry of the Committee HAL stated that broadly
the reasons for rejection during the last seven to eight years had
been high moisture content arising out of humidity, disintegeration
time and variation in potency. Rejections arise. due to multipliCity
of factors, amongst them being humidity, stability, potency, failure
of equipment and personnel failures. The percentage of rejects
In any year depends on a combination of these factors and this
causes the percentage to vary from year to year.

2.202. To another query as to the reasons far the percentage of
rejections in penicillin tablets during 1972-73 and 1973-74 being
higher than earlier years, HAL stated that during these two years,
production of penicillin tablets were largely of penicillin V in case
of which there were large rejects on account disintegration and
variation in potency. To overcome this, after July, 1973 a new
process had been developed for manufacture of penicillin V tablets.
2.203. It has been stated by Audit that the percentage of rejected
samples in the case of bulk products increased from 1.22 in 1967-68
to 6.93 in 1970-71; the rejects being mainly in Sodium Penicillin 'G'.
However, in 1971-72 the percentage of rejected samples came down
to 1.72 per cent which again increased to 3.63 per cent in 1973-74.
The percentage of rejected samples in the case of formulations was
the highest during 1966-67 and has been varying from year to year
thereafter, the lowest being 1.38 in 1974-75. The Management have,
however, not analysed the causes for the higher percentages of
rejects and have stated (March, 1972) as follows:-

"Efforts are made to locate circumstances contributing to
increase in rejects and correctiVe aC'tion taken in various
directions."
2.204. The Committee were, however, informed that the reasons
for high percentage of rejection are analysed and c~tive action
taken. for example in the case of Penicillin V tablets, the percentage
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of rejections improved for 35.58 per cent in 1973-74 to 7,5 pet

..

in 1974-75.

cent

Withdrawals from the market
Particulars

196667

196768

196869

196910

1970·
71

191r71.

5)1

3'42

2'01

0'66

0'58

0'18

0'1.1

0'03

98

100

94

1.7

II

3'21

5'41

4'50

1,85)

0'53

an d capsules
(Jakh numbeTS) 0'21

0'20

o'~6

3'40

No. of batches
withdrawn

2.

Quantity-vials
(lakh numbers)

197314

37

110

I.

197273

3. Quantity-tablets
4. % ofreturns
to net sales .

0'48

0'18

1'66

0'24

0'52

0'26

0'26

0,07

5. Value of
returns·
(Rs. in lakhs)

3'45

5'06

10'53

1'75

3'08

1'90

1'12

0'38

NOTIIS :-·1. Thisincludes adjustments,diVeTslon and III returns not necesalri1l1
withdrawn on quality grounds.
2.

No batches were withdrawn in the case of bulk products.

2.205. Besides, the investigation of complaints received from the
consumers/institutions by the Quality Control Department, the
Company conducts sta,bility studies of the batches lying unsold in
its sales section for more than six months from the date of manufacture. If the investigation/study confirms the fall in efficacy of
the product or reveals any other defect, the complete batch is withdrawn from the market.
2.206. The maximum number of withdrawals pertained to the
period October. 1965 to March, 1966; April, 1967 to September, 1967
and October, 1967 to March, 1968. The Management have stated
that the batches withdrawn mainly pertained to Potassium Penicillin 'G' and its formulations; the withdrawal was mainly on account
Of non-conformity to specification at the time of complaint and its
investigations.
2.207. On an enquiry of the Committee as to what were the reasons for which batches were withdrawn from market, particularly
those manufactured during April, 1971 to March, 1972 and April,
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1972 to March, 1973, which were wi~hdrawn as early as 1972-73 and
:ur13-74, HAL stated in a note as follows:"Batches have been withdrawn following complaints from the
market in regard to reactions, particularly fatal reactions,
as also due to failure of stability which could be noticed
as a result of tests carried by the Quality Control Dep~itment of the Company."
.
2.208. During evidence Committee were informed by the representatives of the Ministry as follows:"So far as quality of penicillin and streptomycin manufactured by HAL is concerned, we have generally found <that
the quality is very satisfactory. The quality of streptomycin of HAL is in fact very good. We have not received any complaint from the fermulators who have been
buying penicillin and streptomycin from them"
2.209. The Committee were also informed during evidence by
the Secretary of the Ministry that pharmacopoeia ceutical standards
in India were very high as compared to international standards.
2.210. The Committee find that the percentage of rejects to total
production in the case of Penicillin bulk has come down from 12.4
~r cent in 1967·68 to 8.8 per cent in 1969·70. Though it increased
to 10.3 per cent in 1971·72, it again come down to 1.09 per cent in
1973.74. In the case of streptomycin, though the percentage of
rejects to the total production was the maximum of 26.5 per cent
in 1968.69, the percentage came down to 0.54 per cent in 1972·73.
It. however, increased to 3.4 per cent in 1973-74. The Committee
see no reason Why the undertaking should not sustain the low
percentage of rejections so far achieved. The Committee recommend that it should be the endeavour of the undertaking to ensure
that tile rejects are further brought down.
2.211. The Committee regard to note that while there Is a record
of the tablets and vials rejected out of the total production, DO
separate ~88 of rejections in respect of the capsules are available
with the 1IDCiel-takiq. The Committee feel that in the interests of
~1 the quality of the lnished capsules, it is desirable that a
reeord of rejects in respect of capsules is also maintained separately.
2.212. The Committee also regret to note that the rejections of
vials do not include withdrawals from the market and product-wise
details of such withdrawals have not been maintained by ~he company. The Committee apprehend that it such withdrawals are alBo
Included. the percentage of rejections may perhaps be more.

8:>

2.~13. The Committee would like that a recoN of witWrawall
-of VIals from t~e market should be maintained and analysed in
depth and deftclencIes identified with a view to taking correetive
measures. TIre Committee need hardly stress that stich re;ectiona
On a«ouat of quality Dot only allect the image of the compall)'
but also iD"Volve risks to l»atients.
2.21'. The Committee find that in the case of PenIcillin tablets,
the -percenta,e of rejections vlll'ied between 3.S per cent 'in I!iS8-69
to 20.5 per cent in 1972-73.
2.~15. The Committee also note that the undertaking had to
withdraw from the market as much as 65,000 to 5.47 lakhs of vials
per year and 3,000 to 5,SOOOtablets and capsules during the period
1966-67 to 1973-14. It has been stated that stability studies of batches lying unsold in the sales section for more tban six monflu
from the date of manufacture are conducted and if the investigation
or study confirms faU in the efficacy of the :product or reveals
any other ilefect, the complete batch is withdrawn. from the market. In the opinion of the Committee it should not be difficult for
the undertaking to have a sample test check of batches if any lying unsold for more than six months to ensure that the emcacy
of such batches remains in tact before they are actually sent to the
mal'ket. The Committee feel that 'withdrawals from market' do
not leave a good image of a public undertaking on the public mind.
The Committee find that a maximum number of batches (jf pota!llsium penicillin 'G' were withdrawn and they pertained to the
period-October L965 to March, 1966, April, 1967 to September. 1967
and October, 1967 to March, 1968, and the withdrawals were mainly
on account of non-conformity to specifications. The Committee fall
to understand how such batches which did not conform to specifications passed the quality control tests.

2.216. The Committee were also informed that durin, 1972-73 and
1973.74, batches have been withdrawn. following complaints from

the market in regard to reactions particularly fatal reactions and
also due to failure of the stability which could be noticed as a result of test carried out by the Quality Control Department o( the
Company. The Committee view with concern how such batches
were passed of Qu~Dty Control Department before they found their
way into the market. The 'ComrnJttee would like that t'he deficiencies in the products which resulted In the fatal reamon .hould I;e
thoroughly investigated without loss of time and deterrentaetfon
taken a,ainst all tbose responsible for tbe delinquency. 'fheCommittee also recommend that Board/GoverDment shOUld eMU'e •
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eonclusive action and also take suitable measures to avoid recurrenee of such eases.
2.217. The Committee feel. that these problems are not insurmountable and could have been eon trolled by the management Ity
eontemporaneous monitoring, The Committee would like that the
undertaking should erltically go into the reasons for the very high
percentage of rejections and see how far they were avoidable. The
Committee recommend that on the basis of the experienee of workIng and with reference to norms obtaining in undertakings manufaeturlng similar drugs, the undertaking should fix appropriate
norms for rejections and also tighten its quality control measures to
see that the percentage of rejections does not exceed the nonn..
H, Consumption of raw materials
2.218, A number of raw materials are consumed in diffErent processes for different products, Most of these raw materials are indigenously purchased but some of them are imported from abroad,
The following statement indicates the total value of raw materials
consumed and the import content thereof during 1966-67 to 1974-75:
(Rupee' in laths)
Value of
totll
consumption

(I)

(2)

1966-67

26 7'84

1967-68

1968-69
J969-70
J970-71
J97 1-72
J972-73
J973-74
J974-7S

2'59'23
270'22
277'70
269' SI
335'84
336'73

3S8'89
426' 30

PeTcentage of
Value of
imported raw
imported
mltCfial1

Consumed
(3)

68'09
S4'68
60'42
38'67
SO'94
32'62
26'30

mateorials to

total mlteTials
conlumed
(4)

2S'2

19'7

22.'4
II'S

IS'13
9'90
6'20

2,219, The Company fixed the standard consumption of these raw
materials on different occasions, These standards were subsequently revised in respect of certain raw materials based on the actual experience.
2,220, The budgets are prepared on the basis of standard quantity and quality of raw materials, The Company ascertains quantity /price variances in respect of important raw materials as compared with the standards adopted for the preparation of budgets,
The standard consumption per unit as compared with the actual consumption of certain important raw materials is given below:
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2.220. The actual consumption of raw materials per unit of prolduction widely fluctuated from year to year. The fluctuations were
more prominent in the case of Soyabean meal and White oil in case
of fermentation of Streptomycin Phenyl acetic acid, Groundnut oil
.and Peanut meal in case of fermentation of penicillin, Phosphoric
acid in case of extraction of Streptomycin, Sulphuric acid In case of
Sterile area of Streptomycin and Butyl alcohol, Phosphoric acid and
Acetone in case of Penicillin recrystalisation. The actual consumption does not also indicate any set pattern during a particular year
in respect of all the items. In the case of Acetone used for recrystal1sation process for the manufacture of Penicillin, the consumption
pe'l' unit was always much higher than the standard consumption;
it went up from 3,560 kgs.. in 1968-69 to 5,769 kgs. per MMU in
1969-70 i.e. an increase of about 62 per cent over the consumption of
1968-69. Though it came down to 5502 in 1971-72 but again went up
10 5743 in 1974-75, and 131 per cent over the standard consumption.
The value of exceSs consumption of the above raw materials (calculated on the basis of the price adopted for the preparation of the
;annual budgets) was as follows from 1967-68 to 1974-75:1967-68

Rs.

1968-69

Rs. 5'80 lakhs

1969-10

Rs.

.1910-71

Rs . 3'61 lakhs

1971-12

Rs. 1'42 lalchs

1912-13

Rs. 9'80 lakhs

"1973-74

Rs.

1974-75

Rs. "51 lalchs

1'99 lakhs
2'90 lakhs

6'09 laths

2.221. Prior to May, 1970, monthly eonsumtion statements and the
variance analysts were prepared by Costing Section and sent to the
Production-in-charge for corrective action. No records have, however, been maintained to indicate the action taken on these reports.
2.222. From May, 1970 onwards, the monthly accounts indicating
the variation between the actual consumption of raw materials and
the standard consumption adopted for the preparation of budgets
are perpared and discussed in monthly production meetings for
corrective action. Howev&, the corrective action actually taken was
not indicated in the statements appended to the monthly accounts.
2.223. On an enquiry of the Committee Why the standard con~umption norms for white oil were revised in 1971-72 from 500 kgs,
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per batch to 750 kgs. per batctl when in the previous years i.e., in:
1988-69 and 1969-70 consumption was less than the standat'd consumption and in 19'11-72 a little more, the Company stated in a note"The collaborators had originally given a standard of 750 kgs.
per batch which had been reduced to 500 kgs. per batch
subsequently. As the standard was fixed at 500 kgs.
eftorts were naturally made to work within it. It was·
however found that economy in use of white oil was not
conductive to proper foam from control, which, in turn.
affected production. As a result, it was decided to restore
the standard to 750 kgs. per batch."
2.224. On the other hand consumption of Soyabean meal had always been less (except in 1968-69), but the standard consumption
had not been revised downwards. HAL explained it as follows"The standard of 3800 kg. of Soyabean Mea~ per batch was
fixed with reference to the results obtained in previous
years. Although the actual consumption has been lower
than the standard, the difference has not been large and
did not justify a change in the standard. During 1974-75the new strain has been introduced for manufacture of
Streptomycin and standards for all raw materials used
in Streptomycin manufacture would be revised after the-·
results of working with the new strain are stabilised."
2.225. The Committee poiated out that standard consumption of
sulphuric acid was revised from 4.50 kgs to 3.00 kgs during 1972-73although the actual consumption had been much more than 3 kgs ..
On the other hand, the actual consump1OODI of :Butyl Aluhel has·
been eonstanUy more than the stanciard consumption, but the staAdards have not been revised. Likewise the actual consumption of
Phosphoric aeid during 1969-70 and 1970-71 was less than the standard consumption, but the standard consumption. was still revised
upward in 1971-72, HAL stated as foIlows:-

"The consumption of phosphoric acid and sulphuric acid is.
inter-connected. Attempts were made to replace pholtphoric acid with the cheaper and more easily available sulphuric acid, and as a result· the consumption of phosphoric acid has gone down below the standard while that of
sulphuric acid has gone down above the standard. It
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was. however found later that sulphuric acid was not as
effiCIent as phosphoric acid and therefore the standards
were revised prescribing a lower standards of sulphuric
acid and a higher standard for phosphoric acid."

2.226. To an enquiry of the Committee as to what was the crite.rion followed. in deciding whether there was necessity for revision
?f standard consumption of a particular raw material, HAL stated
In a 'note that the standard was fixed/revised keeping in view the
optimum consumption best suited to suit efficient production.
2.227. The Committee find that the value of excess conswnptioD
of materials has risen from Rs. 2.9 lakhs in 1969-70 fo Ks. 9.$0 lakhs
in 1972--73. Though it came down to Rs. 6.09 lakhs In 1913-14 It has
again gone up to Rs. 7.57 lakhs in 1974-75. !'he Committee view
with concern that in spite of such steep increases in the value of
excess consumption of material which contribute to the Increase
in cost of production, no action seems to have been taken to investigate into the reasons for such excesses. The Committee also note
that though prior to May. 1970 monthly consumption statements and
variance analysis were prepared by costing section and sent to production in charge for corrective action, no records had been maintained to indicate the action taken on such reports. Even after May,
19719 although the monthly accounts showing the variances
between standard consumption ,and actual consumption were prepared
the corrective action taken was not indicated in the statements. The
Committee feel that in the absence of information/records to indicate the corrective action taken in variance reports, it is neither possible to verify whether action has actually been taken ,nor to fix
responsibility for any lapse in this regard. In the opinion of the
Committee this only indicates casualness of approach and laxity
on the part of the management. The Committee therefore recommend that the undertaking should not rest content with merely preparing a statement of variances between standards and actual consumption but also indicate and ensure corrective action.
2.228. A statement of variances along with action taken should
be included in the monthly/quarterly financial review and placed
before the Board of Directors who would no doubt examine In depth
about the adequacy of remedial and other measures taken.
2.229. The Committee also Dote that the standard consumption in
the case of white oil was revised in 1971-72 from 500 kgs. per batch
to 750 kp. per batch when in the earlier years the cODSUJll'Ption
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was less tban the standard. On tbe otber band in the case of so...,
yabean meal althougb tbe actual consumption has generally been
less. the standard consumption bad not been revised downwards.
Similarly in the case of sulphuric acid, the standard was revised
from 4.5 kgs. to 3 kgs. during 1972-73 although the consumption had
been much more than 3 kgs. In tbe caSe of Butyl alcohol, thougb
actual consumption has been more than the standard consumption,
the standard has not been revised. Likewise, in the case of phosphoric acid, actual consumption was less than the standard consumption doring 1969-70 and 1970-71, the standard was revised
upwards in 1971-72. It has been stated that the criterion followed
for revision of any standard in any particular raw material was
that tbe standard was fixed or revised keeping in view the optimum
consumption best suited to efficient production.
Since impro"ed
strains have been introduced in the case of penicillin from 1971 and
in the case of streptomycin during 1974-75, the undertaking should
watch the performance of flie new strains and take action to revise
the standards after the production gets stabili'sed so tbat a realistic
assessment of the consumption of raw materials with reference to
such standards can be worked out.
2.230. The Committee recommend that any upward/downward revision of norms should be done only after a detailed objective analysis of the consumption of materials for a period, consistent with
efficiency and quality of the product and with the specific approval
of an officer not lower In rank than Managing Director and after consultation with Finance. Such revision of standards should also receive the special attention of Board of Directors.
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2.232. The Company has a common supply system of services for
various plants and there is no arrangement for recording actual
consumpUon at di1ferent plants and/f)S: for cWferent process. Also,
no yanisticks have been prescribed by which control can be exercised over actual consumption. The Management has itated
(March, 1972) as follows:"It is very d.iffi.cult to fix yardstick of consumption of various
services for the processeslproducts. The most important
point of consumption of services is at the fermentation
stage; it is at this point that the Management rougbly
compares consumption of important services per fermenter
batch to gauge the efficiencies in the absence of necessary
instruments..•.. Increase have taken place during 1970-71
in the case of steam and air compared to 1967-68. It
appears that steam product is on the higher side during
1970-71. The matter is under investigation."
2.233. On an enquiry of the Committee that in the absence of
arrangements for recording actual consumption at different plants!
processes, how it was ensured that the consumption was not more
than that it should be anli. whether a rough comparison of consumption of services at fermentation stage alone enabled the Management
to exercise proper control, HAL stated that comparison of consumption of services at fermentation stage provided a rough guide and
that meters were being, gradually installed and until then control
would have to be with reference ~ the estimates. The provision of
meters was being speeded up.
2.234. The consumption of power, steam and compressed air has
shown an increasing trend (except) compresseli. air during 1971-72).
The consumption during 1970-71 was substantially higher as compared with 1966-67 although the production of Penicillin one of the
ma.jor products, had declined, and that of Streptomycin was almost
the same.
.
2.235. While the installed ca.pacity of the services has not been
fully utilised particularly in respect of steam and refrigeration, the
production of Penicillin and Streptomycin suffered due to shortage
of Services. HAL explatlned that the shortage of services arose
sporadically as a result of mechanical failures and was not related to
capacity.
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2.~6. T~e Management stated (March, 1972) ha in any manuiactunng md\lStry, standby capacity for services is necessary. In
the initial stage there was greater amount of standby which has
been progressively utilised. In the case of refrigeration, under
utilisation is due to the non-availability of the equipment on account
of frequent breakdowns.
2.237. To an enquiry whether standby capacity to the extent of
SO per cent or so, as in the case of steam, was necessary, HAL stated
in a note as followl:"No: so large a percentage of stand-by capacity is not necessary. This position has arisen as a result of reduction in
some new plants like Vitamin C, Hamycin, Neomycin,
and Aureofungin not having progressed as originally envisaged. Further some of the units such as boilers have
become absolete ancl will be disposed off. These give an
exeggerated figure of available capacity.
A Centrychiller which was primarily responsible foJr the
breakdowns in the Refrigeration unit has been completely
overhauled in 1972."
2.238. As regards frequent break-downs of refrigeration equipments it was stated that, "with a view to minimise break-downs in
the refrigeration unit, planned preventive maintenance had been
introduced after 1971, and was being gradually intensified. With
the introduction of this breakdowns in refrigeration units were
coming clown progressively. These were 22 per cent in 1972-73,
1'8.3 per cent in 1973-74 and 3.7 per cent in 1974-75."
2.239. The Committee regret to note that no yardsticks have been
prescribed for earercising control over actual consumption of power
steam and compressiad air nor is there any arrangement for recording actual consumption at different plants and lor for different processes. The Committee find that the con.mm.ption of power steam
aatl.eompressed air bas shown aD increasing trend (except CODlpre5!MId air auriag 1971-72) from 1. . . .7 to 1973-74. The consumption
bas slightly eome dawn during 1,974-75. The consumption during
lWo.n ...u __taDtial.,. higlter ~ODlpared to IJ81..i7 ~gh the
prCNladion of Peaieillin .... deeliaed and the prod1dioD. of stnpto'87'dD. .... ahIIa8t t1Ie aame. TIle Committee are .at.!'IIMi that the
most important poiIIt of _:wI ...... ' of ..rvioee heiIag at the ....-
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mentation stage, the Management roughly compared consumption of
important services per fermentation batch in the absence of necessary instruments. The Committee cannot comprehend how a rough
comparison of consumption of services, only at the fermentation
stage could enable the management to exercise control over the consumption of services at the different stagesjprocesses of production
which is essential to control costs and cut out wastages at each stagel
process. The Committee also fai} to understand as to how in the
absence of any meters or measuring instruments, the efficiencies in
regard to consumption are at all guaged. The Committee are
informed that meters are gradually being instaliled and till then the
('ontrol would be with reference to estimates. Tlie Committee feel
that installation of meters or other measuring instruments should
have been done along with tbe equipment themselves and recommend that the undertaking should lose nQ further time in fixing
the meters and exercising proper
control oV'er consumption
of
services, which has a bearing an over-aU cost of production.
2.240. The Committee recommend that Governm:entjBPE should
issue standing directions that measuring control instruments should
invariably be provided along with the machinesjequipment
and
should be fact from an integrate part of the machines.
2.241. The Committee also find that percentage of the consumption of steam has been the maximum-53.37 per cent in 1973-74 while
consumption of compressed air has been the maximum 99 per cent
in 1970-71 of installed capacity. The Committee would like that the
reasons for abnormal increase should be critically examined with a
view to taking suitable remedial action.
2.242. The Committee are also informed that although there had
been stand-by capacity for other services, which had to be progressively utilised in tbe case of refrigeration the under utilisation of
installed capacity was due to frequent breakdowns.
2.243. The Committee are informed that with the introduction of
preventive maintenance introduced after 1971, the percenage of breakdown has come down from 22 per cent in 1972-73 to 3
per .cent in 197"-75. The Committee feel that it is not so mueh th~
absence of stand-by but lack of preventive maintenance which had
been "-ponsU,le for such frequent break~wns. n. Committee
have riven their comments elsewhere intbis Ieport about DOIlobMrvance of preveative maintenau.ce schedules.
~
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!.ZU. The Committee also note that in the case of·steam, 50 per
cent of the capacity has been kept as a stand-by, although such Idcbpercentage for stand-by was not considered necessary. The Comaai!tee fail to understand as to why such large stand-by capacity was
at all created. It has been stated that it was becaUSe of new plants
of Vitamin 'C', Hamycin, Neomycin and Aureofungin nat having
progressed as originally envisaged and some of the boilers have
become obsolete and would be disposed off. The Committee have
already given their recommendations in regard to setting up of
capacities for Vitamin C, Hamycin, Aureofungin etc. in the Performance chapter of this report.
J. Machine/Labour Utilisation

2.245. The Company works out the idle machine hours only in
respect of fermentation (Penicillin and Streptomycin) and ftlling
sections. No record is maintained indicating the idle labour hours
and reasons therefor. HAL explained this in a note as follows:URA.L. is a continuous process plant, and in such a plant

idle labour in respect of production and maintenance
workers arises very rarely when a section is closed. In
such cases the staff of the section are engaged for cleaning
and house keeping or are diverted to other units. The!
time loss on account of idle labour is, therefore, insignificant and it has not been found necessary to maintain a
separate record for this. From the different records available in the section, it is always possible to poInt out If
and when necessary the extent and reason for icUe labour."

2.246. The table below brings out the idle machine hours in the
formentation and filling sections during the last eight year&.
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.2.247. The Committee regret to note tbat the undertakinc has net
mamtained any record to indicate the idle labour hours and only a
record of idle machine hours is maintained and that too only' in
fermentation and filUng section. The Committee see no reason why
record of machine utilisation should not be maintained in the other
sections and fail to understand how in the absence of such a record,
allocation of costs is done and idle hours controlled. The Committee
recommend that the undertaking should take steps to maintain
suitable records to indicate the utilisation of machinery in the
different sections and processes.
2.248. The Committee are informed that the production being on
a continuous process system, idle labour in production or maintenance occurs v8ty rarely and from the records already available, it
is possible to know the edent and reasons for idle labour. The Committee feel that in the interest of assessing the efficiency and productivity of labour it is necessary that rQCords of utilisation of labour
and idle labour hours and the reasons therefor arc maintained.
2.249. The Committee recommend that iniiormation regarding idle
machine hours and man hours should be reflected in the monthly/
quarterly reports to the Management and Board of Directors. The
'Committee also suggest that the internal audit should critically
examine the records of idle machine/man hours and report tn the
ManagemQllt/Board of Directors to enable them to take conclusive
'follow-up action. The Committee need hardly stress that high
percentage of idle hours of men or machinery will only add to the
cost of production, with the result the prices would cease 'to become
competitive.

.., ~250. The Committee find that the percentage of idle machine
hours to the total available hours in the Penicillin plant has been
increasing from 23.68 per cent in 1968-69 to 31 per cent in 1971-72 and
it bas come down to 17.5 per cent in 1974-75. The Committee note
that the bulk of the idle hours has been due to contamination turnover time and breakdown of machinery. The Committee feel that
these are areas which could be controlled by efficient management
and the idle hours could be brought down. The Committee would
like that the undertaking should take conce:rted mcasurQS to control
idle hours on account of these factors in the best interest of production.

2.251. The Committee also note that in the case of Streptomycin,
the percentage of idle machine hours to total available hours has
,.hoWD varyi~ trend. While it is lowest (16.75 per cent) in 1969-70

1M
if sllot up to 42M pel' eeat in It'74·75. The Committee find that
_sides turnover time and shortage of raw materials contamination
bas also contributed to idle hcmrs. The Committee see DO reuon
why tHe undertaking should not have kept suftieient buffer ~ of
ra~ materials and obviat~d the necessity of keepiftg maehines idle
for want of raw materials. The Committee have, ab..ady given their
recommendation particularly in regard to the shortage of soyabeans
'because of which production has suftered. ~ Committee would
like that the undertaking should take suitable steps to control idle
hours due to contamination in the best interest of produciOll.
2.252. THe Committee would also recommend that the reasons for
the very high percentage of idle machinery hours duriag 1974.'15
should be investigated to see whether any of the reasons are avoid,.
able.

Dr
FORMULATIONS
A. Vialling

'The Company has 4 machines for viaUing operations. On thebasis of three shifts working, 12 shifts are available per day; S
shifts required for cleaning and sterilising operations and 9 shifts
are available for vialling operations. Assuming 300 working days in
a year (excluding 52 Sundays and 13 other holidays) and after providing 10 per cent for overhauling and down time, 270 working days.
aFe available in a year. On this basis, total number of shifts available ,",orks out to 2430. The actual number of shifts worked t:is..avii these budgeted during 1966-67 to 1974-75 are indicated below:Year

Budsell'd

Actllllly
worked

.966-67

2,475'6

2,.065

r96~-6R

2,480'0

2,245

1968-69

2,547' %

1,833

r969-70

2,192 '0

12,3 28

1970-71

2,232"0

2,254

197 1-7%

2,391

1972-73

2, !tio" 0

2.442

1973-74

2,)U'O

2,352

2.;28'0

2.084

I}

- .- ..

%, 283

_-- -----

3.2. The number of shifts actually worked WIlS le';s than the
available shifts (2430) on account of absenteeism, lack of trained
operators, breakdown of machines, shortage of rubber stopper etc.;
the shifts attributable to each of these reasons have not been analy...
ed. by the Company.
2381 LS-8.
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3.3. The vialling capacity of the Company works out to 48,000
vials per shifts (6,000 vials per hour into 8 hours for each shift).
Assuming six effective running hours in a shift after allowing for
make-ready and adjustment, IWlc~.and tea breaks, etc .• and taking
into account the fact that full speed cannot be maintained for all
the running hours, the normal output per shift should, according to
the Ministry, be 36.000 vials per shift as against 48,000 vials per
shift stipulated by the manufacturers. But while budgeting the annual production, the Company has been assuming the vialling capaC\ty as 25000 vials per shift and on that basis the annual vialUng
.
capacity is reckoned at 600 lakh vials.

3.4 The Management stated in May, 1973 that the capacity of
48,000 vials per shift indicated by the manufacturers was based on
continuous working of 3 hours without stoppage and is therefore,
not practicable. The rated capacity of 36,000 vials per shift fixed
by the Ministry is practicable, but it takes into account the use of raw
materials like glass vials, rubber stoppers and sealing foil of a very
rigid specification which it has not been found possible to obtain
indigenously. As a result, the working capacity is assumed at 25,100
vials per shift.
3·5. The Managing Director informed the Co:mntittee
evidence in this regard as follows:-

during

"There are a number of groups in this. This is a completely
automatic filling line in which a number of equipments
are involved. Like the automobile assembly line,
the
weakest link determine the capacity of the line. On that
basis, the company has formulated 25,000 vials per shift
as the capacity. We are working on that basis, But I am
not satisfied with it myself."
3.S. On the Committee drawing attention of the Managing
Director to the fact that Ministry regarded the capacity as 36,000
vials per shift as against 48,000 vials per shift of the manufacturers.
whereas HAL had fixed it at 25,000 vials per shift, the Managing
Director explained as foIlows:"I had the good fortune to visit all the units in different countries personaly and I can tell you it depends upon the
materials such as glass vials. rubber stoppers, the sense of
responsibility of the operating personnel. We are our-
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selves not happy with 25,000 vials. We are working on
this problem. We have sent our people to private companies such as Sarabai, Hoechest, Alembics to show that
they are doing a much better job than in our company.
If under Indian conctitions other companies are able to do
more, why are we not able to do so? We are aligning our
lines and we hope we would be able to increase this
number. One snag here is that you are dealing with lives
of people, If there is any negligence in respect of this
each vial is so important that it will lead to very serious
consequencies. Secondly, we did force the pace and tried
to increase the number but then the rejections also rose
to 11-18 per cent compared to 4.5 or -4 per cent before.
25,000 is the average. In some formulations they have
reached 40,000. If you go to sodium penicillin, it is only
'20,000. As I said we are making constant efforts anet in
fact it has become a necessity to us; we must increase the
vialling capacity and then only our profitability wm
improve. We w1nt to instal a six crore plant and that
will take three or four years. But even with the existing
machine we want to increase the number per shift and
we have given three or four alternatives: making the
machine work all the time so that the machine does not
stop jn our case the mflchine works for five to six hours
and then stops; then the people for the new !hift come.
Tf necessary we want to put in mor~ people foO that it II
run an,~ it ekes not stop :>0 that yo') utilise the machine
to the fullest capacity. But then there is the question of
rejections. "
'3.7. In regard to rejections, the Managing Director stated that:
"Humidity is a very vital factor; it was not at the proper
humidity, they used to stop the machine. We have taken
some measures and we have long-term plans to see that
bumiltity is maintained at the proper level."

'3.8. 'The Secretary of the Ministry stated in this connection during
-evidence that:
'"In case of vialling there was a serious difficulty. It was thil.
'The vialing capacity was based on eight-hour shift. T,bey
me definitely losing two hours. We do not agree that the
.company should reduce the capacity because of this. 'nley
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have to find other ways and means of ensuring
machines are actually worked for eight hours .

•

•

•

•

that

•

There are certain technical problems in vialling, particularly in the size of the vials which are received. The most
important question was the issue of shifts and this is a
soluble problem. We are discussing with them how we
can get a full eight hour shift so that vialling could g()
up."
3.9. Tile Conunittee nGte that as against the iutalled. capacity of

41.- vials per shift baM OIL continuous werkiag fer 8 hours without

s.,...ge, the Ministry censidered a capacity of only 38,M vials perslaift as pra.ilble. As &pinst this, the maare1Uent assumed theworking cap.it,. to 1te 25,009 vials per shift. The Maaagillg Director
Mlmitted during evidence that they are not hap", wih \Vorkinl'
capacity M only 25,000 v~. TlI'e Committee are informed that
CIIlher companies ia Illdian conditions are able to achieve more. OneM the reasons for reducing the capacity was sta.ted to be loss of 2
hours in a shift of 8 hours. The Committee fincI that number of
shitts actually worked was less than the available shifts, on account
of absenteeism among workers, lack of trained operators, shortage of
rubber stoppers, breakdown of machines, etc_ Th~ Committee regret
to note HAL has not analysed the loss of shifts on account of each
. .e of these reasons. The Committee agree with the Ministry that
the llndertakinK should n.ot have reduced thl" capacity because of the
alleKed loss of 2 hours in a shift but should find out ways and means
Ilf en!'!uring that the machines are actually worked for the full 8
hours so that vi aIling could go up. Thfl Committee also see no
reason why it should not be possible to increase the utilisation or
install'ed c:apacity when other companies under Indian conditions
are able to achieve thi!'!. The Committee are informed that
theHAL is already aligning the lines and tryinK' to maintain the humidity level to eontrol rejections and also diseussinl{ with staft about
the issue of shHts to get 8 full 8 hour shift so that vi ailing could goup. The Committee would like HAL should improve the utilisation
of capacity and bring it to the level of 48,000 vials without further
t8S!l of time and money. The Committee would like to be informed'
of the concerted measures taken and the results achieved.
CGIpOCity Utilisa.tion

3.10 'Mle vialling capacity of the company on the basis of theactual number of shifts worked during a year, original and revised
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'targets for vialling and \'ialling actually done during 1966-67 to
.operations 'would·be as follows :(Fia\lm in Lakhs ViiI.)

Capacity
(based on
36,000
vials per

y~~

shift)

.

,.1""--

~

,~

•966-M
;I967~8 d

,,!,

.....

Tal'r<:th

Actual

OritiDal Revised

(Based on 2,,000 vials

------2

per shift)

3

4

t, tilj~al ion

production of Cllpacity

(all., to 2)

,

%
6

743'40

618'90

523'46

513'01

69'01

8'J8' 29

620'00

586 '66

55 8 '43

69'C9

'968,-69

659'88

636'80

453'00

449'24

f8'cll

,1969-7 0

838'35

548'00

551'18

'44'94

65'00

SS8'oo

539'28

522'72

64'42

, '970-7 1

8n'44

197 1-7 2

821'88

597'74

'35'03

549'73

66'89

J972-73

879'12

540'00

520'00

500'23

56'90

-1973-74

846 '72

578'00

578'00

528'27

62'39

1974-75

7S0'2

S;'1'O~

"l~'oo

425'00

56 '65

3,11. It is seen that actual production fell short of not only the
,capacity based on 36,000 vials per shift but also the reduced "ialling

,capacity assumed by the Management. ,The number of vials actual. ly produced per shift was also less than 25,000 vials per shift as
; indicated below:Y1!ar

No, of viab acturlJy
produce d pt', 'hilt

--------_ ..._--------------,-----

124,1144

[ 24,872
: 1968-69

24,5 08

1969-70

240402

J970-71
1971-72

~,c;79

1912 -13

%0,4114

197~-74

u.4 80

1974-7'

,'20A393
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3.12. Even if the actual vialling capacity is taken. at 25~OQo- vtaa
per shift as contended by the Management, the etti.clency' of. vialHnl.
operations would be as follows:(FllUre., iQ lakb viiI,)
Year

capacllY

Actual
Qumber of,

vials aotual'

produced

Vialll~:•.

(25,000

,bitt,

VII/Is

worktd)

1966-67

,--------------_._----------516'25

513'01

1967-68

561' 3.1

5.s 8 · 4).'

1968-69

458~ 25

449':14.

1969-70

5Sa: 19-

$44'94,

1970-71

~3.~ 50

52#'7~'

1971-7:1

,.70' 7S

5-49'73,;

1972-73

6.10',50

500' 23.

1973-74

588'12.

5%8'%1'

1974-75

s;tl' 00

415'00.

3.13. Taking the number of available shifts as 2430 and the' output per shift as 25,000 vials (the same as assumed hy the Company.
for fixing annual targets of production although according to the·
manufacturers, it should be 48000 vials per shift) the existing capacity works to 607.50 lakh vials per annum.
3.14 The shortfall in vialling operations has been attributed by·
the Management in 1966-67 and 1967-68 to the fact that as against
nine shift operations proposed from the four vialling lines, only seven·
shifts were operated partly due to lack of trained operators and
partly due to deliberate policy of not going ahead with foIl production on account of heavy rejections and in subsequent years to abaenteeism, shortage of via.ls, rubber stoppers and other packing materials and lack of orders due to non-finalisation of DGS&D contract.
3.15. The matter regarding the rubber stoppers was investigated

by the Managing Director at the instance of the Board of Directors.

It was found that there was no delay in initiating the procurement:
action or neglect of a nature sufficient to fix responsibility on a.
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~rson Or personsconcemed.

However, the need to strengthen the
mventory control procedures, build up of adequate buffer reserves
and to keep close liaison with the suppliers was emphasised by" the
Board of Directors in March, 1970 so as to avoid recurrence of such
a !iituation.
3.1.6. The problem of rubber stopper ha6 since been resolved in

the, following manner:

"As regards rubber stoppers the company switched over to
synthetic rubber stoppers in 1974. This had to be done
as it was found that natural rubber stoppers did not afford
adequate protection against see page of moisture into the
vial. The private viallers did not find use of synthetic
rubber necessary as their product is mostly sold to the
private trade where the turnover is very quick and does
not involve prolonged storage. Synthetic rubber 18 imported and its availability is limited. We have now got
adequate import licence and the problem of shortage oC
rubber stoppers due to shortage of synthetic rubber is not
likely to recur."
3.17. In regard to absenteeism the Management informed Audit
in May, 1972 that separate statistics of absentees in respect of vialltng operations were not available. It has been stated that this problem has since been attended to.
3.18. As regards shortage of vials HAL informed the Committee
in a note that"There was only one supplier of glass vials viz. Mis. J. G.
Glass Works who manufactured and supplied glass vial!!
of the specifications required by HAL. This supplier had
a virtual monopoly till the end of 1974 when an additional
source of glass vial!; was established. Although tenders
were invited on several occasion, no offer for the required
specifications was received except from Mis. J. G. Glass.
Until 1973-74, the firm did not however cause any interruption to supplies but in that year they started going
slow in supplies. They raised the question that the price
paid by HAL was uneconomic and they were not in a
position to give adequate supplies unless a price increase
was agreed to. The contract under which they were supplying was still in force, and they were contractually
bound to supply at that rate. Increase in the rate was
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therefore resisted but the firm insisted that contractual
obligations not withstandinc they would not be in a pesttion to ensure adequate supplies unless the rate w .. Increased. Although legally the company had a rigbt to
:',.
enforce the contract. it could not be put into pracUce as
this was the only firm and in the event of their not supplying, our production would be stopped. Moreover in
the a,bsence of an alternative source, it would not alsO &e
possible to procure vials from another source at the risk
and cost of J. G. Glass. Taking into account the realities
of the situation an increase in rate had to be conceded.
But as stated above, in view of our contractual rights. it
had to be resisted first. The increase was claimed and
had to be allowed twice, OIles towards the end of 1973 and
again during 1974-75.
ApMt from the unattractive rate, there was at that time, an
overall shortage of glass vials in the country due to shortage of soda ash. The shortage of vials suffered by the
company during 1973-74 and 1974-75 has been due to the
above reasons.
]n another note it was ,stated that MIs. J. G. Glass being situated on the land belonging the HAL, were ancillaries. The
terms of lease of land provides that 50 per cent of recwi~e
ments of vials would have to be supplied by J. G. Glaat the rate of the lowest tender obtained by HAL.
As
there Wl'l'l no other tender for the required glass vials
during tl'l(' last so many years, this provision had become
redundent in practice. It would however, have a:fforded
protection to HAL if some other offers lower than J. G.
was received.
3.19. The Committee were also informed tha,t HAL was using of
BP 58 specifications, while other manufacturers were using U.S.P.
Type In. Most of the HAL's sale was to Government institutions
where the turn over was not so quick. The necessity for prolonged
'Storage compelled HAL to be more rigid about the speci(\cations of
glass vials and rubber stoppers than private viallers and this limited
the availability of supplies of the same.
3.20. During evidence the Managing Director also informed the
Committee:
"Last year we had suffered very heavily because the company
had supplied one crore less of vials th&n the required
quantity".
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. ,sal. In rega~d to a suggestion that HAL should acquire a captive plant lor VIals for their own use instead of depending on '811))ply cil via.ls from a private source, the Secretary of the Minntry

.ted:-

..

'

I'

"We have decided against this both in the case of IDPL and
HAL for the simple reasons that the' technology of glass
making is not within our competence. It is true that a
couple of private flnns like Sarabha! and Alemb~ have
their own captive vials plants, beeaase they have got '.
big glass empire. They produce bottles.
:As it happeus today, there is no public sector in the gl_
ind,ustry, do I'1Ot SfIy there ought not to be. But ia,tl!ae
case of Sarabhai or Alembic they are in glUll technolo• .
It is a moot point whether We should cODCeIlV8te in ~
-and IDPL on the manufacture of glass, whe~ the whole
. technology is -en.1irely different. Now the capaei ty in, ~e
country for vialllng 11 m~h better. II
, • '.

3.22. On an enquiry fro~ the Committee that when the pdvafe
-lector company failed to supply vials, as a result of which H'At
;.u1fered a loss, whether any penalty was received fron:t them,~e
:Secretary stated that:
II
"In fact, that company ultimately ran into considerable difIlculty and they had to sdl out. It was a badly managed
concern.
There are two plants of JG Glass, one at Pimpri and an()tb~
at Rishikesh. They are sick units. We dU1 not w~qt
HAL, which is a partially siek unit, to have another sick
unit. The moment they take over the JG Glass at Pimpri,
the first thing they have' to do is to bring up the scales
of pay of workers in the viaBing plant on par with HAl.
scales. which are considerably higher and straightway
their vial cost would • up. We have given some thought
to and we are wonderiftg whether it would have an economic advantage, particularly in view of the fact that we
have liceMed in the 1ut two years a large number of
vial-making plants. We are in touch with DGTD for the
supply of vials. About 60 to 70 per cent of the licensed
capacity ultimately comes to fruition."

3.23. Asked whether the Ministry were satisfied with the pedo~
-tnance of the Company in the matter of vialling operations and wh~
.ther any assistance was rendered by Government. it was stated that
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tbe Government were anxious to assist the Company in improving
their performance. However, the technical problems pertaining to
operation of machines had to be rectified by the undertaking themselves with a view to improving the productivity of the vialligg
machines as they knew exactly where the shoe pinched. The Company was seized of the problems involved and therefore the question
of extending any direct assistance at, this stage would not arise.
3.24. The Committee regret to note that the actual productioa
fell short of not o~ .,city based on 36000 vials per shift but even
the reduced vialling capacity of 25000 assumed by the Management,
the lowest product¥m being 20,393 in 1974-75.. The Committee furtiter note that, thQugh on.Ute basis of the number of available shifts
at the output &4,.25.000 pe~ annum, the capacity works out to 60'7.5
tUbs vials per,·annum, the, Undertaking has fixed the capacity to
538 lakhs vials ,per annum. ,;l'he Committee do not find any rationale
for this reduction in capaC')ty to 538 lakh vials. The Committee
rerret to Dote :tbat even th~ reduced rate had Dot beeD achieved
except during 1967~8, 1.969-70 and 1971-72. The Committee recom·
_eDd that the viaUing capacity of each machine and the question af
eptimum number of working shifts should be gone into in' depth
with a view to identifying the constraints which affect the workin,
.f the plant at 48,000 vials and suitable measures taken to attain
....e full capacity under a time bound programme and the Committee informed.
3.25. The Committee are informed that the shortfall in vialling
Operations has been attributed to loss of two shifts in the vialling
line due to lack of trained operators and partly due to deliberate
policy of not going ahead with full production due to heavy rejections, shortage of vials, rubber stoppers, etc. The Commitee are
also informed that the Undertaking has also now taken some mea·
sures to see that the humidity is maintained at proper level to con·
trol rejections. This being a management function. the Committee
fail to understand as to why this could not have been taken care
of at the appropriate time and rejections controlled. The Commit·
tee recommend that the measures now taken should be kept under
continuous watch so that humidity is maintained at the proper level.
3.26. In regard to rubber stoppers, tho~b the problem is report·
_ to have been solved by shifting to synthetic nlbber, the Committee see no reason why this could not have been taken care of by
proper planning. The Committee find that the need for strengthenIng the inventory control procedure, building up of adequate reserves and keeplD, close liaison with the suppliers was emphasised
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by the Board as early as 1970. The Committee expect that the Management would keep their instructions in view and observe them so
as to avoid recurrence of shortages of rubber stoppers and othervital accessories.
3.27. The Committee note that one of the reasons for the shortfall'
in vialling operations has been reported to be shortage of vials. The"
Committee find that HAL has been getting the vials of BP 58 specification produced by only one private sector firm situated as an ancil-lary unit on the land belonging to HAL. According to the terms of
lease- of land, 50 per cent of the HAL's requirements of vials would'
have to be supplied by it @ lowest tender obtained by HAL. Since·
there was no other tender for the required! glass vials during the
last so many years, this provision in the agreement became redundant in actual practee. The Committee feel that the agreemene:
should have contained suitable provision for meeting the demand
of the main undertaking in full and also the price to be paid for'
the cost of production and international price etc.
3.28. The Committee find that till the end of 1974when the addi-tional source of supply was established, this private sector company
enjoyed a virtual monopoly and exploited that position by demanding a higher price which HAL first resisted but ultimately had to'·.
eoncede twice once towards the end of 1973 and secondly during
1974-75. The Committee were informed by the Managing Director'
during evidence that the undertaking suffered very heavily because'
it had supplied one crore less of vials than the required quantity
during 1973-74. The Committee are of the opinion that the private·
firm which was nurtured as an ancillary unit with all the attendant':
facilities, should have given priority of, supplies to the main under-·
taking HAL according to the terms of the agreement and even if
there had been any dispute about rates these could have been resolved by arbitration etc. at a later stage, The Committee fail to under-·
stand as tOIwhy no legal action was taken against the private firm
by the undertaking to enforce the terms of the contract. The Committee are constrained to observe that HAL allowed a situation to
develop in which the private sector company was able to hold it to
ransom by interrupting supplies of glass vials and forcing it to agree·
to price increase just to avoid stoppage of production. The Committee are led to conclude that the agreement with the Company
either did not adequately safeguard the public interest or the provisions thereof were not effectively and promptly invoked. TheCommittee would like that the agreement and the role of HAL in
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.drawing and implementing it should be thoroughly investigated
with a view to fixing responsibility for the lapses. The Committee
·would like to be informed of the precise action taken in pursuance
-of this recommendation.
3.2.9.The Committee recommend that Government/BPE should
'on the basis of experience of the working of the agreement define
the role and obligation of the ancillary industries vis-a-vis the main
.industry. They should draw up a model agreement for such ancillary industries making it obligatory for them to meet the requirements of Public Undertakings in full and supplies made by them to
·the Public Undertaking should be most competitive with reference
to the price charged by other units/International
price/co t ~f
'production.'
3.30. The Committee note that private companies like Sarabhai
.and Alemic are having their own captive vialling plants and there
is no such plant in the public sector to meet the needs of the industry. The Committee recommend that, since the public sector drug
companies-HAL and IDPL are reported to be facing considerable
difficulties in obtaining the requisite quality and quantity of vials,
'Government should consider the feasibility of setting up captive vial
·making capacity with the public sector units after carefully examining the technical and financial implications thereof.
Percentage of quantity formulated
3.31. The quantities of viallable antibiotics (Penicillin 'G' and
'Streptomycin) produced, the quantities vialled and the percentage of
vialled quantities to total production during 1966-67to 1974-75are
·given in the following table:Year

Quantity
produced

Quantity
issued for
"jailing

Percentage
of issues to
total
production

--~--------------------~--'---3----7Penicillin G (MMU)
1966-67

5~·38

23'93

1967-68

45'16

11'81

39"44

1!,68-6!,

41' 15

15"31

32"47

1969-70

51.°4

21' 53

4Z" i'l

4°·99
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1970-71

,0'70

19'96

•
39'31

1971-72

,6'3'

20'040

36'20

1972-73

66'97

204'18

36' II

1973-74

66'31

204'40

36'10

1974-75

,8, 10

12' 5.7

21'63·

Streptomycin (Kga)
1966-67

60,670

22,231

36 '64

1967-68

66,393

~,241

5.'59

15)68-69

70,253

3°,301

43' 13

1969-70

83,138

i3 1.0a4

37' 33

1970-71

60,971

31.840

52'23

1971-71.

62,038

27,869

44'92

1972-73

72,35°

27,339

37'79

1973-74

64,027

270469

42'90

33,733

53'2i·

63.370
1974-7'
B.lance quantity has been Bold to private vialleJ'll

3,32, As already pointed out, the Company has not been fully
utilising its available vialling capacity, Despite this. the quantity of
viallable antibiotcs issued for vialling was much less than the total
quantity produced, In June, 1971, it was stated by the Management that no specific directive was issued by Government to restrict the vialling of antiobiotics to any particular level and it was
left to the discretion of the Company as to which product was to
be vialled and in what proportion. The present vialling capacity
was gradually established from inception to November, 1963. Although the production capacity of Penicillin and Streptomycin was
substantially expanded thereafter the Company appears to have'
considered the question regarding further expansion of its vialling
capacity only in June, 1971 when it was decided that the capacity
shQuld be increased from 538 lakh vials to 838 lakh vials at a cost
of Rs, 71.5 lakhs. Persuant to discussions with the Government.
~agement had agreed (November 1973) to review this project on
obtaining improved strain and technology in respect of Streplomy-
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"Cin. The projeet has now been included in the fifth Five Year Plan
;and its feasibility report is under process (May 1975).
3.33. The Management stated in May, 1973 that the expansion of
vialling capacity is primarily intended to cater to the increased production of Streptomycin. As Government have deferred the consideration of sanction to the expansion of Streptomycin plant, the sanction for the expansion of vialling capacity would be automatically deferred.
3.34. The Committee on Drugs and Pharmaceutical Industry
(Hathi Committee) recommended in April. 1975 that atleast 60 per
cent of bulk drugs produced by the public sector units should be
formulated by the public sector industry itself. In the disposal of remaining 40 per cent, first preference should be given to meet the
needs of the Indian Sector particularly the small scale units. On
an enquiry of the Committee as to what was the percentage of fornwlations of bulk drugs in HAL and whether it was in conformity
with recommendations of the Hathi Committee, HAL stated in a
note as follows:"The pe-rcentage of formulations to the total bulk produced
during the 3 years 1972-73. 1973-74 and 1974-75 in the case
of two bulk drugs produced by HAL viz. Penicillin and
Streptomycin has been as follows:1972 -73

1973-74

1974-75

P.!oic:llin

27%

18%

Streptomycin

57%

62%

It has not been possible to formulate 60 per cent of the pro-

:-."

duction of bulk drugs except in the case of Streptomycin
during 1974-75. In the case of Penicillin particularly only
a small proportion of the bulk produced could be formulated becauSe Penicillin 'G'. Sodium which is one of the
major constituents of Penicillin formulations is hygroscopic and requires special type of synthetic rubber stoppers to avoid seepage of moisture and the availability of
butyl rubber and imported material is limited. The availability of glass vials of the required specifications for
Sodium Penicillin is also limited, as till recently there was
only one supplier in the country. An alternative source
of supply of glass vials has since been established. Mo~
have also been made to procure adequate quantity of synthetic rubber stoppers and with this, the production of
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Penicillin vials would increase substantially, In the budget for 1975-76, 44 per cent of the productiol'lt of Penicillip bulk, and 33 per cent of the Streptomycin bulk production is planned to be vialled,"
3,35,' The following table brings out the number of vials filloed, quality rejections and the percentage of rejections to the 'nu~
ber ~led during 1966-67 to 1974-75,
(Figure. in laths)
Year

Number
vialled

513'01

Numlxr
rejected on
quality

P('rCf n' r Ie
ofreje ctiOD

76'68

14'95

558'60-

15'88

'1.'84

449''1.4

39''1.7

8'74

1969-70

544'94

23'00

4'22

1970-71

522'72

39'67

7'59

197 1 -72

549'73

36'71

6'68

1972-73

500'21

13'70

2'74

528'21

'1.7'30

5' I?

425'00

19'64

4'62

1967-68

-Include. o· 17 lalths vials rejcct(d and returned by labelling I"tion,

3,36. The rejections were due to problem of sterility, clarity,
.appearance of foreign particles and presence of varying quantity of
'SOluble silicon in water, shortage of rubber stoppers and contamination. The heavy rejection::; In 73-74 ,,'E'TE' a/::;o attributed to th~ taet
that the supplies of glass vials were not strictly in accordanc~ with
"the specifications and consequently the rubber stoppers not adhering
to the vials. This problem was solved by changing specific~ti~ns of
rubber stoppers suitably.
!

3.37. In regard to 1974-75, the high percentage of rejection has
been due to variations in manufacturing conditions particularly
bumidity. A committee has been set up to investigate intO ,the
o('OnditioIlS of manufacture and suggest remedial measures.

3' 38,

2,

18' [7

z'~

5,06

2'86

Pen, G, Pot, 10 lacs

Procaine Aq, IS lacs

P..oc, Portified with Sodnun
4 lacs

Streptomycin [ gram

2'91

10'62

1'00

0,60

gram

Streptopm

I

8'38

['[0

StreptOP!J1 half gram

7' 14

2'j2

Pcoc, Portified with Sodium
20 lacs

1970-71

------1969-7<>

1971-72

1972-73

1973-74

1974-75

----

1'38

1'28

1'47

I'go

7'go

1'76

2,68

2'98

13'94

[4'25

2'94

2'83

6'05

13'47

6'88

3'gB

1'91

0'8'

0'84

1'94

3'43

4'62

a'u

2'16

2'']8

Z'13

12'05

5'48

43'45

34'78

5"47

S'45

5'41

4'7fi

19'25

23'22

9,94

9'83

6'64

3'00

3'41

27'74

3'Z7

2'53

4"1

3'1a

S'IZ

7' 45

11'97

i,f'14

--------------------------------------

12'411

1968-69

Pen, G, Sodium 10 lacs

Pm, G Sodium S lacs.

1'6S

1967-68

------~

Benurhena Penicillin 6 lacs

Pnricillin G,

Slreptomycill

I

Product

---

The ptremtee of rejections of vi;dled form'Jlations byrh~ Quility Coatcol Section of the CQalpany during 1967-68 ttl 1974-75 is

Ik'ca below prodqct-wise;

e
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3.39. It will be seen that the percentage of rejections varied
widely from year to year and product to product. It ranged between
2. 72 per cent and 43.45 per cent in respect of Pen. 'G' Sodium 10 lacs.
In other products also the percentage of rejections was comparatively
higher in some years than in other years. The Management stated
in May. 1973 as follows:
"'The percentage of rejections had been high in earlier years,
particularly with Sodium Formulations due to problems
of humidity due to the hydroscopic nature of the product.
The process of formulation of Sodium products has been
changed in 1970-71 to sterile handling and with constant
efforts, it has been possible to effect an appreciable reduction in the percentage of rejections. The figure for 1972-73
is 3.37 per cent against 12.26 per cent for the year 1971-72."
3.40. To an enquiry of the Committee whether reasons
for
abnormal rejections were analyserJ. and remedial action taken to
bring down the rejections, HAL stated in a note as follows:"Rejections of formulated vialled products are mainly due to
p~duct being non-sterile after vialling.
Sterility of
product depends llPon sterility of (a) bulk u:oed (b)
equipment used, (c) personnel factors (d) conditions of
temperature end humidity of the place. It is also effected
by the break-down of equipment due to various reasons
thereby increasing, handling a,1d also increasing microbial
population in sterile areas, short power iailures du.ring
vialling when outside air is likely to enter in the sterile
area:
There are some products which ar(' easier to fill due to the
crystal !'tructure and non-hygrosC1p;c nature while others
which are hygroscopic need more stringent conditions.
These products due to their hygroscopic nature jam the
machine parts or make them not run smoothly.
Percentage of rejections therefore vary from product to
prort.uct. Conditions of manufacture of bulks also play
very important role in the success of vialling.
Since sterility is measured by taking a certain quantity of
bulk and testing, any marginally sterile bulk is likely to
escape initial testing and may get revealed in subsequent
sub-divisions.
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Similarly if rejections are calculated merely on percentage,
these are likely to show deviations although costwise there
may not be such great variations.
It can be said that though such variations are existing in
rejections from product to product 'still overall a rejection
rates both due to sterility and other reasons have come
down during the last .three years as compared to earlier
years as can be ,seen from the table below with an exception of 1972.
19611

S'4%

1969

4·2%

1970

7·4%

1971

6·S%

1972

2·9%

1973

4. 8%

1974

4'2%

3.41. In this connection HAL further stated in a note as follows:uA Committee consisting of SQC, SR, SP, CE and Dy. SFP
went into great details with regard to sterility rejects of
various products and have recommended certain short
term and long term measures to overcome these. Some
of these short term measures implemented are given
below:-

(1) ViaIling is carried out with controlled relative humidity.
No vialling is done if relative humidity is more than 30
per cent.
(2) Sodium bulks for vialling are he<lt sterilised.
(3) Ultra violet tubes are checked perionically and replaced.
(4) Formal fumigation of air ducts leading to sterile area
done regularly.
(5) Regular checking and changing of absolute Cambridge
air filter.
(6) Use of butyle rubber stoppers for speci Sodum Pencillin
'G' and formulations.
('1) Changing of rubber stoppers specifications to suit vials

available.
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In case of long term measures such as relative humidity of
15 per cent to 20 per cent in filling cubicles; sterile air
cooling zone on two machi~es to be modified, Laminar
flow system for sterile area stricter control over the
rubber stoppers and vials specifications, improved maintenance of machines and. equipments are being followed.
It is expected that with the introduction of these controls,
rejection rates will come down considerably."
3.42. The norms of quality rejection were fixed in November, 1973
as follows:P .'nicillin G Sodium
5 lakhs
8%
P~nici1lin

G Sodium

10

2%

lakhs

F()rtified proc. Pen

4 lakhs

Streptomyc:n Sulphltc

1

S.reptop:nicillin

1/2 gm

3%

gm

5%
&

I

gm

1%

3.43. The Committee note that the percentage of rejections to the
number of vials filled was the highest in 1966·67 (14.95 per cent)
and lowest in 1972-73 (2.74 per cent). The norms of rejecticJl1l1, pro-duct-wise, were fixed only in 1973. Product-wise the percentage of
rejections of vialled formulations by the Quality Control Section of
the company varied from year to year. It ranged between 2.72 per
cent and 43.45 per cent in respect of Penicillin 'G' Sodium 10 lakhs .
as against a norm of 2 per cent, between 4.76 per cent and 2:-1.22 per
cent in respect of Penicillin 'G' Sodium 5 lakhs, as against a norm of
8 per cent between 2.86 per cent and 14.25 per cent in the case of
Pro!'. Fortified with Sodium 4 lakhs as against a norm of 3 per cent
and between 0.84 per cent and 8.38 per cent in the case of Streptopenicillin 112 gm as against a norm of 1 per cent. In other pl'Oducts
also the percentage of rejections has been high. The Committee
regret to observe that in spite of the heavy percentage of rejectioD!
no norms were fixed prior to 1973 and there was no system of controlling the rejections. The Committee are informed that rejections
are mainly due to product being non-sterile after vialling. The
higher rate of rejections has been attributed inter-alia. to the problem of humidity, break-down of equipment and short power fall·
ures during vialling when outside air is IikeJy to enter in the sterile
area. It has been claimed by the company that overall rejection
rates both due to sterility and other reasons have come down during
the last three year!! (2.9 per cent in 1972, 4.8 per cent in 1973 nnd
4.2 per cent in 1974) as compared to earlier years. They note that
a technical Committee appointed by the Company went Into the
question of sterility rejects of various products and this Committee
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has recommended certain short term and long term measures which
are expected to bring down the rates of rejection considerably and
the management has taken certain measures already. They strongly recommend that all the long term and short term measures recommended by the technical Committee of the Corporation should
be implemented scrupulously without avoidable delay so as to ensure that the rejections are minimised and in any case kept within
the norms. The Committee would also like that a report about the
rejections compared to the norms together with the remedial measures taken should be included as a standing item in the agenda for
the Board meeting so that the Board of Directors may hav~ an opportunity of reviewing them.

3.44. The Committee are further informed that during 1973-74 one
of the likely causes of the higher r~ections was that the supplies of
glass viabi were not strictly according to specifications and the rubber stoppers did not adhere properly to the via,s. They aret surprist'd to learn that instead of compelling the supplier to adhert'
rigidly to the sperifications, the glass vials deviating from the prescribed sp:JoCific."ttiolls were accepted and the specifications of the rubber stoppers changed to match those 'of the glass vials received.
They are unhappy to find that HAL agreed to compl'\omise on
standard laid down for glass vials and accepted below-specification
vials to avertccssation of produCition in view of the monopoly of the
supplier in tillS field. The Committee faU to understand as to why

HA.L could not have enforced the "technical specifications laid down

in the contract. The Committee deprecate the lack of foresight on
the part of HAL in allowing such a situation to develop in which it
found itseif completely at the mercy of a private sector company
for glass viats and recommend that the matter should btll investigated with a view to fixing responsibility.
3.45. The Committee are informed that a large number of vials
making plants have beelll licenced in the last two years and if 6()
to 70 per cent of that li~enced capacity comes to fruition, the
shortage of vials will no longer be there. The Committee rocommend
that Government should ensure that the plants which have been
licenced are really set up and commissioned. on schedule and that
scarcity conditions in the matter of availability of vials are Dot
allowed to develop.

Spillages & 0 lIerseas
3.46. The vialling operations involve some spillage and certain
amount of overage! to retain the potency of the vialled products.
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While no i~ormation regarding the nonns generally observed by
the industry for spillage is available with the Management, an excess of 5 p~ cent over the actual requirement has been accepted by
the Company as standard both for spillage and overage separately.
These standards are stated to have been fixed in the initial stages
and have not been reviewed on account of the fact that the! actual
spillage and overage was always in excess of the standards.
3.47. The standard requirement of Penicillin and Streptomycin
for viaIling done, standard spillage and overag:! and actual consumption during 1~67 to 1974-75 are given in Appeondix-II.
3.48. It will be seen that the percentage of actual spillage ranged from 5.46 per cent to 9.95 per cent while the percentage of actual
overage ranged from 8.85 per cent to 22.15 per cent. Cumulative loss
on this account during the last eight years was Rs. SO.33 lakhs.
3.49. During evidence it was stated that the variations were
ani,lysed and efforts made to have control over these. Asked as to
why such huge variations were not controlled the Managing Di'rector stated that:
"We had put a group of peopl'e on this job and wantetd them
to suggest straightway as to what can be done. From out
of the equipments in the Company, they have made
some additional equipments and they have also fixed the
minimum humidity required.

•

•

•

•

•

Between 1973 and 1975 we have taken certain measures to
ensure a celrtain amount of humidity.
Today the position is much better than before."
3.50. The Ministry stated in a note that:
"By adopti'on of more rigorous controls losses due to sPilla,·
have beein brought down. Besides the above, changes
process have also been effected so as to improve the
. overages and spillage and to reduce losses due to spillage.
As a consequence of all the measures taken, the losses
arising on account of overage and spillage. have been
brought down from an average of approximately Rs. 8
lakhs during 1966-67 to 1971-72 to Rs. 3 lakhs on an
average from 1971-72 to 1974-75."
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3.51. The Committee note that the

vialHng operations involve
some spilJallle and certain amount of overage to retain the potency
of the vialied products. An excess of 5 per cent over and above the
actual requirement has 6een accepte4 by the undertaking as standard both for spillage and overage separately. Tbe Committee are not
sure about the basis on which the stand'ard for spillage and overage
has been fixed at 5 per cent above the requirement and whether
this is in accordance with the standards in the collaborator's works
or in the industry elsewhere. The Committee are concerned to note
that tbe spiUages and oVell'ages have always been in excess of
standard and the cumulative loss on this account during the last 8
years was of the order of Rs. 50.33 lakhs. The Committee stress
that the reasons for such spillages and overages should have been
cri~cally analysed and timel,y action taken to arrest such
e!Xcess
spillages and overages. The Committee also recommend that the
standards which were fixed in the initial staees should be reviewed
by the R&D wing of thCj company in the context of the present
stage of equipments and processes and stricter standards evoived
for the purpose of assessment of the efficiency of the vial1ing operations.
3.52. The Committee are informed that by adopting more rigorous controls and changes in processes, tho losses on account of
spillages and overages have been brought down from an average of
Rs. 8 lakhs during 1966-67 to 1971-72 to Rs. 3 lakhs on an average
during 1971-72 to 1974-75. The Committee feel that the improvements made during the last three years sho.llld not create a sense of
complacency in the ManagemeJ1t and the Management should continue to keep the percentage of spillage and overage under review
so that suitable remedial steps may be taken in time to keep them
within the norms fixed for the purpose.
B. TABLETING AND CAPSULATION
3.53 (i) Detennination oj capaJCity:-Tablets are made from
Penicillin 'V' and Hamycin. C8Qsules are manufactured from Tetracycline imported f·rom abroad.
The Company has two tableting
machines and one capsulation machine. As certain sections of the
equipment are common to both and dUe ,to restrictions placed by
_ Drugs Control Act, 1940, the tableting and capsuling operations
~not be undertaken simultaneously. The rated capacity of the
tableting machines (based on single shift working of 6. hours for
300 days in year and 350 tablets per minute) is 800 lakh tablets per
year if there is no capsulation; similarly, the rated capacity of the
capsulation machine is 140 lakh capsules (300 daysX61 hours X 120
capsules per minute) per year if there is no tableting. As the pro.duction Qrogramme for tableting and capsulation has to be adjusted
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to the demand pattern and as the production of the two items had'
to be undertaken alternatively, an attenuated operable installed
capacity of 120 lakh tablets and 6() lakh capsules per year was fixed
by the Management in 1968-69. The production of these two items
is theoretically expectad to utilise only 58 per cent of installed
capacity. In the absence of details for fix~ngthe attenuated operable
installed capacity it cannot be stated whether this ensured full utilisation of the installed capacity both for tableting and capsulation.
3.54. In regard to the details about fixing the attenuated operable
installed capacity, HAL stated in a note as follows:"The Audit have worked out the capacity of 800 lack tablets
per annum and 140 lac capsules per annum assuming 300
working days in a year, singl2 shift working, each shift
being of 61 hrs., 350 tablets and 120 cBQsules per minute.
The figure of 350 tablets per minute and 120 capsules per
minute represents the capacity of each punching and filling machine respectively. There were 2 punching and 1
filling ma::,hine. The capacity of tableting and capsulation
does not however depend only on the capacity of filling!
punching machines but is· determined by the capacity of
the ancillary facilities like drying equipment, granulation
equipment, even the space. available plays a Qart. The
capacity of 120 lakh tablets per annum 'and 60 lakhs capsules per annum was· fixed on the basis of actual trials.
The capacity thus arrived at correspondants to an out-tum
of 50 tablets/c;apsules per minute and is much lower than
the mechanical capacity of the punching/filling machines On
account of the limited facilities available in respect of
other ancillary equipment like drying machines, granulating ma,chines, available space etc. Since theit adequate
ancillary facilities have been provided in the tabletingSection, which enables proper utilisation of the punching
ca;>8city. With this and with the addition of one punching
and one filling machine, the capacity of tableting and
capsuling is now rated at 1248 lakhs and 137 lakhs respectively per annum."
3.55. In this connection the Ministry stated that:
'The Company has explained that in so far as tableting is
concerned, the capacity is not dependent upon the last
stage i.e. the {lunching operations only, but it has a direct
linkage to the facilities available f,or the earlier stage
like granulations, drying and mixing etc. Therefore, the

-or
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capacity has necessarily to be fixed on the basis of such
constraints in the production operations. Since the company has identified the points of, bottlenecks and holdups, they have installed balancing equipments at re.peetive positions and they have now worked out the c..,acity
for tableting at 1248 lakhs."
3.56, Actual Production:-The following tables brings out the original and revised targets of production, actual production and the
percentage utilisation of capacity during 1966-6'7 to 1974-75.
(Figures in lakh numbers)

---------- --------------------Tllrg~ted Production
Actual
capacity as - - - - - . - - - production
fix:d by the Crnnpmy Original
Revised

Yeat

Op~rablc

------.------_.-----Z

1966-67
1967-68

1969-7 0

1970-7 1
Ig7I-7 J.
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75

6

S

4

-------------------

6, So

48'9S

49'77

ClpSllles

IS'OO

19'61

9'S3

Tllblets

101' 20

81'03

83'99

'l'llb:dS

so'oo

S4'94

47'65

Tablets uo

109'80

107'60

119"78

99'Sa

Capsules 60

60'00

30'01

28'01

46'68

Tablets 120

128'40

143'20

137'49

114'58

Capsules 60

48'00

31'87

37'SZ.

62'53

T .. b let~ no

IS7'oo

129'02

140'69

117'24

CJpsulcs 60

60'00

48'53

42'49

70 '12

156'00

134'6S

147'06

12Z' 55

Capsules
1968-69

3

Percentqe

UlilisatiOf'l of
capacity
(Col,S to a)

Tllbkb

120

C:lpsulcs 60

48'00

38'97

35'73

59'SS

Tablets 1800

180'00

155'00

120'49

6'7

CJPsulcs 144

Il4'oo

~o'oo

58'39

40'54

Tubkts

1800

36~'oo

143'77

196'23

JO'9O

Cap.>u1cs 144

19z'oo

46'20

72'S7

50'40

Tllblcts 1800

360'00

192'00

149'6z.

S'31

Capsules 144

66'00

57'00

75'73

52'59

Not.:-

The Illtov>! figures exclud;: oth':r r"rtn'Jlatitlr, the production
negligible,

of which is
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'3.57. On an enquiry of the Committee why the original targets
for tablets and capsules were fixed low (except during 1973-74.1n respect of capsules) as cOIll?ared to installed capacity and the reasons
for sca'ing down the target, HAL stated in a note:"The production programme is sale oriented· The market for
tablets and capsules is being developed gradually and is
at present much below tha installed capacity."
3.58. HAL informed that the full capacity in tableting could be
achieved after airconditioning foacilities would be commissioned by
November, 1975.

3.59. Quantity issued forr tableting: The quantity of Penicillin 'V'
produced and issued for tableting during 1966-67 to 1974-75 is given
below:(Figures in MMU)

YC'Ir

Q.lartity
produc(d

Quar tity P<rclrtfgC of
qu.ntity
iSlOl1cd for
issued to
tabletirg
Prodtwtion

196t;-67

7" 35

0'7S

10'20

1967·6R

8'01

1'00

12'48

1968-69

8'63

1'68

19'47

1969-70

c)'

30

2'08

22'37

1970-7 1

7'~3

1·99

36'43

J97 1 -72

9'97

1'99

19'96

1972-73

14'90

2' 16

14' SO

1973-7·1

8'81

3'70

42'00

1974-75

4'73

3'01

63'64

3.60, The percentage of quantity issued for tableting to quantity
produced in bulk form increased during 1973-74 to 1974-75 partly
due to lesser production in bulk form and partly due to increased production of tablets,
3.61. The remaining quantity of Penicillin 'V' was sold in bulk
form. The sale of Penicillin 'V' in the form of tablets is more profitable to the Company as it yields a higher margin o~ profit, as compared with the sale in bulk form and amounted to 22 paise per mega
unit in 1969-70 and 14 paise per mega unit in 1971-72, In the absence
of information regarding the Company's capacity to sell Penicillin
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'V' in tablets, it is not possible to work out the gain that would have
been made by not selling the major portion of Penicillin 'V' in bulk
form.
3.62. To this the Ministry further added in a note that:"The Company has been formulating 40-45 per cent of its
main products viz., Penicillin and Str€Qtomycin.. Of the
above, 97 per cent have been sold to the Government
agencies. The sales to Government institutions were
given priority by the Company in accordance with the
policy of Government.
As far as tableting is concerned, the products to be tabletted/
capsuled are Vitamin 'C', Ampicillin, Tetracycline and
Penicillin V in tablet form. The company has plans to
increase the tableting and eapsuling capacity and steps
have already been taken in this direction. Additional
capacity of 77 lakhs capsules and 1128 lakhs tablets had
been established during 1974-'75.
The company did not need to push its sales in the maTiket as
almost its entire production was geared to meet the institutional requirements from Governmental agencies. The
Government had also an obligation to supply the bulk
drug to private viallers who were not licensed to manuf-acture the bulk drugs."
3.63. As earlier stated Government has not imposed any restriction on the vialling of antibiotics by the Company. While on the one
hand HAL was not utilising its vi.~lling and capsulationitableting
capacity in full, on the other hand it was not in a position to meet
all the orders for vials, tablets and capsules. The details of orders
received and cancelled during 1966-67 to 1974-75 are given below:(Figures in lakhs numbfrs)

Orcil-rs
received

2

1966-67

Viato;

T'lhJrtS
CAytSwes

543·42
3· J2
1"35

Ord(TS
cllrccllld

3

PI:Tcentage
of
order ~
cancelled to
orders
receiVt·d

4
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2

3

4

----------------1967-68
Vials

562' 12

30 '4 8

5'4

T<lbltts

3'33

0'64

19'2

Capsules

l'U

0'23

19'0

52 7'01

36'47

6'9

Tabkts

2'23

0'3 6

16'1

Capsules

0'92

0'05

5'4

613'10

169'10

"7'5

Tablets

2'25

0'41

18'4

Capsules

0'53

O'.:U

39,6

536'19

74'5 1

2,24-

0'89

39'S

0'40

0'08

20'0

681' J6

134'21

19'7

0'31

11'7

1968-69
Vials

1969-70
Vials

1910-71
Vials
Tabkts
Cap.>alcs

,.

13'9 ,

197 1-72
Vials
TllblclS

2'66

Capsules

0'55

0'12

21'8

593'13

,6'30

9'5

Tablets

2'59

0'13

28'2

Capsuks

1'30

0'04-

3'1

602'06

34,'88

5'8

Tablets

2'42

0'69

28'S

Capsules

2'gs

0'%5

8'7

J972-73
Vials

1973-74
Vials

1974-15
Vials

,.

566'16

uS'I6

20'3

Tablets

2'8S

0'40

14'0

Capsules

1'30

1'10

84'6
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3.64. HAL informed the Committee that an additional capacity
Ear 1338 lakh tablets and 72 lakh capsules per annum had been commissioned recently. In the Fifth Five Year Plan further expansion
of formulations capacity was proposed as follows:- -- ... , - - - -_._--- - - - - Vial>

!lOS

":"p3uks

1592

Tablets
Ampules
Ointmcl l

Oral Syru p

10 1 3

5

lakh Nus.

"
"
"
"

"

----.--------

3.65. The Committee note that thou,h HAL had two tableting
machines and one capsulation machine, tableting and capsulation
operations could not be undertaken simultaneously due to certain
restrictions which are stated to have been placed under the Drug
Control Act. While the installed. capacity of the machines is' 800
lakh~ tablets per annum or 350 tablets per minute, if there was DO
capsulation and 140 lakhs capsules per annum Or 120 capsules per
minute if th~e was no tableting based on the capacity of punching
and filling, the management fix.ed the attenuated operable installed
capacity as 120 lakhs tablets and 60 lakhs capsules per yeaI' corresponding to 50 tablfltslcapsules per minute.
3.66. A('cording to Management, the product~on of these two
items is theoreticalily expected to utilise only 58 per cent of installed
capacity. The Commi~e were informed that these were fixed on
the basis of actual trials and were lower than mechanical capacity
of machines on ac('Ount of lack of ancillary equipment smee the
capacity of tabletinl' and capsulation does not depend ODly on
punching and filling but also on ancillary facilities.
3.67. The Committee see no reason as to why such anciDary facilities could not have been provided along with the machines so as
ttl utillse the full capacity and why only 58 per cent of the capacity
was put to effedive usc. The Committee are informed that these
facilities have sine~ been provided in tab1eting section and new
machines have beieln added and the installed capacity has been increased to 1800 takh tablets and 144 lakh capsules per annum. The
operable capacity is now rated as 1248 lakhs and 137 lakhs per
annum respectively. The Committee do not see the rationale behind fixing the operable capacity at a reduced figure even after
addition of new machines and facilities and stress that coneerted
measures should be taken to ensure full utilisation of the installed.
capacity for tablcting and capsulation.

3.68. The Committee regret to note that even after the installed
capacity of tableting has been increased, the percentage of utilisation of o~elrable capacity bas been of the order of 9.6 per cent in
1972-73, 15.7 per cent in 1973-74 and 12 per cent in 1974-75. In the
'case of capsui.~s, the percentage of utilisation varied fr(Jm 42 per
cent to 55 per cent although earlier it varied from 47 per cent in
1968-69 to 71 per cent in 1970-71. The Committee are informed that
production programme is sale-oriented and market for tablets and
npsules is being developed gradually and is at present much below
installed capacity. The full capacity of tableting cou~d be achieved
after air-conditioning facilities could be commissioned in November,
1975. The Committee see no reason why these facilities could not
hal'. bE-en provided along with the installation of ancillary equipments and additiona;" punching machines and capacity utili<;ation
augumented and why the undertaking ('ould not have developed the
market for tablets and capsules. The Committee would like that the
undertaking/Government should critically examine the constraints,
if any, in the marketing of tablets and capsules and the reasons for
the underutilisation of capacities when there is larger margin of
profit in sale of tabiets and capsules which would be of direct serviee to the common man.
3.69. The Committee regret to note that in spite of the fad that
vialling, tableting and capsuling capacities had been underutilised,
the quantities issued for vialling and tableting have been less than
the quantities produced. In the case of Penicillin 'G' the percentage
of quantity issued for viaUmg to the quantity produced varied f-rom
21 per cent to 42 per cent and in the case of steptomycin the percentage varied from 36 per cent to 55 per cent and the rest was sold
in bulk form, though no specific directive was blsued by Government
to restrict the vialling of antibiotics to any particular revel ~ll(t it
was left to the discretion of the Company as to which product was
vialle,d and in what proportion. The percentage of quantity issued

for formulati"ns. The Committee are doubtful whether this under-

1966-67 to 63 per cent in 1974-75, and the remaining quantity was
sold in bulk form although sale of Penicillin V in tablets was more
profitable.

3.70. The Committee regret to note that while on the one hand the
undertaking was not utilising its vialling and capsulation/tablcting
capacity in full, on the other hand it had been cancelling orders in
various years due to inability of the Company to meet the demand
for formulations. The Committee are doubtful whether this underreceived varied from 5 per c$it to 47 per cent in the case of vials
while it ranged from 8 per cent to 42 pl'll' cent in tablets and 5 per
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cent to 69 per cent in the case of capsules. The Committee regret to
observe that in spite of formulations being a profitable proposition,
the undertaking did not make any attempt to increase the capacity
for fonntdations. The Committee are doubtful whether this underL
utilisation of capacity was deliberate and they would like that tbts
matter should be critically gone into. In this connection the Hathi
COQlmittee on Drugs and Pharmaceutical Industry have recommended in April 1975 that at least 60 per cent of bulk drugs produced by
the Public sector industry should be fiormulated by itself and in the
disposal of thQ remaining 40 per cent first preference should be
given to meet the needs of the Indian sector particularly the small
~ale/units.

3.71. The Committee are lnformed that the Govemment have

accepted these recommendations of Hathi Committee. At thc present moment, the Company has the capacity to formulate 45 per
cent but it is operating this capacity either for Penicillin or for
Streptomycin. depending on which is more advantageous to f<Jl'1l'ulate. They are also informed that additional capacity for 1338 lakhs
tablets and 72 lakhs capsules per annum hali been commissioned recently and further expansion of formulations capacity during Fifth
Five Year Plan is proposed to be undertaken. The Secretary, Department of Chemicals and Fertilizers, stated during evidence that
"it is only with the new formulations units that they will be able
to achieve the target of 68 per cent". They would like HAL to Investigate the constraints on the optimum utilisation of the elXisting
formulation capacity, take conclusive measures to remove these
constralnts and ensure that not less than 60 per cent of production
is utilised for formulations.
C. Bulk vis-a-vis Formulations

3.72. A major portion of the total production of different products
is sold by HAt in bulk form to private viallers in spite of, the fact
that HAL was not able to utilise its vialling/capsulation Itableting
('.apacity. However, it has not made so far any study for comparative profitability of the sale of its products in bulk fonn vis-a-vis
formulation.
3.73. It has been noticed from a study made by Audit that the
sale in vialled formulations was more profitable than sale in bulk
form up to 1969-70.
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3.74. The a~alysis of the customer composition brings out clearly
that the COlllQany's sales have almost entirely been cenfined to the
(rl)vernmentjSemi-Government and charitable institutions. No effort
was made by the Company to build up a suitable marketing organisation in order to take a share in the sale of antibiotics to the
public in seneral. In spite of the lower price charged by the Company in some cases and the investment in augmenting the capacity
of f.ormulations being not an important constraint, the policy of the
Company not to increase the production of formulations appears to
be a deliberate decision fiowing :from the constraint of marketability.
'The absence of an effective sales organisation has not only hampered
the Company in entering the general consumer market but also led
to its inability to develop market for new products developed by the
Company.
3.75. The Management stated in May, 1973 as foIlows:"In the earlier stages, the Company had to encounter serious
competition from private viallers Qarticularly of foreign
origin who had established themselves in the business over
crores of years. The production was also limited and in
the circumstances it was considered prudent to concentrate
on the institutional consumers in which field the Company
expected to have some advantage over oth~rs. By the
time the Company had established itself in the field. of
institutional consumers and was poised for a meaningful
entry in the field of gener~.l maTket, the profitability on
vialling has uridergone a serious erosion ...... In view of
this, the Company wouki have to proceed cautiously in expanding its vialling capacity and strengthening its marketing organisation. The Company does, however, have
plans for expansion of its vialling capacity....... It has also
plans to eXQand its market organisation."
376. In 1970-71. the P('nicillin products in vialled form became a
losing proposition (except in one case) while the Streptomycin
formulations continued to be more profitable than sale in bulk form.
In 1972-73 also a similar trend was maintained except in one or two
cases. The profit on formulations showed decreasing trend from
1.970-71 onwards due to the following reasons:(i) Increase in the cost of filling and packing materials.
(ii) High percentage of quality rejects which were 7.59 per
cent in 1970-71 compared to 4.22 per cent in 1969-70.
(iii) Spillage and overage which ranged from 16.82 per cent to
19.08 per cent in Penicillin and 14.78 per cent in Strepto-
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mycin during 1970-71 and 1971-72 as compared with the
standard of 10 per cent (5 per cent spillage and 5 per cent
overage) .
(iv) High cost of production of bulk products, particularly
Penicillin Sodium and Streptomycin.
3.77. The Company's retail sale price of its vialled products is
alD'lOilt the same as that of private Villll£'fS who purchase a major
portion of the Company's products in bulk forrg.. The selling price
for Government supplies, although equal in both the cases, is less
than the open market price available to both the private sUQpliers
and the Hindustan Antibiotics Limited. As, however, bulk of the
supplies ot formulations is made by the Company to the Government,
its total net back on formulations is comparatively less than the
private viallers. The cost of vialling in the Company is also high.
The main causes for the high cost of production of formulations are
heavy rejections, overages and 9?i1lages and increasing rate of wages
and raw materials (vials, rubber stoppers, silicon, etc.).
3.78. A comparative study of profitability of the sale of products
in bulk form vis-a-vis formulations for the years 1972-73 and 197374 indicate that the sale in formulations was more profitable in
certain cases while it was a losing proposition in others, particularly
streptomycin ~ormulations. According to HAL the continuous Joss
sustained in some formulations had baen the result of increase in
the ('ost of inputs
3.79. On another enquiry of the Committee as to how it was that
the private viallers found it an attractive proposition to make formulations out of bulk products purchased from the Company, whereas same formulations made out of its own bulk products prove unprofitable to tha Company, HAL stated:-

"The cost of r.;>roduction of bu1k in most cases, exceeds the
selling price. As this company can sell the bulk only at
the selling price the bulk cost to the private viallers is
much less than it is to this Company, and this gives them
a better margin. The Government have been requested
to fix fair selling prices for streptomycin and penicillin expeditiously."
3.80. Explaining the b!lckground of supply of bulk to private
vi allers, the Managing Director informed the Commi~tee during
evidence ali follows:"When the Government started, for example, Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd. in 1954, at that time all these bulk products
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were being imported and the peOpie had ,capacities to
formulate them. So, when the factory at Pimpri started
m&rlUfacturing bulk, naturally this factory started supplying bulk to those 'People. That is how t'he supply of bulk:
started. Those people had the formulation capacity installed even before we started manufacturing of bulk:. So,
today as we see, the situation is that they are producing
streptomycin and we produce bulk and we lose. So the
question of supplying bulk to others has to be viewed in
retrospect. But today the situation is that when the
prices are controlled on bulk, the basic manufacturer continues to lose but those: who do the fonnulations are not
affected. A man who buys bulk from the basic manufacturer stands to gain. If you buy bulk at 'X' 'Price per kg.
then 'X' plus Rs. 50 or some percentage is added to this
price to fix the price of the fonnulatlon. That includes
return on the investments also. In other words, a man
who does not manufacture bulk, who only buys bulk from
us but manufactures the vials and does the formulations
stands to gain. He does not lose. This is the anachronism
which has set in. Now, we want tQ,iJnprove our viability.
First we have to increase our productivity, then we have
to do more and more fonnulations instead of giving the
bulk to somebody, Third is diversification. Production of
some of the products where there is no price control and
where there is a good profit margin is to be taken up ....
They haVe a very big range ofl;Jroducts where they can distribute their overheads. Secondly, to utilise the capacity.
they sell 90 per cent at the market rate and dump 10 per
cent against Government tenders at lower prices. In fact,
the people who buy bulk from us are the people who compete with us in Government tenders by quoting lower
prices, . . . .. Most Qf. our loss is due to supply of bulk."
3.81. In this Connection, the Secretary to the Ministry stated as
follows during evidence:"We have accepted the recommendation of the Hathi Committee that the public sector drug plants will .formulate
60 per cent at· ,least of the bulk drug production they have.
This has been accepted by the Government and the consequential decisions. ~e being taken-setting up of fonnula.tion units both in· the HAL and in IDPL. At the present
moment, the company has a capacity to formulate 45 per
'2381 LS-IO.
.
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cent, but they are operating this either for streptomycin or
for penicillin depending on which is more advantageous·
to them. At the moment they find it more advantageous
to formulate streptomycin. They have taken up streptomycin and dropped penicillin production. It is only with
the new formulation units that they will be able to achieve
the target of 60 per cent.·"·We have definitely accepted
this recommendation of the Hathi Committee and in fact
it has been put into practice even before the committee
made its recommendation. We will give you some figures
which will be revealing.
In the case of penicillin in 1972-73 the proportion of the bu~k
sold to foreign companies and Indian companies was, 76
per cent and 23 per cent. In the next year i1: got reduced to,
50 per cent ro foreign companies and 49·5 per cent to
Indian companies. It further dropped in the case of
foreign companies to 49 per cent and went upto 50 per cent
in the case of Indian companies.
I must bring to your notice that in regard to anti-biotics vialling
there is no small scale sector. It can only be sold to the'
organized sector.

So far as HAL is concerned, it does not gain or lose by selling
to X or Y or Z. To whomsoever they sell the price is thesame and if there is any Indian formulator, i~ he ai;lproaches us, invariably he will get the preference. I give that
categorical assurance."
3.82. On an enquiry of the Committee to whom the bulk was being
lold, the Secretary informed the Committee 'as follows:
"I must make one submission to the Committee. So far as the
public sector drug companies are concerned, they can only
sell to parties who are officially licensed to produce.
Whether these parties are multinationals or national firms
or not is a different issue. Obviously they were importing these drugs. Instead of importing We have saved
foreign exchange by producing the bulk drugs ourselves.
Initially it was the Governttlent's policy that public sector
drug companies should be in bulk business. Now this
polley has been changed."

",

The Committee were also informed by Secretary that "there
are some other companies who have fora 'long time been
in bulk production. Secondly, the drug industry was al-

I
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most non-existent in 1947. We used to import the finished drugs. The starting point of the Drug Industry in this
country was formulations as in most parts of the world.
A decision was taken by the Government o~ India not
only in the Drug Industry but in so many other
sectors of IIndian economy that the public sector
would go i~ the infrastruc1!ure in intermediate
area. I do not want to offer comments on the
validity of this policy. It was the policy that the ~)Ublic
enterprise in his country would move into infra-structural
areas of the economy and would not move into consumer
areas of the economy. When they defined commanding
height of the economy, this is what was meant by the infrastructure of the economy. They felt that this infrastructure should be controlled by the public sector and let
others depend upon public sector rather than depand upon
the imports. This I;lolicy is being modified and the public:
sector is moving into the consumer sector.
In our licenCing policy, we insist that the
move into bulk."

formulators

wi1l

3.83. On an enquiry of the Committee as to when it would be
possible for us to make our own bulk, make our own formulations
and do away with multi-national firms, the Secretary stated as
iollows:"The Hathi Committee has made some recommendations in
respect of the future drug production in this country.
They have made a recommendation that if the multinationals are to continue, they should continue under certain diSCiplines and they made certain suggestion-certain conditions. They have said that we might regularise
their production provided they go into the bulk production
and provided also they give at least fifty per cent of their
bulk production to associated formulators. These matters
are under consideration of Government and Government
will no doubt announce their policy which will affect these
companies. One thing is very clear that over a period of
years a policy has been evolved and we are expecting that
with the growth of the drug industry, firstly, the public
sector will definitely now assume a leadership role. We are
poised for it After entering a most diftlcult area, we will
find it not difficult to move inio the easier areas; in our
Indian sector, We encourage them and we are liberally
giving licences to the Indian sector to come up and there
is a lot of entrepreneurship which is now coming into the
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Indian sector. We hope that this will come up. We cannot of
course prejudice the interests o~ the consumers because we
want drug availability in the country and, as the public
sector grows up, it would be possible that the foreign sector can exist within the bounds of the kind of discipline
suggested by the Hathi Committee that is, so long as the
laws of the land are observed, it is all right. After all that
is made by Parliament and by Government."
3.84. The Committee note that major portion of the total production of different products of HAL is sold in bulk form to private
viaUers. Although sale in vialled formulations was more profitable than sale in bulk. The Committee have earlier observed that
though the undertaking has not utilised the full formulation capacity, there was cancellation of orders due to in;bility of the Company to meet the demand, and the undertaking did not make Billy
attempt to increase the formulation capacity.
3.85 The Committee are informed that prior to 1971, increase in
tbe sale of formulations was not even considerC!!d though investment in augmenting the formulation capacity was not an important
constraint. They are unable to appreciate why the Company has
not been fuUy utilising its vialling capacity and why it canc~led
orders for formulations and why the Government thought that
they "had also an obligation to supply the bulk drui to private
vialler$" even though the bulk sales has been a substantial factor
contributing toward losses which the Company has been sustaining curre.ntly.
3.86. The Committee are constrained to conclude that by showing
concern for the requirements of private viaUers and by
keeping HAL's formulation capacity under-utilised all through this
period, th~ administrative Ministry as well as HAL have not acted
as the guardian and promoter of the interests of the public sector
but has rather helped the private firms, particularly the foreign
firms to earn huge profits at the expense of the public sector and
national interest. They recommend that Government should
thoroughly investigate into the reasons for the under-utilisation of
formulation capacity, indUference to the need to augment the
formulation capacity and develop markets for HAL's products, the
so-call1ed "obligation" to supply bulk drugs to private viallers and
cancellation of orders for formulations in spite of having unutilised capacity, with a view to fixing responsibility and inform the
Committee of the precise action taken in the matter.

~cessive
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The Committee are informed the profit on formulation
1970-71 onwards due to iDerease
materials high percentage of
qllality rejects, hiJh percentage of spillage and overage, hiah cost
of production of bulk product and increasing rate of wages and
raw materials.
3.87.

sh~wed a decreasing. trend from
~ the cost of filllin, and packing

3.88. A comparative study of profitability of the sale of prodUds in bulk vis-a-vis formulations for the years 1972.73 and
1973-74 indicates that the sale in formulations was more profitable
in certain cases while it was a losing proposition in others, particularly streptomycin formulations.
3.89. The Committee recommend that the company should
identify such of the formulations which are a losing proposition
and critically go into all the factors which have been affeding the
profitability on formulations so as to take suitable remedial . action
without further delay. Since the cost of formulation also depends
on the cost of bulk drugs, the Committee recommend that the
undertaking should take concerted measures to bring down t.he
cost of built production, the cost of vialIing and elimination of all
wastages and heavy rejections by stricter maqagement controls.
They would like this matter to be included as a regular item of the
agenda at the meetings of the Board of Directors so that it receives
oontl::mporaneous attention and effective measmes are taken to
bring down the cost of production of bulk and formulations.
3.90. The Committee note that the cost of production of bulk in
most cases exceeds the selling price which is fixed for them with
the result that the private viallers find it an attractive proposition
to purchase bulk from HAL and to make formulations therefrom
and this gives them a beter margin of profit. The Committee are
informed that so far as public sedor drug companies are concerned
they can only sell to parties who are officially licensed to produe'«
whether these parties are multinationals or otherwise. The Committet( are also i~onned that the proportion of bulk drugs sold to
foreign companies and Indian companies was 76 per cent and 2:r
per cent lin 1972-73 it got reduced to 50 per cent tl;) 49 per cent in
1973-74 an~ further dropped to 49 p. cent and 51 per cent iD
1974·75.
3.91. In this connection the Rathi Committee have recommended that if the multinationals are to condoue in the field of drug
production, they should continue under certain disciplines and
should be required to 10 into bulk produetion and to rive at least
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50 per cent of their bulk production to assoeiated formulators. These
recommendations are stated to be under tbe consideration of the
Gover. .ent. The Committee would like tbe Government to take
an early decision in the matter so as to ensure tbat tbe pUblic seetor does not bave to continue to supply bulk pro4ucts to formulators, more particularly foreign dru, Companies, at a loss to itself
and tbe Committee be informed of the decision taken in the matter
'"thin three months of the presentation of tbis report.
.

IV
PRICING POLICY AND SELLING PRICES
4.1. The first price control order in respect of drugs was proJIlulgated by Government in 1962 requiring manufacturers, importers
and distributors of drugs to publish price lists of their products and
the dealers to display such price lists in their premises. The Order
did not link the prices of various drugs and formulations to actual
cost of manufacture. This was followed '\::)y the Drugs (Control
Prices) Order, 1963 which pegged the selling prices of drugs at the
levels obtaining on 1st April, 1963 and prevented manufacturers and
others from increasing the prices without prior approval of Government. Thereafter, a comprehensive measure called the "Drugs
Prices" (Display and Control) Order, 1966 was issued under the
Essential Commodities Act, which in addition to the earlier order
of 1963, required the manufacturers to obtain Government's approval in respect of prices of new drugs. In August, 1966, Government
entrusted to the Tariff Commission the examination of the cost
structure of 18 major drugs inclusive of Penicillin, Streptomycin and
Vitamin 'C' and to recommend the prices at which these should be
sold. The Tariff Commission submitted its report in August, 1968
which was followed by the Drugs (Prices Control) Order of May,
1970.

an"

4.2 The Drugs (Prices Control) Order of May, 1970 enables
.Government to fix the maximum prices at which essential (bulk)
drugs shall be sold and also the manner of working out the retail
prices of formulations derived from the former and other bulk: drugs.
So far as the Company is concerned, its main bulk products viz.
Penicillin and Streptomycin (comprising 99 per cent of the total
value of production) fall within the purview of this Order. In the
case of these products, the prices notified by Government were those
at which these were marketed by the Company prior to the issue of
the Order, i.e. Penicillin potassium-

-Re. 0.50 per MU Sodium Penici1lin
-Re. 0.50
Penicillin
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per

MU.

Procaine
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-Re. 0.50 per MU; Potassium
penicillin 'V' .
-Re. 0.80 per MU and Streptomycin.
-Rs. 295 per kg.
4.3. In this connection, HAL informed the Committee in a note
-asfollows:.'

"The selling price of bulk drugs is fixed by the Government
under the Drugs Prices Control Order. The price fixed
takes into account cost of production. The drugs prices
control order was enacted in 1970. At that time, the selling prices of essential bulk drugs were fixed by the Government at
the rates prevailing at the time, In the
case of HAL, the selling prices of these two bulk products,
viz., Penicillin and Streptomycin, prevailing in 1970 had
been in vogue since 1959 in the case of Penicillin and
1967 in the case of Streptomycin. The prices notified by
the Government under the Drugs Prices Control OrdeJ;
were fixed at the same level, viz. 1959 in the case of Penicillin bulk and 1967 in the case of Streptomycin bulk.
The same prices continuerl, until August, 1974 in the case
of Streptomycin when a 15 per cent increase was allowed, and November, 1974 in the case of Penicillin when a
15 per cent to 20 per cent increase was allowed in the case
of different Penicillin 'G' bulks; no increase being allowed for Penicillin V.
In the case of new products, the
selling prices are fixed by the Government under the
Drugs Prices Control Order on an application by the
manufacturer. If there is more than one manufacturer,
the price applied for by different manufacturers is taken
into ucount. The Drugs Prices Control Order does not
prescribe how the seping prices of drugs are to be fixed.
Recently, the Hathi Committee has recommended that the
selling prices of bulk drugs should be fixed at the cost
price plus 15 per cent of the caiptal employed.
As regards the selling price of formulations, the same is derived from the selling price of bulk drugs fixed by the Government under the DPCO according to the formula prescribed in that order. The cost of the bulk, the cost of
formulation and packing plus a certain 'mark-up' is allowed under ilie DPCO. The mark-up a11oweo:i at present in
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respect of the formulations marketed by HAL has been
75 per cerit. Thus both in the case of. bulk drugs as well as·
rormulations, the selling price is fixed by the Government.
The selling tprice so fixed by the Government for formulations is the retail price at which the drug is available to
the consumer. In view of market competition, a trade discount has to be allowed over the retail price to enable the
distributor to earn his margin of profit. The discount generally varies from 10 to 15 per cent of the retail price.
In the case of GovernmentlSemi-Government customers also
to whom most of the sale of HAL is affected, a discount
has to be offered depending upon the competition
from other tenderers.
A price tpreference of 10 per
cent. is allowed in favour of the Public Sector Companies,
viz. HAL and IDPL over the prices offered by the other
competitors. In prActice, however, this preference does
not help HAL, as the contarcting AgenCies, viz. the DGS&D
and the concerned authorities at State levels enter into
patallel rate contracts with private viallers leaving it to
the indenters to order from HAL or the other tenders, and
in cases where a price preference exists, the indentor
normally obtains his supplies from the other tenderer
whose rate is lower. HAL has, therefore, to match the
quotations offered by competitors notwithstanding the 10
per cent price preference. Certain States like Tamil
Nadu, Andhra Prallesh, Gujarat, Rajasthan do not invite
tenders but obtain their supplies by direct negotiations
with HAL and IDPL."
4.4. In regard to the selling price of HAL's formulations vis-a-vis
selling price of other pharmaceutical companies. HAL stated in a
note as follows:"The retail ~rice of. drugs and the price to the retailers has
to be notified., by every company. The price so notified
is related to the price of the bulk drug which is fixed by
the Government under the Drugs Price Control Order.
The notified retail price to the consumer and price of retailer of all companies is therefore the same with marginal differences. The Company allows a discount of 10
per cent to its distributors. The corresponding discount
allowed by other companies varies considerably.
As regards saJe to Government/Semi-Government institutions,
the rates quoted by this Company are competitive with
those quoted by other pharmaceutical companies."
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4.5. Further explaining the basis on which the prices of tI-rugs are
:llxed, the Ministry of petroleum and Chemicals stated in a note u
1011ows:"In the case of bulk drugs, prices have so far been determined
taking into account the actual cost of production and
allowing a return of 15 per cent on the capital employed.
This has been done in respect of 41 .bulk drugs costed by
Tariff Commission and Working Group of BICP and several other bulk drugs costed by BICP. The prices of other
bulk r\rugs were frozen at pre-May 1970 level on the enforcement of Drugs (Prices Control) Order, 1970. However, these other drugs are also costed as and when applications are submitted by the parties concerned to secure
price revision consequent upon increases in the costs or
outputs, or otherwise where Government 8'1£0 motu directs
the BICP to take up such cost examination. Actual investigation into the cost structure is made by the BICP. The
cost of production of major producers of the respective
items are taken into account.
In the case of formulations, the prices are fixed on the basis
of the provisions contained in the DPCO 1970 as amended
from time to time, and the interim guidelines issuer\ by
the Government on the subject.
4.6. The seIling price of Penicillin, Streptomycin and Vitamin
<C on various dates are given below:Price

--

Date

Price

Date

P.:nicillin Potassium (per mu)

0'40

18-5-70

0'57

15-11-74

Sodium Penicillin (per mu)

0'50

18-5-70

0'60

15- 11 -14

0'50

r 18-5-70

c'S8

IS-II-74

Streptomydn (per kg.)

295'00

18-5-10

343'00

8-8-74

Vitamin C

12'70
n6'34

18-5-70
1.1-3-75·

90'71.

8-8-74

Procaine Penicillin

(per mu)

-If production is commenced fil"st time after 21-3-1975,
Increases earlier given on various dates were only to the extent of increase in the cost of raw materials as a temporary measure as detailed cost investigation takes considerable time, Simultaneously the Bureau also undertakes
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detailed cost examination. Presently invest.lgation into
the cost structure of Penicillin anti Streptomycin has been
completed by the BICP and their report on Streptomycin
has been received, and considered by Government. The
revised prices are expected to be notified shortly.
4.7. The Chairman, Bureau of Industrial Costs and Prices also
explained during evidence to the Committee that some form of price
control on bulk and formulations had been in operation for the last
12 years. First there was freeze of price anti in case of a very few
items price increase was allowed partly to compensate the manufacturer to make extra money on less essential drugs in order to keep
prices of essential drugs low. In determining the price, the Tariff
commission or the Wanchoo Group adopted the criteria that the
bulk drug manufacturer working reasonably efficiently should make
a gross profit of about 15 per cent on the caiptal employed. With
increase in costs all over today the 15 per cent would have meant ai
lower return. That was why the Hathi Committee suggested (1)
that profitability in respect of bulk drugs ought to be higher than
the profitability in respect of formulations and (ii) that the level
of profitability should be adequate in today's circumstances. The
Hathi Committee had suggeste<l that in respect of bulk drugs, the
profitability should be around 12/14 per cent on share holders money,
after making all payments, taxes etc. which was significantly higher
than was earlier permitted by the Tariff Commission. He stated that
in principle Government had accepted the proposition that a rate of
return post-tax on equity is a suitable basis for determining profitability.
4.8. He further stated that in the Bureau, while arriving at a
price which would give adequate profits to an efllcient unit, they
made a thorough technical investigation of the prorluction processes
and determined the attainable production capacity. Secondly they
determined what were the attainable norms. He stated that as long
as inefficiency was to be condoned, the prices to the consumer could
never be low and unless efficiency was rewarded there would never
'be an incentive to go forward and do everything possible to increase
efficiency.
4.9. To an enquiry of the Committee that this might put the
public sector at a disadvantag.e, the Chairman of the Bureau stated
that it was not true that the public sector efficiency was uniformly
lower than in the private sector. For instance, in the else of streptomycin, so long as they had older technology, they were losing,
but since acquiring the new strain, there was considerable improve-
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ment and there was margin for further improvement. This scope
of further improvement had taken into consideration while recommending the revised price of streptomycin, which was under the
consideration of Government. The' Chairman of the Bureau admitted that i'n spite of accent on efficiency the price of bulk drugs as
compareti to international prices continued to be high. One of the
main reasons for the prices being high was the scale of production
was too small in terms of modern technology. Besides emphasis
was on maximUm use of indigenous raw materials, which were costlier in some cases than imported chemicals and whatever little was
imported had a very high custom duty.
Though the indigenous
labour was cheap, it had relatively a small role in the drug industry.
4.10. In regard to fixation of prices for formulations, the Chairman of the Bureau stated that the policy evolved in 1970 under
the Drugs (Price Control) Order was that there was a deliberate
decision by Government not to allow the prices of essential drugs
to increase. This policy has worked to the deteriment of those
units like HAL and IDPL who were producing a much larger proportion of essential drugs, than other units who were producing less
of essential drugs. In order to remove this disadvantage the Hathi
Committee recQ!nmentied that the priCing policy should make a
distinction betw'een firms on the basis of socially desirable criteria.
That is to say, if "a firm engaged in bulk drug manufacture is undertaking basic research and is also engaged in formulations, then the
pricing policy fOT its formulations should be a little more liberal
than that for the formulations of a firm engaged only in formulations and nothing else."
4.11. The cost of production of bulk products during 1966-67 to
1974-75 expressed as indices (taking 1966-67 as the base year) are
given below:Cost of Production
1966- 1961- 1968- 1969 1970- 197168
72
67
71
70
69

Penicillin (G) 1St
crystals (per MU) •
2. Penicillin (G)
(i) Potassium (Per MU)
(iO Procaine (per MU)
(iiIj Sodium (Per MU) I
3· Penicillin (V) (Per MU)
4· Streptomycin (Per kg.)

. I.

J972- J973- J97473
7~
14

-------

III

100

II6

126

132 106

148

209

100 132
100 112.
100 167
100
98
100 103

120
II6
139

152
124
14S
III
lOS

156
140
161
134
133

148
136
145
138
139

144
1S4
IS3
164
114

253
222
206
228
203

JOO

89

112

132
129
II1
113
141

149
"1.12. The cost of production has been grar1,ually increasing. It,
however, did not exceed the selling price except in the case of
streptomycin from 1970-71 onwards and Penicillin 'G' Sodium in
1967-68 and 1970-71.
4.13. The cost of production of formulations is shown in Appendix
III. As in the case of bulk products, the cost of production of different items of formulations has gradually increased year after year.
It however, did not exceed the selling price except in certain cases.
Benzyl Penicillin Sodium (5 lakhs and 10 lakh vials) which were
profitable items initially became losing ones from 1970-71 on account
of increase in cost of production. On the other hand, Hamycin
tablets which were a losing item became profitable in 1970-71 while
the cost of production of 'Hamycin Glycerin Suspension bottle' has
been widely varying from year to year.
4.14. During the year 1972-73, cost of production of streptomycin
sulphate (bulk) exceeded the selling price. In 1973-74 cost of
Sodium Penicillin bulk and streptomycin sulphate bulk exceeded
the selling price. In 1973-74 in the case of following formulations
also, the cost of production was higher than the selllng price:
1. Strepto-Penicillin i gm. vial

2. Strepto-Penicillin 1 gm. vial
3. Streptomycin 1 gm.
4. Sodium 5 lakb vial
4.15. During 1974-75, the cost of productio"
bulks exceeded the selling price:

"If the follOW1l1~'

1. Potassium Penicillin G

2. Sodium Penicillin G
3. Potassium Penicillin V
4. Streptomycin Sulphate
4.16. The production of following formulations also exceeded the
selling prices in 1974-75:
1. Strepto-Penicillin 1 gm. vial

2. Strepto-Penicillin i gm. vial
3. Streptomycin Sulphate 1 gm;' vial
4. Sodium 5 lakh and 10 lakh.
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4.1'1. The increase in cost of production is stated to be due to
increase in the price of furnace oil, power tariff and raw materials
in the course of time. There has also been increase in wages as a
result of increase in D*rness Allowance. T.he increase in expenditure in 1974-75 compared to that of 1970-71 on account of above
factors is as follows:
Rs.
Lakhs
FUrnar.l:e Oil

83'73

Power

37'44

Raw materials

88'37

Wages .

36'00

245'54

4.18. HAL stated in a note that as a result of technological improvement a reduction has been achieved in the cost of PToduction
as follows:
"Penicillin Bulk: 8 per cent due to increase in the average fermentor activity from 6928 ulml (1970-71) to 8015 ulml
(1974-75)
Streptomycin Bulk: 15 per cent due to increase in the average
fermmtor activity from 5335 ulml (1970-71) to 14549 u/ml
(1974-75).
The increase in cost of production due to increase in the cost
of inputs is however, 103 per cent and has outstripped the
reduction in the cost of production due to improved
technology."
4.19. In this regard, the Secretary of the Ministry informed the
Committee during evidence that the Bureau of Industrial Costs
and Prices as charged with the duty of fixing prices. One of the
parameters for fixing prices was to fix efficiency nonns, because the
Bureau would not accept the position that the con'Sumer would pay
for the inefficiency in any plant, in either public or private sector.
The Ministry were getting reports including the one on strepto-"
mycin, and the price would be fixed, based on assumed norms.
Therefore, the Company would not be allowed to charge prices
based on anything less than what was considered a reasonable
norm, taking into consideration the parameters of the Indian situation.
I":
I" ._-

4.20. The Secretary also informed the Committee that HAL had
asked for increase in price of Streptomycin and Penicillin. The
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Bureau of Industrial Costs and Prices examined the issue aDeI:
recommended substantial rise in prices which if accepted will enabl~
the Company which has been making 10S'Ses to start making profits.
The recommendations were under the consideration of the Government, which was in dilemma since' incre8$e in the price of an
essential drug would not be in keeping with the policy of Government to provide drugs at lower prices to the common man. There
was also the question of getting fair return on the mpney invested
in reduction of essential drugs. The Secretary added during evidence "it is true we are not entirely happy about profits by purely
price rise. There should be better strains and better productivity
and greater efticiency which will give more profits."
4.21. The Secretary, however, stated that HAL should formulate'
and sell more and this should be backed by an efticient market
organisation.
4.2.2. He went on to say that public sector had pioneered bulk
drug production and that Hathi Committee had reported that investment in bulk drug production should be encouraged by giving
investment incentive; but many of the multi-national flrms hesitated
to go in for bulk production. Any increase in the price of bulk
drugs must reflect itself in the prices of formulations before markup. He further pointed out that there had been liberal mark-ups in
the past in the case of non-essential items, the mark-ups were very
low, sometimes negative, in the case of essential items. The Hath!
Committee had recommended that there should be control of markups and that the range should be between 60 to 70 per cent and
this will result in the prices of essential drugs, which had a limited'
mark-ups to go up. The Bureau of Industrial Cost and Price had'
made sample studies as to the impact of direct acceptance of the'
recommendations of the Hath! Committee on the range of drugs.
4.23. In this connection, the Committee on Drugs and Pharmaceutical Industry (Hathi Committee) have inter alia recommended'
as follows:
''While the operation of price control so far has certainly
helped in preventing the emergence of very large or
excessive profits by the drug and pharmaceutical industry, it does not appear to have contributed materially to
the amergence of a product or price pattern which is'
more in consonance with social needs or national objectIves.
The administrative regulation and licensing should be
geared to ensure that greater emphasis is laid on the pro-
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ductionof the 117 essential medicines identified by the
Committee. In this a,rea, the policy objective should
ensure that prices are fair and reasonable to the producer
and to the consumer.
In The case of bulk drugs in which production is
already established and in which imports are no longer
necessary, greater attention should be paid to ensure
that the cost of production is kept to the minimum. It
would also be desirable to exempt from Price Control
items in which there are no imports and which in terms
of total sales of the basic drug do not exceed Rs. 25
lakhs annually.
In respect of other bulk drugs, a system of price
regulation based on detailed cost investigation should
continue, subject, however, to the price being so fixed
that an efficient manufacturer is able to get a return on
his capital employed which is a little higher than is available on formulations for the industry as a whole.
The Committee after taking into consideration the
question of the rate of return on investment required for
production of bulk drugs, made by the Tariff Commission
and also the Working Group headed by Shri N. N.
Wanchoo recommends that a return post-tax between 12
to 14 per cent on equity i.e. paid up capital plus reserves
may be adopted as the basis for price fixation, depending
on the importance and complexity of the bulk drug.
The Committee feels that the recommendation of the
Working Group on Drugs and Pharmaceuticals under the
Chairmanship of Shri N. N. Wanchoo, on formulation
activity, unaer the alternative scheme of pricing, may be
adopted with the revi'Sed rates of ceiling on profits, as 8
per cent to 13 per cent on sales turnover, by adding 2 per
cent to 6 to 11 per cent, to cover the recent increase· in
the cost of inputs, bank rates etc., following the category
of firms having the activities listed under the large,
medium and small groups. Marginal adjustments would
need to be made when an unit shifts from one class to
another. In order to ensure that the profitability ceilings
as above do not work to the disadvantage of manufacturing unitsJ particularly the Indian Sector, the Committee
would further suggest that, as an alternative criterion,
the ceiling of profit may also be specified as between 10
to 12.5 per cent, post tax, on net worth i.e., paid UQ capital and reserveS.
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In order to ensure that the Drug and Pharmaceutical Industry acquires adequate social content, the extension of the public sector to acquire a dominant role in
this industry 1s very important. In additi'on, however, the
Committee feels that it is essential to evolve an effective
and continuing system of monitOring in respect of thill
industry if social objectives are to be achieved.
4.24. On an enquiry whether this recommendation had beea
:accepted by Government, the Secretary of the Ministry stated that
'Government was in a dilemma, because acceptance would in effect
mean that practically prices of all the essential drugs would have
to go up substantially. Some alternatives which could be just te
the producers just to the consumers, not allowing prices of essential drugs going up and not allowing manufacturers of non-essential
drugs huge margin of profit, were under the consideration of the
Government. He also stated that if, the price of bulk was to be
increased, the price of formulations out of that would also increase.
4.25. DUring the discussions on the Report of the Committee OIl
Drug and Pharmaceutical Industry (Hatbi Committee) in Lot
Sabha on the 22nd January, 1976 members also pleaded for Government taking over multinational firms as they were repatriatinl
huge profits to their principals by taking to formulations by purchasing bulk drugs from Indian public sector firms and sale of
·essential and non-essential formulations. Their profits should be
checked. Multinational firms should not be allowed to import bulk.
·or spread over in areas where they are not e!Xtsting now. Government should help bringing down the prices of essential drugs and
making them available to people during necessity .and that Public
'Sector should go In for more formulations.

4.26. The Minister of Chemicals and Fertilisers (Shri P. C.
'Sethi) informed Lok Sabha on the 22nd January, 1976 in this corl'nection that the broad principles which should govern the future
.approach to drug industry would be followed and stated as follows:

"We would also like to make the drugs available both to the
hospitals and the common man at a reasonable price and
for this purpose, continuance of price control upto a point
is inevitable.
While keeping a careful watch on the prices, it would
also be our duty to ensure that producers get a fair deal
and they get a reasonable return on the capital invested.
so that the incentive for a further investment remains.
,I
2381 L.S.-ll.
J
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In working out returns to investors, we would like to
encourage investment in bulk production rather than
purely on formulations.
We would give the public sector a leadership role in
the industry.
Hathi Committee's recommendation with regard to
the pricing policy is that in the case of basic drugs the
return should be 12-14 per cent and in the case of formulations 8-13 per cent. We have worked it put in tci'ms
of mark-ups; this would give us a range of 60 mark-up to
75 mark-up. Unfortunately the position at pre.sent is that
most of the non-essential drugs like tonics or vitamins
and other things have a mark-up of 100 to 150 peT cent
or 200 per cent and they are essentially consumed by elite
population. According to the recommendations of the
Hathi Committee there is scope for reduction of the price
in these categories where the markings are high·" There
are many essential and household drugs where the existing mark-up is 5, 6, 10. 20 or 25 and if we apply Hathi
Committee's formula. their prices would go up. The
recommendation of the Hathi Committee is: if you want
companies to invest in basic drugs and other drugs, that
much margin should be given. This is the biggest
dilemma. We do not want that the price of essential
drugs should go up."
4.27. The Committee note that the maximum prices of HAL's
bulk products viz. Penicillin and Streptomycin are fixed by
.the Government under the Drugs (Prices Control) Order of May,
1970. In case of these bulk products, the prices notified by Government at that time were those at which these were marketed by the
Company prior to the issue of the order. The selling prices of
Penicilli.. and Streptomycin prevailing in 1970 had been in vogue
.aiDee 1959 in the ease of Penicillin and since 1967 in the case of
Streptomycin. The Committee further note that these prices continued untU August, 1974 in the case of streptomycin when a 15 per
ent increase was allowed and November, 1974 in the case of PenieilliD when 8 15 per cent to ZO per cad increase was allowed in the
ease of dlffereDt Penicillin 'G' bulks. No increase was, however,
allowed for PeDicUlin T.

~main

4.28. As regards the selling price of formulations, the Committee.ote that the same is derived from the selling price of bulk drogs
.xed by the Government and it is the retai~ price at which the drug
k available to the CODsumer. In view of market competition, a,
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trade discount of 10 to 15 per cent is aUowed over the retail pried
to the distributor.
4.29. The Committee note that the cost of production of various
bulk drugs and formulations by HAL has more than doubled since
1966-67 in .most cases and the cost of production of many items has
. been higher than the selling prices fixed by the Government. The
increase in cpst of production is stated to be due to increase in the
price of furallce oil, power tariff and ralW materials and increase
in wages due to upward revision of Dearness Allowance which have
outstripped the reduction in cost of production brought about as a
result of technological improvements. The slight increase granted
in the seiling prices of Penicillin and Streptomycin in 1974 is stated
to be insignificant as compared to the enormous increase in the cost
of inputs since 1959. In this connection, the Committee have already
pointed out in the earlier chapters of this report about the inefficiencic;; in production, under-utilisation of capacity, excessive rejections,
spillages and overages which have a bearing on the cost of production and have given their recommendations in this regard. The
Committee recommend that the Undertaking should take concerted
measures to reduce its cost of production by better utilisation of
the capacity, improving its efficiency and controlling rejections and
eliminating all wastages.
4.30. The Committee note that HAL has since a!Jproached the
Government for revision of prices. It is stated that the price structure of Penicillin and Streptomycin has heen studied by the Bureau
of Industrial Costs Rnd Prices, who have recommended substantial
increase in prices which, if accepted, will enable the Undertaking,
which has been making losses, to start earning profits.
These
reeommendation. are stated to be under consideration of Government. It has, however, been stated that increase in price of
essential drugs would not be in keeping with the policy of Government to provide drugs at lower prices to common maD.
4.31. The Committee are informed that under the Drugs (Prices
Control) Order there was a deliberate decision by Government not
to allow tbe prices of essential drugs to increase and this policy has
worked to the detriment of public sector units lik~ HAL and
IDPL who are producing a much larger proportion of essential
drup than other units while many of the multinational firms, for
example, have hesitated in going in for bulk production. It wa.
also stated that in the past there had been liberal mark-up. in the
ease of non-esseJltial items while the mark-ups were very . low or
nen negative in the case of essential items.
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4.32. The Hatlai Committee have made a reeommendatiOll that t pricing policy should make a distinction between &rms on the basta
of socially desirable criteria, that is to say that if a firm enga,.
in bulk drug manufacture is undertaking basic: research ad is ala.
en,qed in formulations, then. the pricin, policy for ita formuJ..
tions should be a little more liberal than that for the formulatioaa
of a firm engaged only iii formulations and notkin, else. It h.
recommended that there should be a eontrol on mark-ups and the
range should be betwee 60 per cent and 70 per cent while ta
ret1l1'D on investlDents should be 12 per cent to 14 per cent of the
capital invested in the caSe of bulk drugs and 8 per cent to 13 per
cent in the case of formulations. As any increase in the price of
essential drugs would not be in consonance with the policy of
Government, Government are reported to be considering certaia
other alternatives which could be ben.eficial both to producers and
eonsulDers and not allowing huge margin of profits to manufacturers of non-essential drugs. During discussion in the Lok Sabha
on 22nd January, 1976, the Minister also stated that "there aremany essential and household drugs where the existing mark-up is
5, I, 10, 20 and 25 and if you apply ~be formul'a, the expectation is
/that the prices would go up.......... If you want companies ta
invest in basic and other drugs tbat much margin should be giv• .
This is the biggest dilemma. We do not want prices of essential
drugs to go up. Out of 117 drugs, Government should try to find
out which are essential draas so that in 80 fItr a. these are conceraed, the prices would not go up." The Committee hope that the
work of identification of the essential drugs would be complet_
lOOn so that priority may be given to fixation of prices of those
mls. The Minister also assured that "we would give the public
netor a leadership role in the drug industry .......... would like t •
.ake drugs available both to the hospitals and common man at a
reasonable price and for this purpose, continuance of price control
upto a point Is inevitable. While keeping a careful watch on the
prices, it would also be our duty to ensure that producers get a
fair deal and they get a reasonable return on the capital invested
80 that the incentive for a further Investment remains."
4.33. The Committee are further informed that in spite of aecent
on efficiency the prices of bulk drugs as compared to international
prices continued to be high on account of low scale of production.
maximum use of indigenous raw materials which are costlier and
high customs duty.
4.34. The Committee recommend that the Government may expeditiously examine tlte various aspects of the pricing of bulk
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drugs and formulations in the light of th" Reports of the Bureau
of Industrial Costs and Prices and tbe assurance given by the
Minister in tho House about Hathi Comm,ittee's recommendations
and evolve a pricing policy by which the public sector should play
a domimlDt role in drug industry by making essential drugs available both to the hospitals and the common mnn at most competitive
prices. The public sector sheuld also have appropriato blend of bulk
and formu~ations so as not to make losses, but generate adequate
margins on capital invested to make it self-reliant and growtb
oriented.
4.35. The Committee note the assurance given by the Minister
on the floor of the House in regard to price of essential drugs and
stress that in so far as essential drugs are concerned, their prices
8hould not go up. In order to kel.;p the prices of esential clntcs
lower and within the reach of the commonman, the Committee
would also like Government to consider the feasibility of introduD, a dual taxation structure so that essential bulk drugs may .,.
elven concessions in the rates of customs and excise duties ...d , _
resultant loss in tax receipt oft-set by increasing the duties on nOD..sential dnap.
i .,

v
MARKETING
A. Market participation

HAL's participation in the trade on the basis of licensed capacities and actual production of bulk antibiotics during 1Ihe period
1967 to 1970 is indicated below:
Actual production
Licensed
Capacity

Name of the
prodvcer./prod uc:t

(%

."

1967
(% to

1968
(%

to

1969
(% to

to total
capacity)

total
producttion)

total
production)

total
produc-

84

64'1

54'9

(31" 3)

(52,'45)

(45'4 1)

20O

2020'1
(18'9)

2.9'20

(34'15)

36'00

36'8

39'8

tion)

1970
(% to

total
production)

Penicillin· (MMU)
Hlndustan
LimiAntibioticS
ted, Pimpri

.
Alembic ,
Chemicals, Barodll ,
Standard
Pharmaceuticals
Limited, Calcutta
I.D,P.L, N, Dc1hi
Total (MMU)

(7'6)
20

(7'6)
(29'46)
140 '(53'0) Negligible
264

57'2,

61"01

(35' 59)

(35" 57)

51'01
(3 1 '74)

49'2
(27'08)
41'6

(30'44)
(24'77)
(22'90)
12'1(70)
29'9(16'45)

Neg.

122'2

120'9

160'7

181"1

64'8
($1. 21)

65'9
(49·66)

8 5 ',)
(49,8

65'6
(4I.76)

Streptomycin (Tonnes)
Hindustan Antibiotics
Limited, Plmpri
Synibiotics

80
(39·0)
40

(19' S)

elndian Drugs &
Pharmaceuticals
Ltd. New Delhi

85
(4 1' S)

lOS
eProduction

61'6
(48'73)

16'4

conunenced in September, 1968,
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16'S

63'S

19'2
(46'3 2 )

r

3
2'49)

6'S
(3'80)

15'01
(9' 54)

132,'7

171'0

157'1

(41'85)

(48'70)
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5.2. It may be seen that the private manufacturers have always
produced more than their licensed capacities and, therefore, they
had a major share of the market in Penicillin and Streptomycin.
It will also be seen that Company's production always fell short
·of its capacity.
5.3. The licensed capacities of the private producers were increased during 1971 to 1974. The Company's participation in the
!production of Penicillin and Streptomycin during these years, OA
the basis of the figures furnished by the MiniStry, is indicated
t
below:
Name of the
pro::lucer/product

Licensed
capacity
(% to
total
capacity)

2

1971

to
total
prt'ductlon)

~(%

3

1972

(% to
total
production)

1913

to

(%

total
production)

5

4

PENICILLIN (MMU)
Hindustan
biotics
Pimpri

AntiLtd.,

84
(26'8)

Alembic Chemicals
, SO (from
Buoda
Sep. 71)
(IS' 9)
.Standard
ceuticals
Cllcutta

PharmaLtd.,

40 (from
Sep. 71

(12'7)

lndian Drugs &
Pharmaceutical:;
Ltd,
New
Ddhi
Total

140

(44'6)
314

55'4)
(27'9

1914

to
total
production)
(~

6

64·aa

84'28
(37' 8)

(32' I

(25'1)

18'8~

(24' 3)

(zo' 9)

46'71

51'71

61'85

e

47,92

52,93

60,37

44'32

56'23

62'72

223'13

245'72

255'76

71'P:I
(37' 5)

69'12

57'71
(30'4)

48'Z3

3'46
1.6'9)

4 1 • 65
(20'9)
198'81

(21' 5)

(J9'8)

STREPTOMYCIN
(TONNES)
l:lindustan Antibiotics
LimitcQ.
Pimpri

80

(32'4)

63'10

. (35'3)

(39)

HI.
3

2

6

5

--------------------------------------AkmJ:.ic Chemicals,
Haroda

SyJ I boties

Indian Drugs &
Pharmaceuticals
Limited,
New
Delhi

20

(8' 1)

6:2;( from

Jure 72)
(25' 1)

85
44)

U

247

0'75
(0'4)

1'40
(0' 7)

l ' 66

2'5 1

9 2'S?
(53' 5)

94'73
(49' 5)

82'46

88'16

17.10
(9'8)

23·58
(1:2;' 3)

173.84

191.61

24.50

5 8 .79

178·34

126·97

--- - -

5.4. It will be seen that the Company's production during 1971,
both of Penici1lin and Streptomycin, came c4>wn but improved in
1972. In the case of Streptomycin, its production continued to be
less than its licensed capacity although the production of Penicillin
during 1972 was sU'ghtly more than the licensed capacity. However,
0110 of the two private producers, both in Penicillin and Streptomycin continued to produce more than the licensed capacity.
5.5. It is seen that Company's production of Penicillin and'
Streptomycin further declined d11l"ing the years 1973 and 197f,
whereas one of the two private producers continued to produce more
~ the lict!nsed capacity.
5.6. The Secretary of the' Ministry expllained duri:ng evidence
that:"I would like to draw the attention of the Members to the
essential difference between licensed capacity and installed capacity. If one is looking for eftici.'ency parameters, then one has obviously to compare 'the actual
production with installed capacity, rather than compare
the production to licensed c~city. I am saying this
advisedly, because the Hathi Committee Report has itself
brought to our notice that a larger nwnber of plants
in the private seCtor in fact have installed capacities very
much more than their licensed capacities. In a recent
report which we have received on streptomycin pricea.
from the Bureau of Industrial Costa and Prices, they
have pointed out that even in the case of streQtomycin
it is quite evident that the private sector has installed a
larger capacity than for wb\ah it had been Ucelnsed."
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5.7. Tho Committee regret to note that the share of HAL in
the trade On the basis of licensed capacity and actual production,
instead of going up witb tbe passage of time has decreased from
52.4:5 per cent in 1967 to 25.3 per cent in 1974, in the case of Penicillin, while in the case of streptomycin from 51.27 per cent in 1967
to 30 per cent in 1974. While the private manufacturers have produced more than their licensed capacities, the Undertaking has not
even been able to fully utilise its own installod capacity. The Committee are surprised to 110te that pr!vate sector units have been
allowed to have installed capacity more than their licensed capacities. The Committee would recommend HAL sW)uld take concerted measures to improve its performance so as to have a significant
if not a dominant role in the market.

B. Marketin"
5.B. At present HAL does not ,have a Marketing Organisation
either to meet its present requirements or to undertake further
plans of marketing the bulk as well as the formulations. The marketlug operations can however be grouped in the following three
categories:(1) Bulk Saletl: Supplies of bulk penicillin are affected mainly
to priVate viallers on the basis of the finn orders procured from various parties. Till 1966, the supplies 01
bulk antibioUcs (PencUIm and Streptpmyd.n) ware
made by the Company as per allocations made by the
Ministry of Petroleum and Chemtcals in two half yearly
periods, N,. April to September and October to March.

The allotment of bulk Penicillin was discontinued from
April, 1966 and the Company was allowed to sell the
product to private viallers depending upon their requirements and the availability of stocks.

Supplies of streptomycin are restricted 110 the quota allocations done by the Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals
(now by Indian Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Ltd.) to big
viallers while allocations to small scale viallers is made
by DGTD.

So far no bulk sales have been effected in case of Vitamin C
by HAL. Vitamin C is however a canallsed item and
would be distribu~ in accordance with the directions of
~ State Trading Corporation of India Ltd.
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(ii) Formulations: Most of the supplies are affected to institutional buyers like Governmen1;/SE¥mi-Gqvernment
are effected
and charitable hospitals.
All suwlies
directly from Pimpri, except local supplies effected from
Delhi and Bombay Depots to p,arties situated in these
dties.
Market-sale is very m~gre, though it is aimed
that atleast 10 per cent formulation should find way in
the general market through the normal channel of (listribution.

(iii) Agricultural Products: Streptocycline and Auerofungine Sol are useful for bacterial and fungal diseases of
plants and recent trials conducted on a few crops have
shown potential for these products. Detailed plans about
their marketing are being worked out.
5.9, Thus the marketing activities of the Company are solely
,governed by the Demands of Government institutions and supplies
in bulk to a few private vialIers, which does not require any significant marketing effort. The demand for products has generally
been more than the product avallability (except during the period
1966-67 to 1967-68 and 197()"71 in respect of Penicillin bulk), Only
in the case of new produc1ls like Hamycin and other agricultural
-antibiotics, vigorous sales effort is required,
5.10. The gross sales after return and breakages for the last
three years are given below:-

1972-73

(Rs. in lakhs)
1973-74

1974-75

370'38

288'01

Sale of bulk antibiotics

429'28

(2) Sale of agricultural products

5'67

9'41

u'79

0'34

0'30

0'29

426'07

491'65

444'33

861'36

811'74

744'42

(I)

(3) Sale of vialled antibiotics

(a) To trade
(b)

To GovtlSemi-GovtTnment Institutions

5.11, The table below gives the sales expenses, total sales and
percentage of sales expenseS to total sales during the last eight

;yCBrS:(Rupees in lakhs)
Pe[cC'ntllle
of SlIlcs
expenses
to total
aales

Sales
expenses

Total
Sales

1967-68

19'08

7u'97

2'68

1968-69

19'91

683'17

2'91
3'25

Year

1969-70

25'60

788'68

1970-71

22'80

685'47

3'3::1

197[-72

25'65

8C3'99

3' 19

1972.-73

27'98

865'37

3'23

1973-74

30 '76

878'02

3'50

1974-75

33'20

748'90

4'43

(The selling eocpenses for all the eight years include packing and
forwarding charges),
.
5,12, It will be seen that the percentage of sales expenses to
total sales has been the maximum of 4,43 per cent in ·1974-75,
whereas the average in the private sector of the industry appears
to be around 10 per cent as stated in a study made in 1971 by the
Bureau of Public Enterprises of the marketing organisation of the
Company,
5,13, AB a major portion of the Company's total sales is made to
Government/Semi-Government institutions, the Company
is
.apparently not required to undertake vigorous sales efforts, AB a
result, its selling expenses are co~paratively low,
6,14, In regard to expansion of marketing activities, HAL informed the Committee in a note as follows:"The Company has plans to expand its activity in the private
market and aims to increase its participation in the private
market to 10 per cent by the end of the Fifth Plan. For
this purpose" it would be necessary for the Company to
stretngthen the Marketing Organisation, This would mean
considerable extra expenditure and therefore company
has to move cautiously in the matter, Before expanding
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its own marketing organisation, the Company has ex.
plored the possibility of utilising the services of distributors to increase its participation in the private market.
This has not however been found feasible, as the established distributors who are in the busine3s at present
undertake only the distribution work and require the
pharmaceuticals companies to do their Own sales promotional work. The possibility of utilising the marketing
organisation of IDPL, a sister concern and Smith Strainstreet in the Public Sector, has also been explored, but
not pursued further as it is considered that it would not
be practicable for the marketing organisation of one company to promote the products of another company having
similar and competing lines of manufacture, even though
both companies have the same ownership, i.e. by the
Government. The Company would, therefore, have to·
fall back on its own marketing organisation and would
have to augment the same" but this would have to be
developed gradually."

5.l5. On an enquiry of tho Conuni1lllee as to the reasons for HAL's
tbability to push its formulations in the open market, HAL stated
in a note that:-

"Due to stiff competition from other phannaceutlca1 compames who are- established in field for the last several
years, sale of the Company's formulations in the open

market requil'88OO1lSiderabJ.e. promotlonal eft'or1B'l
At
present, the company tB not able to undertake this on
account of its limited marketing organi.$a.tion. The com-pany has plans to incr.ease its marketing organisation.
gradually and enter the private market for formulations.
Thi's will be developed gradually. Admit1led.ly sufficient
attention has not been paid in the past to the private
market and to the need for strengthening the Company's
marketing organisation. Efforts are also being made tG,entrust some of the marketing to other established organisations preferably in the Public Sector pending expansion of the company's marketing set up."

5.18. HAL also informed the Committee that with the limited
marketing organisation it had not been possible to arrange a regular
feed back of market Intelligence for planning future operations of
the Company.
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5.17. In this connection, the Uinistry informed the Committee ..
follows:-

"The need to strengthen the marketing organisation has been
accepted by the Company. The question of having a

commOn marketing organisation for IDPL and HAL baa
also been under consideration. The Committee on Public
Undertakings have recommended [Para 5.7 of Fortieth
Report CPU (1973-74)] that Government should evcilve,
if possible, a centralised sales and marketing set up for
each type of, industries and, if that is not possible, this
type of set up should be evolved at least for some specific
products whi'ch are manufactured by more than one public
undertaking.

The two public sector undertakings have a challenging task
before them as their share of sale of formulations has to
increase from the present level of 6 to 8 per cent to about
20 per cent by 1978-79. Considering the fact that tho
turnovelI' of drug industry will also increase from Rs. 300
crores to Rs. 600 crores by the end of the Fifth Plan, a
formidable task of increasing the marketing share trom
the present level of about Rs, 18-Rs. 20 crores to about
Rs. 100 crores would pose a challenge of both the organisations. The range of products of the two companies are
also likely to be different and therefore all the skills at
the command of the two organisations would be required
to stand in competition with the multi'-national and btg
Indian companies. The aspects concerning creation of one
more marketing organisation in a big way will therefore
have to be gone in greater depth."
5.18. The Committee note that a major portion of it. produetloa
is sold either in bulk to private viallers or in formulations to GovernmentiSemi-Govetrnment and charitable institutions neither of
which requires any significant marketing etfort.
The Committee
also note that even the total sales hu only increased marginan,.
from Rs. 712.97 lakhs in 1967-68 to 741.90 lubs in U74-75.
The
Committee are surprised that in spite of these the ..Ie expentle!l
have nearly doubled from lb. 19 lakbs in 1961-68 to 33 lakJu in
1974-75. In 1968-Gt while the sales were less than the previoua year,
the sale expenses were more. SimU... was the position in 1974-75.
Tile Committee cannot appreciate the phenomenon of rising sale
expenses vis-a-vis declining .ales and why .tri~t watch wu not
kept on this aspect They would like HAL/Government to analy.e
the various factors comprisinl the sales espenses and the reasons
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for the increase under any or all the items so that suitable actio..
may be taken to effect economies in sales expenses.
5.19. The Committee also note that the sale of formulations to
generai' consumers which has constituted an insignificant proportion'
of the total sales has dedined from Rs. 34,000 in 1972,.73 to Ks. 29,000
in 1974-75 and this has been attributed to the stiff competition in
the field and to the limited marketing organisation of the Company.
The Company has admitted that sufficient attention has not been
paid in the past to the private market and the need for strengthening the Company's marketing organisation.
The Committee arc
informed that the Company has explored the possibility of utilising
the services of distributors to increase its participation in private
market but this has not worked as the distributors uudertake only
distribution work and require the pharmaceutical companies to do
their own sales promotional work. The possibility of utilising tbe
marketing organisation of IDPL and Smith Staintreet in the public
sector is also stated to have been explored but not pursued further
as it was considered that it would not be practicable for the marketing organisation of one company to promote the products of another
company having similar and competing lines of manufacture.
5.20. In this connection, the Committee had in paragrapb 5.79 of
thcir 40th Report on 'Role and Achievcments of Public Undertakings' prescnted. to Parliament in September, 1973, recommended
that Government should evolvl'. if pos<;ihie, a centralised sales and
marketing sot-up. for each type of industries and, if that is not
possibie, at least for specified products which arc manufactured by
more than one publi(. undertaking. The Ministry bas stated that
the two public und~rtakings (HAL and IDPL) have a challenging
task before them to raise the sales of their formulations from the
present level of Rs. U~-20 crores to Rs. 100 cr01'es by 1978-79 and
, the range of their products is also likely to be different and all their
skills would be required to rompete with multi-national and big
Indian compan\es. The Mini'ltry has further stated that the aspects
r.oneeming creation of one more marketing organisation in a big
way will therefore have to be gone into in greater depths, The Committee feel that the Government have already taken over 2 years
to take a final derision about the shape and size of the centralised
marketing set up for HAL and IDPL even though the need to'
strengthen the marketing organisation has been accepted in principle. They would like the Government not to 10!lle any more time
to det'!lde' about the set up of a central marketing organisation which
'Would not only be economical but would also lead to greater c0ordination, evolution of effective sales strategies and development
of expertise in the field of sales ad management. The Committee
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also stress that there should also be a regular feed back of market
intelligence so that the undertaking may plan/regulate its production/sales operations accordingly.
C. Discount on sales
, 5.21. The Company does not offer any discount on sale of
products in bulk form to private viallers. In respect of formulations,
a discount of 10 per cent on list price is allowed to the distributors
through whom these products are sold to the general trade while
Government, Semi-Government and charitable institutions ordering
supplies direct from the Company get a discount of 15 per cent on
the list price (23 per cent on Tetracycline capsules).

5.22. As a result of a circular issued by the Government of India
in 1956, most of the Government and Semi-Government institutions
were placing orders direct on the Company. However, certain State
Governments as' well as DGS&D started calling open tenders from
1969-70 onwards. The Company, therefore, deciden in March, 197()
to adopt a flexible policy, i.e. offering uniform discount for those
institutional buyers who buy exclusively from the Company and
giving different competitive quotations to others depending on the
competitors' prices. In 1970-71, the Company quoted against eight
tenders invited by the State Governments of Maharashtra, Madhya
P:-adesh, West Bengal, Delhi Administration and the DGS&D; it
securen full orders in seven case~ and partial order in one case and
made supplies to the tune of Rs. 166.07 lakhs. Similarly in 1971-72,
the Company quoted against eight main tenders; it secured full
orders in four cases and partial orders in the remaining cases and
made supplies to the tune of Rs. 250.431akhs. In 1972-73 and 1973-74
the Company secured nine and ten orders valuing Rs. 391.53 lakhs
andRs. 485,32 lakhs respectively. The following table, indicates
average discount offeren against tenqers during 1970-71 to 1973-74:-

Dlgcount 'otr.red
Year

Pormulations

%

1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-'04

17'94

Tablets

%

%

15'27

1"54

12' 16

12'~

7'045

"7 1

CapRule4

4'87

30'96
40'04
38'17
38'25

Total
additional
diaeount
allowed
rwr and
. above the
normal
dltleount
(RI. in
laths)
4'9S

5'72
5'02

15'38
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5.23. On an enquiry from the Ministry whether they could persuade the Delhi Administration and the Director General, Suppli8111
and Disposals to obtain their requirements direct from the Company
without inviting tenders, the Secretary informed the Committee alii
follows:"We as Ministry are very much in favour of it. We have been
pursuing this. Our Minister has also been discussing this
with the Department of Supply. But, I must in fairness
to them, explain also what their point of view is. They
say that under the conditions existing in the hospitals
today and taking into account the constraints on finance,
if they could get more drugs within the same bung-et,
they would like to buy them cheap and they tell us 'please
compete'. Of course, they are giving a price preference
to the public sector. But, they are not willing to go away
from the tendering system."
5.24. In regard to offering higher discount against tenders, HAL
-informed the Committee as follows:-

"The Company is not now offering higher discounts against
tenders. Even when higher discounts were offered in
certain cases, parties who used to place direct orders were
in a more ac\vantageous position as they were entitled to a
uniform discount on all products."
5.25. The Committee note that the Company does not offer any
discount on sale of products in bulk-form to private viatlen. In
respect of formulations, a discount of 10 per cent is allowed to the
distributors through whom these products are sold to the general
. public, while Government and semi-Government and charitable
institutions ordering supplies from the Company direct get a discount of 15 per cent on the list price (23 per cent on Tetracyclin
Capsules). Certain State Governments, most of whom were previously placing orders for formulations on the company direct. 85
well as DGS&D started calling tenders from 1969-719 onwards. The
Company adopted a ftexible policy from March 1970 i.e. otf~rin,
uniform discount for these institutiOnal buyers who buy excluSIvely
from the company and giving different competitive quotations to
~thers depending on the competitor's prices.
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5.26. The Committee would like that the system of giving discounts should be placed on a sound and rational basis to avoid any
complaints in this regard and would like that Government Departments/Hospitals etc. place their orders directly on the Public Undertakings on regular basis and the price of the drugs should be
settled well in advance by DGS&D on behalf 01 the customers.

5.27. The Committee are informed that the Company hal given
a discount of approximately 31 per cent, 40 per cent, 38 per ce~t
and 38 per cent on capsules' supplied against tenders during the
years 1970.71, 1971-72, 1972·73 and 1973·74, respectively., On comparing these rates of discount given against ~Ilders with the uniform discount of 15 per cent. (23 per cent on TetracycUne capsules)
given to Government/Scmi-fiovemment a~d charitable
institutions who place direct orders on the Company without inviting
tenders, the Committee apprehend that the policy
of
offering
higher discount against tenders would only discourage the pUblic
and charitable institutions who have been the permanent customers
from placing direct ordcrs on the Company and getting a lower
discount. The Committee arc informed that the Company is now
not offering higher discount against tenders and even when higher
discounts were offered in certain cases, parties who used to place
direct orders were in a more advantageous position as they were
entitled to a uniform discount on all products. The Committee
would likc that the new arrangements are kept under continuous and
constan,t review and modified if necessary in the best interest of
undertaking and Government institutions.

D. Appointment of Distributors
5.28. For the first time the Company appointed regional distributors for the sale of its products from October, 1967. The minimum
limit of sales for a distributor was also fixed and the discount pay'able was related to total sales. In case, a distributor failed to lift
the minimum quantity, the Company was entitled to recover a
refund upto 2-1/2 per cent of the list price of the quantity actually
purchased. The table below indicates the minimum level of sales
fixeti by the Company for aU the groups of products and sales actually
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effected by each distributor during 1968-69 and 1969-70:
(Rs.
Naae oftbe Di.tributor

~968-69

Mini- Actual
off
mum
off
take
tate

1969-70
Mini- Actual
mum
off
off
take
take

(Maharashtra
&
Goa)

s·oo

o·so

5·00

&

(Bombr. y City)

5·00

0·02

S·oo

Be

(MadraB, Pondicberi)

S·oo

0·09

5. 00

o·zo

4

(Delhi, Punjab etc.)

5·00

o· 14

5·00

° 07

,.

(Bihar, Welt Benpl)

5·00

I· 23

5·00

2·33

5·00

1·06

5·00

0·73

30·00

3·04

3°·00

s·a8

I.

M/s. Godbole
lo.hi, Poona

Territory

in lakhs)

2. M/I. Sidhomal
Sona .. Bombay
3. Mia. SinYllIll
Swamy, Madras

&

Mil. II. irl field (P)
Limited
S Mil. Mapdh Pharma

Mia Martina: Harris{P) (CaIC\lua City)
Llaited

1·95

5.21. Alth0uih the sales effected by each distributor fell much
the Company did not
el'lforce the refund clause in the agreement on account of the followme r-easons, as stated by the Management in May, 1972:• •rt of the minimum stipulated off-take,

(i) Till 30th September, 1970, the discount allowed to the
distributors was 10 per cent as against 15 per cent allowed
t8 Government/Semi-Government/lnstitutional buyers.
(ii) This clause was incorporated in the agreement so that the
rustributor would make maximum efforts to achieve the

minimum business. There was no intention to enforce
the clause.

(iii) HAL's share in the market

was very low till 1970 and
the minimum quantity was decided on ideal share that
HAL should have in the market. It was not decided on
any past performance and even at the time of finalising
terms of agreement, it was decided not to enforce this
particular clause unless it is absolutely necessary, i.e. only
when a particular distributor works against interest of

H.AL.
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(iv) Had this clause been enforced, the cUstributor who has
procured business for the largest quantities, but still
failed to lift the minimum guaranteed quantities would
have been penalised more and this would have spoiled
relation of HAL with the distributor."
5.30. The distribution arrangements were reviewed by the Com'pany in September, 1970 when it was decider!. to give up the practice
,of existing arrangements from October, 1970 except in Bihar and
.Maharashtra and to appoint new distributors or stockists in other
,territories on the basis of periodical contacts after personal approach
.and assessment. It was also decided that while the distributors
'Would continue to get a discount of 10 per cent, the stockists would
be granted a lower discount between 5 per cent to 7-112 per cent
"The Company has engagel"\ 13 sales representatives on whom it spent
'Rs. 0.76 lakh and Rs. 1.14 lakhs during 1972-73 and 1973-74 in the
form of pay and allowances (excluding travel expenses) and other
'benefits, They could however effect sale of Rs. 82 and Rs. 1,852 only
-during these years. No stockists have however been appointed. The
-sales representatives were appointed with the primary object of
.contacting and keeping liaison with company's institutional customers
:such as Government hospitals, institutions and departments and
hence· the sales represeatative could not effect the sales effectively
:.as the number of sales Tepresentative is limitd and the market to be
.cov~red .is wide enough.

5.31. 'The ,-exblting distributors in Maharashtra and Bihar could
-effect sales -of the 'foTIowing value for 1970-71 to 1973-74:
(RI.

in laths)

Maharllhtra

Bihar

JU.

JU.

1'38

1'00

'1971-7:2

,·61

O'IS

. 1972-73

0'47

0'60

1973-74

o· 50

o· 10

This was much less than the minimum level.
.5.32. HAL informed the Committee in a note that "With the
'1imited number of representatives available .at present, it has not
')been possible to make any significant dent in the private market.
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The existing sales representatives are doing good work and their:
continuance in service is justified."
5.33. On ah enquiry of the Committee whether in view of the'
performance of distributors in Maharashtra and Bihar, whether'
HAL was thinking of any other arrangement, HAL stateti. in a note
as follows:"The poor performance is due to lack of detailing of its
products by the Company to the medical profession on
account of its limited market organisation. Change of
distributors is not called for. The Company is considering
augmentation of its marketing organisation."
5.34. The Committee find that the company has in addition to'
the distributors appointed thirteen sales representatives.
The'
Committee note that these representatives could effect sales of Ks.
82 and Rs. 1852 only during the years 1972·73 and 1973·74 as against
an expenditure of Ks. 0.76 lakh and Ks. 1.14 lakhs incurred during
fhese years on their pay and allowance (excluding travel expenses)
and other benefits.

5.35. Considering the performance of sa'es representatives, theCommittee feel that they have hardly been able to justify their
existence, although it is understood that the Sales Represen.tatives
are one of the media for promotion of sales. The Committee would
like that the undertaking should go into the reasons for the poor
performance of sales representatives with a view to draw lessons
therefrom.
5.36. The Committee also feel that such stray attempts at sales
promotion as have been made by the Company so far are not likely
to make any worthwhile dent in the highly competitive market whiek
is at present dominated by multinational and big private companies.
lInless the products of the Compaoy are detailed to the medical
profession, unless tire medical profession is convinced of the high
quality, easy availability and competitive prices of the Company's
products, and unless the net work of dj'slributors, stockists and· alsoof the sales representatives are made result oriented no sales promotion compaign can hope to achieve the desired success. The Committee would like HAL to undertake a study in depth as to how
leading pharmaceutical firms in the country have built up their sales
organisation for efficient sale service and distribution of drugs to
consumers, 50 that the Company can take advantage of' such stu'"
in planniiJg its sales and distribution mechanism~.
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5.37. The Committee also recommend that pendin, the settinc
/Up of the central Marketing Organisation the undertakm. should.
.review the working of the existing marketing agencies and funeltionaries, spell out their roles and targets, introduce schemes of
incentives and take positive measures to ensure that all of them
.put in all possible efforts to promote the sales of the Company's
~products.

5.38. The Committee note that the Company appointed distributors for the sale of its product from October, 1967 fixing a minimum
.Iimit of sales for a distributor and relating the discount payable t8
.the total sales. In case a distributor failed to lift the minimum
quantity (Rs. 5 lakhs in terms of money), the Company was entitled to reco~ ...r a refund upto 21 per cent of the list price of the
quantity actually purchased. The Committee regret to find that
even though none of the six distributors appointed all over the
country fitted even half of the stipulated minimum during 1968-69
and 1969-70 the Company did not enforce the refund clause in the
agreement. The Company has stated that the refund clause was
incorporated in the agreement in the hope that the distributor
would make the maximum efforts to achieve the prescribed volume
of business and that there was no intention of enforcing it except
when a particular distributor worked against the interest of the
Company.
5.39. The Committee are not satisfied with the
not enforcing the recovery clause for no lifting of
tity especially when according to Management the
tity it was decided on ideal share that HAL should

justification for
minimum quanminimum quanhave in market.

5.40. Tho Committee note that distribution arrangaments were
'reviewed in September, 1970 after a period of 3 years and it was dec.ided to give up the then existing arrangements from October, 1970
except in Bihar and Maharashtra and to appoint new distributors
or stockists, who will get a discount of 10 per cent or 5 per cent
to 7i per cent respectively. The Committee are not convinced as
to why in spite of the earlier poor perfonnance of Maharasht1'8
and Bihar, the distribution arrangement in these two States were
continued. The Committee find tbat even during the years 1970-71
to 1973-74, sales effected by the distributors in Maharashtra and Bihar
'have been much below the stipulated minimum, the sales during
1973-74 being of the value of &.50,000 and Rs, 10,000 in Maharashtra
and Bihar respectively. In the opiDion of the Committee penal
elauses which are incorporated in agreements but are Dot eDforced
-encourage the traile not to take the company seriously aDd instead
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of providing incentive to effecting greater sales of the company's.
products embolden them to ignore HAL's interests and pay greater·
heed to th'eJI products of other companies which seriously enforce'
such clauses. The Committee would like Governmtmt to take immedjate steps to enforce the penal provision and effect the recovery
of dues. The Committee would also like Government to go into thet,
causes of the poor off-take of distributors. The Committee recommend that HAL should impress upon the distributors the need to
take serious interests in promoting the sales of its products and to
make it known to them that if they do not discharge their obligations u.Jlder tJu, agreements, not only the penal clauses will be en-·
forced but the award of distributorships to them may also have to·
be reviewed. This is all the more necessary now when HAL is poised
fer entry in the open market at a much bigger scale. The Committeeare not !;ure whether proper distributors were selected by the·
undertaking to promote the sales of its products. They would like
tbe undertaking to select establi'shed distributors who have standing;
and experience in the field for marketing its products.

Vialled

1,'7Z,603

3.49,795

7,07,00.5

Vialled

(-) .57,288 (-)1,77,192

7.5,73.5

133,023

4'361
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I.
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1968-69

1,04,397

~36,828

5,.50.487
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was

exp~t'!d

Vaillcd

.59,93'5

48,722

1,08,660

2,62,887

to U.S.A. while vialled

C+ )6,428

29,948

23,.520

2'662

Bulk

1971-72

----------------

Vialled

-..----

(+)44,886 (=)1,32,431

67,SOO

22,614

3,3.50

Bulk

1970-71

EXPORTS
.5' 41. Til~ C'JIDPl'lY entered tm export market for the first tim ~ in Ig6.5-66 when a quantity of 3' 6 kgs. of Hainycln in oulil: waS exported realisin, a sum of R,. O·12lakh. The details of exparts of Hamycin (b tlk) a'ld vialled antibiotics by the Company from 1968-69 to 1914-7.5 are given in
tM foUowinr table :-

~
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No.

1973-74

J97~73

1

47'6%8

%

19,33°

3

8,795

144

3,00>4 14
1,76,94S

416

(-)JO,535

4

J974-7S

216

1,5S,756

(-)200

(-)21,189

5.43. No efforts were made to export other bulk products (uiz'o#
penicillin and streptomycin) due to limited availability. The value
of products exported by the Company upto the end of 1974-75
amounted to Rs. 10.82 lakhs on which it suffered a loss of Rs. 4.07
lakhs.
5.44. HAL has given following justification for these exports:'''With an eye on the future development of the Company
particularly in view of its big expansion programme, it
is necessary for it to enter the export market in a small
way to start with. The Company has plans for expansion
and during the course of the next few years, it would be
in a position to make a meaningful entry in the export
market. It may be anded that in the later contracts for
exports, a better price has been obtained which does not
result in a loss if the variable expenditure only is taken
into account. In earlier stages a low price had to be
offered as we were beginning to enter the export market."
5.45. As against the exports made by HAL, the imports of penicillin and streptomycin in the country since 1966-67 has been as
follows:Penici\lin-MMU
Streptemyc:inKgs.
Year

Item

•

Penicillin 'G'
Streptomycin
Penicillin G
Streptomycin

Itutalled
c..,.city

Actual
Imports
production during
the year

3

"
84
80,000

84

80,000

5

Foreign
exchan,e
OUt

10
6

(Rs. in lakh.l)

69'40
60,670

57'17
66,393

64'43
7.690

I

52'46
89,226

6S'SI
10'06
58'56

h'96

177
3

I

3

4

84
80,000

60' 10
70,253

5

6

~968-69

Penicillin G
Streptomycin

.1969-70

Penicillin G

84

64'99

Streptomycin

80,000

83. 138

<1970-71

Penicillin G
Streptomycin

84
80.000

62'00
60'97 1

12,53 1

32'45

1[971-73

Penicillin G
Streptomycin

84
80,000

71' 30
62'038

41'18·
83,70 3

62'61170' 10

I' 98
35,68&

a'64
73,73

53-

2'78-

35,697

65,41

I'

NIL

"

·Also includes import of Procaine Penicillin 'B' Oil.
5.46. During 1972-73 to 1974-75 PenicillinlStreptomycin bulk has
not been imported by the Company,
5.47, In this connection, the Secretary of the Ministry informed
1he Committee that "HAL had certain export obligations placed on
them because of the import of some capital goods, So, in discharge
-of that, they had to export." On an enquiry whether it was neces.sary to do so, the Secretary stated ns follows:-

"We have, in fact, suggester!. that if they do not find it
favourable to export, we can get a waiver, As it
happened, they tried to fulfil the legal obligations placed
on them, As I mentioned earlier, the price of penicillin
itself in the domestic market was not favourable. Therefore, while they lost Rs. 3-4 lakhs in exports, we have
asked them to calculate how much they would have lost,
had they sold the same in the domestic market. I have
the provisional figures, The difference might have been
round-about Rs, 5.000, That is all. I have this right now,
In point of fact, they were losing. whether they were
exporting or they were selling in India. Here, they were
earning foreign exchange. But, in principle we are against
the export of items which are simultaneously being
imported, and in fact, these export obligations sometime
do lann us in peculiar situations. Firms, both in the
public ,and in the private ~ctor, have been forced to export
i~, which are simultaneously being imported."
!".48. The vialled products have been exported by the' Company
thtbugh an indigenous firm (Unichem Laboratories Ltd.) in terms
'Of arrangements
made in February, i969 for exporting the Company's
,
;

.~
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products to certain countries, mainly in Africa, together with the
firms' own products. The terms of the agreement are as follows:(i) The vials would be supplied in packed corrugated caret
board boxes. Further packing would be to Mis. Unichem's
account.
(ii) Printing of lables would done by Unichem Laboratories.
However, the Company would be paying printing charges.
(iii) The consignments would be
Unichem's godowns.

delivered

at Bombay at

(iv) 60 per cent of the import entitlements obtained by Mis.
Unichem from Government will be passed on to the
Company.
5.49. It has been stated that the exports were mane through a
private company as HAL did not have its own facilities which would
enable it to sell in the private overseas market. Assistance from
the State Trading Corporation was also not available in this reprd.
5.50. In this connection the Secretary of Ministry stated that"Quite obviously, when they do not have a marketing organisation in India, it follows that they do not have a marketing organisation abroad as well. There are a number of
firms which are in the international market. They were
a small business."
5.51. On an enquiry whether this could not be done through the
STC, the Secretary stated that this year, STC was entering into the
market."
5.52. The Mini:stry submitted the following note on difference in
value of export of drugs by HAL and value of sale of that quantity
within the country:UDuring 1974-75, HAL exported 3 lakhs vials of Streptomycin
1 gm. and small quantities of Streptomycin and Aureofungin, Streptomycin sulphate 1 gm. vials were exported
at £2.15 per hundred vials being the price for institution
consumers. On the FOB value of exports, HAL are allO
entitled to 20 pf'r cent cash incentive. The resultant loss
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may be seen from the following statements;----~-----------.-~

Rs.
If sold in the internal mIket
Export( d quanity (cif
R.. lS3,S4o(fob)
. 1

1,8"'90
1,38,190

Difference .
Lela

20

pe rcent

----

..S,boo
cash iDCCDtivc

27,638

Net loss to HAL on the quantity export( d bssrd on FOB
valut:

-----------.

5.53. Under a commitment made in 1962 to Government
in
consideration of release of free foreign exchange amounting to Rs. 34
lakhs for the streptomycin expansion project, the Company is obliged
to export products worth Rs. 34 lakhs. The Company has not been
able to fulfil the export obligation fully due to scarcity of bulk
material in India and severe competition for formulations abroad.
5.54. The Committee note that the Company entered the export
market from 1965-66 UDder a commitment made to Government in
1962 in consideration of release of free foreign exchange amount-ing to Rs. 34 lakhefor streptomycin expansion project. Thou....
it was obliged to export products worth Rs. 34 lakhs, the Committee regret to observe that the undertaking had not been able to
fulfil the commitment and till 1974-75 it had exported
products.
worth only Rs. 11.14, lakhs and that too resulted in a loss of Rs.
3.66 lakhs. The Committee are informed that it had to ofter low
prices in the belinning to enter the export market "with an eye
on the future development of company particularly in view of ita.
big expansion programme" and in the later contracts a better pricehad been obtained which did n.ot result in loss if the variable expenditure only was taken into account. The Committee need hard.
ly stress that profit or loss should be reckoned on the total priceand not separately on fixed or variable cOlits. The Committee also
do not appreciate the justification sought to be given viz. that domestic market was also not favourable and the Company was to 1018
either in exports or in domestic sales. If so, the Committee fail to
undel'5tand as to why the ofter of the Ministry to get a waiver of
the legal obligation to export was not availed of. The Committee
are surprised to note that while. on the one hand, Penicillin 'G'
and Streptomycin are being imported in bulk for being converted
into vials to meet the internal demand, on the other hand, HAL
has been exporting its vialled products at a loss. The Secretary,
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Department of Chemicals and Fertilisers stated during
evidence
that ". . . .. in principle, We are against the export of items which
.are simultaneously being imported."
5.55. The Committee recommend that Government should review its orclers of 1962 and consider revising them suitably so as
not to put the undertaking into losses in the fulfilment of its export obligations. The Committee also stress that so long as the
.country is dependent on imports for the essential drugs, the company would do well to concentrate all its marketing efforts on
sales in the domestic market and after establishing a name in domestic market for formuJations consider extending its sales activities in foreign markets.
$.56. The Committee find that, at present, exports are being
made throU&'h a private drug ('ompany Mis Unichem in terms of
an arrangement with them in February, 1969 according to which
in1er alia HAL would be entitled to 00 per cent of import entitlements obtained by MIs Unichem from Government. The Committee are informed that arrangements had to be made through a private firm because assistance from STC was not available nor was
there any marketing organisation of HAL abread. The Committee
are not aware as to how MIs Unichem were selected for exporting
the products of the ('ompany and whether any offers of other companies i'n this relard and their terms and conditions were examined. The Committee would like that this matter should be investigated by Government to see how far the terms and conditions and
arrangements with MIs Unichem have subserved the interest of the
undertakin, and whether HAL products are not bein, sold under
the .Unichem's brand names.

vi
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
One of the objectives' of setting up the Company, as enunciate"' in.
the Joint Plan of Operations between the Government of India,
UNICEF and WHO, was the establishment of an important centre
of research and training in the field of antibiotics. The Research,
and Development Organisation of the Company was established in
1955 and its activities fall in two divisions (i) development research
and (ii) basic research. Development research is a part of an overall business strategy which requires a systematic and deliberate
effort to achieve the objectives of the Company through improved
technology. If has been stated that planning in research both developmental and basic is integrated not only with a view to achieve
higher productivity and discovery of newer antibiotks, but also to
ensure that the tasks undertaken fit in with the Company's objectives about its expansion and new ventures,as also its resources.
Broadly, the work allotment of research staff in the laboratory consists of about 40 per cent of work with' reference to problems of the'
plant, 30 per cent on the new antibiotics development and about 20
per cent on the basic researc.h,
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6.3. According to the Manag.ement (October, 1971) the research
activities of the Company have to be viewed in relation to their (i)
<contribution to the plant, (ii) efforts at import substitution and
(iii) cUscovery of new antibiotics.
(i) As regards contribution to the plant, it is claimed that the
research laboratory is continuously rendering technical advice and
.assistance for improving the quality of products and in suggesting
improvements to achieve higher productivity. This is being done
hy selecting improved strains, keeping properties of the peniCillin
salts and study of metabolism, enzyme make up, biosynthesis etc. of
penicillin production. The research laboratory also renders service
in the adoption of better fermentation and extraction techniques.
(ii) Import substitution of raw materials is being given high
priority since the commencement of trial operations on Penicillin
pronuction in 1954. It is stated that the Company has wholly or
partially replaced extensive and bulk imported raw materials like
Lactose, Cornsteep concentrate, corn oil, Lard oil with indigenous
substitutes like Sugar, Peanut meal, Ground nut oil, etc. Considerable
efforts are also being m~de to either replace or develop indigenous
production capacity for the essential imported raw materials needed
for Penicillin, Streptomycin, Tetracycline, and Hamycin. Originally
the requirement of foreign exchange involved annually was estimatecl
at Rs. 14 crores for the Company's production. The . value
of
imported raw materials during the seven years was as follows~1968-69

(Rs. in lakhl)
41' 28

1969-70

2S' J8

1970-71

28'26

1971-72

2.4·4S

1972-73

SO'94

1973-74

32'62

1¥74-

26'37

7~

6.4. The percentage of imported materials total materials con'Burned has come down from 25.2 per cent in 196'8-69 to 6.20 per cent
in 1974-75:6.~. On an enquiry by the Committee as to the outcome of work
done by the R&D Wing so far, HAL submitted in a note as under:"(i) HAL was established in 1954 for the production of Penicillin. The strain employed at that time had an activity
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of less than 2000 units per ML and depenrled mostly OD.
imported raw materials. Through constant research and
development efforts, new strains ,,have been introduced
over the last two decades. The average activity obtained
at present from the strain is about 8,000 to 10,000 units per
ML with the use of indigenous raw materials only, except.
for a very small percentage of imported materials which
constitute about 10.48 per cent of the total raw materials
employed in the manufacture of Penicillin.
(ii) Streptomycin, A new strain has been acquired in 1974 for
the manufacture of streptomycin from company's collaborators. The R&D Wing has been engaged on stabilisation
of the fermentation parameters and strain improvement
programmes, which have contributeci. to the stabilisation
of the activity of the strain which is at present 14,549 units
per ML against the average of 7,000 units obtained from
the old strain in use before 1974. The R&D Wing has
evolved a process for conversion of starch to Dextrose
using Enzymes which has been adopted in the plant and'
has resulted in reduction of the cost of mamlfacture.
(iii) Semi-synthetic Penicillin: The Company has acquired
technology for the manufacture of Ampicillin-a semisynthetic Penicillin-from 6 APA, an intermediate compound in the process of manufacture of Ampicillin from
Penicillin. The technology for the first stage of the process viz., conversion of Penicillin 1st crystals into 6 APA
has been developed entirely by the R&D wing of· HAL.
The plant for manufacture of 6 APA from Penicillin 1st
crystals is based on this technology.
(iv) Antifungal antibiotics: The R&D wing has discovered or
developed two plant protection antibiotics viz. Aureofungin'
and Streptocycline which have been successfully marketed.
The R&D wing has also developed an antifungal antibiotic
called Hamycin, and a veterninary product called Autiamoebin. The work on both these is being reviewed due to
some process difficulties and for standardization and stablization.
The following new antibiotics have also been developed by the
Company:' - . ' t
(i) Dermost8tin-An antifungal antibiotics active against skiD!

infection. Commercial prol\uction has not yet started.
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.(ii) Neomycin-A preparation used for skin and eye infection.

(iii) Antiameobin-An antiprotzoal and antelminite antibiotics

used against worm infections in the animals. The production of this antibiotics is still in the pilot plant stage.

(iv) Formulations-Penicillin V and streptocycline.
The R&D Wing has also evolved processes for the manufacture
r:lf the following industrial Enzymes.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Penicillin Acylase.
Amylolucosidase.
Penicillinase.
Lipase.

(e) Glucose Oxidase.
The projects based on these processes have been included in the
-company's Fifth Five Year Plan submitted to the Government."
6.6. The Management have stated that no specific projects unne'rtaken by the Research and Development Organisation have been
.abandoned, although there are a number of items which may not
come to successful commercial exploitation but add to the development of technical skills and scientific coordination between institutions all over the world engaged in similar endeavour.
6.7. In this connection, it may be stated that the Standing Techni-

Sub-Committee of Directors in a meeting held in March, 1970 to,
inter alia, examine the various projects that were being tackled in
research laboratory observed inter alia that "most of the schemes
placed for consideration .... had been under investigation for more
than one year, but the report did not give sufficient datador the work
done in the past, year by year, as a base for comparison of the progress of work done during the year 1969-70 and there was also no
statistical analysis of 1969-70 data for comparing with the previous
year."
~al

6.8. On being asked whether research in same or similar fields
was being done both at HAL and IDPL ann, if so, how duplication
is avoided and coordination ensured, HAL stated in a note as
iollows:"This company has no authentic information in regard to the
activWes pursued by the R&D wing of the IDPL. As the
2381 LS-
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emphasis of IDPL is more on synthetic drugs, their R&D
efforts concentrate more on the field of synthetic drugs.
Even in cases where the drug manufactured is the same like
penicillin and streptomycin, the process anc\ technology
employed by the two companies are quite different and
therefore the problems of research and development would
be different and have to be tackled independently. A
certain amount of duplication in bi~medical research is
not only unavoidable, but also desirabe. In view of the
cUffe rent processes and technology employed, there would
be, however, no avoidable duplication of efforts."
6.9. As against 5 per cent of the net turn-over for Research and
Development now recommended by the Committee on Drugs &
Pharmaceuticals Industry, the percentage in HAL works out to 3.6
per cent. On this HAL stated as follows:"The Board decided. to expand and strengthen Rand D and
spend about 5 per cent annually on R&D. The entire
R&D programme is being, reviewerl with a view to make
it result oriented within the frame work of a time bound
programme to serve the present needs as well as future
requirements keeping in view the anticipated development of drugs industry in India and in the World. A
technical sub-committee of the Board reviews the R&D
programmes periodically."
6.10. The Committee were informed by the Managing Director
during evidence as follows:"Our company is the only company. Qrobably the first to discover antibiotics in Innia. But, as you know, it requires
so much inputs and so much expenditure on R&D even to
stabilise this thing. This is where the foreign companies
score. For ex~mple. even last year, I was going through
the R&D efforts and expenditure by some of the big
companies. They spend anywhere from 6 to 15 per cent
on R&D. This is on their global turnovel". Thev are
multi-nationals with a numbel" of branches all o~er the
world and they have a very huge market. Therefore, if
they spend 6 to 15 p('r cent on R&D-this is based on sales
you can very well imagine how much money is based on
sales-you csn very well imaj!ine how much money is
tnvested in R&D. That is why, they are able to standardise-
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thue new drugs. For example, in regard to the drug
which We ar.! r!.eveloping, about which the hon. Committee
is aware, even today, we are standardising it. This is
because we spend only 3 per cent of our sales on R&D,
and with 3 per cent, how much inputs you can put in to
standardise a new drug? For example, even the pharmaceutical tests require crores of rupees on one new drug.
So, this is where the foreign companies score. They have
enormous resources at their disposal to spend on R&D
and they have the market for it. They have got branches
all over the world to tie up licences. Therefore,' they
can quickly spread all over the world and they get their
money back. Then we invest, we shoulrl. also have a
market. This is what restricts a country like India to
put up more and more money and develop its own drugs.
Otherwise, there is no reason why our country with all
its resources and talent should not be able to develop its
own drugs to that extent.

6.11. On an enquiry by the Committee as to what was the total
spending on R&D, the Managing Director informed that it was
around Rs. 26 lakhs per year which came to around 3 per cent of
the turn-over. Asked as to how much he thought should be allocated for R&D, the Managing Director staten:"Actually, if you ask my humble opinion, you should spend at
last 10 per cent of your turn over. This would come to
around rupees one crore.
The Board had decided sometime back to spend about 5 per
cent. But even that would be meagre if you really want
to develop new drugs. It requires tremendous amount
of testing facilities, evaluation facilities, pharmaceuticals
facilities. You have to put through these facilities."
6.12. To this the Secretary o~ the Ministry added:-

"It is not a question of 10 per cent or 3 per .cent. If you take
even 5 per cent of what is' spent by these foreign firms on
R&D, it will mean alm~t the whole, cent· per cent of
HAL's turnover. As you know, the turnover is relativelY
small. It is not a question of 5 per cent or 10 per cent. It
depends on what kind of R&D you want to do. One proposal tsthat, we should set up an Institute of Fermentation Technology and we have suggested eo the Department

1H8
of Science and Technology that it is not right that they
should expect one commercial firm to finance such a
thing. We have got the National Chemical Laboratory.
This will come up in the Fifth Five Year Plan. The
Department of Science aDd T~chnology has got it included
in the Fifth Plan. We want this to be one additional
national laboratory."

6.13. The Secretary of the Ministry further added to it as
follows:."Foreign companies spend fabulous sums on R&D as a business
proposition and we must make this distinction between
HAL as a company and these companies. The big firms,
the multi-national firms, like Glaxo, Sandoz, Pfizer etc.
are vast international empires and they spend a lot of
money, as you have said. They make this investment in
R&D for the discovery of new drugs. After discovery
they immediately use these discoveries for international
operations and recoup very quickly the money they spend
on R&D. Therefore, their investment, which runs into
several millions and billions of nollars, is fully recouped
and it is a cent per cent commercial proposition. First of
all, we just do not have the amount of money which they
put in. I hope a day comes when IDPL and HAL will
also be multi-national companies. We are looking forward
to that."
6.14. On an enquiry of the Committee that whether or whatever
was being spent on R&D, HAL got full benefit out of that, the Managing Director stated:-

"In research, it is very difficult to say whether you have got
your money's worth. Sometimes it is a wild goose chase.
To find a new drug, you may spend lakhs of rupees for
years and get nothing out of it-just like in oil prospecting. In some areas, you can make tangible progress,
our
improving the existing technology. For example,
company has developed a penicillin strain with its own
faclities of R&D which gave 10,000 units as against 2,000
with the strain we imported ..•
6.15. In regard to research programmes, he informed the Committee as follows:"We have a sub-cornmittee of the Boara which goes into the
research aspect. They find out what research is going on
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and what fa required for the company's future growth and
moderate it on those lines. We are intensifyiDg this kind
of thinking. For instance, we have the 5th Plan, then
the 6th Plan and the country's requirements. Then some
drugs may become obsolete. In America some new things
have been introduced for leprosy, T.B. etc. We are thinking more and more of time-bound programmes. Within
so many years, such and such thing has to come out. If.
it does not, we shelve it or do something about it. The
Board is cognisant of these things. We have well known
scientists on the Board. The Director of NCL is there.
A senior scientist of the Central Drug Research Institute
is there. The Director of Haffkine Institute is our parttime Chairman. We have well known scientists from all
walks of life in India to gUide and help us. Secondly, we
have a consultancy agreement with NCL. There
are
consultations between our research scientists and their
people every month, twice a month when they go over
these problems and they assess how far they should be
pursued. So this kind of check or audit is going on. We
have profited by this. Instead of each man pursing what
he wants, there is a kind of thinking as to what is required
for the country, for the company; there should be no
overlapping with what is done in other public sector
unrlertakings. So this is being looked into."
6.16. The Science & Technology Plan 1974-79 inter alia states as
follows:-

"There is heavy domination of foreign companies and foreign
owned manufacturing units in the drug indusrty. The
technological task during the next five years would,
therefore, require substantial inputs on the R&D side.
The HAL is already spending around Rs. 25 to 30 lakhs a
year on R&D and has developed laboratory processes for
several industrial enzymes as well as new antibiotics.
Support to HAL efforts is likely to yield attractive returns
in comparatively short time."
6·17. The Committee on Drugs" Pharmaceuticals Industry has
made the following observations in connection with the R&D ot
public sector drug manufacturing unttB:"99. The Committee notes that both the units (IDPL &: HAL)
have fair sized R&D efforts, there is a lower critlea1
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minbnum

in men aDd

materials necessary ,to produce
results. Whel;eas all the three laboratories at
Pimpri, Rishikesh and Hyderabad have some very competeat lICientistsltechnologists for their R&D effort, there
is need to bring this number up to a level of, meaningful
productivity. The Committee recommends that each one
of these units should take immediate steps to strengthen
their R&D effort by reasonably liberal allocations in men,
equipment and materials, The Committee recognize that
modern R&D, in this sophisticated fieM, is expensive in
terms of investments. The Committee, is however, convinced that 'a sound R&D base is the best insurance for the
growth of the drugs and pharmaceutical industry.
~.aningfu1

·

,

''

100. Besides recommending the strengthening of R&D laboratories at each plant, the Committee is strongly of the view
that as between these three units, avoidable duplication of
effort must be discouraged and the r.esults (even the raw
research data) of each unit must be available to the
related unit in other R&D laboratories. This recommenctation is based on the philosophy that as between the two
units in the public sector (DPL and HAL) there should
be no secrets. Indeed, any improvements, in a strain, a
process or a plant developed in the R&D laboratory of one
unit, should be freely available for the use to the other
unit.
101. The Committee further recommends that both the public

sector units must establish the closest liaison with the
other R&D laboratories such as the CSIR, ICMR, leAR,
etc., and the State institutions like the Haffkine Institute,
the lIT's, Universities, etc.
The Committee feels that
such coordination is vital for development. The Committee cannot but emphasise the need for such coordination
by National drug Authority. The Committee recommends
that appropriate facilities shOUld be created in the identifien institutions, wherever necessary, to permit time-bound
completion of individual projects.

102. ~ Committee Wishes to emphasise that the primary
task of the R&D laboratories of the public sector units
and their associates shOUld be to eonsbintly upgrade technologies for achieving greater economics in the prpduction
Qf on.-stream products and innovate tecbn~logie$ for pro-
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ducts proposed to be manufactured
future.

in the immediate

103. The Committee recommends strongly that the Public
Sector should set an example in respect of R&D in this
area and must, to begin with, set aside at least 5 per cent
of their net turn-over for this purpose. (Chapter III).
36. Sufficient technological skill is available in the public
sector ann the indige,nous private sector to carry out
formulations of almost any sophistication. The Committee
does not, therefore, consider that there is need to import
any formulation technology whauoever. The Committee,
however, recommends that the public sector units should
set up a formulation R&D unit as early as possible.
37. The Committee recommends that in order to reduce
dependence on import of technology in general, urgent
steps should be taken to equip the public sector units of
the industry as also the laboratories mentioned above,
with such R&D and pilot plant equipment as may be necessary for this work. This would include low-temperature,
high pressure ann high-temperature equipment including
the vapour-phase reaction equipment. The Committee
strongly recommends that in consultation with the above
laboratories, the specialised equipment may be provided
at least at two centres to begin with. (Chapter VII)
6.18. The Committee note that as part of the objectives of setting up of the Company, the Research and Development Organisation of the Company was established in 1955 and its activities fall
In two divisonl-Clevelopment research aud basic research. According to the manaKement, the research and development activities
have to he viewed in relation to (i) contribution to the plant, (ii)
efforts at import substitution; and (iii) discovery of new antibioties.
6.19. Although it has been claimed by the HAL that research
lahoratory has been continuously rendering technical advice 8l11d
1lUi.tance for improving the quality of "reducts and in. suggesting
iaapl'.vementa to have higher productivity by selcting improved
&ttains, etc. and abo reaclering service in t~ adoption of better
ienaentation and extraction iechaiques, as pointed o~t in tbe retevaat seetlons of the 'PerfW1D8Dce' chap&er. in this Report, these are
not borne out by facts/details. In the opinion of the Committee
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not much seems to have been done in regard to upsealing of technology. The improved strain for Penicillin was introduced in It'll
after the old strain had been used for nine years. Even this has tobe upscaled and negotiations are there for better technoloey. Similarly, the new strain for streptomycin was introduced only in
1974-75. The percentale of utilisation in fermentation and extraction were found to be low and the rejections continue to be heavy
in the Quality Control Department as well as under the different
processes. The Committee feel that R&D wing should direct its:
efforts to the task of not only absorbing the technology on which
the projects of HAL have been set up but upscaling it, suggesting
ways and means for improving the utilisation, reducing rejections
and cutting down the cost of production.
6.20. In regard to import substitution, the Research and Development wing is reported to have developed processes for conversion of starch to dextrose and the percentage of imported raw materials to total materials consumed has come down from 25 per
cent in 1968·69 to 6 per cent in 1974·75. In addition, th~ Undertak·
ing is reported to have developed new antibiotics like Hamycin,
Aureofungin, Dermostatin, Neomydn, Antimoebin and also evolved processes for manufacture of some enzymes. It has been stated
that the work on the antifungal antibiotics like Aureofungin and
Hamycin are being reviewed due to process difficulties and foralready
standardisation and stabilisation. The Committee have
given their recommendations in regard to these antibiotics in an
earlier chapter of this Report.
6.21. The Committee are informed that the Company is spending
about Rs. 26 lakhs pel' year on research and development; i.e. about
3 per cent of the sales turnover while the general level of R&D
in big drug companies is stated to be of the order of 6 to 15 per
cent. The management is of the oninion that the percentage should
be round-about 10 per cent. The Committee agree that it is not the'
percentage which counts but what reanv the TT.,dertaking wants
to do and achieve. In this conn ... rtion. the Hafi Committee has
recommended that the public sector :,lnit should, to begin with, set
aside at least 5 per cent of their turn.over for this purpose. The·
Committee are informed that the Board of Directors had also sometime back decided to spend about 5 per cent of the sales turnover
on R&D. But according to the Managing Director, eVeD t1iiS level of
expenditut'8 would be meapoe. In this connection, the Committee
would like to draw attention to suggestions made by the- Hathi
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Committee, in paragraph 99 of chapter S and paragraph 37 of chapter 7 of their repori and recommend that the company should takeimmediate steps to strengthen its R&D effort to bring it to a lever
of meaningful productivity and to equip it with such R&D pilot
plant equipment as may be necessary for this work as a
sound
R&D base is the best insurance for growth of drugs in pharmaceutical industry. The Committee also recommend that the personnel
selected for R&D should be dedicated and accountable.
6.22. The Committee note that the Standing Technical Committee of the Directors in the meeting held in March, 1970 to examine,
inter alia, the various projects being tackled in the research laboratory observed that "most of the schemes placed for consideration. . . . . .had been under inves.tigation for more than one year but
the report did not give sufficient data of the work done in the past
year by year as a base for comparison for the progress of work
done during the year 1969-70 and there was no statistical analysi-;
of 1969-70 data for comparing with the previous years." The Committee are informed that the Sub-committee of the Board remains
in touch with the research programmes of the R&D wing and what
is required for company's future growth. The Undertaking is said
to be reviewing the entire R&D programme with a view to make
it result-oriented within the framework of the time-bound
pro2'ramme to serve the present needs as well as future requirements
keeping in view the anticipated development of drug industry in
India and the world. The Committee recommend that the projects which have a bearing on the existing working of the plants
and maximisation of the existing capacity and future development
of the drug industry should be identified for research work by the
R&D wing and an analysis of thep1"ojects which had been carried
forward to the stage of commercial exploitation or are making
progress or are stuck up should be made so that it is possible, not
only for the R&D wing to take stock of its achievements and failures but also for the Government and the Undertaking to evaluate
its performance with reference to investment made in it during
the year. The Committee also recommend that a gist of the achievements made by R&D should also be included in the annual report of the Undertaking. The Committee would also like to endorse
the suggestion made by the Committee OIl Drop and Pharmaceutical Industry (Hathi Committee) in para 101 of Chapter 3 of their
Report that the publie sector units should establish closest liaison
with tire other R&D laboratories such as the CSIR, ICMR, ICAR,
etc. and state institutions like the BaftId'ne Institute, tile UT'. Universities, etc., as such coordination iI vital for cfevelopmeat aDd tlurt
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:appropriate facilities s"heuld beereated itt the iientlfied institutions,
wherever nece&liary., te permit time-bound c6mpfetion of individual projects.
6.23. The Committee recommend that there should be. Highpowered Committee in the Ministry which shouW demarcate areas
~f R&D and allot them to the varioul institutiods and ~ontempo.
rareously monitor the programmes and review them from time to
time with reference to the allocation of money and time schedule.

6.24. The Committeet are surprised to note that HAL "has no
authentic infonnation in regard to the activities pursued by the
R&D wing of the IDPL". When these two public sector units have
been manufacturing same drugs (vis. Penicillin and Streptomycin)
though based on different processes Bnd technologies, the least that
the Committee expect is that there should be a system of coordination between the two public sector units so that one could benefit from the achievements of the other in larger national interest.
6.25. In this connedion, the Committee WOUld like to invite
attention to the recommendation made by the Hathi Committee In
p.ra 100 of Chapter 3 of their Report to the effect that as between
these three units (at Pimpri, Rishikesh and Hyderabad), avoidable
duplication of efforts must be discouraged and the results available
at each unit must be made available to the other related
unit.
There should be no secrets between the puhlk sector units and any
improvements, In a strain. a process or a plant development in the
R&D laboratory of one unit, should be freely available for use by
tbe other unit. The Committee hope that HAL would lose no further time in estabFisNng a close Uaison and coordination with R&D
laborateries of the other public sedOf' drug units on these lines.
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7,2, The stock of raw materials in terms of number of months
·consumption showed a declining trend up to 1969-70 but incre-ased
thereafter to a maximum of 3.96 months consumption at the end of
1973-74 and again declined to 3,6 months consumption at end of
1974-75, It was, however, within the norms adopted by the- Company,
viz" three months consumption for indigenous materials and six
-months consumption for imported items in all the- years except in
1969-70 and 1971-72, Thereafter, the position of inventory of raw
materials including material under reprocessing at the end of three
years ending March, 1973, March, 1974, and March, 1975, the consumption of raw materials during the three years, and the closing stock
·expressed in terms of number of month's consumption is as follows:
While the inventory of the end of 1972-73 to 1974-75 in respect of
imported raw materials was within the norms the inventory of the
indigenous raw materials was in excess of the norm of three months
·consumption:
(Rs,

Particulars

'1

2

.3

Inventory

in luhs)

1972-73
1973-74
1974'7S
Indi. Impos- Total Indi- Impo- Total Indi- Impo- Total
genous ted
genous rted
genous ted
94'81 6'66 101'47 113'03 1'34 114'37109'60 8'22 117'8

Consumption for the
the year
2S8'7950'94 336'73326,27 32'62 3S8'89399,93 26'37426'3
years end inventory
expreased in number
of month's consumption 3'98

I'S7 3'61 4'16 0'50 3'82 3'28 3'75 3'32

7,3, The stock of finished goods which gradually declined up to
1969-70 showed substantial increase as on 31st March, 1971. This
'has been attributed by the Management to delay in the ftnalisation
of orders by the DGS & D. It was also noticed (March, 1975) that
-Aureofungin Bulk (Rs, 2,89 lakhs), Aureofungin 6 grams packets
(Rs, 0,44 lakhs) and Streptocycicline packed (Bs, 2.63 lakhs) had
'heavy accumulations since 1967-68, HAL informe-d the Committee
.in a note as follows:-

"As at end of March, 1975, the stock of finished goods was
Bs, 164,25 lakhs which is equal to 2.97 months net sale.
The large inventory of finished stocks is due to resistance
on the part of the viallers to lift bulk which is presumably
due to the reduced margin of profit on formulations of
Streptomycin and Penicillin, During the ye-ar 1974-75, the
COIIV;)any was faced with an acute shortage of vials and
rubber stoppers which resulte-d in lowering of the captive
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consumption of the bulk manufactured by the company'
leading to increase in the bulk stocks."
7.4. In regard to the accumulation of general stores
the Management have stated that these will be required
ments when the existing machinery becomes old and
However, stores of the value of Rs. 12.16 lakhs as on
1974 had not moved for over' three years.

and spares,.
for replaceworn out.
31st March,

7.5. The value of stores declared surplus and obsolete during thelast five years is given in the following table:(Ri. in lakhs)
As at the end

1970-71

or

Stores declared surplus
and
obsolete

2·68

1971-72
1972 -73

4·4S

1973-74
1974-7S

7.6. In this connection HAL stated in a note as follows:"Several of the spares have been imported under actual users"
licence and require clearance from the Government for
their disposal which is being obtained. With a view to
ensure the best possible utilisation of such items, these"
have to be first offered to other public undertakings bf:..
fore they are offered for sale in the open market. The
equipment and therefore the spares in use in this company
are of a highly specialised nature the use of which is limited to the drug industry and in most cases to antibiotics
manufacture. As such, there will not be a ready market
available in which the surplus items could be disposed off."
7.7. On an enquiry from the Committee in connection with toning
up of Materials Management, HAL submitted the following note:
"The Committee appointed by the Board of Directors in 1974 to go
into the problems of production have inter alia observed that lack:
of adequate Material Management and absence of scientific inventory control has affected the Company's working. However. prior
to ihis. the Management had already assessed this situation and taken.
the following measures in that direction:
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, (a) From the beginning, the Purchase and Stores Departments:
were functioning independently, with associated coordination problems. Hence, the stores and the Purchase Departments were integrated into a Materials Management Department under the overall control of Materials Manager, who is charged the responsibility
of overall control of Materials Management Department coordination between Stores and Purchase and with other departments.
(b) An inventory control cell has been created under the Materials Manager, to ensure stocking of optimum inventories and to·
avoid excess procurement.
(c) In order to develop a sound inventory management system
and to review, develop and implement an integrated Materials Management System. National Institute for Training in Industrial Engineering (NITIE) Bombay has been appointed as consultant for this
assignment. A Task Force consisting of Officers from Materials
Management. Engineering, Industrial Engineering on Accounts Department has been constituted to work under the overall guidance
of the consultant. The Task Force has so far worked in identification on non-moving stocks, material modification and physical layout
of stores.
Recognizing the imperative necessity of such delegating certain
powers to the officers of various departments for smooth functioning
of the departments, powers have been sub-delegated to various departments including Materials Management Department during the
May, 1974, according to which the departments are empowered to
take certain decision, not given hitherto. It is felt that this Subdelegation is adequate and has helped to remove constraints towards
smooth functioning of variou's departments.
Excess inventories of Engineering spares did build up since those
were required to be procured along with the original imported
equipments. A number of such equipment have subsequently become
obsolete and the spares had to be maintained as inventories due to
lack of buyers and efforts ere being made to dispose them oft. Secondly. the Engineering Department being responsible for raising
materials purchue requisition for spares, ~t times there has been.
excess ordering ali they wanted to be in the safe side.
. Efforts are being made to dispose of non-moving stocks of spares',
and to rationalise procurement poUd;e~ ~f spare parts, in order to
avoid build up of excess invent<¥'ies.
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7.8. The Committee note that the stock of raw materials in terms
,of number of months' consumption showed a declining trend till the
·end of 1969-70 (value Rs. 76 lakhs) but increased thereafter to a
maximum of 3.96 months' consumption (Value Rs. 114 lakhs) and
,again declined to 3.6 months' consumption (value Rs, 118 lakhs) at
the end of 1974-75. It was, however, within the norms adopted by
the Company viz. 3 months consumption for indigenous materials
and 6 months consumption for imported materials except in 1969-70
and 1971-72. While the inventory of imported raw materials in subsequent years was within the norms, in the case of indigenous materials it was in excess of the norms. In spite of this heavy investment in raw materials, the Committee regret to observe that due
to shortages/non-availability of essential raw materials like, soya, bean. etc. the undertaking could not keep up the production of streptomycin.
7.9. The Committee also note that the stocks of finished goods
which gradually declined upto 1969-70 showed a substantial increase
as on 31st March, 1971, which is stated to be due to delay in finalisation of orders by DGS & D. Though it declined thereafter it again
increased to almost about 3 months' sales at the end of March. 1975
which is stated to be due to resistance On the part of viallers to lift
· bUlk presumably because of the reduced margin of profit on formulations and due to lower consumption of bulk by the company for
· formulations on account of acute shortage of vials and rubber stoppers, The Committee are constrained to observe that while on the
· One hand production of formulations is stated to have suffered due
to shortage of vials and rubber stoppers, on the other hand the1'e
· has been an increase in the inventory of general items and spares
from Rs. 99 lakhs at the end of March, 1971 to Rs. 127 lakhs at the
end of March, 1975 thus indicating accumulation of non-essential
stores.
7.10. The Committee also see no reason for delays in the finalisation of orders by DGS & D. In fact DGS & D should give prefer.
ence and every facility to public sector undertakings to meet the
demands/requirements of Government to the maximum extent. The
·Committee would also like Government to go in depth into the
causes for the delays in finalisation of orders by DGS & D and 1'e·
move any procedural lacuna which may be responsible for such de, lays.
7.11. The Committee also note that the finished stock .included
.Aureofun&in (Rs. 3.33 lakhs) and streptomyc:n (Rs. 2.63 takbs).
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aec:umulated since 1967-68. The Committee have already Jiven their
recommendations regardinl these products in aBOther ehapter of the
Report. The Committee are not sure whether these stUl retain their
efficacy and are fit for disposal.
7.12. The Committee also find that the stock of materials under
reprocessing has shown a steep increase from nearly Rs. 4 lakhs at
the end of 31st March, 1974 to over as. 11 lakhs at the end of 1874-75.
The Committee have given their recommendations in another chapter
of the report regarding the rejections and reprocessing costs. The
Committee feel that such expenditure on reprocessing is avoidable.
The Committee would like that Government/Undertaldng should
critically go into the causes for this steep increase and take suitabl.,
remedial measures to control the rejeeiions aDd eliminate reproces~
sing. The Committee understand that the Committee appointed by
Board of Directors in 1974 had observed. that lack of adequate Mate..
rials Management and absence of scientific inventory eontrol had
affected the Company's working. However, prior to this, it has been
tltated, the management had taken certain measures to tone up the
materials management like, integrating the Purchase and Stores Departments into Materials Management Department and placing it
under the overall control of the Materials Manager, creating an inventory control cell to avoid excess procurement and ensuring stocks
of optimum inventories etc.
7.13. Considering the inventory of general stores and raw material during the last many years and the steep increase in stock of
finished goods at the end of 1974-75 the Committee feel that tbe steps
stated to bave been taken for toning up materials management have
not produced the desired results. They would therefore like tbat
the measures should be reviewed and tightened up to ensme tbat
there is no unnecessary accumulation of inventory resultinar in blockIng of funds and accentuating the financial difticulties experienC'ed
by the undertaking.
7.14. The Committee also note that the value of surplus and obsolete stores has increased from as. 2.68 lakhs at the end of 1970-71 to
as. 4.45 lakhs at the end of 1972-73 and declined to as. 3.14 lakhs at
the end of 1973-74 and again increased to Rs. 7.27 lakhs at the end
of 1974-75. The Committee fee! that had suitable maxima minima
and ordering levels been laid down Bnd adbered to, the undertaking
would not have been faced with such surplus and obsolete InventorIes. The Committee would like that the Govemment should (0 into
2381 LS-14.

.-
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the reasons for a steep rise in the inventory and non-moving items
at the end of 1974-75. The Committee are informed that eftorts are
being made to dispose of non-moving and obsolete stock of spares
and to rationalise the procurement policies in order to avoid buildup
of excess inventories. The Committee would like that the undertaking should conduct a review of non-moving and obsolete stoJ;e8
periodically at least once in a year and report the position to the
Board of Directors who should carefully go into the causes and take
eftective remedial measures. The Committee are also informed that
a Task Force consisting of ofti,cers from various departments hal>
been constituted to work under the over-all guidance of the consultants the National institute for Training and Industrial Engineering
and certain actions have been taken to streamline the materials management. The Task Force bas so far worked on identification of
non-moving stock. material codification and physical layout of
stores. The Committee recommend that the Task Force sbould complete its work soon 80 that inventory control is put on sound footing
without delay and the management should report progress made in
this regard to the Board.
7.15. The Committee stress the need for timely remedial measures
so that inventories are put on most rational and economic basis in
the interest of production.

VIII
FINANCIAL MATTERS
A. Capital Structure
The Company was incorporated on 30th March, 1954 with An
authorised capital of Rs. 400 lakhs against which the paid up capital
amounted to Rs. 99 lakhs as on 31st March, 1955 subscribed wholly
by the Government. It obtained an unsecured loan of Rs. 70 lakhs
'from Government for the first time in 1955-56 at 4-1/2 per cent per
annum which was fully repaid by 31st March, 1960. The company in
1974-75 has obtained a non-plan unsecured loan of Rs. 2 crores repayable from 1975-76 in three annual equal instalments carrying
an interest of 9-1/2 per annum. By this time the equity capital had
gradually been increased from Rs. 99 lakhs to Rs. 247.26 lakhs. As
~n 31st March, 1975 the authorised share capital and the paid up capital of the company were Rs. 1000 lakhs and Rs. 312.26 lakhs respectively.
8.2. On an enquiry of the Committee as to the reasons for which
the normal pattern of financing in the form of equity capital and
loans being 1.1 had not been followed, HAL stated in a note as
follows:"Most of the investment by the Government in Hindustan
Antibiotics had been made by 1959, i.e. before the debt
equity ratio of 1.1 was prescribed by Government in 1961.
Out of the total paid up capital of Rs. 3.12 crores as on
31st March, 1975, Rs. 2.47 crores had been invested by
1959. Since 1959 and up to the year 1974-75, the company
had been financing capital expenditure out of its internal
resources and no further investment was made by the
Government, until 1974-75. During 1974-75, an amount of
Rs. 65 lakhs was received from the Government to enable
the company finance capital expenditure on Fifth Plan
schemes.
The amount of Rs. 2 crores was also received during 1974-75
as short-term loan for working capital requirements. Re·
lease of the amount of Rs. 65 lakhs during 1974-75 for
capital expenditure in the shape of equity even though
the earlier investment of RI. 2.47 crores had been wholly
in the shape of equity, was in consideration of the difficult
financial position of the company.
The debt equity ratio on 31st March, 1975 was 2:3.12 taking
into account the short-term loan of RI. 2 crores."
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8.4. During the year 1974-75 the Company incurred a 1088 of
lb. 328.88 lakhs.
8.5. The fall in profits before tax from Rs. 116.02 lakhs in 1969-70
·to Rs. 27.95 lakhs in 1970-71 has been explained by the Management
cas due to increase in (a) wages and allied expenses (Rs. 9.49 lakhs) ,
(b) Power consumption both quantity and price (Rs. 3.64 lakhs), (c)
"'fuel (quantity increase Rs. 0.50 lakh and price increase Rs. 5.15
lakhs) , (d) bonus (Rs. 4.00 lakhs) , (e) maintenance (Rs. 5.00
lakhs), (f) di~ounts (Rs. 1.44 lakhs) and (g) shortfall of sales
(Rs. 15.00 lakl'is) besides shortfall in the production of Streptomycin.
In respect of 1971-72, although there has been an increase in net sales
by Rs. 108.08 lakhs, the net profit (after tax) has decreased by
·Rs. 8.13 lakhs, the main reason being the excess consumption of raw
materials to the extent of Rs. 11.25 lakhs as compared with 1970-'/1
and increase in operating expenses by approximately Rs. 29.74 lakhs.
8.6. The fall in profits during 1972-73 and loss during 1973-74 has
:been explained by the Management as follows:-

----_.---------.(i)

Increase in sala ries & wales, bonuSBDd
other emplayment COlt.

(ii)

Increase in cost of raw materials

r(iii) Increase in Power & fuel charges
(iv)

I

lcr~aS'!

.... f"cHities

(v)
.( vi)

in inter!st charges on overdraft

hcrease in c Jnsumption of shares
D ,cline in sales

(R..

in

lakhs)

197%-73 1973-74

J974-7S

48·98
38'90

41.75
67'41

J J' S3

30'8S

74'19

4'49

9'5S

19'78

4' 07

9'10

NIL

3'99

121'94

8.7, On an enquiry of the Committee as to what steps have been
taken or are proposed to be taken to check the gradual decline in the
profitability of the Company, H.A.L. stated in a note as follows:-

"While seeking an increase in the selling prices of its products.
the company is simultaneously taking several steps to
improve its profitability as follows:(i) Higher productivity through improved strain and technology:
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(a) Streptomycin: As a result of introduction of new
high-yielding strain for Streptomycin, it has been
possible to ensure uninterrupted production of streptomycin and to en~nce the average yield per batch
to nearly 17,000 to 18,000 u/m!. as compared to about
6,000 m/ul with the earlier strain. In fact, the company has the best technology for streptomycin in the
country today, as a result of this, cost of production
of Streptomycin has come down significantly a·nd it
has been possible to obtain 16 per cent higher production of streptomycin during April-June. 1975 as compared to the same during April-June, 1974 in spite
of high incidence of power cut extending to 40 per
cent during May and June, 1975. Consequent upon
the relaxation of power cut since July 1975, the company expects utilisation of full capacity of Streptomycin plant.
(b) Penicillin : Similarly, the company is finalising proposal to acquire an improved strain and technology
of Penicillin from MIs. Toya Juzo Co. Ltd., Japan
and this is expected to be introduced shortly. Mis.
Toya Jozo Co. has guaranteed a minimum increase of
50 per cent in the output of Penicillin G and V in 23
fermentors with 50 HP agitation and accordingly, the
prospects of obtaining substantially higher output of
Penicillin during the current financial year appeal'
bright.
As Streptomycin and Penicillin in the form of bulk and
formulations constitute over 95 per cent of the production and sales of the company, these measures to improve the productivity and bring down cost will improve the working results considerably.
(li) Increase in the quantities of formulations: As formula-

tions are more profitable than bulk manufacture, the
company has commissioned recently a new formulations
unit to increase the output of formulation of drugs manufactured by the company as wen as of drugs imported.

(iii) Activating the new Projects which had tong gestation

period;
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(a) Vitamin C: Through strenuous efforts, the company
has established some stream of production of Vitamin C, and it is expected to produce about 10 tonnes
of Vitamin C bulk and about 950 lakhs of Vitamin C
100 mg. tablets during 1975-76.
(b) Ampicillin: The Company has started commercial
production of Ampicillin from 6 APA for the first time
in the country and eXJ.:lects to produce nearly 3 tonnes
of Ampicillin during 1975-76. A plant for manufacture of 6 APA from Penicillin first crystals based on
a process developed by company's Research and Development organisation is under commissioning and
is- expected to be ready by June, 1976. With this, the
company expects to meet the country's requirement
of Ampicillin during the coming years to the extent
of 5 tonnes.
(iv) Expansion and diversificati.on:
The Company has submitted plans for expansion and diversification during the Fifth Plan period entailing an
expenditure of Rs. 30 crores and two of the nine projects are at an advanced stage of approval by the
Government.
(v) Systems Approach:

The Company has adopted systeme approach for systematic plant maintenance, proper materials management including inventory control system, man-power
assessment and disposition with the consultancy support of professional agencies. The system of planned
preventive maintenance has already manifested by
way of reduced break-downs of production and services units. Necessary measures for improved inventory control and man-power planning systems are
under implementation.
(vi) Toning up discipline:
The Company has taken several measures to improve
security and tone up discipline. A separate cell has
been constituted to expedite disciplinary proceedings
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to facilitate pro~t action in the case of erring personnel Central Civil Service Rules have been made
applicable to the officers of the company in 1974.
Powers have also been sub-delegated to the various
oftlcers. These measures are showing results.
(vii) Financial Position:
In view of phenomenal increase in the cost of inputs during the past few years and only a small increase of
about 15/20 per cent sanctioned during 1974 in the
selling prices of both Streptomycin and Penicillin
bulk prices over prices prevalent during 1967 and
1959 respectively, the Company's ways and means
position has been seriously affected. In view of this.
the company has approached the Government to fix
fair selling prices of the Company's products early
which is awaited. The Company will also require
cash assistance from the Government to the tune of
Rs. 260 lakhs during 1975-76 to finace the operations.
(viii) Assistance required from the Government:

In view of commencing commercial production of Vitamin
C and Ampicillin, and as the Company utilised it working capital funds for its diversification and expansion
projects, the company has approached the Government to permit Hindustan Antibiotics Limited to canalise Vitamin C and Ampicillin for the entire country.
Necessary approval of the Government n1 this respect will improve the working results of the Company.
As a result of all these measures and with the anticipated
early fixation of fair selling prices of Penicillin and
Streptomycin by the Government, the Company expects to turn the corner during 1975-76 and become
profitable thereafter."

8·8. On an enquiry whether the Government had analysed why
HAL was going in loss since 1973-74, the Ministry stated in a note as
follows:
"The losses suffered by the Company in recent years ht:lVe
been due to an enormous increase in the cost of inputs

~
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while the selling prices are controlled at 1959 and 1961
prices. An idea of the same may be had from the following examples which are, typical but not exhaustive:

Particular

Power

__

Urit

erne! t

8'24

14'67

78

Rs./kg.

242'23

754'91)

188

.- •.. _-". .--------._-_._--P... /Kwh

Furnace oil

%

1~7o-il

Rate

Rate

i~crease

Groundnut oil

,

Rs./kg.

S'4S

9'09

67

Sugar

,

Rs.fkg.

t'S3

2'07

3S

Do.

46 '94

87'73

87

Dextrose ,

Do.

2'SO

5'41

95

.

Do,

1'42

4'04

184

Acetone

Do.

1'28

4' 17

225

B:.1tanol

Do.

3'87

6'64

72

Vials 7' 5 cc

Rs./looo
43'40
Nos,

100' SS

131

Per capital wage.

Rs.

281'42

67

Procaine HyJrochloride

M~thanol

168'58

8.9. The prices of penicillin or streptomycin were not increased in
keeping with the increase o~ the "rices of inputs on all accounts, and
increase in prices of the drugs were allowed only to the extent of
increase in raw materials. The detailed cost examination both penicillin and streptomycin has been completed by BICP. While the
report on streptomycin has since been received, the rport on Penicillin is awaited. It is expected that when adequate increase in the
prices of both these drugs are given, there will be corresponding increase in the profitability of the Company."
8.10. In regard to the steps taken to improve the profitability of
the Company. the Ministry stated as follows:"The Company have introduced new strains obtained from
Glaxo for the manufacture of streptomycin which will not
only increase to production of streptomycin but also reduce its cost of production.
In regard to the penicillin the company proposes to adopt
improved strains and know-how from Toyo Jozo. The
activity of the penicillin from Toyo Jozo is expected to
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have an yield of 30,000 u/ml. The collaboration terms
have since been approved by the Government except for
the tax-payment portion.
The Company also have various measures in hand to improve
the production of Vitamin 'C', Hamycin and other drugs,
even though it may not be substantial, to some extent the
profitability might improve."
8.11. The Company has been paying dividend on equity capital
from 1961-62 onwards. During 1961-62 and 1962-63, the dividend
was paid at the rate of 6-1/4 per cent, while in the succeeding years
@ 10 per cent free of tax up to 1969-70 and 5 per cent during 1970-71
and 1971-72 (in addition to a special dividend of 5 per cent and 4 per
cent during 1966-67 and 1967-68 respectively). Fr~m inception to
31st March, 1972, the Company earned a profit of Rs. 1627.37 lakhs
before tax. Thereafter the Company incurred a· loss of Rs. 148.21
lakhs during 1973-74 and Rs. 331 lakhs during 1974-75. No dividend
has been declared from the year 1972-73. The total amount paid as
dividend upto the end of 1971-72 works out to 101.5 per cent of the
paid utJ capital of Rs.2,47,26,OOO.
8.12. No records are available to indicate the total sales and
the cost of sales of each product. The Ministry have stated (September, 1973) that it is proposed to open separate heads of accounts
to collect direct selling expenses and to apportion them to products
in the ratio of product-wise sales. It is also proposed to allocate the
selling and office and other expenses on a similar basis. This system
shall be implemented in the accounts for 1973-74 in ~cceptance of
the Audit Buggestion.
8.13. AveTage earnings and average sales peT employee: The
table below shows the average earnings (including salaries and
wages, bonus, contribution to Contributory Provident Fund, gratuity
and also share of Staff welfare expenditure, and the average sales
per employee for the last seven years:
1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-7Z ISi2-73 1573-74
I.

B'l'l,loyteS on roll (Nos.)

2.

Aver. earnings per
employee per annum

(Rs.)

3. AvetIF' sales per employee (Rs.)

•

•

._-------------

2,026

2,100

2,124

2,2!i7

Z,341

2,S 17

2,568

6,13S

6,14S

6,S6o

7,09S

7.S39

8.S4 6

10,167

31,916

30,121

34,063

27,467

3 1.09 8

31,358

30,S80
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8.14. The Committee regret to note that though the number of
employees had gradually increased from 2,828 in 1987-68 to 2,568 in
1973-74 and tbe average earnings per employee have also correspondingly increased from Rs. 6,135 to as. 10,167 the average sales peremployee has come down from Rs. 31,916 to Rs. 30,580. The Committee cannot but conclude from this that the productivity of employees has been ,oing down from year to year and the undertaking
does not appear to have taken any tangible action to arrest the decline. The Committee have also given their recommendations in the
earlier chapters of this report about the shortfall in production of
bulk and formulations due to absenteeism, loss of shifts etc. which
have atIected the productivity. The Committee re(!Ommend that
the Corporation should make a critiC'81 study of the reasons lor the
decline in productivity and take concerted measures to bring it up
to the optimum level.
8.15. The Committee note that the profit before tax of the undertaking has been decreasing from as. 180 lakhs in 1966-67 to Rs. 114)
lakhs in 1,968·69 and though it increased to Rs. 116 lakhs in 1969-70.
it showed a sharp decline to Rs. 27.95 lakhs in 1970-71 which reduced
further to Rs. 23.26 lakhs in 1972-73 and turned into a loss of Rs. 144
lakhs in 1973·74. The loss further increased to Rs.328 lakhfli in
1974·75. Apart from the general reasons like increase in wages and
allied expenses, power consumption, fuel, maintenance, etc., items
like shortfall in sales besides shortfall in production of streptomycin,
excess consumption of raw materials and increase in operating expenses, contributed to the major share of decline in profits or increaSe in loss.' The Committee are led to conclude that the undertaking had been complacent about the general overall profitability
in spite of the reduction in profits year after year from 1966-67 and
had not taken any effective action to improve the position.
The
Committee have already pointed out that there had been a lag in
the technical development of the strain for Penicillin and streptomycin and their consequent effect on production and production
costs. Thought the company could develop a strain for Penicillin
only in 1971, consistency in yield could not be maintained and even
the yield from the new strain did not compare favourably with the
yields from foreign countries like Japan. In regard to streptomycin,
the undertaking did not keep itself posted with the improvements
with the colIaborators for 4 years and it was only in 1974-75 that it
obtained an improved strain. Although sale of formulations wall
more profitable than sale in bulk, major share of tbe dlfterent products was sold by the undertaking in bulk form to private formul,,tors in spite of the fact that tbe undertaking was not fully utilising
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-its vialling, capsulation and tableting capacities and it was even
cancelling orders received for formulations without making any
-determined effort to fully utilise at least the existing formulation
capacity nor was any effort made by company to build up suitable
marketing organisation and sale of antibiotics to the public in general was left in the hands of private viallers who had been taking
advantage of their purchase in buUt from the undertaking and in
the case of companies with foreign equity participation repartriating
their profits. No study has also been made to determine the optimum
product-mix and no records are available to indicate the total sales
or cost of sale of each product. The productivity has abo been found
to be decreasing. In spite of increase in wages and salaries the averale sales per employee have come down. The Committee are constraind to observe the lack of foresight and the serious managerial
lapses in properly organising the undertaking to maintain and imprOVe the productivity and profitability. The Committee need hardly stress that it is the primary responsibility of the Management to
keep a meaningful watch on the working of the undertaking and take
appropriate remedial measures in time to set right any deficiencies.
The Committee recommend that the entire matter should be thoroughly investigated with a view to fixing responsibility for these
grave and avoidab~ lapses which have turned a profit-making undertaking into a losing enterprise and a report furnished to the Committee within six months.
8.16. The Committee are informed that besides seeking an increase
in the selling price of its products, the undertaking has taken certain
measures to check the decline in profitability as a result of introduction of new high yield strain for streptomycin which has been able
to increase its production by 16 per cent during the first quarter of
1975-76 and reduce the cost of production and improve utilisation
of capacity. In the case of Penicillin it is stated to be finalising proposals for acquiring improved strain and technology. It has· been
stated that a new formulation unit has been constructed to increaRe
the output of drugs. A systems approach is being adopted for systematic plant maintenance, proper material management, manpower assessment, etc. As a result of these measures the company
expects to turn the corner in 1975-76 and become profitable. The
Committee hope that with the steps now taken and with the implementation of the recommendation!'; of the Committee in this report
it should be possible for the undertaking to improve the productivity and thereby profitability.
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C. Costing system
8.17. The Company is following the process costing system. Theyearly budgeted quantities of production and costs are treated as
wordsticks for control of costs and comparison with actual costs.
Prior to 1966-67 only the consumption of raw materials was bookedr
against work orders opened for each section and other common expenses were allocated to different ,rocesses on an ad hoc basis. From
1966-67, the Company started booking of expenditure cost-centrewise to facilitate computation of proces9-wise costs of prociuction.
The cost centres are' grouped into five categories(i) Administrative
and Welfare, (ii) Utilities, (iii) Services, (iv) Production and (v)
Selling and Distribution. The expenses under the first three categories are finally allocated to various processes under item (iv).
8.18. The main cost centres for Penicillin products and subdivided products are (1), fermentation, (2) extraction, (3) sterile area.
Direct costs (viz. raw material, direct wages, direct expenses) and
indirect expenses in respect of each cost centre are booked separately.

8.19. Standard costing has not been introduced so far. The Company is of the view that introduction of full fledged standard cOS'ting would be cumbersome considering the nature of production
which involves multiple processes with multiple products. The
comparison of actual cost is, however, made with budgeted costs
which are stated to be based on standard quantities and quality
of l·aw matel'ials, standard efficiencies and other norms formally
or informally adopted by the Company with particular reference
to the conditions anticipated in each budget year.
8.20. The cost of raw materials in respect of each process is
directly booked under the respective process. Direct wage!; are
booked on the basis of labour engaged at each process centre, and
other expenses like indirect materials, repairs and maintenace, etc.
are taken as direct expenses. Administration and welfare costl'! are
allocated in the proportion of the number of employees engaged
at each cost centre.
8.21. The operating cost of utilities (workshop, transport, sewage disposal plant etc.) is allocated On the basis of technical Deage estimates given by the Production and Engineering Departments based on the utilisation of services at the receiving cost
.centres. Stores overhead expenditure is allocated directly to th&
production in proportion to the cost of raw material consumed.
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8.22. The cost of services (steam, water, power,
refrigeration
and compressed air) are allocated on the basis of technical estima~s indicated each year by the Engineering Department with reference to the planned activities of the cost centres as no measuring
instruments and metres have so far been installed to record accurately the consumption of services.

8.23. The Company stated in February, 1972 as follows:"The cost of allocating services to the various processes/
products by meter readings would not be commensurate
with the results to be obtained, as substantial capital and
recurring ex~enditure would be involved in installing
and maintaining the measuring instruments/metr.rs and
on maintenance of consumption readings. Hence allocation on technical estimates are considered to be reasonable. These estimates are reviewed each year and revised only if necessary.
Meters for controlling production and consumption at important points are in process of installation. Yet allocations
to processes/products will still have to be maintained
on technical estimates."
8.24. Meters have been fixed at some major consumption points.
Consumption for Streptomycin plant and Pencillin plant are now
available seaprately. Further action to fix additional meters is
in progress.

8.25. The cost of production was being compiled quarterly upto
April, 1970. Thereafter, monthly cost sheets are prepared. While
the quarterly cost data was available by the end of the quarter
following the quarter to which it pertained, the monthly costs
(after April, 1970) became available in the following month. The
cost accounts are not reconciled with the financial accounts.
8.26. Asked as to what measures have been taken or are proposed to be taken to control cost of production of different products,
H.A.L. stated in a note as follows:"With the new technology the productivity of fermentation
operation has increased fr:om 7000 units per ml to 16,000
units per rol. resulting in reduction of about 15 per cent
in the cost of product. The company has plans to acquire
improved strain and technology for the manufacture of

i
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Pen. bulk. The proposal is in an advanced stage,. It is
estimated that with the new strain and technology, the
activity in fermentor would increase by 50 per cent,
and there would be a reduction in the cost of final product by about 8 per cent. The company is also considering the possibility of obtaining an improved technology
for the manufacture of Vit. C bulk. It has already got
technology for the manufacture of Ampicillin bulk from
a collaborator. The company's R&D unit is also engaged in constantly improving the existing technologies.
In addition to acquiring imQroved technology the company
has also taken steps to scale up capacities of production
by providing additional extraction equipment both in
the case of Penicillin and Streptomycin in respect of
which the fermentation capacity has or would increase
following introduction of improved technology. Some
of these are included in the 5th Plan Projects. With
scale up of capacity, the cost of production would further come down. Measures have also been taken to control the loss due to spillage and overage and there has
been an appreciable reduction in this during the
last
three years."

8.27. The Committee note that the Company has been following
the process costing system only and no standard costing has been
introduced. It has been stated that introduction of a full fledged
tltandard costing would be cumbersome considering the nature of
production involved but costs are compared with budgetted costs
based on standard quantities, quality, efficiencies, norms formally
and informally adopted with reference to conditions in each year.
Since the Committee have already, in the relevant sections in the
chapter on Performance Analysis, given their recommendations in
regard to the standard norms, efficiency fixed informally on an ad
hoc basis so far, etc. the Committee would like that these standardsl
norms efficiencies should be reviewed and revised with reference
to adoption of new strain and standard costs of each process worked out and adopted for purposes of an elective comparison of ac"
tual costs with reference to such standards and for analysing variances with a view to taking timely remedial action.
8.28. The Committee find that tile COlt of services are allocated
on the basis of technical estimates each year with reference to

planned activities of cost centres and no measuring instruments
and meters have been installed to record accurately the consumption of services. The Committee are surprised to find that while on
one side it is stated that the cost of allocating services to various
processes/products by meter readings would not be commensurate
with the results to be obtained, on the other hand it is stated that
meters for controlling production and consumption at important
points are i'll the process of installation and yet allocations to processes/products will still have to be on technical estimates. The Committee do not understand the apparent contradiction in this regard
nor the rationale/reason as to why, even after installation of meters, allocation should be on technical estimates only and not on
meter readings which will be more accurate.
8~9. The Committee note that while cost of production
was
being compiled quarterly till April, 1970 rod thereafter monthly
cost sheets are prepared and monthly cost data are available in
the following month, the cost accounts are not being reconciled
with financial accounts. The Committee are not sure as to how in
the absence of reconciliation of cost figures with financial figures,
the accuracy of cost figures is proved.

8.30. The Committee reommend that the cost sheets duly reconvariances
ciled with financial accounts and the analysis of the
should be reviewed and a report of the review and the action taken
thereon should receive the special attention of the management and
the Board of Directors in the interest of taking timely remedial
measures towards reduction of cost. The Committ~e recommend
that the system of cost accountancy should be put on a scientific
basis and cost reports should form-part of the quarterly financial
reviews to be submitted to the Board of Directors for their consideration along with the financial accounts.
8.31. The Committee have observed that the cost of production
of various bulk drugs and formulations has more than doubled
since 1966-67 and in most cases the cost of production has been
higher than the selling price fixed by Government. The increase
in cost of production is stated to be due to increase in the price
of furnace oil, power tarift and raw materials and increase in wages due to revision of D.A.
8.32. The Committee are informed that HAL has taken a number of measures to control cost of production. It has been stated
that with the introduction of new technology the 'productivity of
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termentatioB eperation has improved from 7000 to 18000 units resulting in 15 per cent reduction in cost. It has also proposals for
tObtaining improved strain and technology for Penicillin which
would increase fermentation-activity by 50 per cent and
redaee
"Cost by 8 per cent. There are also possibilities of obtaining improved technology 'for Vitamin C. The Committee have given their recommendations in the sections relating to different processes regarding underutilisation of capacities, non-observation of norms or
efficiency ·inoperations, consumption of materials, excessive rejections, pricing etc.
The Committee would like that .the undertaking to critically go into each one of these operations and the factors which are contributing to the costs and take suitable actioD
to improve efficiency and reduce consumption of materials b~
down the percentage of rejections and wastages and achieve reduc'tion in cost at the different stages and ultimately of the finished
·prodndts.
8.33. The Committee would also like that R&D should also be
as!lociated so that they may suggest ways and means of improving the techniques and reducing costs without sacrifici~ quafity of the products.

~losely

D. Credit Control
8.34. The Company has not laid down any credit policy except
in respect of supplies. to distributors which constitute about 5 per
cent of the total sales. Credit, however, is being extended as per
trade pracuce to different customers as under:,I.

Paym:!llt f.lr S'lPi'!y of Pl!nicillin within
)0 days from the date of supply and
against d~livery in the case of StrePtomyc:in.

B .lIk sales .

"'2.. G)v~r;'\ment

parties.

a:ld Semi-G.lvernment Within)o days from the date of supply.
days, extended to 45 days from Oc:tober.
1967, fr()m the date of supply and also
supp:lrted by bank guarantee as fixed
by the Company.

). Agents

)0

4. Private parties

Supply made agai:1st advance payments.

8.35. Credit facility on bulk sales was withdrawn from March,
1971 and the practice of appOinting distributors was discontinued
;from October, 1970 except in the States of Maharashtra and Bihar.
8.36. On an enquiry of the Committee that in view of the fact
that debts in terms of number of days had increased, whether a

.2381 LS-15.
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refiew of polky was n.ot called for, HAL informed the Committee"
follows:-

as

Bulk Sales
"Except in a few cases, no credit is being allowed on bulk
sales which are made against cash received or on the
bill discounting scheme under which immediate credit
is afforded by our bankers by debit to the purchaser's
bank. Recently, during the year 1975-76, sale of bulk has
been made in some cases against 45 days sight draft. In
the fact of reluctance on the part of viallers to lift bulk.
it has been found necessary to offer this inducemen~ to·
give a fillip to bulk sale.

8ale to Agents
The volume of sale through agents is small and needs to be
developed. Imposition of credit curbs would adversely
afiect the growth of the business and is not, therefore,.
proposed. The credit offered is covered by a Bank gua.·
rantee required to be furnished by the agents.
Sale to Government/Semi Government parties
Only 30 days' credit is allowed which takes into account the'
transit time. !It however, takes 2-3 months Q1lthe average to receive payment from Government/Semi-Government Institutions. As there is now keen competition from
private viallers in the Government market, it is
not
possible to insist on mare favourable terms of payment."·

.OO~

DIDIJS

2. P-1S;ua of boot debts

156 -04
(20-23)
ISI-75
(27-6g)

If7a-1] .

1m-74

I·U

S6-78

23. 25

0·34
0·]0

"p·86

.re in r~pect of we of antibiotics only_

0·37
(0- 10)

4]-00
(1-06)

49-00
(I· I7)

(0·08)

0·87
(0- IO)

(IS-OJ)
(1-20)

0·91
(0·26)

3·62
(1·48)

2·76

AgeDts

SI·79
(0-94)

25'91
(0-03)

20-44
(0-04)

Private

V'lBllen

Nan8: I_ P-II'JreI ia brG«s r.preaeat outstandings for more than six months,

I2S-48
(22·47)

117-']6
(I4- 6S)

1171-12

.

91·19
(U-74)

1"'7'0

1~71

pII·n

1968-6p
(17.56)

u8·'7
(18·14)

1967-68

parties

Govt.

G<w~rn-

rn-:rtt/
Semi-

91·51
(16·81)

•

19156-67 •

YQI

.. 29

(0-6g)

1-62
(0.44)

0-92
(0·21)

0'35

(O-24)

o·~o

(0-09)

0-25

(0-18)

0-16
(o··s)

Otberl

196-21
(2S-38)

2(lI-01
(21-1])

I7S'77
(23·95)

142'51
(16- 11)

149- 03
(27-94)

151-48
(18-94)

148·58
(19-80)

(16·85)

II4-71

Total

~)

termt

of

785.]0

789·29

728·01

619·93

723· SO

632-55

¥·62

716·60

91

93

88

84

75

87

84
..

sa

days'
sales

IJUlItber of

Nes saks Debts in

(Rupees in

8· 31 BJOk Jebts o:lbtaadingat th~ ead of each y~ agIinst each category of ClfttOlJ1~rs frOJll 1966-67 to 1973-74 were as follows-:-

B.

CC

..,.-
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8.38. The Committee note that the book debts outstanding in
terms of number of days' sales had been increasing from 84 days
in 1970·71 to 88 days in 1971-72, 93 in 1973·74 and 91 in 1974·75. The
bulk of the outstandings represent dues from Government/SemiGovernment parties to whom a credit facility of only 30 days from
the date of supply had been given. In spite of this the Committee
find that amounts have been outstanding for more than 6 months
and at the end of 1.974.75 more than Rs. 111 iakhs was outstanding
for over 6 months out of total dues of Rs. 151.75 l.khs. The Committee also do not see any justification for huge outstanding from
private viallers to the extent of Rs. 43 lakhs, when the credit system permits only supplies to them against advance payments. The
Committee find that instead of realising the dues of ~ut Rs. 2
crores from the Government departments and private viallers in
time the undertaking has obtained Rs. 2 crores as short·term loan
for working capital requirement on which it has to pay interest
charges. The Committee stress that the Government/HAL should
undertake a review of the credit arrangements obtaining so far
with a view to ensuring that such arrangements are in the best in·
terests of the undertaking. The Committee would also like that
the billing and recovery system should be streamlined so as to ensure realisation of outstandings within the credit periods allowed
to the parties. The Committee also recommend that in respect of
outstandings in the Government departments, the matter should be
taken up with the appropriate Governments/Ministries and rimounts realised without further delay.
F. Saving in Forei"n Exchange
8.39. The value of production of major products viz. Penicillin
and Streptomycin, of the Company during the years 1968-69 to
1973·74 on import parity basis (average C.I.F. value of imported
bulk) amounted to Rs. 1,414.27 lakhs. After deducting the ex?enditure incurred in foreign exchange, the net saving in foreign exchange effected by the Company works out to Rs. 1,015.71 lakhs
(approx) as detailed below:
(Rupees in lakhs)
Earnirg5

E'(pmditurein f.'reign excharge

--_._-----_._-----

2

Average CIF value of
the productS

(i) C )st l,f imf'Jrt~d raw materials.

Ciil Cm of imp Jrted spIre parts and
c(\mporerts C,)I'sLmed

------- ----

.~.-~-

..

3

1,414'27

96'93
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I

(iii) Depreciation on value of imported
plant and machinery .

.

.

129'00

(iv) Exp!1lditure on payment of royalty .

20'98

Bllance representing savirg in
f..Jreign exchange

1,0IS'7 1

3

Total
NOT!!: Av!rage C.I.F. value for 1972-73 and 1973-74 based on

import~

of 1971-72.

8.4tD. The Committee are glad to note that the Company
has
been able to effect a net saving in foreign exchange to the extent
of over as. 10 crores from 1968-69 to 1973-74 by producing drugs
which were previously being imported. The Committee expect
that the HAL should strive to contribute to more import substitution, develop new technologies towards indigenisation and upscale
technology already absorbed with a view to save more in foreign
exchan~.

G. Organisational structure

8.41. The overall control of the affairs of the Company rests
with the Board of Directors which as on 31-3-1975 comprised a part
time Chairman, a Managing Director and seven part-time Directors.
8.42. The day-to-day business of the Company is conducted by
the Managing Director who has been delegated administrative and
financial powers by the Board of Directors. The Managing Director
is assisted by the Works Manager, the Financial Adviser and Chief
Accounts Officer, the Superintendents, Research and Quality Control, the Material Manager and other heads of departments who are
responsible to him.
8.43. All matters having financial implications, excepting those
falling within certain specified monetary limits, and requiring sanction of the Managing Director are routed through the Financial
Advisor and Chief Accounts Officer. The scope of the financial
scrutiny to be exercised by the Financial Adviser in these matters
has been specified in the delegation of powers made by the Board
of Directors to the Managing Director.
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H. Accounting system and Internal Audit
8.44. The Company started production in 1961-62 but has nat
prepared so far (December, 1972), the accounting manual laying
down the detailed procedure for compilation of accounts. The Management stated in August, 1972 that preparation of the Accounts
Manual was being taken up and that it was not taken up earlier as
they were waiting for the stabilisation of application of data processing in certain new areas of accounting.
8.45. Accounts Manual has been prepared by the Company and
got approved by the Board at their meeting held dn 19-6-1974. The
same is being implemented for the working of Accounts Depart.
ment since the year 1974-75.
8.46. The Internal Audit Section is headed by an Internal Audi·
tor who works under the control of the Financial Advised and Chief
<\ccounts Officer. Internal audit (including stock verification, where necessary) of different departments is taken up according to an
annual programme drawn up in advance with the approval of the
Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts Officer. Internal AuditReports are put up to Financial Adviser and Chief Accounts Offieer who,
at his discretion, puts up matters of importance to the Managing
Director.
8.47. There is no regular system of reporting the important points
raised by the internal Audit Section to the Board of Directors. The
Ministry stated in September, 1973 that "As suggested by the Audit,
important points raised by the Internal Audit Section along with
action taken will be reported to the Board of Directors:' The system
of reporting to the Board, through Managing Director, has since
been introduced in 1974-75.
8.48. No manual outlining the procedure and functions of internal audit has been prepared by the Company so far. In this connection HAL informed the Committee as follows:"In this Company, the Internal Audit, forms a part of Accounts Department and is under control of FA&CAO. 'nlerefore, the Internal Audit's manual is prepared and compiled as part of Accountants Manual. The Manual has
been implemented since 1974-75."
8.49. The Committee on Public Undertakings in their Fifteenth
Report (Fourth Lok &abha-April, 1968) on Financial Management
tn Public Undertakings recommended that the functions of the internal audit should include a crltieai review of the systems, procedures and operations as a whole. The Ministry of Finance (Bureau
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of Public Enterprises) while accepting the above recommendation
dir4Cted the Public Enterprises in September, 1968 to introduce
$UC.l a system. No such appraisal has been made so far by the Intemal Audit Section of the Company.
8.50. HAL informed
,tows:-

the Committee in this connection as

fol-

"Partial appraisal at the Company's working was made in
the year 1974-75. However all instructions in the BPE's
circular could not be followed. In future attempts will be
made to follow the BPE's circular fully."
8.51. The Committee regret to note that though the undertaking
..tarted production as far back as 1961-62, there was neither an ac.
counting manuall.ying down the detailed procedure for compilation
of accounts nor was there a system of reporting the points raised by
internal audit and action taken thereon to the Board of Directors.
It is stated that these have been introduced and implemented from
1974·75. The Committee need hardly' stress that observations and
,comments made by Internal Audit should receive prompt attention
of management at all levels and necessary follow-up action taken
-expeditiously. The system of cost accounting should be on scientific
lines and appraisal thereof should be included in the programme of
internal audit.
8.52. The Committee also regret to note that only partial apprai.
sal of the Company's working was made in the year 1974·75 in terms
of the recommendations of the Committee on ,PqbUc Undertakings
contained in. their Fifteenth Report (4tII Lok Sabha) on Financial
,Management jn Public Undertakings which required that the functions of internal audit should include a critical review of systems,
procedures and operations 88 a whole. The Commjttee emphasise
that such a critical appraisal is all the more necessary in a public
undertaking which has started los~ng after making profits for years.
'The Committee recommend that HAL should implement this recommendation which has been accepted by Government in letter and
.pirit. The critical review should also receive the special attention
of the management/Board/Government who should take appropriate follow up action.
NEW DELHI;

March 11, 1976
Phalguna 21, 1897 (S)

NA WAL KISHORE SHARMA
Chairman,

Committee on Public Undertct'kings.

APPENDIX I
(vide Qaragraph 2.163)

INTERIM REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON VITAMIN CHINDUSTAN ANTIBIOTICS LIMITED
The Task Force set up by the Government of India, Ministry of.'
Petroleum and Chemicals, vide Office Memorandum No. A&I-4(5)/
75 dated 26th April, 1975, to examine the production capacity of Vitamin C Plant at Hindustan Antibiotics Limited (HAL) met at Pimpri on 2nd and 3rd July, 1975. The following were present:(1) Brig. B.

J. Shahaney, Secretary Technical Dtvelcpmcr t. C1a;tw.an

(2) Dr. B. B. Gaitonde, Director Haffkine Institut(, Bomb! y

(3) Sh. K. V. S. Murthy, Director Plannirg CClT.mis~i(r'

M£w.ber
Mln.bEr

(4) Dr. C. V. S. Ratnam, Managing Director, Natioral Re.
.
. M.mber
search Developmen t Corporation of Ir dia
(5) Dr. P. R, Gupta, Adviser (Drugs) Ministry of Petrolcrm
and Chemicals .
......

M,mber S,cretary

Ea.rlier to this, both the HAL and NCL had prepared and given
comprehensive background papers relating to the project and the
Chairman had visited the plant on 16th June, 1975, as a result of
which techno-economic evaluation data was compiled,
The Task Force took the opportunity of discussing the subject
at a great length with Sh. C. N. Chari, Managing Director, HAL
along with the other experts associated with this project and also
Dr. B. D. Tilak, Director, National Chemical Labora'tory (NCL).
Poona and other NCL Scientists involved in the development of thetechnology for the manufacture of Vitamin C. The members also
went round the plant and had detailed discussions with the plant
personnel.
The production figures of Sorbitol and Vitamin C as have been
achieved at this plant are given below:P.:riod

Vitamin C (ltgs.)

1973-74

85'5

1974-75 .

618'0

April to June, 1975

257'25 (+225 kgs. under
test)
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Sorbitol
(Tonnes)

225
The plant was designed to achieve the capacity at the rate of 125.
tonnes per annum. Obviously, this expectation has not materialised
so far and is not likely to be so in the future, in view of the various
problems as summarised below:The process for the manufacture of Vitamin C was developed
by NCL as far back as 1960. The NCL scientists had carried out
successful trials of production of Vitamin C in their laboratory as
well as in their Pilot Plant and satisfied the management of the
Company. Based on this, a joint report of HAL and NCL was accepted by the Board of Directors of HAL in 1961. Due to management changes and other events, the question of a Pilot Plant study
to be made once again at HAL was accepted and in 1965, further
Pilot Plant trials were carried out at HAL jointly by HAL and NCL.
On going through the joint report and the results achieved in the
Pilot Plant, the Task Force noted that while at certain points of operations, the yields as claimed by the collaborators were attained at
the plant level, some statements and assumptions were made in the
Joint Report which perhaps at th~ point of time may have been
justifiable considering the scale of production and facilities available, on the basis of which the desired efficiencies were expected tobe achieved in the scaling up of the operations. It will be relevant
to reproduce the concluding para of the joint report which is SIt
under:"On the whole, it could be stated that the efficiencies indicated in the original report have, by and large, been achieved, and there is every justification to expect that in propefly designed and installed production plant, this could
be bettered".
The Task Force also noted that after 1965, while HAL was going
ahead with the designing and erection of the ,plant, the NCL, was
not actively associated. It was, however, noted that with the limited expertise available with HAL at that time, the designing and
scaling up of operations were done by HAL, but these were got
checked and approved by the NCL experts.
It was decided in 1963, that the Government of India would appoint a Committee to examine the techno-economic evaluation of
the entire project based on the data obtained in the Pilot Plant at
HAL. However, this was not done perhaps in the light of the expectation reposed in the Joint Pilot Plant Report. The Task Force
noted that since the development of the technology by the NCL in
1960, a lot of advances in the Vitamin C production technology have
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f1)ccured. :Since NCL scientists were not pursuing this problem, the
~ benefit of any improvement could not accrue to HAL. It may also
be noted that a steep escalation in the prices of raw materials and
· wages has taken place during this interim period. Since the raw
materials constitute a 'major .cost centre in the cost of production of
· Vitamin C, any such escalation is bound to result in a significant
·impact on the economic .viab1llty of the project. lIt was also noted
·by the Task Force that whereas the management did consider tech· no-economic analysis at -various times, this, however, tended to be
of limited nature as subsequent events have proved.
On the basis of data provided by HAL, the Task Force noted that
. the loss on Vitamin C operations, based on current efficiencies, will
· be around Rs. 75 lakhs per annum. Assuming that the efficiencies
.. claimed by the collaborators are achieVed by HAL, the project
would still continue to incur a loss' of Rs. 34 lakhs per annum on
·the basis of the current approved price for the bulk drug and the
data provided by HAL (Annexure I). The management also stated
· that they could obtain Vitamin C conforming toLP. only after making some modifications in the technology in the final st~ge. The management also informed' the Task Force that _the yields -at two stages, viz., Sorbose Recovery and final crystallisation of Vitamin C are
.- consinerably lower than those claimed in the
Project
Report
And this has resulted in significantly lower overall efficiencies. The
Company has also encountered several difficulties in maintaining
uninterrupted production, apart from other aspects, due to cons·traints such as malfunctioning of the refrigeration units and nonavailability of essential solvents such as Acetone. While approving
this 'project, the Boatd had noted that the Company would attain a
-break-even point and even make a small return to the extent of 3
·to 10 per cent on the production of bulk and formulations, iaken
· together. In addition to this, one of the important :factors in accep'ting this project was an invisible benefit that the country would gain
-by way of saving foreign exchange to the tune ofRs.40 lakhs
through indigenous production of Vitamin C.
As will be seen from the data indicated earUer, the plant has not
been able to achieve the rated capacity nor it is expected to do so
tn the near future unless remedial measures both in respect of technology as well as equipment are taken. After going through the
statement submitted by the management of HAL, the Task Force
was informed that out of the 7 stages in the technology of the manufacture of Vitamin C, the claimed efficiencies have been achieved
in the first two stages viz., hydrogenation and fermentation. But,
lin' the case of sorbose recovery (the third stage), the efficiency ob-
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:tained is cOnsiderably lower than that claimed (average 52 per cent
.as against 80.7 per cent claimed). In the case of the subsequent
,ctages, ~.e. Oxidation and enolisation efficiencies are about 10 per
.cent to 12 per cent less than these claimed. In the case of final stage,
i.e. oxystallisation of, Vitamin C, the efficiency is considerably lower
(average 33 per cent 'as against 90 per cent claimed). This brings
the overall efficiency to an average figure of 6.35 per cent as against
..38.25 per cent claimed in the project report. On the other hanc\,
.Director, NCL stated that the above lower yields of the plant have
to be examined in the context of whether the recommended procedures for carrying out reaction sequences were followed.
In view of the above and since the plant has not been able to
maintain continuous operations, particularly because of the constraints on refrigeration facilities, it has not been possible for the
'Task Force to quantify the present production capacity of Vitamin
C. The Task Force also feels that the two problem areas, 'Viz (i)
recovery of sorbose from the fermented broth and (ii) crystallisation of Vitamin C after enolization, require immediate attention for
improving the overall efficiencies. The Task Force, therefore, re-commends that the management should immediately e~plore the
possibility of maximum utilization of the plant already installed by
constituting a joint working group comprising of the scientsts of
HAL and NCL and also of the National Research Development Corporation of India, who is a party to the agreement, which should
go into the details of the technology and the design of the plant in
order to assesss the techno-economic viability of the entire project
afresh. The-Management should simultaneously explore the pos'sibility of obtaining an improved technology which would make the
present project economically viable with the minimum inputs.
This work has to be undertaken with a time bounc\ programme.
With this in view, the Task Force recommends that a working group
-should be immediately constituted comprising of the following:Rep1'esentati'Ves of HAL
(1) Dr. S. Ramachandran, Superintendent-Research

(2) Sh. K. V. Rao, Deputy Supdt. Chemical Engineering incharge of Projects
(3) Sh. D. V. Karve. Deputy Supdt. Production in charge of
, Vitamin C Plant
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Representatives oj NCL
(1) Dr. L. K. Doraiswamy, Deputy Director

(2) Dr. V. Jagannathan, Assistant Director
(3) Sh. M. V. Kunte, Assistant Director

Representatives of NRDC
(1) Sh. P. Soundararajan, Chemical Engineer
Dr. L. K. Doraiswamy will be the leader of this working group.
The terms of reference of this working group will be as under:(i) to explore the possibility, with or without modificatiOns of

the working of the Vitamin C Plant at the rated capacity;

(ii) to identify the changes necessary in the ~rocess,

equipment, design etc., with cost estimates, equipment availability, indigenous or imported; and

(iii) to present an economic viability analysis on a long term

basis and make recommendations for its implementation
involving improvements to the present technology, the
time frame etc. which will ensure early commercialisation and stabilization of production to the rated capacity.

It was further decided that in its working, if any when necessary, the working group may consult any suitable Design Engineering Firm. The report of the group will be submittea to the Task
Force within a period of 3 months. The Task Force also desires that
the group should commence its functioning from 3rd July, 1975.

The travelling and daily allowances incurred by the members of
this group or the fees payable to the Design Engineering firm will
be borne by HAL.
In the event of any major differences of opinion on a matter,
technical or otherwise, the working group will refer the same to a
committee comprising the following:(1) Dr. B. B. Gaitonde, Chairman, HAL.
(2) Dr. B. D. Tilak, Director, NCL, Poona.
(3) Sh. C. N. Chari, Managing Director, HAL.
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As a concurrent approach, on a tentative basis the Task Force
r-ecommends that the management of HAL should also immediately
.explore the possibility of obtaining better technology either local or
imported, which will ensure better returns on the investment al.ready made with minimal additional inputs.
The Task Force feels that the Jinal report on the recommendations, as per terms of reference of the Task Force, can only be made
.af~r examining the report of the Working Group constituted
as
above and the results of the efforts of HAL management to obtain
tbetter technology from elsewhere. 'It is, therefore, necessary to
extend the tenure of this Task Force by another four months, i.e.
·upto the end of November, 1975. A letter to this effect should be
.addressed to the Government.

Sd/-

Sd/,(B. J. Shahaney)
Sd/·(C. V. S. Ratnam)
PIMPRI

-4-7-75

(B. B. Gaitonde)
Sd/-

(K. V. S. Murthy)

(P. R. Gupta)
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APPENDIX IV
Summary of Conclusions/Recommendations of the Qommittee
Public Undertakings contained in the Report
S1.
No.

(1)

Reference to
paragraph No.
in the Report.

2

Summary of Conclusions/
Recommendations.

(2)

2.14

2.15

Ota

(3)

PeniciLlin
The Committee regret to note that the installed
capacity or the norms of production of PenicilUD
at different stages have not been indicated in the
Project Report. It has been stated that the
targets for production of fermentation batches
were fixed at lower levels for want of extraction
capacities because of an accident in 1967 to the
extractor which was replaced only in March, 1970.
The Committee regret to note that it took the
Company three years to replace the extractor.
and the production was allowed to suffer during
all these years. The Committee woultl like the
reasons for delay in this regard to be enquired
into and responsibility fixed for such excessive
delay which resulted in heavy loss in production•

.

The Committee, however, find that higher
output per batch was achieved from 1967-68 onwards and this made up for lesser volume of
batches. If it be so, the Committee see no reason
why such higher output could not be sustained.
As in the absence of any norms with regard to
the number of batches harvested to the batches
seened, the efficiency of harvesting operations is
not susceptible of evaluation. the Committee
recommend that the Management should not lose
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236
(1)

(2)

(3)

any further time in fixing the norms after a study
of such standards obtaining both in India and
abroad so that they can evaluate the efficiency of
harvesting operations from time to time and take
suitable remedial measures to· prevent the efft·
clency going below the norma.
3

2.16

The Committee do not see any reason why it
should not be possible to fix suitable norms for
draining on the basis of experience during all
these years and taking into consideration the
state of equipment, operatin~ conditions etc. The
Com~ittee wouln like the undertaking to take
steps without further deHty to fix appropriate
norms for draining of batches so that deviations
therefrom could be watched and timely remedial
action taken so as to reduce the loss on account
of drainag.e to the minimum.

4

2.25
and
2.26

The Committee regret to observe that in spite
of the knowledge about the potency of the strain
going down no serious attempts appear to
have been made from 1962 to 1971 to improve
the potency of strain for obtaining better
titre yield. They learn that the Company is
now negotiating with a Japanese party for a
strain which has a yield of 30,000 unitsiml. In
view of the fact that the' country bas all through
this period been importing Penicillin (total
foreign exchange outgo on this score being
B.s. 1.92 crore from 1966·67 to 1971-72 as mentioned in of this report, in the opinion of the
Committee, it would have been better ann in the
national interest if a new strain which is now
sought to be imported had been imported much
earlier and titre yield and consequently production of penicillin improved and import of peni.
cillin reduced to that extent. The Committee
stress that the Government Undertaking should

237
(1)

(2)

(3)

finalise without further delay the negotiate for
import of the best suited and. most efBcient new
Penicillin strain and take suitable measures to
maximise the titre yield and the production of
Penicillin.
2.27

The Committee would also like the Research
and Development Wing of HAL to keep itself
abreast of the developments elsewhere so as to
take advantage of any improvements in the
technology from time to time.

2.28

The Committee also recommend that a case
study of the manufacture should be undertaken,
so as to determine the national loss due to not
keeping pace with the technical developments in
improving the strains. The Undertaking should
draw appropriate lessons from this experience in
order to obviate recurrence of such a situation
in pharmaceutical and other industries, where
technological changes are rapidly taking place.
The Committee suggest that a study should be
made and a report prepared once a year comparing the output and technology used in the Undertaking with units in the country and if ~ossible
with efficient units outside .the country, anei
considered in depth by the Board of Directors
for
who should give their ~ecommendatio~s
improving efficiency and production.

2.32

The Committee

note that the

undertaking

fixed a standard efficiency of 70 per cent for ex-

traction of first crystals from the fermented
broth. The Committee are not sure about the
basi. on which the percentage of efficiency has
been fixed at 70 per capt. The Committee feel
that with the introdudion of new strain in 1971
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(2)

(3)

------------------------the Undertaking shoulel review the performance
and fix suitable standards with a view to assessing the performance with reference to such
standards. The Committee also note that the
Company had been progressively revising thestandards of yield of first crystal per harvested
batch from 1961-72, the last revision having.
been made in 1972-73. The actual average yield
was however less than these standards in the
case of penicillin G during 1966-67, 1969-70, 197071; 1971-72, 1973-74 anft. 1974-75 and in case of
penicillin V during 1966-67, 1969-70, 1970-71,
1971-72, 1973-74 and 1974-75. The Committee
feel that normally the yield should not be lower
than standard yield and recommend that the·
Undertaking. should identify the factors depressing the yield so as to take suitable concerted
measures for improving the performance. The
Committee also recommend that for a realistic
assessment of the yielft. of first crystals, tlie
undertaking should review the percentage of the
standard for extraction effiCiency and the yield
and fix realistic standards for assessing the performance.

8

2.48

The Committee note that utilisation of instal-·
led capacity for production of first crystals
graft.ually increased from 1966-67 to 1972-73'
though there was a set-back in 1967-68 and 197071 but it again shOwed an increasing trend upto1972-73 and thereafter declined. The Committeewere informed that the target is fixed as high as
possible to motivate the production personnel and
the yield of first crystals depended on the activity
of strain in fermenter. The Committee are not
convinced of this argument and feel that it shoull!
have been possible for the undertaking to take
timely remedial measures to attain at least the
targetted capacity.
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•
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2.50

(3)
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The Committee regret to note that the
ciencies actually achieved in the conversion of
first crystals into bulk Penicillin (with the addition of Potassium, Sodium and Procain salts)
were generally less than the standard efficiencies
of 90 per cent, 70 per cent, 80 per cent and 75 per
cent fixed by the Management during the period
1966-67 to 1973-74 except in the case of Penicillin
V where the percentage of efficiency was more
than the btandard in 1968-69, 1969-70 and 1972-73.
1973-74 and 1974-75 and Sodium during 1974-75
Potassium during 1972-73 and 1973-74. The
Committee are informed that loss of production
in this regard was due to lack of enforcement of
protocol laid down for optimum efficiency
of
production e.g. non-observance of operating parameters like maintenance of optimum temperatures and air pressures in the fermenters caused
by lack of facilities like temperature controls,
monitoring agcnts, leakage of steam, non-availability of crucial raw materials, obsolescence of
equipment and negligence on the part of employees. The Committee see no reason why
the
protocols lain down for optimum efficiency of
production could not be enforced. The Committee
feel that had there been a proper and effective
system of control over the different stages of
production, it should not have been difftcult for
the management to have identified the causes of
low efficiency and taken concerted measures to
realise the protocol standards.
The Committee are informed that the matter
was gone into in depth ann action had been taken
to remove the Head of the engineering division
and the Head of productien and also for replacement of equipments. The Committee recommend that the management should draw lesIOns
at least new and introduce without any further

•

240
(1)

(2)

(3)

delay an effective system of management control
over the different stages of production so that
deficiencies at each stage are iclentifled promptly
and suitable remedial measures taken without
loss of time and production.
11

13

2.51

In regard to the replacement of equipment, the
Committee are informed that an expenditure of
Rs. 20 lakhs has already been incurred and it is
proposed to have further replacements for the
next three years by spending Rs. 27 lakhs. The
Committee are also informed that piecemeal
replacement of equipment of improved design
would not provine a substitute for a completely
new plant of modern design which .would cost
Rs. 3 crores and it is not proposed to discard the
existing plant and replace it by a new plant of
up-to-date design. The Committee would like
the comparative economics of replacement of
equipments in piecemeal vis-a-vis wholesale
substitution to be most carefully gone into with
particular reference to the new strain proposed
to be imported. The Committee would like to be
informed of the result of such a study.

2.60

In the opinion of the Committee targets fixed'
for production of Penicillin G by the Undertaking represent what can actually be achieved. If
so, the Committee see no reason why it should
not have been possible to achieve such targets by
concerted f'fforts instead of revising them downwards bec!luse of constraints or inefficiency inproduction.

2.61

The Committee are informen that shortage of
essential raw materials like butyle acetate, phosphoriC acid. sulphuric acid and pbenyle acetic
acid was one of the reasons for short-fall in production of Penicillin during 1973-74 and 1974-75.

241
(1)

(2)

(3)

It has been stated that aa a result of the shortage
of C8$h, the .,",ppliera' bila remained outstanding
for long d~ to which requirements of the undertaking received lower priority. The Committee
are shocked at this state of affairs in the working
of a Public Undertaking where credit worthiness
of the undertaking has become so Jow as to have
affected even the purchase of essential raw materials and production of an essential drug like
Penicillin was alloweci. to suffer on this account.
The Committee recommend that this matter
should. be enquired into and responsiblity fixed.
The Committee feel that these are matters which
should have been gone into by Board of Directors
particularly the Managiug Director and the Gov~.
ernment representative on the Board.

14

2.62

•
\5

2.63

and
2.64

The Committee also recommend that a case
study should be made to draw suitable lessons in
order to obviate recurrence of such a situation in
this or any other public sector undertaking. The
Committee would like that this matter should be
gone into in ci.epth so as to take corrective action
and to streamline procedure in order to ensure
that mch a situation does not recur .
The Committee are surprised to note that it
was only in May, 1971, i.e. 16 years
after
the commissioning of the plant, that the
Management took· serious note of shortfall due to
break-down of machinery and introduced a
scheme of preventive maintenance of the plant
and machinery. The Committee cannot but view
it as an instance of groJs negligence on the part
of Management that they operated the plant for
16 years without any re~ar system of preventive maintenance. The Committee also find that
frequent break-down of production equipments
were reported to be due to considerable short-
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(3)

(2)

(1)

----- ------------------------comings in the working of engineering rlepart-

ment which do not appear to have been investigated. The Committee recommend that
the
entire matter regarding lack of preventive maintenance for such a long time should be investigated immediately with a view to fix responsibility for the lapse.
The Committee also regret to note that even
after introduction of the system of preventive
maintenance in 1971 the preventive maintenance
schedule has not been implemented fully dUring
the period 1971 to 1975. The Committee are not
convinced by the reasons advanced for non·
implementation of the maintenance schedules
which, as the unnertaking has confessed, affected
production. The Committee cannot but deprecate
the negligence shown by the Management first in
not introducing any regular preventive maintenance schedules for 16 years and thereafter not
implementing the schedules regularly.
They
recommend that the reasons for non-implementation of the maintenance schedules since 1971
should also be investigated with ~ view to fix
responsibility and adequate measures taken to
ensure that at least in futUre the schedules for
maintenance of the plant and equipment
are
adhered to. The Committee also recommenn that
GovernmentlBoard of Directors would ensure
that preventive maintenance protocols are inbuilt into the system right from the inception-and
such protocols are actually adhered to.

18

2.103
and

2.104

----~

~-

...

The percentage of drained batches to seedp.d
batches has widely varien from 6.3 per cent in
1970-71 to 1.3 per cent in 1974-75. The Committee regret to note that no norms have so far been
laid down by the Management with regard to the
harvesting of seeded batches with the result thRl
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the efficiency of harvesting operations could not
be properly evaluated. The Committee recommend that the undertaking should, after keeping
in view the equipment, the technology, operating
conditions etc. and after a study of the nonns
obtaining with the collaborator for such operations, fix appropriate norms for harvesting 80 Il~
to evaluate the efficiency of harvesting operations
from time to time and take suitable remedial
measures to keep the drainage within limits.

]7

2.105

•
itB

2.106

The Committee would like the Ministry to
examine critically in consultation with the authorities concerned as to how fer the action of Mercks
in not informing HAL about the improved strain
was correct with reference to terms of collaboration agreement, so that suitable action may be
initiated by HAL The Committee also see no
justification for the delay of 4 years on the part
of HAL in deputing its oftlcers to Merck & Co.
when it was known that Mercks was getting higher titre yield even from 1967 and when the agreement gave the right to the officers of Company
to visit the plant once a year. As admitted by
HAL even the question of delay and negligence
in this regard has not been investigated so far.
In the opinion of the Committee it should be
the specific responsibility of Management. more
specially of· the heads of Research and Development and Production to Keep themselves fully
posted with the performance of similar units
in India and abroad particularly of the collaborators. The R&D should also kea;> a close
watch on the trends of requirements of the
undertaking with a view to taking timely action
to regulate modify/diversify the pattern of production. The Committee deprecate the complRceney and the negligence on the part of HAL in
not keeping itself concurrently informed of the

. - - - - - - - --_.- _-- -------_ ... ..
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2.107
and
2.108

developments and improvements in the strain of
streptomycin by Marcks. The Committee recommend that Government should investigate the
matter and fix responsibility for the lapse.
The Committee note that the undertaking had
obtained the new strain from Glaxo tnrough
Government free of cost on the condition that
it would not be sold or passed on to others, and
HAL has been able to attain, on an average, a
titre yield of 18,000 unitslml. and occasionally
24-25,000 units/mI. from the new strain. The
Committee see no reason why the Ministry/HAL
could not have selected the technology and strain
from Glaxo even in the initial stages instead of
the Merck & Co.
The Committe would like HAL to take all the
necessary measures not only to get the maximum
yield from the new strain but also to improve the
output and effect reduction. in the cost of production. The undertaking should also review the
perfonnance with reference to the new strain and
take action to revise the standards of titre yield
with a view to evaluating the perfCft"mance with
reference to such standards.

20

2.109

The Committee are informed that because of
stoppage of import of soyabean meal used for
production of streptomycin, there was shortage in
supply till the quality of soyabean meal fit for
use in antibiotics industry was established in the
country. The Committee feel that the undertaking should have taken timely action to identify
suitable indigenous quality ,and built up sufficient
stock when it was known that import of soyabean
was to 'be stopped, although the problem is however now reported to have been solved. Similarly. the problem 01 dextrose, which also affect-
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(1)

(2)

(3)

production is stated to have been solved with
the replaeementof dextrflse' t,y starch which is
easily available. The Committee recommend that
now, w·hen HAL has located sources of good quality raw materials within the country, it should
make long term arrangements for their timely
supply and storage of raw materials may not
aftect tpe production of this vital drug hereafter.
The Committee would also like ~L to review
the production performance of streptomycin with
reference to new strain and revised the standard
efficiency and capacity so that evaluation of production could be done ina meaningful way.
~

21

2.110

•

The Committee are also informed that prior .
to 1971, there had been no system of planned
preventive maintena:ncefor the plant and equipment with the result that there were frequent
breakdowns which affected the availability of
services. The planned preventive maintenance
is reported to have been mtroduced since 1971.
The Committee deprecate the neglect of so vital
a plant for over 9 years and strongly reiterate,
as already recommended in this Chapter, that a
thorough investigation into this matter may be
held expeditiously and responSibility fixed for
not introducing a sch~ule of preventive maintenance right from the beginning. They would
further recommend that the Corporation should
take all poSSible measures to ensure that at least
now the preventive maintenance schedule is
strictly followed for all plant and machinery so
that they can be kept in good running condition.
Hamycin

22

2.132
to
2.134

The Committee do not see the rationale ~
hind the decision to increase the capacity of
Hamycin Plant from 15 kgs. to 50 kgs. even
before the pilot plant W8I set up and results of
------~-
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pilot plant study were known. While the Committee commend the development of this drug
by the R&D Wing of the undertaking, they feel
that HAL should have set up the 15 Kg. plant as
originally envisaged on & pilot basis, and after
testing the product, stabilising it in consultation
with the ICMRlIMA and Federal Drug Administration of USA, established the demand for the
product after a proper demand survey and only
thereafter gone in for production on a large scale.
The Committee regret to note tha.t the undertaking went on increasing the capacity to 250 kgs.
and even set up the plant with 250 kgs. capacity
at a cost of Rs. 65 lakhs in November, 1968 merelyon the basis of a demand from USA which was
only "anticipated but was not even got verified.
The Committee fail to understand as to why the
demand of the product could not have been assessed and firmed up even in the earlier stages
before going in for increase of capacity and why
the approval of the Federal Drug Administration
of USA which is now consider necessary for the
systematic uSe of Hamycin could not hfwe been
obtained.
23

2·135
and
2.136

The Committee find that on acount of the
various problems the production of Hamycin
was discontinued from December. 1974, with
the result that entire expenditure of Rs. 65 lakhs
incurred in setting up the plant and the recurring
maintenance charges incurred thereafter have
proved to be infructuous. The Committee regret
to observe that in spite of the long period of near·
ly eight years, the undertaking has not been a-hle
to get the problem solved. Since the chemical:'
drug technology is fast developing, the CommIttee feel that unless the problems are solved with
expedition, the possibility of the technology on
which the plant was based becoming obsolete and
overtaken by latest advancements is not ruled
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out. The Committee would like the whole matter to be thoroughly investigated with a view to.
fix responsibility for the lapses.
The Committee also recommend that the undertaking should find the best alternative use to
which the plant and machinery could be put.
The Committee suggest that MinistryIUndertaking should derive a lesson from this experiment and ensure that whenever investments are·
made for manufacture of experimental drugs in
future, the plant and machinery are such as could
be used for more than one product.
Vitamin C
24

2.164

•

The Committee note that on the basis of 8process developed by NCL for production of
Vitamin C in 1960 a preliminary project report
for a capacity of 50 tonnes per annum was prepared in June, 1960 for establishing the capacity
in HAL after the management of HAL was satisfied about the successful trials of production in
the NCL laboratory as well as in NCL pilot plant.
Since Vitamin C was already under production
in the country, the Committee feel that Government should have made a thorough evaluation of
the technology and cost of production before the
go-ahead order was given. The Committee find
that in February, 1963 in an interministerial meeting it was decided that since HAL had no experience in the manufacture of Vitamin C, HAL.
should first establish pilot plant. This was again
confirm in an interministerial meeting in July,
1963 where it was necided that the pilot plant
should be established in about 4 months
and a joint report with NCL about pilot
plant runs should be submitted to Government
by January, 1964. It was also decided that a decIslon regarding large scale production should be
taken after a technical committee appointed by'

148
,(1)

(3)

(2)

Government had examined. the joint report by
HAL ,and NCL. The Committee fail to understand as to why the techno-economic evaluation
of the project based on the joint report of HAL
and NCL was not undertaken as envisaged earlier
and a decision was taken by Government without
making sure of upscaling the technology or examining the cost. The Committee would like that
this a9?ect should be investigated and responsibility fixed for the lapse.
2.165

0.26

2.166

The technology for Vitamin C which was
deveioped in 1960 is stated to be obsolete in today's context. While the Committee are all for
affording every encouragement to indigenous
know-how, the Committee now hardly stress that
every prudent care should have been taken to
have selected the appropriate technology and no
efforts should have b~n spared to critically evaluate the same before taking the investment
decision.
The Task Force has also recommended that
the two problems require immediate attention for
improving over-all efficiency and suggested that
the management of HAL should immediately explore the possibility of obtaining better technology either locally, or imported which will ensure
better return on the investment already made
with the minimal additional inputs and HAL
should immediately explore the possibility of
maximum utilisation of the plant already installed by constituting a joint working group comprising the scientists of HAL, NCL and also National
Research
Development
Corporation
to go into the details of the technology and
the design of the plent in order to assess the techno-ecol'1omic viability of the entire project afresh.
The Commit_ feel that HAL should have evab.latad iD deIItllthe N:eL ~b.nology oat the pilot
plant
ill conwltltion with Indian CouncH

s.

--- ---------------------

0(1)

(2)

-

(3)

of· medical Research, NRDC and other experts in
the field especially when even at the pilot plant
stage according to the Secretary doubts were
expressed. The Committee feel that the pilot
plant studies were not carefully done before setting up a plant for large scale production. The
Committee recommend that HAL should without
any further delay, take concerted measures to
overcome the immediate problems affecting the
production.
2.167

•

The Committee do not understand as to why,
when IDPL another Public Sector Undertaking
under the same Ministry is also producing Vitamin C, th~ assistance of that Public Undertaking could not be taken for revamping the plant.
The Commi~tee recommend that a careful evaluation of the available technologies should be made
and the appropriate technology selected so that
the plant is capable of operation on an economic
basi.. The Committee need hardly stress that it
should be endeav01tt of the Public Sector Undertakings dealing with drugs to ensure that essential drugs of a89lJred 'llJuality including those for
prevention of dlseases are made available at most
competitive prices and in adequate quantities.

Aureofungin
:28

2.179
and
2.1aO

The Committee feel that both the Ministry
of Petroieum and Chemicals and HAL should
have taken the assistance of the Ministry of
Agriculture and the ICAR for testing the J.·roduct
Aureofungin-a product developed by its own R
& D efforts-in the field establishing its effiCiency
and popularising and standardising it as a pesticide before taking up production on a larlle scale.
If it is established as a pesticide, or even as an
antibiotic for agricultural products, the Committee feel that the undertaking should have passed
on the know-hO'W to anOther public undertaking

(1)

(2)

(3)

dealing with the pesticide or to the Ministry concerned for further processing and development.
The Committee regret to note that, instead, the
Company went on manufacturing the product
though on a moderate scale without obtaining
any firm commitment of indents from the State
Governments and produced 1250 kgs. till the end
of March, 1975 at a cost of Rs. 39 lakhs. TheCommittee see no justification for the company
to have gone on with the production during 197273, 1973-74 and 1974-75 when there was already
an accumulation of stock in 1971-72 and the shelf
life of product was only two years especially
when there were no firm indents/commitments:
from the State Governments.

,
'

The Committee find that the off-take of theproduct has not even been 50 per cent of the production to the end of 1974-75 and even the stocks
lying with the company are not usable with the'
result that the company has been put to a loss of
over Rs. 20 la·khs calculated on the basis of total
cost of production. The Committee would likethat the entire matter should be thoroughly investigated with a view to fixing responsibility
for the loss.

r,

Other Items
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2.193

The Committee regret to note that even:
though there is no legal ban on the production.
of Tetracycline, now, it would not be possiblefor the undertaking to produce Tetracycline at
competitive prices as others are alreany in the
field with the result that the plant could not be
used for the purpose for which it was set up'
while Tetracycline itself is being imported in
bulk form to produce capsules. The Committeefind that this pilot plant was used for production of Chlorotetracycline again on the basis of

(1)

(2)

.

(3)

know-hpw q,eveloped by research division and
even Uifi had to b~ aboildoned on account of
lat:k'
ci~a'nc\.. The, ComMittee are informed
that
the
plant
was dtsmant1ed
in 197~71 and
.
,-,
'r .'"'''''! ,.. - •• ' .' , . . '
the machinery transferred to other plants for
use and the entire Chlorotetracycline produced
had been sold by 31st·March, 19'1J.; The eo..
mittee regret to obServe ·that,this is yet another
~stance of taking up experimental production
without assessing the demand and developing
the market for the product.

of'

~
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2.194

a.n4

2.105

The Committee also note that the Board
a~proved in Deoember,
setting up of a plant
for the manufaature of, &.000 kgs. of semisynthetic penicillin per. annum at an estimateC\
cost of Rs. 50 lakhs during the F\ourth Five Year
Plan.
Aecord1Rg to management, the plant
would be commissioned by June, 1976.
The
Commit~ al80 not.. that in the mean
time
manufacture of·· semi-eynthetic penicillin capsules was started, in November, 1971. and out of
17.52 lakhs capsules manufactured, 14.67 lakhs
were sold up to 3lat Mat'ch, 1975, 0.80 lakhs
were scrapped (produced 'in May, 1972) leaving
of a balance ofhl.0I1;lakha ..in stock. The low
volume of sale was stateclto be due to inherent
dUBcultiea in intl'Oducing. a new formulation in
the tnPIIet.

1_.

Thee ColplPit. feel that the undertaking
int.epaive efforts for markettWs ~, dr;ug~. N;fW. ~t the plant would
be commissioned byJWJ,e•. 1976, the Commi~
recommend that the undertaking should intensify its efforts to develop the market for the
prOduct· abd also take steps to get the problems
re~r ~~acy apd s1.telf life of the produc::t
resolved.
. . The Committee would also like to
shlolWr\,~v.,;~~:

u..

~
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(2)

(3)

reiterate that in the sphere of drugs, particularly
the new drugs, it is always aci.visable to take up
production on a pilot basis before going in for
production on a commercial scale .
.31

2.196

The Committee are informed that
the
preliminary feasibility reports show that the
, projects for Industrial Enzymes and Amunoglyc06idic antibiotics will be financially feasible
while that of Erythromycin would not be financially feasible on the basis of the technology
available with the undertaking at present and
therefore efforts are being made to obtain improved technology before the project is processed further. The Committee would like that a
thorough study of the technologies, if any,
available, in India for the manufacture of these
products shoulci. first be made before considering
lmport of any foreign technology and the feasibility and economic viability of the projects
should be critically examined before taking up
the projects. In case selection of foreign technology is inevitable, the Committee would like
that the undertaking shOUld select the best
technology capable of producing the drugs at
most economic prices. The Committee also
caution that the earlier mistakes of taking up
manufacture of Hamycin, Aureofungin etc.
should not be repeated while taking up manufacture of the new dru'gs and every care should
be taken to ensure that the drugs pronuced will
be efftcacious, stable and have a viable market
for them.

Re;ection.r
32

2.209

The Committee find that the percentage of
rejects to total production in the case of penicillin

253
(1)

(2)
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------------------.-----.--bulk has come down from 12.4 per cent in 196768 to 8.a per cent in 1969-70. Though it increased
to 10.3 per cent in 1971-72, it again came down to
1.09 per cent in 1973-74. In the case of streptomycin, though the percentage of rejects to the
total production was the maximum of 26.5 per
cent in 1968-69, the percentage came down to 0.54
per cent in 1972-73. It, however, increased to
3.4 per cent in 1973-74. The Committee see no
reason why the undertaking should not sustain
the low perceI1tage of rejections so far achieved.
The Committee recommend that it should be the
endeavour of the undertaking to ensure that the
rejects are further brought down.
2.210

The Committee regret to note that while
there is a recorci. of the tablets and vials rejected
out of the total production, no separate figures of
rejections in respect of the capsules are available
with the undertaking. The Committee feel that
in the interest of assessing the quality of the
finished capsules, it is desirable that a record of
rejects in respect of capsules is also maintained
separately.

34

, 2.211
and·
···2.212

The Committee would like that a record of
rejects of vials from the market should be maintained and analysed in depth and deficiencies
,identified with a view to taking corrective measures. The Committee need hardly stress that
such rejections on account of quality not only
affects the image of
the company but also
involves risks to patients.

'35

2.213

33

•

to

2.215

In the opinion of the Committee it should not

be difficult for the undertaking to have a sample
test oheck of batches if any lying unsolt\ for

more than six months to ensure that the
e1Bcacy of such batches remains intact before

_._. ------(2)
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they. are. actually sent to tq.e. market. The Comltl.i~cffeel that 'wiUldraw.ls from market' do not
leave agoodirnage ~f.a pul?l,ic undertaking on
thepubUc'mind. The C9mmittee find that a
maximum J1umber of batches of ~otassium penicillin 'G' ,were withdrawn and. tb.ey pertained to the
pe,.-iod--October 191~ to March, 1966, April, 1967
to ,September, 1967. and Qcto~r, 1967 to Marc~
1968';'and tQ.e withdrawals were mainly on accourit
The Comof, non-conftrmity to specifipations.
mi~ fail to understand .now. such batches which
did, not conform to specifications passed the
quality control tests.
The Committee were also informed tb3t during
and 1973-74, batches have been withdrawn
fol~owihg complaints from the market in regard
to reactions particularly fatal reactions and also
d~e to failure of the stability which coulcl be
noticed as a result of test carried out by the
Quality Control Department of the Company.
'n.t.e· Committee view with concern how such
batChes were passed by quality control department before they found their way intO the market. The Committee would like that the deficiencies in the products which resulted .n, t};le filtal re:action should be thoroughly investigated without
lq~s of'.t1'ine and deterrent' action tak~n against all
tl),ose. responsible for the de1i~quency. The Committee also 'recommend tbit Board/Government
should ensUre a conclusive action and MSO take
~itable measures to avoid, recurrence of such
cases.
1972~73

36

2.216

The Committee feel that these problems are
not insuntlountable and could have been con;.
trOlled by the management by contemporaneous
monitoring. The Committee would ute that the
undertaking should Critically go into the reaSODS for the very high pementage of rejectious
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how far they .wet:c avoidable. The Com~
'miW!e "recdl'rimetld 'flult· On the basis of the ex.
~~fi~~(!e,. of . ,~~r~
with reference to
.qorms ()"btaining' in .llIi.d . kings manufacturing
~hniiar d"iUgs. the llIidertfiing should fix appropriate norms for rej'ections and also tighten its
qualit~ con'trol 'ini!asU~s to see that the perdmUige bf r~ectlons 'does not exceed the norms.
~d ~

.:#:t
L~

I .~I

Consumption of raw materials
;

22~'7

and
2.2.28

j.

:

The 'Co~mitt~e ~lew with concern that in
spite of steep inc~~ i'n the value of excess
,9-()IUJ\llllption 'Iof .ma~ri,us which contribute to
~~e incre8~ ~n ~qlf{t 'Of ~x:oduction, no action
~ms to have b~ tatten to investigate into
;~~rl!a.'~nSfor J~~~. e.~~~~ses. The Committee
(eel tha~i in ~l,).e,.,~~ncf.
informationirecords
~. ind~.c"le.th~ c~m:~t\v~.. action taken on varipossible to verify
ance reports, it .. lS ~t\ll~r
/'t.
whethe~a~.tio~. has ac~~I¥ been taken
or to
fix responsibi~tr, ~qr ~.Japse in this regard.
In the opipioll of .the, ~p':\mittee thls only indicates casualness of approach and laxity on the
part of lhemanagement. The Committee theref~re,.r~c<?.mme.Pd ,~t the un~g should
not. re~t c.olltent .~jth. ;~.'~~ely :~ring a statement of,ya,riances b~~w~~ sta .•.. ds and actual
cons1A1lptio~. but also indicate and endure corl'ective aetton.

.0'

.'

•

I , .

'A 'state'nl~nt

I,,'

,

'.1

':

iJf va~{anCes along with action

tliken shoulrt be fheiu'dedln the monthlylquar~:~~ ftz:l~ci~~!., r~e~ ~.d placed before the
'j'b'~r~ of ~if~,ctoI;s wh'?'JW.~:Uld no doubt examine
hi, ~~~ a~llt t?,e ..~aequacy of remdial and
other measures taken.

2.22,9.

aim.

f2aO

.. It .hit". ~p s~~~ I ~h~t .. the criterion followed.. for. ~Q~ .of '~n1, 's~dard in any part!'cular raw ~ate'rtalwas "that the standard wu
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f.I)

(2)

(3)
fix~ or revised keeping in view the optimum
consumption best suited to efficient production.
Since improved strains have been introduced'.
in the case of penicillin from 1971 and in the
case of streptomycin during 1974-75, the undertaking should watch the performance of the new
strains and take action to revise the standards
after the production ge'ts stabilised so that a
realistic assessment of the consumption of raw
materials with reference to such standards can
be worked out.

The Committee r~ommend that any upwardl
downward revision of norms should be doneonly after a detailed objective analysis of the
consumption of materials for a period, consistent
with efficiency and quality of the product and
with the specific approval of an officer not lower
in rank than Managing Director and after consultation with Finance. Such revision of standards should also receive the special attention of'
Board of Directors.

Utilisation of Services
2.239
and
2.240

The Committee regret to note that no yardStickS! have been prescribed fw hercising
control over actual consumption of power
steam and compressed air nor is there any
arrangement for recording actual consumption
at different plants andlor for different processes.
The Committee are informed that the most important poi~t of consumption of services bei:ng
at the fermentation stage, the Management
roughly compared consum;:>tion of important
services per fermentation batch in the absence
of necessary instruments. The Committee cannot comprehend how a rough comparison of consumption of servi:ctls, only at the fermentation
stage could enable the management to exercise
control over the consumption 01 services at the,

?f)7

(1)

(2)

(3)
"

c:U1fetrent stageslprocesses of production which is
essential to control costs and cut out wastages at
each stage Iprocess: The Committee are informed
that meters are gradually being installed and
till then the control would be with reference to
estimates. The Committee feel that installation
of meters or other measuring instruments should
have been done along
with the equipment
themselves and recommend that the undertaking
should lose no further time in fixing the meters
and exercising proper control dver consumption
of services, which has a bearing on over-all cost
of production.
The Committee recommend that Governmentf

BPE should issue standing directions that mea-

suring control instruments should invariably be
provided along with the machinesiequipment
and should in fact form an integral part of the
machines.
40

2.241

to

2.244

•

The Committee also find that pex:centage of
the consumption Of steam has been the maximum-53.37 per cent in 1973-74 While consumption of compressed air bas been the maximum
99 percent in 1970-71 of the installed capacity.
The Cominittee would like that the reasons for
abnormal increases should be critically examined with a view to taking suitable remedial action.
T.he Committee are also informed that although there had been stand-by capacity for
other services, which had to be prograsively
utilised in the case of refrigeration the underutilisation of installed capacity was due to frequent breakdowns.

The Committee are informed that with the
introduction ,ot planned preventive maintenance
introduced after 1971, the percentage of break-

---------------------,,'{2)
(3)
(1)
4~h~~8:&ii'fel~,_~2 per cent in 1972-73
~~~WctffitJIh':Nt4_'5. 'ffie Committee feel that
it Jm nSt ~ much 't!ie ;a~ of standby but
1..& ;~ ;pte~ti"f"e 'il1at~ce which had been
rli8:PbtiSi~le ,'fbI. ~Ubh ~Uent breakdowns. The
'~'lhtVe giveh their comments elsewhere
'ihl£fds ''fepijrt' 8boutnon-observance of preven-

'Uve In\finteifance: !6liedtiles.

2.247

to

'Z~252

The Commit~e ~~et' to note that the undertaking has not maintained any record to
tlft.tIt~te 1Ilte 'idle laboUr hours and only a re'c«)M ~f 'idle lhadhine llCft1ts is, maintained ~d
t.tilt "mb 'mily 111 "fermentatton and fllling s~c
tloil. Tlte 'Comnitttte '~DO reason why record
of ml~hi'tle 'utfla8.tlons fshould not
be maintained in the othe1"'''IeeftuuB and fail to un«\erstand how i'n the absence of such a record,
'i&.dclttidh' j bf ,,~~ fa ~onei and I>fMe hours contt61fed. 'Th,'e I ~ee 1fecotiiinend that the
iIhd~rtA1Cfhg shot11atJare ItWPs to maintain
'sclit8.bte 'tecOt8!1 'f.to '1ftufit!8:te the utilisati'on of
'ma&irleryin
the "!~ sectiops and pro... A
cesses.
~.J'.(l

"I

The domtriitt4!e feel 'that in the interest of
assessing the efticiency 'and productivity of
labour it is necessary that records of utilisation
of la'Mour "atlaitue 'rabour hours and the rea'sOns 'tll'eretor :tlTe:ntafntliftted.

The 'COlnmfttee reccmtmend that

informaman
hours shOUtd. ~ 'lWleetal in the monthly!quar~ly reports t9 the ~agement and Board of
DiH,dors,' ~,' '~orn:pUttee, also, suggest that the
au41 SlioUla. '~\iaany examine the
rtords of idle ma'ctun~rman hours and report

tiOn ~bg'~ macltine hours and

m.tlernal

-------------

(1)

(2)

(3)

to the t«Wifaiitieiit/t'oiii-d: ~f Directors to en'able' 'fH~ ''to take' 'cdftc'f#!live follow-up action.
ft"e'CltHi1Df1!te:e' meed nU't6Iy stress that high
pi!teen."bf i(lte ':fi011r:s rdf men or machinery
awill only' add to :ffie 'cOst of production, with
'the foe9ifh c1fhe'ptices 'woUld cease to become
"~ti\i'e.

The Committee 'note that the bulk of the
'idle maclth'le "ho'Urs tias '~n due to contamination turnover time 'and breakdown of ma'ehirtery. The ConUnlttee 'feel that there are
areas whiob 'Could' 'be ctmtrolled by eftlcient
Itlanagement 'tmd the idHf hours could be
brought down. The Committee would like that
the undertakitlg should take concerted
meastttes to control 'idle hthus on account of these
iilctors ''in the bestirfterast of production.

•

The 'coni~iitee ~d that besides turnover
~~ .~ds.portase of raw materials and con'tamination has also contributed to idle hour.
The 'Committee see no reason why the undertakiilg ~hoJtd riot have 'kept sufficient buffer
stock of raw materials and obviated the necessity of keleping machines idle for want of
raw materials. The Committee would like 'that
the 'undertJaldJ:rg should take sUitable steps to
control idle ltonrsQue 1:0 contamiftation in the
best interest of produetion.

'tIfie

'Wmitd also recommend
'fea'sOns for "die very high percentale
'tif Mfe rTiaCliMe'fi{)urs '~ng 1974-75 should be
!iiI~~~ tto' 'see 'WRJftii!r any of the reasons
~ffiin~e

:aurt 'ttie

tIre' 'ivdflflfne.

VlhR!tiv
4f'6e '<.'JtnDatttee 1IGte'1llat as agaiDift the in-

f~""'etty"Of'.GOO"Vfals

per shUt based on
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , .. - ....._...... _._---(1)

(2)

(3)

continuous working for 8 hours about stoppage,
the Ministry considered a capacity of only 36,000
vials per shift as PIllcticable. As against thiSl, the
management assumed the working capacity to be
25,000 vials per shift. The Committee find that
number of shifts actually worked was less than
the available shifts, on account of absenteeism
among workers, lack of trained operators, shortage of rubber stoppers, breakdown of machines,
etc. The Committee regret to note that HAL has
not analysed the loss of shifts on account of each
one of these reasons. The Committee agree with
the Ministry that the undertaking should not
have reduce the capacity because of the alleged
loss of 2 hours in a shift but should find out ways
and means of ensuring that the machines are actually worked for the full 8 hours so that vialling
could go up. The Committee would like HAL
should improve the utilisation of capacity and
bring it to the level of 48,000 vials without further loss of time and money. The Committee
wou1d like to be informed of the cencerted measures taken and the results achieved.

43

3.24
and
3.26

The Committee regret to note that the actual
production fell short of not only capacity based
on 36000 vials pM shift but even the redur.ed
vialling capacity of 25000 assumed :by the Management, the lowest production being 20,781 in
1974-75. The Committee recommend that the
vialling capacity of each machine and the question of optimum number of working shifts should
be gone into in depth with a view to identifying
the constraints which aft'ect the working of the
plant at 48,000 vials and suitable measures taken
to attain the full capacity under a time bound
programme and the Committee informed. The
Committee are also informed tha.t the Undertaking

261
(1)

(2)

(3)

has also now taken some measures to see that
the humidity is maintained at proper level to
control rejections. This being a management
function, the Committee fail to understand as to
why this could not have been taken care of at the
appropriate time and rejections controlled. The
Committee recommend that the measures now
taken should be kept under continuous watch so
that humidity is maJntained at the proper IE'vel.

45

3.26

In regard to. rubber stoppers, though the
problem is reported to have been solved by shifting to synthetic rubber, the Committee see no
reason why this could not have been taken care
')f by proper planning. The Committee find that
the need for strengthening the inventory eontrol procedure, building up of adequate reserves
and keeping close liaison with the suppliers was
emphasised by the Board as early as 1970. The
Committee expect that the Management would
keep their instructions in view and observe them
so as to avoid recurrence of shortages of rubber
stoppers and other vital accessories.

3.27
to
3.29

The Committee note that one of the reasons for the shortfall in vialling operations has
been reported to be shol1$ge of vials. The Committee find that HAL has been getting the vials
of BP 58 specification produced by only one private sector firm situated as an ancillary unit on
the land belonging to HAL. The Committee feel
that agreement should have contained suitable
provision for meeting the demand of the main
undertaking in full and also the price to be paid
for supplies should have been indicated in some
detail keeping in view the cost of production and
international price etc. The Committee are of

~1)

(2)

(3)
t~e

ppinion that_ the

priv!l~

firm which was nur-

,tured as an ancillary unit with all the attendant

.facilities, shoulq llavegiven priority of supplies
to the main 'undertaking HAL according to the
terms of the' agreement and even if there had
~n any dispute about rates those could have
'been,,resolv~by ~bitration etc. at a later stage.
The Committee fail, to understand as to why no
legal action was taken against the private firm
by the undertaking to enforce the terms of the
contract. The Committee are constrained to ob~erve tpat HAL allowed a situation ,to develop in
'Whicn 'flie prlv"ate'\iedor compariy"was able to
hold litt~raiiSOm bY'Ih'fettiipting supplies of glas!\
Vials
'ford#g'ft"to 'agree to price increase just
to avdla. s'top~8Jge 'of produCtion. The Committee
'il'te led to 'cohClutie lhat :tne agreement with the
'~ompal'!-Y 'et'fher 'did '1\ot :~dequately safeguard
the publ.ic ~btere~t'or 'the :provisions thereof were
Jrtot 't?ffectivMy ahd 'Protn~tly invoked. The Comttrlftee wbuid !iKe 'thilt'tne agreement and the
role ,Ilf HAL 'indi'aWfngtahd implementing it
'sho'illd Jbe'tnortibghly ihWktigated with a view
~ ~irt~ ri~S.poWsil)nity fbr the lapses. The Co~
mtttee would 1ike to '1:)e 'ffiformed of the preclSe
action taken in pursuance of tr.is recommendation.

and

'l'he Committeereeommend that Government!
'rs:PiE'should onl'he 'basis 'of expelr'ience of the
working oflt'tie agtte~ define the role and
ol)lt~atfonof 'the 'attSI'iiiry industries vis-a.-vis the
mahliliclustry. Tlley sh'O'Uld draw up R model
agreeinent'lb'r· :sueh "tneift'li'y industries making
it' ohfi~t&rv fO'i' ~ tc)"ffteet the requirements
ot'~B\ic'ml'8etf,bdh~Hn "fUll and supplies made
bytb'El'n,1 tto itfl'e PUtm~"U\\aertaking/shoutd be
'most 'co~\Te 'Wltb. rlf4Jrence to the price
·C!b~l'ke.r1,y ~wer'ltWI~n.tion.l price/cost of
~uet!otl.

---:::.,
(1)
~

-_.,-_.-.-_.-------------'--(2)

~,

(3)

Th~i

Cemmi_e. recomrtleDd that, since the

PM~c;. ~!iP.f $.»&,COQlp~.HAL and IDPL

~rted",t9_ ~. £.Jaing

are

conaider.able difficulties in
oqt~ning; tbe•.reqW.aite quaUty and quantity of
vja~. Government. sbould consider the feasibility
of, settm,g. up, c~RUve viaL making capacity with
the P\lQl~. sector: unite after. carefully examining th" teclurlc..i an finand8I ,implications there-

ot.

41r,

3~4a:

The; C~t~; rei~~ . ~ ,observe that in
spit,e Of i the •~.ayy, ~r~epta.it of rejections no
~~ w:e~~ fixed, pr,ior tQ 1973 and there was
no system of contJ;~,.~, ,r~ections. The Committee strongly recommend that all the long term
and, short te~, m~~",re~; .recomm~~ by t¥,:
technical' Committee of th~ Corporation' should be
mlplemeE:~~~ s~~ulou,~y :W!~out avoidable delay so as to ensure thai the rejections are minimised' and in :any~ cllse:keptwitbln the norms. The
ComII)i~ee would ,', also' like tpat a report about
tperejectioll$ . coinp8"r~ 'to the norms together
w#ll;.t~~ ·re~t·,m~~,~es.,~en should be incl~d~"a~~a. s~~~B}~19. iJ.l; the agenda for the
~~~ ,~~#n.B. so, ~~t the, ~~ of 'Directors may
nave an oppor-funity of reviewing them.

48

3.44

The Conamit1ee are further infonned that;,
duriag:11n3.,7" ,one of ,the likely causes of the
bigber. rejections, was tba~ tIM supplies of glass
vials \Vere IU)t strictly accon:Jblg to speciftcations
and the fQQbet .to~x:a dW.JD09t adhere properly
to the. vials. '11My.~, ~ to learn that instea4 of COD)~.~ ~ to adhere rigidly to tl\e,apedfka~, the. gl4w vials deviating
fmm the pretlCribed s~ti.ons were acceptP.o

--' _.. _- ._._--------------------
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(1)

(2)

(3)

and the specifications of the rubber stoppers
changed to match those of the glass vials receiv.. ed. They are unhappy to find that HAL agreed
to compromise on standard laid down for glass
vials and accepted below-specification vials to
avert cessation of production in view of the monopoly of the supplier in this field. The Committee
fail to understand as to why HAL could not have
enforced the technical specifications laid down in
the contract. The Committee deprecate the lack
of foresight on the part of HAL in allowing such
a situation to develop in which it found ltself
completely at the merely of a private sector company for glass vials and recommend that the matter should be investigated with a view to fixing
responsibility.
49

3.45

The Committee are informed that a large
number of vials making plants have been licenced in the last two years and if 60 to 70 per cent of
that licenced capacity comes to fruition, the
shortage of vials will no longer be there. The
Committee recommend that Government should
ensure that the plants whicb ha.ve' been licenced
are really set up and commissioned on schedule
and that scarcity conditions in the matter of availability of vials are not allowed to develop.
Spillage and Overage

50

3.51

The Committee are concerned to note that
the spillages and overages have always been in
in excess of standard and the cumulative 10s1 on
this account during the last 8 years was of the
order of Rs. 60.33 lakhs. The Committee stress
that the reasons for such spillages and overage!':
should have been critically analysed and timely
action taken to arrest such excess ~illage5 and
overages. The Committee also recommend t~;(~

-------------

-..

....

(1)

(2)

(3)

the standards which were fixed in the initial
stages should. be reviewed by the R&D wing of
the company in the context of the present stage
of equipments and processes and sticter standards
evolved for the purpose of assessment of the efficiency of the vialling operations.

51

,3.52

The Committee are informed that hy adopting trulre rigorous controls and changes in processes, the losses on account of spillages and overages have been brought down from an average
of Rs. 8 lakhs during 1966-67 to 1971-72 to Rs. 3
lakhs on an average during 1971-72 to 1974-75.
The Committee feel that the improvements made
during the last three years should not create a
sense of complacency in the Management and
the Management should continue to keep the percentage of spillage and overage under review 80
that suitable remedial steps may be taken in time
to keep them within the norms fixed for the
purpose.
Tableting and capsulation

3.65

3.67

....

The Committee were informed that the operable installed capacities of tableting and capsulation machines these were fixed on the basis
·of actual trials and were lower than mechanical
capacity
machines on account of lack of ancillary equipment The Committee see no reason
as to why such ancillary facilities could not have
been provided along with the machines 80 as to
utilise the full capacity and why only 58 per cent
of the capacity was put to effective use. The
-Committee are informed that these faeiUlies have
.since been provided in tablettng section and new
machines have been added and the installed capadty has been increased to 1800 lakh tablets and
machines have been added and the installed capa·
eity is now rated as 1248 lakhs and 137 lakhs per

0'

----- -----------

(1)

---- ---.- - - --

(2)

(3)

81S8um .. respectivel¥. 'llhe Committee do not seeth~.raticmale behiJ:ai.ftJdng t~ operable capacity

.t,

L

redw:EKl. fiSUl"O even 'aftei:. addition of new

ma~lUnea- and· facilities 8nd.'stress that concerted'.

measuresslwuld.·be taken to ensure full utUisation of tQe install. capacity for tableting and
capsulation.

The Committee regret to note that even after

the.. iuta~d .capacity' of ·tablating has been in--

'"

creased i the percentage of utilisation of operable
c~t.y has been of-the 'order of 9.6 per cent in
1972..73, 15.'7· per cent in 1973-74 and 12 per cent
in 197...75. In the case of capsules, the percentage of, utiliaation varied, from '42 per cent to 55
per cent. although earlier it varied from 47 per
cent in 1963-69 to 71 per certt in 1970-71. The
Committee are informed that production programme is sale-oriented· and market fot' tablets
and capsules is being developed gradually and is
at. pre$ent much below installed capacity. The'
full capacity of tableting could be a~~i~ved afte:r.
air-conditi0ning facilities could be commissioned
in November, 197$, 'The Committee see no reason
why these facilities could not'have been privided along with the installation of ancillary equip- .
ments and addi-tional pUnching machines and
capacity utilisatlGn augmented and why the·
undertaking couid not 'have developed the market for ta,tUets a~d carsul~.. The Committee
would like that the undertaking \Government
should critically examine' th~r constraints, if any.
in the marketing
Of tablets
and capsules anei. the .
t_ .... _..
. __ .'
•• ' ,.
reasons for the' underutUtsation of capacities
~pe~th~~~, i~ ,ia~~~;. ma5~~-of profit in sale of'
t~~~~~;,8!l~" c~~~~~" w:~£.ll,. would be of direct
s~~cF•. ~ t~ft. cp~~,~~ np1~.
'"

•

I
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54

(2)

(3)

3.69
to
3.71

The Committee regret to note that in spiteof the fact that vialling, tableting and capsuling
capacities had been underutilised, the quantities
issued for vialling and tableting have been less
than the quantities produced. The Committee regret to note that while on the one hand the undertaking was not utilising its vialling and capsulation/tableting capacity in full, on the other hand
it had been cancelling orders in various years.
due to inability of the Company to meet the demand for formulations. The Committee regret
to observe that in spite of formulations being a
profitable proposition, the undertaking did not
make any attempt to increase the capacity for
formulations. The Committee are doubtful whether this underutilisation of capacity was deliberate and they would like that this matter
should be critically gone into. In this connection
the Hathi Committee on Drugs and Pharmaceutical Industry have recommended in ApIiI, 1975
that at least 60 per cent of bulk drugs produced
by the Public sector industry should be formulated by itself and in the disposal of the remaining
40 per cent first preference should be given to
meet the needs of the Indian sector particularly
the small scale/units.
The Committee are informed that the Government have accepted these recommendations
of Hathi Committee. At the present moment, the
Company has the capacity to formulate 45 per
cent but it is operating this capacity either for
Penicillin or for Streptomycin, depending on
which is mOre advantageous to formulate. They
would like HAL to investigate the constraints on
the optimum utilisation of the existing formulation capacity. take conclusive measures to remove these constraints and ensure that not less
than 60 per cent of production is utilised for
formulations.

2381 LS-18.

2Q8
(1)

(3)

(2)

Bulk
55

3.84
to
3.91

v~-a--vis

FormulatWns

The Committee note that major portion of
the total production of different products of
HAL is sold in bulk form to private viallers,
although sale in vialled formulations was more
profitable than sale in bulk. They are unable to
appreciate why the Company has not been fully
utilising its vialling capacity and why it cancelled
orders for formulations and why the Government
thought that they "had also an obligation to supply the bulk drug to private viallers" even though
the bulk sales has been a substantial factor contributing toward losses which the Company has
been sustaining currently.
The Committee are constrained to conclude
that by showing excessive concern for the requirements of private viallers and by keeping
HAL's formulation capacity under-:utilised all
through this period, the administrative Ministry
as well as HAL have not acted as the guardian
and promoter of the interests of the public sector but has rather helped the private firms, particularly the foreign firms to earn h.uge profits
at the expense of the public sector and national
interest. They recommend that Government
should thoroughly investigate into the reasons for
the under-utilisation of formulation capacity, indifference to the need to augment the formulation capacity and dEWelop markets far HAL's products, the so-called "obligation" to supply bulk
drugs to private viallers and cancellation of
orders for formulations in spite of having unutiUsed capacity, with a view to fixing responsibility
and inform the Committee of the precise action
taken in the matter.
The Committee recommend that the company
should identify such of the formulations which

(1)

(2)

(3)

are a losing Qroposition and critically go into all
the factors which have been affecting the profitability on formulations so as to take suitable
remedial action without further delay. Since the
cost of formulation also depends on the cost 011
bulk drugs, the Committee recommend that the
undertaking should take concerted measures to
bring down the cost of Qulk production, the cost
of vialling aDd elimination of all wastages and
heavy rejections by stricter management controls. They would like this matter to be i'ncluded as a regular item of the agenda at the
meetings of the Board of Directors so that it
receives contemporaneous attention and effective measures are taken to bring down the cost
of production of bulk and formulations.
The Committe'e note that the cost of production of bulk in most cases e1Cceeds the selling
price which is fixed for them with the result
that the private viallers find it an attractive proposition to purchase bulk from HAL and to
make formulations therefrom and this gives them
a better margi'n of profits.
In this connection the Hathi Committee have
recommended that if the multinationals are to
continue in the field of drug production, they
should continue under certain disci'pJines and
should be required to go into bulk production
and to give at least 50 per cent of their bulk
production to associated formulators.
These
recommendations are stated to be under the
consideration of the Government. The Committee would like the Government to take an
early decision in the matter so as to ensure that
the public sector does not have to continue to
supply bulk products to formulators, more particularly foreign drug Companies, at a loss to
itself and the Committee informed of the deci-
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(1)

(2)

(3)

sion taken in the matter within three months
of the presentation of this Report.
Pricing Policy

56

4.27
to
4.35

The Committee note that the cost of production of vaious bulk drugs anct formulations by HAL has more than doubled since
1966-67 in most cases and the cost of production
of many items has been higher than the selling
prices fixed by the Goverrunent. The Committee recommend that the Unde'rtaking should
take concerted measures to reduce its cost of
production by better utilisation of the capacity,
improving its efficiency and controlling rejections and eliminating all wastages.
The Committee recommend that the Government may expeditiousl'Y examine the various
aspe!Cts of the prictng of bulk drugs and formulations in the light of the Reports of the Bureau
of the Industrial Costs and Prices and the assurance given by the Minister in the House about
Hathi Committee's recommendations and evolve
a prrcing policy by which the pu\>lic sector
should play a dominant role in drug industry by
making essential drugs available both to the
hospitals and the common man at most competitive prices. The public sector should also have
appropriate blend of bulk and formulations so
as not to make losses, but generate adequate
margi'ns on capital invested to make it selfreliant and growth oriented.
The Committee note that the assurance given
by the Minister on the floor of the House in
regard to the price of essential drugs and stress
that in so far as essential drugs are conce'rned,
their prices should not go up. In order to keep
the pri'ces of essential drugs lower and, within
the reach of the common man, the Committee
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(2)

(3)

would also like Government to consider the
feasibility of introducing a dual taxation structure so that essential bulk drugs may be given
concessions in the rate's of customs and excise
duties and the resultant loss in tax receipt offset by increasing the duties on non-essential
drugs.
Market participation

57

5.7

The Committee regret to note that the share
of HAL in the trade on the basis of licensed
capacity and actual production, instead of going
up with the passage of time has decreased from
52.45 per cent in 1967 to 25.3 per cent in 1974, in
the case of Penicillin, while in the case of streptomycin from 51.27 per cent in 1967 to 30 per cent
in 1974. The Committee are surprised to note that
private sector units have been allowed to have
installed capacity more than their licensed capacities. The Committee would recommend HAL
should take concerted measures to improve its
performance so as to have a significant if not a
dominant role i'n the market.
Marketi1lQ

58

5.18.

The Committee also note that even the total
sales has only increased marginally from
Rs. 712.97 lakhs in 1967-68 to 748,90 lakhs in 1974.
75. But the sale expenses have nearly doubled
from Rs. 19 lakhs in 1967-68 to Rs. 33 lakhs in
1974-75. The Committee cannot appreciate the
phenomenon of rising sales expenses vis-a-vis declining sales and why strict watch was not kept
on this aspect. They would like HAL/Government to analyse the various factors comprising
the sales expenses and the reasons for the tncrease under any or all the items so that suitable
action may be taken to effect economies in sales
expellRs.

(1)
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5.l9
a:tld
5.20

The Committee had in paragraph 5.79 of their
40th Report on 'Role and Achievements of
Public Undertaking,s' presented to Parliament in
September, 1973, recommended that Government
should evolve, if possible, a centralised sales and
marketing set-up for each type of industries and,
if that is not possible, at least for specified products which are manufactured by more than one
Public Undertakings. The Ministry has
stated
that the aspects concerning creation of one more
marketing organisation in a big way wiU have to
be gone into in greater depths. The Committee
feel that the Government have already taken over
21 years to take a final decision about the shape
and size of the centralised marketing set up for
HAL and IDPL even though the need to strengthen the marketing organisation has been accepted. in principle. They would li'¥e the Government not to lose any more time to decide about
the set up of a central marketing. organisation
which would not only be economical but would
also lead to greater C'O-ordin ation, evolution of
effective sales strategies and development of expertise in the field of sales and management. The
Committee also stress that there should also be
a regular feed back of market intelligence so that
the Undertaking may plan/regulate its production/sales operations accordingly.

Discount on Sales

60

5.25
to
5.27

The
Committee would like that
the
system of giving discounts should be placed on
a sound and rational basis to avoid any complaints in this regard and would like that Government Departments/Hospitals etc. place their
orders directly on the Public Undertakings on
regular basis and the price of the drugs should be
settled wen in advance by DGS&D on behalf of
the customers.
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The Committee are informed that the Company is now not offering higher discount against
tenders and even when higher discounts were
offered in certain cases, parties who used to place
direct orders were in a more advantageous position as they were entitled to a uniform discount
on all products. The Committee would li'ke that
the new arrangements are kept under continuous
and constant review and modified if necessary in
the best interest of Undertaking and Government
institutions.

Appointment
61

5.36

to

5.41

of Distributors

The Committee find that the
company
has in addition to the distributors appointed
thirteen sales representatives.
Considering the performance of sales representatives, the Committee feel that they have
hardly been able to justify their existence.
although it is understood that Sales Representatives are one of the media for promotion of sales.
The Committee would like that the Undertaking
should go into the reasons for the poor perfor_
mance of sales representative with a view to draw
lessons therefrom.
The Committee also feel that such stray
attempts at sales promotic;m as have been made by
the Company so far are not likely to make any
worthwhile dent in the highly competitive market
which is at present dominated by multinational
and big private companies. Unless the products
of the company are detaned to the medical profession, unless the medical profession is convinced of the high quality, easy availability and
competitive prices of the Compa~y's products.
and unless the net wnrk of distributors, stockists
and also of the ,sales rePresentatives are made
tesult-orfEft1ted, no Iialft promotion campaign can
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hope to achieve the desired success. The Committee would like HAL to undertake a stti~y in
depth as to how leading pharmaceutical firms in
the country have bunt up their sales organisation
for efficient sale service and distribution of drugs
to consumers, so that. the Company can take
advantage of such studies in planning its sales
and distribution mechanism.
The Committee also recommend that pen!ling
the setting up of the Central Marketing Organisation the industry should review the working of
the existing marketing agencies and functionaries,
spell out theIr roles and targets, introduce schemes
of incentives and take positive measures ,to ensure that all of them put in all possible efforts
to promote the sales of the Company's products.
The Committee regret to find that even though
none of the six distributors appointed all over
the country, lifted even half of the stipulated
minimum during 1968-69 and 1969-70 the Company did not enforce the refund clause in the
agreement.
The Committee are not satisfied with the justification for not enforcing the recov.ery clause for
non lifting of minimum quantity especially when
according to Management the minimum quantity
was decided on ideal share that HAL should have
in market.
The Committee are not convinced as to why
in spite of the earlier poor performance of distributors in Maharashtra and Bihar the rUstribution
arrangement in these two States were continued.
The Committee find that even during the years
1970-71 to 1973-74, sales effected by the! distributors in Maharashtra and Bihar have been much
below the stipulated minimum. In the opinion of
the Committee penal clauses which are incorpora-

~75
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ted in agreements but are not enforced encourage
the trade not to take the' company seriously and
instead of providing incentive to effecting greater
sales of the company's products embolden them
to ignore HAL's interests and pay greater' heed
to the products of other cOl!ij>anies which seriously
enforce such clauses. The Committee would
llke Government to take immediate steps to enforce the penal provision and effect the recovery
of due. The Committee would also like Government to go into the causes of the poor off-take of
distributors. The Committee recommend that
HAL should impress upon the distributors the
need to take serious i'nterest in promoting the
sales of its products and k> make it known to
them that if they do not discharge their obligations under the agreements, not only the penal
clauses will be enforced but the award of distributorships to them may also have to be reviewed.
Thi's is all the more necessary now when HAL '
is poised for entry in the open market at a much
bigger scale. The CommittJeo arll not sure
whether proper distributors were selected by the
Undertaking to promote the sales of its products.
They would like the undertaking to select esta blished distributors who have s\inding and experience in the field for marketing its products.
Exports

'62

5.54

and
5.55

The Committee note that the
Company
entered the export market from 1965-66 unrler
a commitment made to Government in 1962 in
consideration of release of free foreign exchange
amounting to Rs. 34 lakhs for streptomycin expansion project. Though it was obliged to export products worth Rs. 34 lakhs, the Cdmmittee regret to observe that the Undertaking
bad not been able to fulfil the commitment and
till 1974-75 it had exported prodllcts worth only
Rs. 11.14 lakhs and that too resulted in a loss of
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Rs. 3.66 lakhs. The Committee need hardly
stress that profit or loss should be reckoned on
the total price and not separately on fixed 01"
variable costs. The Committee also do not
appreciate the justi'fication sought to be given
viz. that domestic market was also not favourable and the Company was to lose either in exports or in domestic sales. If so, the Committee
fail to understand as to why the offer of the
Ministry to get a waiver of the legal obligation
to export was not availed of. The Committee
are surprised to note ,that while, on the one hand,
Penicillin 'G' and Streptomycin are being imported in bulk for being converted into vials to
meet the internal demand, on the other hand,
HAL has been exporting its vialled products at
a loss.
The Committee recommend that Government
should review its orders of 1962 and consider
revising them suitably so as not to put the
undertaking into losses in the fulfilment o~ its
export obligations. The Committee also stress
that so long as the country ts dependent on
imports for the essential drugs, tne company
would do well to concentrate all its marketing
,efforts on sales in the domestic market and after
estabUshing a name in domestic market for formulations consider extending its sales activities
in foreign markets.

63

5.56

The Committee are not aware as to how
Mis. Unichem were selected for exporting the
products of the company and whether any offers
of other companies in this regard and their terms
and conditions were examine1\. The COmmittee
would like that this matter should be investigated by Government to see how far the terms and
conditions and arrangements with MIs Unichem
have subserved the interest of the undertaktng
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and whether HAL products ar,e not being solCl
under the Unichem's brand names.
ReBearc1" and Developme1l.t
64

6.18

and

6.19

The Committee feel that R&D wing should
direct its efforts to the task of not only absorbing
the technology on which the projects of ltAL
have been set up but upscaling it, suggesting
ways and means for improving the utilisation,
reducing rejections and cutting down the cost of
production .

•
65

Although it has ben claimed by the HAL
that research laboratory has been continuously
rendering technical advice and assistance for
improving the quality of products and in suggesting improvements to have higher productivity by selecting improved strain~, etc. and also
rendering service in the adoption ()f better formentation and extraction techniques, as pointed
out in the relevant sections of the 'Performance'
chapter in this Report, these are not borne out
by facts/details· In the opinion of the Committee
not much seems to have been done in regard to
upscaling of -technology.

6.20
and
6.21.

The Committee are informed that the
Company is spending about Rs. 26 lakhs per year
on research and development; i.e. about 3 per
cent of the sales turnover while the general level
of R&D in big drug companies is stated to be of
the order of 6 to 15 per cent. Tbe ma~agemen~
is of the opinion that the percentage should be
round about 10 per cent. The Committee agree
that it is not the percentage which counts but
what really the Undertaking wants to do and
achieve. In this connection, the Hathi Com·
mittee has recommended that the public sectol
unit should, to begin with, Ilet aside at least 5
per cent of their turnover for this purpose. The-
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Committee are informed that the Board of Directors had also some time back decided to spend
about 5 per cent of the sales turnover on R&D.
But according to the Managing Director, even
this level of eXllenditure would be meagre. In
thl's connection, the Committee would like to
draw attention to suggestions made by the Hathi
Committee, in paragraph 99 of chapter 3 and
paragraph 37 of chapter 7 of their report and
recommend that the company should take
immediate steps to strengthen' its R&D effort
to bring it to a level of meaningful productivity
and to equip it with such R&D pilot plant
:equipment as may be necessary for this work as
a sound R&D base is the best insurance for
growth of drugs in pbarmaceut~cal industry.
The Committee also recommend that the personnel selected for R&D should be de'dicated
and accountable.

6.22
and
6-23

-.

The Committee recommend that the projects
which have a bearing on the existing working
of the plants and maximisation of the existing
capacity and future development of the drug
industry should be identified for research work
by thel R&D wing and an analyshi of ,the projects which had been carried forward to the stage
of commercial exploitation or are making progress or are stuck up should be made so that it
is possible, not only for the R & p wing to take
stock of its achielvements and failures but also
for the Government and the Undertaking to
evaluate its performance with reference to investment made in it during the' year. The Committee also recommend that a gist of the achievements made by R&D should also be included
in the annual l)eport of the Undertaking. The
Committee would also like to endorse the suggestion made by the Committee on Drugs and
Pharmaceutreal Industry (Hathi Committee) in

---------------------------
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para 1(}1 of their Report that the public sectorunits should establish closest liaison with thoother R&D laboratories such as the CSIR,
ICMR, ICAR, etc. and state institutions like the
Haffkine Institute, the lIT's, Un,iversities, etc.,
as such coordination is vital for development and
that appropriate facilities should be created in
the identified institutions, wherever necessary,
to permit time-bound completion of individual
projects.
The Committee recommend that there should
. be a High-powered committee in the Ministry
which should demarcate areas of R&D and allot
them to the various institutions and contemporareously monitor the programm,s and review
them from time to time with r~erence to theallocation of money and time schedule.

67

6.24
and
0.25

The Committee are surt;>rised to note that
HAL "has no authentic information in regard
to the activities pursuect by the R&D wing of the
IDPL". When these two public sector units have
been manufacturing same drugs (viz. Penicillin
and Streptomycin) though based on di1ferent
proce'!;ses and technologies, the least thaI ,theCommittee expect is that there should be a
system of coordination between the two public
seator units so that one could b~nEHlt from the
achievements of fue other in larger natji.onal
interest.
In thi's connection, the Committee would liketo invite attention to the recommendation made
by the Hathi Committee in para 100 of Chapter
III of their Relport to the effect that as between
these three units <at Pimpri, ,Rishikesh and
Hyderabad). avoidable duplication of efforts
must be discouraged and the results available'
at each unit must be made available to the other
related unit. There should be no secrets between

_._._------_. ----
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the public sector untts and any improvements,
in a strain, a process or a plant developed in the
R&D laboratory of one' unit, should be freely
available for use by the other unit. The Committee hope that HAL would lose no further
time in establishing a close liaison and coordination with R&D laboratories of the other public
sector drug units on these lines.

Inventory Control

.69

7.8

While the inventory of imported raw materials
in subsequent years was within the norms, in
the case of indigenous materials it was in excess
of the norms. In spite of this heavy investment
in raw materials, the Committee regret to observe
that due to shortages/non-availability of essential raw materials like soyabean, etc. the undertaking could not keep up the production of
_streptomycin.

7.9
and
7.10

The Committee are constrained to observe that
while on the one hand production of formulations is stated to have suffered due to shortage
of vials and rubber stoppers, on the other hand
there has been an increase in ,the inventory of
general items and spares from Rs. 99 lakhs at
the end of March, 1971 to Rs. 127 lakhs at the
end of March, 1975 thus indicating accumulation
of non-essential stores.
The Committee see no reason for delays in
the finalisation of orders by DGS&D. In fact
DGS&D should give prefernce and every facUity
to public sector undertakings to meet the demands/requirements of Government to themaximum t!xtent. The Committee would also
like Government to go in depth into the causes
for the delays in finalisation of orders by DGS&Dand remove any proceaural lacuna which may
be responsible for such delays .

-----------------------------
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78

7.11

The Committee also note that the finished
stock included Aureofungin (Rs. 3.33 lakhs) and
streptomycin (Rs. 2.63 lakhs) accumulated since
1967-68. The Committee have alrejidy given their
r~ommendations regarding th~e products
in
another chapter of the Report. The Committee
are not sure whether these still retain their
efficiency and are fiit for disposal.

"11

7.12
and
"7.13

The Committee also find that the stock ot
materials under reprocessing has shown a steep
increase from nearly Rs. 4 lakhs at the end of 31st
March, 1974 to over Rs. 11 lakhs at the end of
1974-75. The Committee feel that such elXpenditure on reprocessing is avoidable. The CommIttee would like that GovernmentlUnde'l'taking
should critically go into Ithe causes for thls steep
increase and take suitable remedie1 measures
to control the rejections and eliminate reprocessing.

.(1)

Considering the inventory of general stores
and raw material during the last many years and
the S'teep increase in stock of finished goods at the
end of 1974-75 the Committee feel that the steps
stated to have been taken for toning up materials
management have not produced the desired results. They would therefore like that the measures should be reviewed and tightened up to ensure that there is no unnecessary accumulation of
inventory resulting in blocking of funds and
accentuating the financial difficulties experienced
by the undertaking.

'72

7.14
and

7.15

The Committee also note that the value of
surplus and obsolete stores has increased from
Rs. 2.68 lakhs at the end of 1970-71 to Rs. 4.45
lakhs at the end of· 1972-73 and declined to Rs.
3.14 lakhs at the end of 1973-74 and again increased to Rs. 7.27 lakhs at the end of 1974-75. The
Committee feel that had suitable maxima minima
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and ordering levels been laid down and adhered I
to, the undertaking would not have been faced
with such surplus and obsolete inventories. The·
Committee would like that the Government
should go into the reasons for a steep rise in the·
inventory and non-moving items a'l: the end of
1974-75·
The Committee would like that the undertaking should conduct a review of non-moving and
obsolete stores periodically at least once in a year
and report the position to the Board of Directors.
who should carefully go into the causes and
take effective remedial measures. The Committee are also informed that a Task Force consisting of officers from various departments has
been constituted to work under the over-all
guidance of the consultants. The National Institute for Training and Industrial Engineering
and certain actions have been taken to streamline the materials management. The Task Force
has so far worked on identification of non-moving stock, material codification and physical lay
out of stores. The CommIttee rocommend that
the Task Force should complete its work soon so-·
that inventory control is put on sound footing
without delay and the management should report progress made in this regard to the Board.
The Committee stress the need for timely remedial measures so that inventories are put on·
most rational and economic basis in the interest
of production.

Working Results

73

8.13

The Committee regret to note that though·
the number of employees had gradually increased from 2.026 in 1967-68 to 2,568 in 1973-74 and
the average earnings per employee have also correspondingly increased from Rs. 6,135 to Rs.
10,167 the average sales per employee has come·'
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down from 31,916 to Rs. 30,580. The Committee
cannot but conclude from this that the productivity of employees has been going down from year
to year and the undertaking does not appear to
have taken any tangible action to arrest the decline. The Committee rocommenc\ that the Corporation should make a critical study of the reasons for the decline in productivity and take
concerted measures to bring it up to the optimum level.

74

8.14
to

8.16

The Committee are led to conclude that the
undertaking had been oomplacent about the
generaLoverall profitability in spite of the reduction in profits year after year from 1966-67 and
had not taken any effective action to improve the
position. The Committee have already pointed
out that there had been a lag in the technical
development of the strain for penicillin and streptomycin and their co~quent effect on production and production costs.
The Committee are constrained to observe
the lack of foresight and the serious managerial
lapses in properly organising the undertaking to
maintain and improve the productivity and profitability. The Committee need hardly stress that
it is the primary responsibility of the Management to keep a meaningful watch on the working of the undertaking and take appropriate remedial measures in time to set right any deficiencies. The Committee recommend that the
entire matter should be thoroughly investigated
with a view to fixing responsibility for these grave
and avoidable lapses which have turned a profit-making undertaking into a losing enterprise
and a report furnished to the Committee within
six months.
The Committee are infonned that besides
seeking in an increase in the selling price of ibl
products, the undertaking has taken certaln
meuures to check the decline in profitability as
a result of introduction of new high yield maiD
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for streptomycin which ha3 been able to increase
its production by 16 pe,r cept during first quarter
of 1975-76 and reduce the cost of production and
improve utilisation of capacity.
In the case of Penicillin it is stated to be finalising proposals for a~guiring improved. strain
and technology. It has been stated that a new
fonnulation unit has be.l;lJ} Gonstructed to increase
the output of dr\lgs. A systems approach is being adopted for systema'tic plant maintenance,
proper material management, man":power asSessment, etc. As a result of these measures the
company expects to turn the corner in 1975-76
and become profitable. The Committee hope that
with the steps now 'taken and with the implementation of the recommendations of the Committee
in this report it should be possible for the un..
dertaking to improve the productivity and thereby profitability.
Coet4ng System

75

8.27

to

8.31

The Committee J)ote that 'the Company has
been following a Pr'()CeSoS costing system only and
no standtrd oostiJilg has b~n introduced. Since
the Committee have alreJl~, in the relevant sections in the chapter OP Production Analysis, given their recommendatij)ns in regard to the standard nonns, effidency fixed infonnally on an ad
hoc basis so far, etc. the Committee would like
that these standards/norms efficiencies should be
reviewed and revised with reference to adoption
of new strain ~d B~!Ul!iard costs of each process
worked out and adopted £Or purposes of an effective compari~on of 89tua1, cq,ts with reference to
such standards and an~ysjng variances with a
view to taking. timely "J;Dedial action.
While on one side it is stated that the cost of
allocating services to varioutl processes/products
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by meter readings would not be COmmen.t1U'a.
with the results to be obtainE!d, on the other hand
it is stated that meters for controlling produeticm
and consumption at important points are in the
porcess of installation and yet allocations to processes/products will still have to be on technical
estimates. The Committee do not understand. the
apparent contradiction in this regard nor the rationale/ reason ,. to why. even after installation
of meters, allocation should be··on technical estimates only and not on meter readings which will
be more accurate. The Committee are not sure
as to how in the absence of reconciliation of cost
figures with financial figures, the accuracy of cost
figures is proved.
The Committee recommend that the cost
sheets duly reconciled wtth financial accounts
and the analysis of the variances should be reviewed and a report of the review and the action
taken thereon should reoeive the special attention of the management ,aad the Board of Directors in the interest of taking timely remedial
measures towards redllctton of cost. The Committee recommend that the system of cost accounting should be putoD a s'cienttfic basis and
cost reports should form part of quarterly financial reviews to be submittM to the Board of
Director be their consideration along with the
financial accounts,
'16

8.32
and
8.33

The Committee would like that the undertaking should critically go into each one of the
operations and the factors which are eontributing to the costs and take suitable action to improve efficiency and reduce consumption of materials bring down the percentage of rejections
and wastages and achieve reduction in cost at the
different stages and ultimately of the finished
products.
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The Committee would also like that R&D
should also be closely associated so that they
may suggest ways and means of improving the
techniques and reducing costs without sacrificing quality of the products.

Credit CO'ntrol

71

8.38

The Committee do not see any justification
for huge outstanding from private viallers to
the extent of Rs. 43 lakhs, when the credit system permits only supplies to them against advance payments. The Committee find that instead of realising the dues of about Rs. 2 Clores
from the Government departments and private
viallers in time the undertaking has obtained Rs.
2 crore as short-term loan for working capital
requirement on which it has to pay interest charges. Th~ Committee stress that the Government/HAL should undertake a review of the
credit arrangements obtaining so far with a view
to ensuring that such arrangements are in the
best interests of the undertaking. The Committee would also like that the billing and recovery
system should be streamlined so as to !nsure realisation of outsandings within the credit periods
allowed to the parties. The Committee also recommend that in respect of outstandings in the
Government departments, the matter should be
taken up with the appropriate Governments/Ministries and amounts realised without further
delay,
Savings in Foreign E:rcha."lge

78

---

8.40

~-~.

The Committee are glad to note that the
Company has been able to effect a net saving in
foreign exchange to the extent of over Rs. 10
erores from 1968-69 to
1973-74 by producing
drugs which were previously being imported.
The Committee expect that the HAL shoulc\ st-----~----------

...
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rive to contribute more import substitution, develop new technologies· towards indigenisation
ed upseale technology' already absorbed with
a VIew to save more in foreign exchange.

Accounting System and Internal Audit
79

8.51

and
8.52

The Committee regret to note that though
the undertaking started production as far back
as 1961-62, there was neither an accounting manual laying down the detailed procedure for
compilation of accounts nor was there a system
of reporting the points raised by internal audit
and action taken thereon to the Board of Directors. It is stated that these have been introduced
and implemented from 1974-75. The Committee
need hardly stress that observations and comments made by Audit should reteive prompt
attention of management at all levels and necessary follow-up action taken expeditiously. The
system of cost accounting should be on scientifl.o
lines and appraisal thereof shouln be included in
the programme of internal audit.
The Committee also regret to note that only
partial appraisal of the Company's working was
made in the year 1974-75 in terms of the recommendations of the Committee on Public Undertakings contained in their Fifteenth Report (4th
Lok Sabha) on Financial Management in Public Undertakings which required that the functions of internal audit should include a critical
review of systems, procedure!! and operations as
a whole. The Committee emphasise that such a
critical appraisal is all the more necessary in a
public undertaking; which has started losing after making profits for years. The Committee
recommend that HAL should implement this recommendation which has been accepted by Gov-
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en;ament.in letter-and. $piP~.·) :'fbe critical review

slWuld. also,r~eive ~. ~ attention
~pmen.t./&ai.li/GQve~ who
take appropriate fo~ow up action.
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